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 This thesis intends to demonstrate the manner in which several thinkers of the Por-
tuguese Renaissance utilised the quantitative and autopic methodologies within the con-
struction of navigational and cartographic mimesis to confirm their own wider humanist 
ideas in line with the priorities of a bourgeoning imperial state. In this way it attempts to 
address the underrepresentation of the Portuguese expansion within historiographical dis-
cussions concerning the philosophy of empire, the history of science, and the coloniality of 
knowledge. It does so in an effort to expose the role of the state in early modern construc-
tions of race and an increasingly ‘scientific’ conceptualisation of ‘racial’ and ethnic colonial 
difference. Appealing to nautical techniques enabled scholars to secularise their existing 
understandings of natural social order which in turn was implemented by the state as a 
mechanism of control. Latitude and its observable and theoretical fixity provided a power-
ful tool with which to quantify the kind of social hierarchies that were so useful in the in-
clusion and exclusion of various peoples encountered in the Portuguese expansion. In its 
attempt to understand reified constructions of the social map, it also uncovers the silencing 
of alternative historical narratives in a confrontation that displays the obfuscation of the 
nuanced and plural reality beneath hegemonic and epistemic power dynamics. In an imper-
ial environment in which the Portuguese were not a de facto hegemony, the Portuguese 
‘technoscientific’ literature of the era rationalised this experience with recourse to a power-
ful tool - the universally equivalent grid. This was a science of order with the capacity to 
incorporate resemblance and difference in its attempt to make sense of a social reality even 
more diverse than that of the Portuguese state, yet based on its existing models of incorpor-
ation and exclusion forged in the globally connected Mediterranean basin. 
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 On pushing beyond this sea and out into the Atlantic ocean, African and Asian sov-
ereigns and nobles are depicted so frequently in traveller accounts because they were useful 
in achieving Portuguese imperial, political, commercial, and religious priorities. This at 
once problematises the histories of Africa that reduce African encounters with Europeans to 
object / subject dynamics. Social hierarchies had been represented in the grammatical con-
strual of reality for centuries using the system of titles and pronouns inherited from estab-
lished discourses. The flexibility of these codes could be applied to numerous encounters 
with reality and the role of the state and its institutions in their application cannot be un-
derestimated. The earliest Portuguese grammarian, Fernão de Oliveira attempted to reify 
the way in which language contributed to the creation of social realities through the naut-
ical rhetoric of the regimento da altura, a technique useful for quantifying the height of ce-
lestial bodies which was then made directly proportional to a system of  latitude lines. A 
powerful social metaphor in the sense that it turned the globe into a scale. The application 
of this technique - long familiar to astronomers and, of course, Ptolemy - to nautical naviga-
tion and calculation was pioneered by the Portuguese as early as the middle of the fifteenth 
century. It was this technique that would revolutionise the quantitative nature of know-
ledge disseminated by the teams of practitioners surrounding Lusitanian cartographic and 
nautical arts at that time. In this way, formerly organic, spiritual, and biological perceptions 
of the social dynamics of Portuguese society, and by implication, Portuguese colonial societ-
ies were melded to an increasingly quantitative view of reality that supported  perceptions 
of universal societal orders. In this way this thesis stands to offer an approach to negotiat-
ing contemporary manifestations of, and the structural inequalities predicated on, colonial 
difference. In understanding the Renaissance use of relational equivalence as a tool of ne-
gotiation with alterity perhaps we can avoid its development into a tool of subjugation. 
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Preamble 
 Gomes Eannes de Azurara in his famous Chronica do Descobrimento e Conquista da 
Guiné (c. 1453) suggests that after the conquest of Ceuta the Infante D. Henrique began to 
keep a standing navy in his wishes to explore beyond the Canary Isles and the infamous 
Cape Bojador.  From the beginnings of the explorations of the West African coast, mariners 1
progressed slowly, feeling their way towards the Cape and beyond, hugging the coast as a 
navigational reference point with recourse only to the relative security of the mariners’ 
needle and crude estimations of speed in their efforts. The reasons the chronicler gives for 
this investigation: the glorification of God and his brother the King; to find Christians to 
trade with (inspired by the mythical Prester John); reconnaissance of Islamic strength; re-
connaissance of Christian allies; and the evangelical salvation of souls.  These political, re2 -
ligious, strategic, and commercial motivations for discovery and expansion were early mod-
 Gomes Eanes de Azurara, Chronica do Descobrimento e Conquista da Guiné, Edgar Prestage (ed.) in 2 vols. 1
(Hakluyt Society: London, 1896-1899), p. 27. See also, Maria Fernanda Alegria, Suzanne Daveau, João Carlos 
Garcia, and Francesc Relaño, ‘Portuguese Cartography in the Renaissance’ in D. Woodward (ed.) The History 
of Cartography, Volume III: Cartography in the European Renaissance (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2007), pp. 975-1068 (p. 980), for their view that the rounding of Cape Bojador is associated with the earliest 
references to a specifically Portuguese cartography, and a new carta de marear instigated by Henry the Navig-
ator owing ‘to the lack of knowledge of the region and to the often misleading form in which those southern 
lands were depicted in contemporary cartography’. Compare this with the view that the overproduction of 
West African gold created a “gold hunger” that enticed the Portuguese down the Moroccan, Mauritanian and 
Senegalese coasts during the 1430-40s, in Toby Green, A Fistful of Shells: West Africa from the Rise of the Slave 
trade to the Age of Revolution (London: Penguin, 2019), p. 66. See also the literature on the related concept of 
military revolution instigated by Michael Roberts in 1956 and the importance of finance and naval power in 
military change and expansion. This discourse like the other discourses studied below have often been Euro-
centric in nature, focused on European exceptionalism to the detriment of non-European histories. See Geof-
frey Parker, on the subjection of non-European peoples, destruction of political systems, appropriation of as-
sets in ‘Europe and the Wider World, 1500-1700: The Military Balance’, in James D. Tracy (ed.), The Political 
Economy of Merchant Empires (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), pp. 161-195 (p. 194); on the 
superiority of Western weaponry and military organisation and the failure of non-European peoples to adapt 
to or adopt martial technology effectively in The Military Revolution: Military Innovation and the Rise of the 
West, 2nd Edition (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), pp. 115; p. 136. Jeremy Black on the inab-
ility of non-European polities to create and maintain navies in, European Warfare, 1660-1815 (London: Uni-
versity College London Press, 1994) p. 11.
 Azurara, p. 28. See John K. Thornton’s brief history of Portuguese experience on the land and islands of the 2
African continent, ‘The Portuguese in Africa’ in Francisco Bethencourt & Diogo Ramada Curto (eds.), Por-
tuguese Oceanic Expansion, 1400-1800 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), pp. 138-160.
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ern concerns each served in Renaissance Europe by a good schooling in the humanist arts.  3
In becoming the first developing European state to regularly navigate in the open Atlantic, 
Portuguese mariners and cosmographers tested a new approach to each of these concerns.  4
Their solutions came in a reliance on the sciences of order they found inherent in the uni-
 For discussion on the early modern as the most appropriate analytical periodisation to illustrate the connect3 -
edness of polities at this time see Sanjay Subrahmanyam, ‘Connected Histories: Early Modern Eurasia’, Mod-
ern Asian Studies, 31:3, Special Issue: The Eurasian Context of the Early Modern History of Mainland South 
East Asia, 1400-1800 (July, 1997), pp. 735-762. For the specificity of European Renaissance concerns see 
Charles G. Nauert, Humanism and the Culture of Renaissance Europe, 2nd Edition (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2006), p. 5. Randolph Starn argues that renewal of ancient knowledge was central to the 
creation of ‘modern’ knowledge despite the obvious paradox and the counter-reformation retreat from such 
regenerative themes, in ‘The European Renaissance’ in Guido Ruggiero (ed.) A Companion to the Worlds of the 
Renaissance (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2007), pp. 39-55 (pp. 41-42). Rather than suggest that these concerns 
are exhaustive, I draw on Starn’s definition of Renaissance that eschews notions of continuity, definitive be-
ginnings and ends, and champions ‘open-ended sets of practices and ideas to which specific groups and identi-
fiable persons variously contributed or responded in different times and places’, p. 52 whilst acknowledging 
Peter Burke’s hypothesis that ‘worldviews exist - in other words, that particular attitudes are associated with 
particular times, places and social groups, so that it is not misleading to refer, for example, to “Renaissance 
attitudes”’, The Italian Renaissance: Culture & Society in Italy, Third Edition (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2014), p. 
188.
 In terms of statehood I refer here to Joseph Strayer’s multifaceted definition that he argues became the fash4 -
ionable model across world states and one that requires a human community settled within a specific region 
for several generations; the formation of impersonal, relatively permanent political institutions; burgeoning 
prestige and authority; ‘a shift in loyalty from family, local community, or religious organization to the state 
and the acquisition by the state of a moral authority to back up its institutional structure and and its theoret-
ical legal supremacy’ associated with the establishment of peace, Preface to On the Medieval Origins of the 
Modern State, With new forewords by Charles Tilly and William Chester Jordan, (New Jersey: Princeton Uni-
versity Press, 2005). The applicability of this idea to the Portuguese bureaucratic control of its trade network 
is emphasised in North, Douglass C., ‘Institutions, transaction costs, and the rise of the merchant empires’ in 
James D. Tracy (ed.), The Political Economy of Merchant Empires: State Power and World Trade, 1350-1750 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), pp. 22-40 (pp. 26-27) and Charles H. Parker who argues that 
the European overseas empires grew from the the expansion of state power between the 1400s and 1700s in 
Global Interactions in the Early Modern Age (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), pp. 15-22; see 
Giuseppe Marcocci on the same who argues that definitions of state and empire are often applied too rigidly 
in historiographical studies: ‘empires often arose from the overwhelming ambition of small lands, aiming to 
reproduce metropolitan institutions in their new possessions, while generally adapting to local elites and tra-
ditions’, in ‘Too Much to Rule: States and Empires across the Early Modern World’ Journal of Early Modern 
History, 20 (2016), pp. 511-525 (p. 520). Compare this with J. R. Hale's Renaissance Europe, 1480-1520, 2nd 
Edition (New York: Harper & Row, 2000), in which work he describes the term ‘state’ as a misleading analyt-
ical concept in the attempt to classify the plurality of governmental structures that constituted Renaissance 
Europe specifically, p. 35.
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versally equivalent conceptualisation of space and the centralisation of control that it de-
manded.  5
 Seamen concerned with the practicalities of navigation and potential for naval war-
fare, had also to be concerned with the diplomacy required to establish trade partnerships.  6
As a result the mariners’ accounts are littered with references to political organisations and 
religious practices as well as matters of commerce, strategic advantage, and navigation.  7
The standardisation efforts of the Iberian states in the late-sixteenth century stood to regu-
late the gathering of this data but the initial encounter forced some reconsiderations of 
classical human and geographical stereotypes encountered in what was ostensibly a private 
 For preliminary work on the use of the universal equivalent form of value in analysis of early modern Por5 -
tuguese science see Joseph M. da Costa, ‘The impact of Pedro Nunes’ (1502-1578) science on colonial ideolo-
gy’ (unpublished MA thesis, King’s College London, 2012); see also Toby Green’s recent work on this in A Fist-
ful of Shells, p. 472. Sandra Young has also used the term universal equivalent in her work on the construction 
of a comparative hemispheric conceptualisation of global space in The Early Modern Global South in Print: 
Textual Form and the Production of Human Difference as Knowledge (London: Ashgate Publishing, 2015), pp. 
61-81; Zoltán Biedermann, has pointed to the appropriation of latitudinal structures in the creation of com-
parative cultural frameworks in ‘Nos primórdios da antropologia moderna a Ásia de João de Barros’, in Anais de 
História de Além-Mar, 4 (2003), pp. 29–61, (p. 35); and Hugh Cagle has more recently pointed to the impor-
tance of latitude in the construction of the idea of the tropics as an object of inquiry and comparison in, As-
sembling the Tropics: Science and Medicine in Portugal’s Empire, 1450–1700 (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2018). See Herman Bennett, African Kings and Black Slaves: Sovereignty and Dispossession in the Early 
Modern Atlantic (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2019) for the impact of centralising ideolo-
gies within increasingly absolutist monarchies on the construction of alterity and the reduction of non-Christ-
ian freedoms, and subsequent justifications for conquest centred on fecund areas of fifteenth century Africa, 
pp. 57-62. See also Michel Foucault, for his characterisation of the science of order as a shift from Renaissance 
to Classical epistemes, The Order of Things: Archeology of the Human Sciences (London: Routledge, 2002), p. 
xxiv.
 Here I take Zoltán Biedermann’s definition of diplomacy - not used in the period under study - to signify the 6
management of relations between rulers, ‘Three Ways of locating the global: Microhistorical challenges in the 
study of early transcontinental diplomacy’ Past and Present, Supplement 14 (November 2019), pp. 110-141 
(p. 111). For a view of the complex system of diplomacy of this age see Zoltán Biedermann, ‘A Negotiating 
Empire: Portuguese Diplomacy in Asia and the Global Renaissance’ <http://historyhub.ie/kingdom-empire-
and-plus-ultra> [accessed 20 September 2019]; Herman Bennet, African Kings and Black Slaves: Sovereignty 
and Dispossession in the Early Modern Atlantic (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2019); Sanjay 
Subrahmanyam, Courtly Encounters: Translating Courtliness and Violence in Early Modern Eurasia (Mass-
achusetts: Harvard University Press, 2012); Thornton, p. 141. The violence of the era is well documented but 
for an introductory account see also Charles Parker, Global Interactions, pp. 21-22.
 See Thornton for an overview of the importance of navigational experiment to the establishment of trade in 7
Africa via the discovery of the ‘little wheel’ - a system of currents that linked the Atlantic Islands, the West 
African coast and the European continent - in the Mar Pequeña whereby access to West African gold markets 
would be facilitated through the establishment of shipping and military activities in the region of the Atlantic 
islands. It was also thought that dominance in this area plus an alliance with Ethiopian kingdoms in the east 
would bring about the destruction of the Muslim empire in Morocco, pp. 138-141.
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commercial network coming increasingly under the control of a bourgeoning Portuguese 
state.  There are clear indications that this standardisation had its beginning from at least 8
the turn of the sixteenth century in both the nautical and humanist arts of Portuguese im-
perialism. This thesis aims to demonstrate how an imperial episteme was manifested in in-
stitutions and perceptions that are wholly damaging to inter-human relationships as well as 
human-non-human relations too.  Discussion of humans and non-humans and efforts to ac9 -
count for similarity and difference became topics of real importance among humanists as 
they attempted to provide rational explanations for states-of-being within growing percep-
tions of universality. The diversity of people was increasingly being understood in terms of 
a global humanity and part of this awareness required the creation of mechanisms with 
which to connect, compare, and contrast, often manifested through the work of scholars 
fixated on the ancient world.  10
 See Antonio Sánchez, ‘Science by regimento: Standardising Long-Distance Control and New Spaces of Know8 -
ledge in Early Modern Portuguese Cosmography’, Early Science and Medicine 21 (2016), pp. 133-155 (p. 33) 
examination of the Regimento do Cosmógrafo-Mor (1592) and the effect of what he calls ‘the normative’ on the 
practice of nautical science, ‘produced and performed under clear directives’. See also the tradition of inform-
ation gathering in the new World in the codified questionnaire of the Relaciones (1577). Organised by the 
Spaniard Juan López de Velasco, the questionnaire laid out in minute detail the procedures of observation and 
collection of the new information, José Pardo Tomás and María Luz López Terrada, Las primeras noticias sobre 
plantas americanas en las relaciones de viajes y crónicas de Indias, 1493–1553 (Valencia: Instituto de Estudios 
Documentales e Históricos sobre la Ciencia, Universitat de València, CSIC, 1993).
 See Thornton’s argument that it was the lack of naval advantage in North-West African waters that led to the 9
Portuguese change of tack ushering in an age of diplomacy that took Diogo Gomes eight years to establish by 
1456 and saw the incidences of petty raiding replaced by the formal trade in enslaved persons between the 
Senegal and the Gambia rivers, pp. 141; 144. For similar royal interjections in Luso-Indian affairs during the 
rule of João III and his appointment of Nuno da Cunha as governor in Goa (1529-38), see Sanjay Subrah-
manyam, Three Ways to be Alien: Travails and Encounters in the Early Modern World (Massachusetts: Brandeis 
University Press, 2011), p. 24.
 Joan-Pau Rubiés, ‘Comparing Cultures in the Early Modern World: Hierarchies, Genealogies and the Idea of 10
European Modernity’ in Renaud Gagné, Simon Goldhill, Geoffrey E. R. Lloyd (eds.) Regimes of Comparatism: 
Frameworks of Comparison in History, Religion and Anthropology (Leiden: Brill, 2019), pp. 122-124. See also 
Sylvia Wynter who draws on Ánibal Quijano and Walter Mignolo in her citation of Renaissance humanism as 
the site for the early modern construction of race and its secularisation through an index of civility based on 
cultural comparisons, ‘Unsettling the Coloniality of Being/Power/Truth/Freedom: Towards the Human, After 
Man, Its Overrepresentation - An Argument’, The New Centennial Review, 3:3 (Fall 2003), pp. 257-337 (pp. 
264-265).
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 Though there has been a tendency to view these encounters through the lens of in-
commensurability, recent scholarship has tried to reassess this hypothesis.  Sanjay Sub11 -
rahmanyam has pointed to the requirement for some Jesuit missionaries ‘to seek equiva-
lences, first, between gods, and then in the manner in which they are worshipped’. These 
equivalences often result in ‘genealogical and/ or diffusionist arguments, placing the reli-
gion of the Indian gentiles in a relationship with the Jews, the Egyptians, or the ancient 
Christians’ and in ethnographers’ study of customs the same.  Kapil Raj has also explored 12
the need for equivalences within the creation of early modern trade and science. ‘It goes 
almost without saying’ he says, that ‘“go-betweens” were invariably at hand […] ensuring 
the passage between the varied languages, customs and accounting techniques of the mer-
chants and those of local communities of producers and suppliers’ in the geographical 
spread of a network that connected the Indian Ocean world with the Mediterranean and 
 For the incommensurable see, Tzvetan Todorov, The Conquest of America (New York: Harper Perennial, 11
1982); Bernard Cohn, ‘The Census, Social Structure and Objectification in South Asia’ in Bernard Cohn (ed.) 
An Anthropologist among the Historians and Other Essays (Delhi, 1987), pp. 224-254; Anthony Pagden, Eu-
ropean Encounters with the New World: From Renaissance to Romanticism (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1993), p. 10; The Fall of Natural Man: The American and the Origins of Comparative Ethnology (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1982), particularly pp. 4-6; and for recent work on the commensurable see, Sub-
rahmanyam, ‘Connected Histories’; Bennett, African Kings and Black Slaves; Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra & Eric 
R. Seeman, (eds.) The Atlantic in Global History, 1500-2000, 2nd edition (London: Routledge, 2017), p. 429; 
Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra (ed.), Entangled Empires: The Anglo-Iberian Atlantic 1500-1830 (Pennsylvania: Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania Press 2018), pp. 3-5; Joan-Pau Rubiés, ‘Comparing Cultures’.
 Starn’s analysis of the invention of the Ancient World is compared to the invention of the New World and 12
more appropriately, the invention of Europe. As such, it is a value-laden model of Worlds in which the Ancient 
becomes the universal equivalent. p. 43. See also Subrahmanyam, for the widespread use of the Alexandrine 
and Roman legacies in dealing with change in the hope for a millenarian age in which the world existed 
without chaos, without imperfections, in a changeless realm ruled by an unchallenged god, ‘Turning the 
stones over’, pp. 131; 158; Europe’s India: Words, People, Empires, 1500-1800 (Massachusetts: Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 2017), pp. 127; 113. Ângela Barreto Xavier and Ines Županov, have pointed to the same anti-
quarianism within the ideology of early modern Portuguese imperialism. They argue that ‘the Portuguese saw 
themselves as not only the successors of the Romans, but as the protagonists of the new golden age’ Catholic 
Orientalism: Portuguese Empire, Indian Knowledge (16th-18th Centuries) (Oxford: Oxford University Press,  
2015), p. 7. It has also been suggested that there is a paradox between the moderns’ assertion of their mod-
ernity and the reliance on, and renewal of ancient knowledge. See Starn, p. 41 and also Bruno Latour, We 
have never been modern, (Catherine Porter trans.) (Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1993). See also 
Biedermann, who argues that the historiographical focus on iconoclasm is simplistic and to a degree ana-
chronistic because ethnographic data arriving from Asia after 1500 interacted with classical and other ideas 
particularly after 1521 in, ‘Imperial Reflections: China, Rome and the spatial logics of history in the Ásia of 
João de Barros’ in Dejanirah Couto & François Lachaud (eds.), Empires en marche. Rencontres entre la Chine et 
l'Occident à l'âge modern (XVIe-XIXe siècles) (Paris: École française d'Extrême-Orient, 2017), pp. 23-47. (p. 25).
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part of the Atlantic.  The equivalences required to create commensurability were also flex13 -
ible enough to construct comparative values that led to the sense of incommensurability, or 
at least the distinct separation inherent in classificatory understanding and logics. Subrah-
mayam argues, ‘notions of universalism and humanism emerge in various vocabularies, and 
yet […] these terms do not in fact unite the early modern world, but instead lead to new or 
intensified forms of hierarchy, domination and separation’.  It is this competing focus on 14
distinction and similarity that characterises the Portuguese imperial project drawing on 
multiple authorities and genres, religious and secular in the construction of knowledge. 
Introduction 
Que efeitos teve a expansão?  15
 Walter Ullman argues ‘that what is commonly called renaissance humanism was an 
epiphenomenon, a concomitant feature and integral part of the overall ecclesiological, 
philosophical, governmental and political thinking that pervaded the age’.  This is a wider 16
historical phenomenon within which this thesis seeks to place the Portuguese expansion 
project in order to demonstrate the impact of its imperial priorities.  It is this idea that un17 -
dermines historians who suggest the Portuguese empire had no coherent philosophy of ex-
 Kapil Raj, ‘Go-Betweens, Travellers, and Cultural Translators’ in Bernard Lightman (ed.) A   13
Companion to the History of Science (New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons, Ltd., 2016), pp39-57 (pp. 40-41).
 Subrahmanyam, ‘Connected Histories’ p, 739.14
 I take this question from the opening section to Diogo Ramada Curto's, Cultura Imperial e Projetos Coloniais 15
(Seculos XV a XVIII) (Campinas: Editora da Unicamp, 2009), p. 17.
 Walter Ullmann, Medieval Foundations of Renaissance Humanism (London: Elek, 1977).16
 See Ângela Barreto Xavier and Ines G. Županov, for their view that ‘The singularity of the Portuguese nobili17 -
ty’s humanist experience, in comparison to Italian, British, French, and German, is that the Portuguese (and 
the Spanish) turn towards antiquity occurred alongside the building of the overseas empire’, Catholic Oriental-
ism: Portuguese Empire, Indian Knowledge (16th-18th Centuries) (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015), pp. 
6-7.
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pansion.  The relationship between humanist knowledge and that associated with a Por18 -
tuguese philosophy of empire was reciprocal. The development of techniques of mathemat-
ical navigation and the ensuing universalisation of scope inherent in mathematical con-
structions of the globe also had return impacts on the humanist idea of universality as a po-
litical apparatus of the state. It was in this way that imperialism affected both elite institu-
tions and even Jesuit approaches to missionary knowledge whilst introducing a swathe of 
non-elite actors to epistemic practices previously beyond their realm of possibilities. This 
challenges reductive interpretations that suggest the maritime experiences had little impact 
on Portuguese culture or were merely the project of empire building and commercial de-
sires. A key part of this was the abstracting properties of hierarchical understandings of 
peoples. 
 In his own attempt to address these reductive interpretations of Portuguese imperial 
history, Giuseppe Marcocci identifies an ‘institutionalization of the sphere of conscience at 
the highest levels of Portuguese government’.  He equates this with ‘a political shift from 19
millenarian imperialism to a more limited and regulated expansion after King Manuel’s 
death (1521), in the wake of which the influence of canon lawyers and theologians in-
 For the accusation that ‘the discoveries’ had limited cultural impact among elite circles predominantly Jesuit 18
and scholastic, see José Sebastião da Silva Dias, Os descobrimentos e a problematica cultural do sécuo XVI 
(Coimbra, 1973), pp. 30-32; 411; that it was merely a project of empire building, see Pedro Cardim, ‘La as-
piración imperial de la monarquía portuguesa (siglos XVI y XVII)’ in Gaetano Sabatini (ed.), Comprendere le 
monarchie iberiche: Risorse materiali e rappresentazione del potere,(Rome, 2010), 37-72; for the suggestion that 
it was merely commercial Vitorino Magalhães Godinho, Os descobrimentos e a economia mundial, 1st edition, 2 
Vols. (Lisbon: 1963-1965), provides the definitive response followed by global thinkers who consider small 
community expansion to be a question of access to resources such as Felipe Fernádez-Arnesto, ‘Portugese Ex-
pansion in a Global Context’ in Francisco Bethencourt and Diogo Ramada Curto (eds.) Portuguese Oceanic Ex-
pansion , 1400-1800 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), pp. 480-511 (p. 486). Antonio Sánchez 
considers standardisation processes associated with the nautical arts to be the predominant method for main-
taining the Portuguese empire but also part of the defining feature of an empire that sought to include ‘practi-
cal men’ and ‘theoretical men’ in, ‘Building an Empire together. Artisans and educated men in Early Modern 
Portuguese Oceanic Culture’ Centaurus, manuscript copy (2016), p. 12.
 Giuseppe Marcocci, ‘Conscience and Empire: Politics and Moral Theology in the Early Modern Portuguese 19
World’, Journal of Early Modern History, 18 (2014), pp. 473-494 (p. 477).
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creased at court’.  The effect of this increased jurisprudential effort to control internal sub20 -
jectivities reflects the development of a bourgeoning state to inaugurate institutions of self-
fashioning.  The state itself was self-fashioning - looking outward and inward - as much as 21
it required its subjects to fashion themselves.  This multidirectional relationship of identity 22
has been identified by a number of scholars of imperial thought working on the early mod-
ern world.  One argues that the connectivity of the early modern era presents multiple ex23 -
amples of ‘empire building [as] a process of classification, of identifying difference either in 
order to preserve it […] or in order to further a civilising mission of acculturation’.  Fur24 -
thermore when this project of difference manifested itself in historical ethnography it was 
the product of ‘the intensification of travel, the desire to be able to map the world in its en-
tirety and locate each human “species” in its niche’.  This location of heterogeneity amidst 25
homogeneity can be considered the key concerns of cartography and grammar as they seek 
to construe the semblances and differences of the lived reality. As shall be shown, Fernão de 
Oliveira appeals to a nautical rhetoric in order to justify a linguistic philosophy that is pred-
icated on the good separation of its grammatical parts. It is also reflected in a jurispruden-
 Ibid.20
 Diogo Ramada Curto, refers to the plurality of legal frameworks that existed through colonial law and insti21 -
tutions in order to undermine notions of coherence within historiographical constructions of Portuguese im-
perial culture, ‘Notes on the History of European Colonial Law and Legal Institutions’ in Quaderni Fiorentini: 
per la storia del pensiero giuridico moderno (Milano: Giuffrè Editore, 2004), pp. 13-71 (pp. 13-14).
 See Gilles Deleuze, who argues, ‘difference is in effect fully subject to the identity of the concept, the oppos22 -
ition of the predicates, the analogy of judgment and the resemblance of perception’, Difference and Repetition 
(Paul Patton trans.) (New York: Columbia University Press, 1995), p. 52; and Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guat-
tari, whose outline of the concept states that it, ‘is both absolute and relative: it is relative to its own compon-
ents, to other concepts, to the plane on which it is defined, and to the problems it is supposed to resolve; but 
it is absolute through the condensation it carries out, the site it occupies on the plane, and the conditions it 
assigns to the problem’, What is Philosophy (Graham Burchill and Hugh Tomlinson, trans.) (London: Verso 
Books, 1994), p. 21. Here I associate this idea of identity formation with Subrahmanyam’s notion of ‘the pro-
duction (rather than the mere fact) of commensurability’, Courtly Representations, p. 209.
 Marcocci, ‘Too Much to Rule’, p. 519. Subrahmanyam, ‘Connected Histories’.23
 Subrahmanyam, ‘Connected Histories’, p. 761.24
 Ibid. See also Wynter, p. 269.25
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tial approach that values above all the good separation of regions and cultures in the search 
for a convivência pacífica, or an ordered world without chaos. 
 The era of the Portuguese expansion brought into direct relation peoples, polities, 
and phenomena at an unprecedented scale between 1490 and 1540.  Though Biedermann 26
suggests, ‘that classicism was not a central driving force in Portuguese cultural production 
in the early 1500s, and that the Manueline imperial ideology relied primarily on ideas of 
Christian salvation to define Portugal’s possessions as an Empire’, he also marks the pres-
ence of ‘some important nuances’.  One such example can be found in the published 27
roteiros of early modern Portuguese mariners as they attempted to delineate a universal 
conceptualisation of space, bringing the disparate communities - potentially subject to a 
universal Christianity - into direct relation through geographical and spiritual conceptuali-
sations that could only be manifested in the rational workings of the intellect.  Even Gio28 -
vanni Pico della Mirandola draws on navigational metaphors to underpin his conception of 
moral rectitude, and equivalent forms of knowledge in his universal philosophy of concor-
dia, bridging the doctrines of multiple religions and thought practices. In Portugal this style 
of thought was most explicitly generated around the creation of cartographic and grammat-
ical knowledges bent on describing the wholeness of reality. 
 Subrahmanyam, Travails and Encounters, p. 173.26
 Biedermann, ‘Imperial Reflections’, p. 23. Leitão and Sánchez whose study of naturalists ignores the roteiros 27
argue that this was not possible at this time, Henrique Leitão and Antonio Sánchez, ‘Too much to tell: Narra-
tive styles of the first descriptions of the natural world of the Indies’ in History of Science, Vol. 55:2 (2017), pp. 
167–186 (p. 178). Todorov argues that the indigenous populations of America ‘favor exchanges with the 
world, the Europeans exchanges between men’. This more abstract form of communication allows perception 
of the ‘Other’ to be considered along multiple lines: at the axiological level the observer looks for hierarchies 
of knowledge. They make a value judgment as to whether the Other is good or bad, superior or inferior. At the 
praxeological level the observer analyses resemblances. They make comparisons as to whether they are like or 
unlike the Other in an act of rapprochement. Finally, at the epistemic level the observer can be indifferent to 
the other. They can know or not know of the existence of the Other and that be the end of it, pp. 185; 252.
 Biedermann, ‘Imperial Reflections’, p. 23. Giovanni Pico della Mirandola, ‘Oration on the dignity of man’ in 28
On the Dignity of Man; On Being and the One; Heptaplus, trans. Charles Wallis, Paul Miller and Douglas 
Carmichael (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1965), p. 15.
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 Brian Harley, for example, sees an ‘immediacy about the message in a map that 
makes it more readily perceived than knowledge encoded in other ways. One of the map’s 
properties is that it can be taken in quickly by the eye, contributing to the potency of carto-
graphic images’.  This immediacy comes from the map’s wholeness. The map represents 29
everything it has to in one complete image - in an instant. This immanency is deceptive in 
its capacity to naturalise representations. Cartographers universalised a particular under-
standing of geographical space constructed through translations of plural understandings 
emanating from a variety of sources. They utilised hierarchies of knowledge to construct 
discrete abstract entities with which they understood a seemingly homogenous space. They 
ordered the similarities and differences of the world into powerful hierarchies. These hier-
archies were then returned to representations as they projected their structure back onto 
society, natural phenomena, and language as the medium of representation. 
 Similarly control of the gathering of these cartographic productions, distances the 
organiser from the knowledge itself allowing a more rational authority at a remove from 
the narrow focus of a particular practitioner. Biedermann points to this notion of authority 
in his article on João de Barros’s Décadas. He argues, ‘distanciamento bem mais propício à 
selecção e à manipulação, ou seja, ao exercício de uma verdadeira autoridade sobre o texto que 
se propunha construir’.  This organisation of knowledge displays a tension between the 30
first-hand experience of the practitioner and the more rational understanding of a theoreti-
cian. Both play a part in this thesis as it determines to uncover the archaeology of knowl-
  Brian Harley, ‘The Map and the Development of the History of Cartography’ in The History of Cartography 29
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), pp. 1-42 (p. 2).
 Biedermann, ‘Nos primórdios da antropologia moderna’, p. 35.30
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edge through the depiction of a tripartite development in the construction of early modern 
Portuguese science.  31
Articulating the same cultural phenomenon as Biedermann, scholars have investig-
ated the role of language in this process: ‘defending the thesis that cultural imperialism was 
intertwined with political imperialism and could strengthen its longevity’.  They describe 32
this linguistic imperialism through the development of a Portuguese grammar which would 
be taught to the peoples within the Portuguese sphere of influence. Language, they argue, 
had a double intent: ‘to conquer, trade, communicate, and mediate between different 
peoples and, perhaps most importantly, to Christianize gentiles and infidels’.  In this, lan33 -
guage was bound to morality. Purity of spirit akin to the purity of language and of scientific 
truth. The dialogic aspect of this aspect of imperial development though, was something 
also to be wary of. For example, Barros ‘warned in his Grammática that it is better to leave 
a word, such as mercadoria in India than take the word beniága back home’.  The spread of 34
a linguistic purity would, following Antonio de Nebrija, be the handmaid to Empire. Part of 
the dissemination of language Barros thought, in India for example, would involve the in-
termarriage of Portuguese men and Indian women. 
 Here we follow the calls of Henrique Leitão to review the place of the History of Cartography within main31 -
stream disciplines at the third symposium of the ISHMAP on 3rd and 4th June 2016 at the Biblioteca Nacional 
de Portugal. See Thomas Kuhn on The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1962); Jan Golinski, argues that the point is ‘not to judge what was or was not “scientific,” but to attend to 
actual practices as they manifested themselves in particular settings’ in Making Natural Knowledge: Construct-
ivism and the History of Science, 2nd Edition (University of Chicago Press: Chicago, 2005), p. 3. and Joaquim 
Alves Gaspar and Henrique Leitão, 'What is a nautical chart, really? Uncovering the geometry of early modern 
nautical charts’ Journal of Cultural Heritage 29 (2018), pp. 130-136 (p. 136). The International Society for the 
History of the Map—or ISHMap—was founded in late 2011 with the goal of promoting the study of map his-
tory <https://www.mappingasprocess.net/about-ishmap/> [accessed 22 July 2019].
 Xavier and Županov, p. 11. The authors refer to the work of João de Barros in this section who argued, 32
“language is better than a memorial stone”.
 Ibid, p. 202.33
 See also Green and Nafafe, forthcoming, p. 2; and Bennett, p. 6, for their view that contemporary Euro34 -
centric histories that consider the Atlantic through the construction of the ‘slave trade’ have somewhat defined 
or overshadowed narratives that speak of the interaction between cultures, ignoring the sources created in 
indigenous African languages in favour of European colonial parlance.
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 This was the very issue with imperialism for Fernão de Oliveira. The constant threat 
of mixture and corruption is prevalent in his grammar. This is a distinct question related to 
classification, identity, and a desire to self-fashion and perhaps even to Oliveira's secret mis-
sion to Italy to deal with the complicated issue of New Christians.  This all contributes to 35
the ‘control mechanisms, the cultural systems of meanings that creates specific individuals 
by governing the passage from abstract potential to concrete historical embodiment’.  To 36
the grammarian Oliveira, this abstract potential lay beyond the faults created by environ-
mental and physiological factors, in the ideality of those customs produced by the elite. 
Echoing the thought of Mirandola, to Oliveira it was the relativity of this custom that had to 
be closely guarded for fear of slippage and regression: 
E é muito de culpar este defeito das calidades serem diversas, nas quaes têm dominio as con-
dições do ceo e terra em que vivem os homens: vem que hũas gentes formam suas vozes mais no 
/ papo, como caldeus e arabigos, e outras nações cortam vozes apressando-se mais em seu 
falar; mas nós falamos com grande repouso como homens assentados.  37
This cultural relativity through which humans can move up and down an index of civility is 
juxtaposed against a natural essentialism in which everything has its fixed place and about 
which knowledge could be proven. Pax Lusitania was a cultural myth designed to cover the 
religious, political, and cultural inconsistencies and uncertainties of the era, whilst appeal-
ing to the classical values of imperial state formation.  This conformity to ideals was inher38 -
 Greenblatt, argues that this effort, ‘describes the practice of parents, and teachers; […] is linked to manners 35
of demeanour, particularly that of the elite […] an adherence to mere outward ceremony; it suggests repre-
sentation of one’s nature or intention in speech or actions’, p. 3. Buescu, Gramáticos portugueses do século XVI 
(Instituto de Cultura Portuguesa, 1978), p. 50.
 Greenblatt, pp. 3-4.36
 Fernão de Oliveira, Gramática da Linguagem Portuguesa (1536), Edição Crítica, Semidiplomática e Anastáti37 -
ca por Amadeu Torres e Carlos Assunção (eds.) com Um estudo introdutório do Prof. Eugenio Coseriu (Aca-
demia das Ciências de Lisboa, 2000), p. 4.
 See Miriam Eliav-Feldon, Renaissance Impostors and Proofs of Identity (Palgrave Macmillan: London, 2012) 38
for her view of the era’s ‘new methods for verification of identity according to its bureaucratic and technologi-
cal possibilities, p. 1.
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ent in the imperial philosophy of the century. Standardisation was required in order for 
epistemic truth to be guaranteed.  
 However a widespread lusofonia was never universally dominant.  The polemic sur39 -
rounding theory and practice in the nautical arts and the changing methods of Jesuit mis-
sionaries with regard to grammar display this negotiation with the priorities of the central 
state and its agents’ adaptability to the agency of its ‘subjects’ and trade partners.  Thus, 40
the thesis seeks to engage with a body of secondary literature that is itself divided. It seeks 
to address certain issues within intellectual history, the history of science, and the history of 
empire as it draws conclusions on the creation of destructive ideologies and relationships 
among humans and relationships with non-humans through a coloniality of knowledge im-
bued with the values of its era. 
 Historians of Iberia have described language as a key mechanism of inclusion and 
exclusion.  Inclusion because it can help establish understanding between peoples, but 41
also exclusion because, following the linguistic logic of Sapir and Whorf and Lakoff and 
Johnson, the linguistic concepts of one culture do not necessarily flow with those of the 
 Green and Nafafe, p. 27.39
 On the relative adaptability of approaches to Jesuit missionary grammars in the evangelising project see, 40
Ines G. Županov, Missionary Tropics: The Catholic Frontier in India (16th-17th Centuries) (Michigan: University 
of Michigan Press, 2005); Otto Zwartjes, Portuguese Missionary Grammars in Asia, Africa and Brazil, 
1550-1800 (Amsterdam: John Benjamins Publishing Company, 2011); and on the polemic nature of theory 
and practice within the nautical arts see, María Portuondo, ‘Cosmography at the Casa, Consejo, and Corte Dur-
ing the Century of Discovery’ in Daniela Bleichmar, Paula de Vos, Kristin Huffine, and Kevin Sheehan (eds.), 
Science in the Spanish and Portuguese Empires, 1500-1800 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2009), pp. 57-
77.
 Miguel Martínez, ‘Language, nation and empire in early modern Iberia’ in José del Valle (ed.) A Political 41
History of Spanish: The Making of a Language (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), pp. 44-60, (pp. 
44-45); Ângela Barreto Xavier, ‘Reducing Difference in the Portuguese empire? A case study from early-mod-
ern Goa’ in S. Aboim, P. Granjo, & A. Ramos (eds.) Changing Societies: Legacies and Challenges. Vol. I. Ambigu-
ous Inclusions: Inside Out, Inside In (Lisbon: Imprensa de Ciências Sociais, 2018), pp. 241-261 (p. 92).
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other.  Inclusion can be positive but also negative. The famed epithet that language has 42
always been the ‘companion of empire’ has been much debated in Spanish scholarship 
mainly over the efficacy of its application though the most recent scholars have offered a 
hybrid view in this regard: that language is changeable and adaptable to political forma-
tions not just there to enforce the Bishop of Ávila’s laws.   43
 Oliveira’s grammar, as a construal of reality, responded to the epistemic authority of 
the nautical arts as sciences that makes sense of reality through analogous construals them-
selves. In this way, it is suggested that humanist practices such as intercultural negotiations 
were increasingly considered as quantifiable, and rigid, placed within the kinds of relation-
al frameworks which could easily situate cultures at the top of a value judgement as they 
could at the bottom according to historical developments and politico-commercial expedi-
ency. Early modern Portuguese application of scientific universal frameworks to under-
standings of space and human difference offers an insight into the later development of a 
practice of observation and accounting that led to the hierarchised demarcation of human 
 Xavier, ‘Reducing Difference’, p. 94; Christina Muru, ‘Shaping Minds and Cultures: The Impact of Mission42 -
ary Translations in Southern India’ in Otto Zwartjes, Klaus Zimmerman, & Martina Schrader-Kniffi  (eds.), 
Missionary Linguistics V / Translation Theory and Practices: Selected papers from the Seventh International Con-
ference on Missionary Linguistics (Amsterdam: John Benjamins Publishing Company, 2012), pp. 203-230 (pp. 
206-207).
 Marínez, p. 45; Magalí Armillas-Tiseyra ‘On Language and Empire: The Prologue to Grammar of the Castil43 -
ian Language (1492)‘ PMLA 131:1 (2016), pp. 197-208. In the episode from whence this maxim is drawn, it is 
the Bishop of Ávila who is explaining to the Queen Isabella the importance of the grammar Nebrija has pre-
sented because ‘la lengua compañera del imperio’.
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differences, adding evidence to the notion that concepts of ‘biological race’ existed well be-
fore the eighteenth century.  44
 Following the advice of Afonso de Albuquerque in trying to deal with the adminis-
trative demands of his position as first viceroy of Goa, mixed marriages became a colonial 
policy.  These marriages were at first encouraged with enticements such as the reward of 45
land but not without certain conditions: ‘brides should have the fairest skin possible and 
had necessarily to convert to Christianity’.  By the second decade of the sixteenth century, 46
there were enough mixed marriages to constitute the formation of a new social category: 
casados.  This categorisation, though legislated for and encouraged by the colonial state, 47
was not universally popular: ‘the malaise towards the casados and their children was high, 
eventually leading to the suspension of Albuquerque’s policy of physical miscegenation’.  48
Objections to this policy were manifested along class, religious, and blood lines. Xavier ar-
gues that even at this stage skin tone was a factor. This discussion engages with an early 
modern process that attempted to incorporate mutable categories of difference in an effort 
to understand traditionally organic conceptions of the world’s phenomena through quantit-
atively comparative universal frameworks associated with the delineation of space. 
 See Geraldine Heng, The Invention of Race in the European Middle Ages (Cambridge: Cambridge University 44
Press, 2018), p. 27, Max S. Hering Torres, ‘Limpieza de sangre in España. Un modelo de interpretación’ in 
Nikolaus Böttcher, Bernd Hausberger, & Max S. Hering Torres (eds.), El peso de la sangre. Libios, mestizos y 
nobles en el mundo hispánico (Mexico: El Colegio de México, 2011), pp. 29-62. (p. 56); ‘Purity of Blood. Prob-
lems of Interpretation’ in Max S. Hering Torres, María Elena Martínez & David Nirenberg (eds.), Race and 
Blood in the Iberian World (Vienna: Lit Verlag, 2012), pp. 11-38 (p.16), and María Elena Martínez, Genealogi-
cal Fictions: Limpieza de Sangre, Religion, and Gender in Colonial Mexico (California: Stanford University press, 
2008), p. 1, for their discussions on the connection between religious-cultural identity and the understanding 
of religion as a biological trait rather than affiliation. See also Francisco Bethencourt’s view that the oceanic 
exploration encouraged the idea of white European supremacy over other peoples of the world, Racisms: From 
the Crusades to the Twentieth Century (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2013), p. 92.
 Xavier, 'Reducing difference’, p. 244.45
 Ibid, p. 244.46
 See also, Tatiana Seijas and Ângela Barreto Xavier, ‘Asians in the Iberian World’ in Fernando Bouza, Pedro 47
Cardim, & Antonio Feros (eds.), The Iberian World: 1450–1820, 1st Edition, Part 2: Expansion and Empires 
(Fifteenth-Seventeenth Century) (London: Routledge, 2019), pp. 339-356.
 Xavier, 'Reducing difference’, p. 245.48
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 If we consider Oliveira’s example within Geraldine Heng’s working hypothesis of 
race, the structures of his corpus display an ‘epistemological and political commitment […] 
to demarcate human beings through differences among humans that are selectively essen-
tialized as absolute and fundamental, in order to distribute positions and powers differen-
tially to human groups’.  The grammar as a social analogy was able to do this through its 49
structured mimetic analogies of resemblance and difference. Relative positions of grammat-
ical distinctions within a comparative hierarchy were contingent to the historical setting but 
all the same accounted for through the grammar’s ability to create universally homogenous 
and internally heterogenous fields of comparison - just as the Ptolemaic system of coordin-
ates did for the differentiation of space.  By extension, adherence to proper grammar was 50
an important identifier of the self-fashioned and civilised individual or collective of the 
same. Though Oliveira does not mention purity of blood in his work, his experience in 
Spain, his role to tackle the question of New Christians in Portugal and the morphological 
connection between structures of cultural genealogy and the physical attributes that condi-
tion the melody of regional grammars, are suggestive of the analogy. The connection of a 
discourse on phenotype and latitude within Damião de Góis’ network of humanists suggests 
that the secularisation and reification of notions of physical essentialism were becoming 
more prominent in Portugal, even as early as the 1530s. 
 In the negotiation with Atlantic and Indian Ocean communities, the Portuguese re-
lied on a diaspora of predominantly Muslim actors. Arabic was the closest thing to a lin-
 Heng, p. 27.49
 See Rachel L. Burke’s argument that the laws of blood purity provided absolute social values in a way that 50
older geographical and cultural markers of ‘ethnicity’ could not, ‘Purity and Impurity of Blood in Early Modern 
Iberia’ in in Javier Munoz-Basols, Laura Lonsdale, & Manuel Delgado (eds.), The Routledge Companion to 
Iberian Studies (Oxford: Routledge, 2019), pp. 173-183, (p. 178).
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guistic universal equivalent in both regions.  However, it soon became apparent that the 51
Portuguese needed to learn other languages like ‘Malayam, Malay, and Persian, and then 
eventually to Swahili, Konkani, Kannada, and Tamil’ and that due to the relative superficial-
ity with which early travellers like Duarte Barbosa learnt these tongues, intermediaries 
were required.  This lack of local linguistic knowledge did not prevent travellers from aid52 -
ing future mariners with translations of words and exchange values for key commodities. 
The result was a sixteenth century travel literature that was scientific and instrumental in 
nature.   53
 Rather than follow Ullmann’s approach that sought to link secular and religious 
thinking using approaches from intellectual history, this thesis connects the epistemic rela-
tions of two secular disciplines in order to establish how far we can read the sources of the 
early modern Portuguese imperial era through Foucault’s conception of the classical epis-
teme. This was an episteme that was fundamental to the imperial philosophy of the Por-
tuguese state and that, to some degree, sought to replace the millenarian philosophy of the 
Manueline era with a secularised science of order, fixity, and truth.  Charting this move 54
from Manueline style to Joanine order, Zoltán Biedermann argues that from the reign of 
João III, new textual and visual strategies based on classical constructions were used in at-
 On the Indian Ocean world see Subrahmanyam, Europe’s India, p. 17. For the Atlantic world see Christian 51
Cwik, ‘The Africanization of Amerindians in the Greater Caribbean: The Way and Miskito, Fifteenth to Eight-
eenth Centuries’ in Franklin W. Knight and Ruth Iyob (eds.) Dimensions of African and Other Diasporas (Ja-
maica: The University of The West Indies Press, 2014), pp. 83-104 (p. 84). Marcocci, ‘Too Much to Rule’, p. 
519.
 Subrahmanyam, Europe's India, p. 18.52
 Ibid, p. 100.53
 See Subrahmanyam, for the widespread use of the Alexandrine and Roman legacies in dealing with change 54
in the hope for a millenarian age in which the world existed without chaos, without imperfections, in a 
changeless realm ruled by an unchallenged god, ‘Turning the stones over’, pp. 131; 158; and Kapil Raj, for the 
emergence of the idea of universal empire across the three continents of the early modern world ‘Thinking 
Without the Scientific Revolution: Global Interactions and the Construction of Knowledge’, Journal of Early 
Modern History, 21 (2017), pp. 445-458 (p. 452). Biedermann calls this the ‘Joanine imperial ideology’, ‘Im-
perial Reflections’, pp. 24-25.
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tempts to consolidate the cultural image of the Portuguese monarchy and that the reconcil-
iation of Portuguese imperial encounters was made through appeals to classical imperial 
values. Giuseppe Marcocci’s reflection argues that the reconciliation of imperial policy pri-
orities was done so through those values of the religious orders through the Mesa de Con-
ciência.  Both of these interpretations speak to the state organisation and centralisation of 55
the collection and regimentation of information in two distinct institutions, one largely in-
ward looking - notwithstanding the increasing weight of imperial concerns as the century 
progresses and petering out toward the latter stages - the other wholly focused on the em-
pire.  Biedermann and Marcocci both determine a growing degree of state control in the 56
regimentation of universally equivalent forms of value. As Marcocci suggests, ‘[s]tudying 
the interaction between conscience and empire is a means to explore how the Portuguese 
conceived their own overseas expansion’.  The connection between the moral and secular 57
ordering of society is of course central to Ullmann’s earlier thesis. The manner in which the 
Portuguese imperial state dealt with this was via the renaissance of classical organising 
principles that led to the ‘classical’ science of order and an imperial philosophy that, if di-
verse in its enunciations, was truly universal in scope in seeking to standardise the incorpo-
 See Giuseppe Marcocci’s outline of the Age of Conflict (1520-1540) involving ideas of Christian millenari55 -
anism and the factional approaches to imperial policy in East Africa and how the presence in Portugal of the 
Arabian Jew David Reubeni resulted in firmer approaches to religious doubt and calls for a Portuguese inquis-
ition which would only later in 1536 be instated. This was followed by an Age of Silence (1540-1560) in 
which the myth of Prester John was discredited transforming Ethiopia into a blank canvas for missionary ef-
forts, ‘Prism of Empire: The Shifting Image of Ethiopia in Renaissance Portugal (1500-1570)’ in Maria Berbara 
& Karl A. E. Enenkel (eds.), Portuguese Humanism and the Republic of Letters (Leiden: Brill, 2012), pp. 
458-464 (p. 482).
 There is an interesting chronology with regard to the centralisation of state formations through the six56 -
teenth century in Portugal that are reflective of similar historical processes in pre-existing West African histor-
ies. The extent of the influence of these developments and exchanges will be the focus of future work but here 
let it suffice to refer to Toby Green’s work on West African state formation in A Fistful of Shells: West Africa 
from the Rise of the Slave Trade to the Age of Revolution (London: Penguin, 2020) and Michael Gomez, African 
Dominion: A new history of empire in early and medieval West Africa (Princeton University Press: New Jersey, 
2018).
 Marcocci, ‘Consciência’, p. 478.57
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ration and differentiation of all imperial phenomena - religious and secular, human and 
non-human - in equal measure.  58
  It is suggested below that in the creation of the institutions and perceptions men-
tioned above, we can see a shift from the organic understanding of resemblances between 
things to a mechanist knowledge of discrete separation and order. It is also suggested that 
this was a determining feature of Portuguese imperial philosophy. The technologies and 
ideologies that supported this order were already extant in elite astrological circles but be-
came more accessible through the state endorsement and regulation of developments in the 
nautical arts from as early as the 1460s. This activity preceded other European institutions 
such as the Royal Society by some two hundred years. It was the success of the perceptions 
generated by these institutions that led to the consideration of order within wider fields of 
knowledge. Fields once considered through linear analogies such as chains of being, were 
required to open up and incorporate further novelty with each new day of the expansion.  59
Natural history, geography, cartography, and ethnography were of particular interest to 
maritime empires. Though these fields of knowledge have all been treated individually by 
historical analysis, they have not often been treated collectively in direct relation to the im-
perial context within which they were created and which included religious, political, and 
commercial concerns. 
 See Subrahmanyam’s view that all early modern Eurasian empires had universalising narratives that under58 -
pinned their expansion but that these narratives pertained to different universal values, ‘Connected Histories’, 
p. 739; and Sandra Young’s view that contra to Foucault’s notion that knowledge in the sixteenth century was 
only about ‘resemblance’, the historical record displays a complex and contradictory struggle to represent a 
changing world, ‘Race and the Global South in Early Modern Studies’ Shakespeare Quarterly, 67:1 (2016), pp. 
125-135, (p. 128).
 See the seminal work by Arthur O. Lovejoy, The Great Chain of Being: A Study of the History of an Idea (Mas59 -
sachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1971), who argues that it wasn't until the end of the eighteenth century 
that the great chain of being was dismantled, replaced by a philosophy of becoming, pp. 244, 293-294, 
317-326.
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 Beyond the neglect of the Portuguese philosophy of empire that is defined by the 
state approach to the creation of knowledge, there is a substantial body of work on the top-
ic of knowledge creation that highlights the neglect of the Portuguese Renaissance carto-
graphic and nautical materials within mainstream histories of science. Onesimo T. Almeida, 
has developed a large body of evidence for the transition of Portuguese thought through 
Baconian science. He has also compiled a bibliography on the issue of neglect, seeking to 
engage with much of the focus of the Planck Institute in English and in Portuguese histori-
ography.  The place of mariners’s journals within this discourse on science has also been 60
championed by scholars of the Portuguese experience.  Joining historians investigating the 61
development of natural history in the colonial theatre, Henrique Leitão and Antonio 
Sánchez have investigated the ‘scientific’ efforts to document and describe the novelty of 
 See Onésimo T. Alemida, ‘De Zurara a Francis Bacon: Conhecimento e poder, ciência e tecnologia - ou sobre 60
as primícias do plano estratégico de domínio do globo’, in Amélia Polónia, Fabiano Bracht, Gisele Cristina da 
Conceição, Monique Palma (eds.), História e Ciência: Ciência e Poder na Primeira Idade Global, (Porto: Univer-
sidade do Porto. Faculdade de Letras, 2016), pp. 9-18; ‘Experiência a madre das cousas - on the “Revolution of 
Experience” in Sixteenth Century Portuguese Maritime Discoveries and its Foundational Role in the Emer-
gence of the Scientific Worldview’ in Maria Barbara and Karl A.E. Enenkel (eds.), Portuguese Humanism and 
the Republic of Letters, (Leiden: Brill, 2012), pp. 375-373; ‘Science in the Portuguese Maritime Discoveries: A 
telling case of interaction between Experimenters and Theoreticians’ in in Daniela Bleichmar, Paula de Vos, 
Kristin Huffine, and Kevin Sheehan (eds.), Science in the Spanish and Portuguese Empires, 1500-1800 (Stan-
ford: Stanford University Press, 2009), pp. 78-92; ‘Portugal e a aurora da ciência moderna’ Anais da Univer-
sidade de Évora, n. 12 (Dezembro, 2002), pp. 19-61; ‘Historiografia da Ciência a recuperação de um lugar 
para a participação portuguesa’ ARQUIPÉLAGO HISTÓRIA, 2ª série, V (2001), pp. 681-688; ‘Sobre a revolução 
da experiência no Portugal do século XVI: Na pista do conceito de "Experiência a Madre das Cousas"’, Actas do 
Quinto Congresso da Associação Internacional de Lusitanistas, (Oxford-Coimbra, 1998), pp. 1617-1625 (ad-
aptado). This project has also been taken up from Europe by Bruno Almeida who has also linked the thought 
of an Englishman, John Dee, with that of Pedro Nunes in his work, ‘On the origins of Dee’s mathematical pro-
gramme’; Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra, whose ‘Iberian Science in the Renaissance: Ignored How Much Longer?’, 
Perspectives on Science, 12:1 (2004), pp. 86-124; ‘Knights and Cosmography: Iberian Influences on Early Mod-
ern European Science’ in V. Navarro-Brotons and W. Eamon (eds.), Beyond the Black Legend: Spain and the Sci-
entific Revolution (Valencia, 2007), pp. 197-208, follow in this tradition. Though there is some headway in the 
recent ERC award to Henrique Leitão’s “Making the Earth Global: Early Modern Nautical Rutters and the Con-
struction of a Global Concept of the Earth”, and Edward Collins’s regular podcast on the Iberian expansion, 
which demonstrate the growing body of work on the area of study but a lacuna in response to the specific call 
within the history of science. See also the view that there exists a ‘European periphery’ relegated beneath the 
dominant narrative of northwestern European science in Kostas Gavroglu, Manolis Patiniotis, Faidra Papan-
elopoulou, Ana Simões, Ana Carneiro, Maria Paula Diogo, José Ramón Bertomeu-Sánchez, Antonio García 
Belmar and Agustí, Nieto-Galan, ‘Science and Technology in the European Periphery: Some Historiographical 
Reflections’, History of Science 46:2 (2008), pp. 153-175.
 Leitão and Sánchez, ‘Too Much to Tell’.61
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the world from the direct experience encountered in the Portuguese colonial expansion.  62
This follows on from the work of Reijer Hooykaas who, in 1980, wrote his treatise on the 
advent of modern science in Portugal.   63
 Since then there have been numerous studies on the use of the classical genre of nat-
ural history within the creation of ‘modern’ science. Many pertain to the importance and 
impact of image based representations.  Some to the classical traditions and others to the 64
disjunction from classical heritage based on the same humanist methodologies.  Still oth65 -
ers focus on the abstractions involved in natural observations and of course the role of 
 See David Freedberg, The Eye of the Lynx: Galileo, His Friends, and the Beginnings of Modern Natural History 62
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003); Judith Carney (Author), Richard Nicholas Rosomoff (Other), In 
the Shadow of Slavery Africa’s Botanical Legacy in the Atlantic World (California: University of California Press, 
2009); Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra, Nature, Empire, and Nation. Explorations of the History of Science in the Iber-
ian World (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2006).
 Reijer Hooykaas, Science in Manueline Style (Lisboa: Academia Internacional da Cultura Portuguesa, 1980).63
 John Hendrix, ‘Renaissance Aesthetic and Mathematics’ in Ingrid Alexander-Skipnes (ed.), Visual Culture 64
and Mathematics in the Early Modern Period (London: Routledge, 2017), pp. 11-31; Lisa Voigt and Elio Branca-
forte, ‘The Traveling Illustrations of Sixteenth-Century Travel Narratives’, PMLA, 129:3 (May 2014), pp. 365–
398;  Sachiko Kusukawa, ‘Patron’s review: The role of images in the development of Renaissance natural his-
tory’, Archives of Natural History 38.2 (2011), pp. 189-213; Wolfgang Lefèvre, Jürgen Renn, Urs Schoepflin 
(eds.), The Power of Images in Early Modern Science (Basel: Birkhäuser, 2003).
 Richard Drayton, Nature's Government: Science, Imperial Britain, and the 'Improvement' of the World 65
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000); Anthony Grafton, ‘The New Science and the traditions of human-
ism’ in The Cambridge Companion to Renaissance Humanism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 
pp. 203-223; Antonio Barrera-Osorio, ‘Knowledge and Empiricism in the Sixteenth-Century Spanish Atlantic 
World’ in Daniela Bleichmar, Paula de Vos, Kristin Huffine, and Kevin Sheehan (eds.), Science in the Spanish 
and Portuguese Empires, 1500-1800 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2009), pp. 219-232; Experiencing 
Nature, The Spanish American Empire and the Early Scientific Revolution (Texas: University of Texas Press, 
2006); Andrew Cunningham, ‘The Culture of Gardens’, in Cultures of Natural History, ed. by Nicholas Jardine, 
Jim A. Secord, and Emma C. Spary (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), pp. 38-56.
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commerce and religion.  What all of these histories do is discuss the kind of content found 66
within the earliest Portuguese Roteiros many at later stages of colonial development, with 
fully formed and inherited discourses. They consider the impacts of Portuguese technology 
on the expansion process  and though elsewhere the dependence on mathematics has been 67
credited as a harbinger of the scientific revolution, very few include Portuguese thought in 
these narratives.  Yet, the most important aspect of neglect in the histories of science and 68
empire is the universal equivalents that underpin the fields of this coherent project of im-
perialist science and the coloniality of knowledge in its construction particularly with re-
gard to constructions of race. By analysing the development of these forms of knowledge at 
the very moment attempts were being made to reify knowledge, we can see more clearly 
 And on systematic observations of ‘nature’ see Ann M. Blair, Too Much to Know: Managing Scholarly Infor66 -
mation Before the Modern Age (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2010); Peter Edwards, ‘Domesticated Ani-
mals in Renaissance Europe’ in Bruce Boehrer, Linda Kalof, Brigitte and Pohl-Resl (eds.), A Cultural History of 
Animals in the Renaissance (Oxford and New York: Berg, 2007), pp. ; Brian W. Ogilvie, The Science of Describ-
ing: Natural History in Renaissance Europe (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005); Ludmilla Jordanova, 
Nature Displayed : Gender, Science and Medicine 1760-1820 (Harlow: Pearson Education Ltd., 1999); J.V. Field 
and Frank A. J. L. James (eds.), Renaissance and Revolution: Humanists, scholars, craftsmen and natural 
philosophers in early modern Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993); Richard Grove, Green 
Imperialism: Colonial Expansion, Tropical Island Edens and the Origins of Environmentalism, 1600-1860 (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995); on commerce see Stewart, L., ‘Global Pillage: Science, Commerce, 
and Empire’ in Cambridge History of Science: Eighteenth Century Science (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2008); Harold J. Cook. Matters of Exchange: Commerce, Medicine, and Science in the Dutch Golden Age 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2007); and on religion see Sujit Sivasundaram, Nature and the Godly Em-
pire: Science and Evangelical Mission in the Pacific, 1795-1850 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005).
 The focus on ‘science’ has often led to teleological judgments of development and advance akin to those 67
values reinvigorated by the Portuguese humanists of the sixteenth century see, Michael Adas, Machines as the 
Measure of Men: Science, Technology, and Ideologies of Western Dominance, with a new Preface (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 2015), p. 29. This accusation has been levelled at Tzvetan Todorov by Young, n. 9, p. 5. This 
is misplaced. What Todorov recognises is the capacity of different linguistic structures and systems to perform 
certain imaginative acts.
 John Henry, The Scientific Revolution and the Origins of Modern Science (London: Macmillan Press, 1997), p. 68
11. Henry also suggests that the most revolutionary aspect of Copernicus’ treatise that decentred the geocen-
tric philosophy was its mathematical realism, the fact that, ‘[n]o matter how contrary to natural philosophy 
the motion of the earth may seem […], it must be true because the mathematics demands it’, p. 52 For a dis-
cussion of the Portuguese contribution to what he calls the ‘geographic revolution’ predicated on direct expe-
rience see Francisco Contente Domingues, ‘Science and Technology in Portuguese Navigation: The Idea of Ex-
perience in the Sixteenth Century’, Neil Safier (trans.) in Francisco Bethencourt and Diogo Ramada Curto 
(eds.), Portuguese Oceanic Expansion, 1400-1800 (Cambridge University press: Cambridge, 2007), pp. 
460-479 (p. 461).
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the processes involved in the creation of a Portuguese imperial episteme, sixteenth century 
science itself as a colonial ideology.  69
  Generally Eurocentric, historians of science and empire have focused on the 
strategies utilised in the description of novelty or wonder.  More recent scholarship has in70 -
vestigated how this wonder was not allowed to remain so for long even in the early stages 
of expansion.  Raj applies the methodology of connected histories to the study of ‘domains 71
of scientific activity that are practiced across different cultures, including, of course those of 
Europe itself’.  Within a non-exhaustive list of these domains - that he notes were not con72 -
sidered within the rubric of elite knowledge associated with the ‘Scientific Revolution’ - he 
advocates for the study of ‘geography, natural history, medicine, ethnography, practical 
mathematics, navigation, and various skilled practices such as plant collection, illustration, 
land surveying, cartography, mining, instrument making and calibration, etc. […] in order 
to examine the growth of knowledge through short- medium- and long-range circulations 
and connections’.  Exploring the relational dimension to narratives that involved ‘circula73 -
tions, encounters, interactions and connections’ Raj argues, ‘helps put non-European actors 
back into the story as active participants in the knowledge-making process and restores 
their agency’. This rectifies the narrative of Scientific Revolution ‘as a singular European 
achievement, to the exclusion of all other peoples and cultures’ and questions, fundament-
ally, the ‘narrow confines of the Scientific Revolution ideals of physical theory and experi-
 See Mignolo for a discussion of the link between science and the colonially of knowledge, The Darker Side 69
of Western Modernity: Global Futures, Decolonial Options (Durham & London: Duke University Press, 2011), 
pp. 171-172.
 Stephen Greenblatt, Marvellous Possessions: The Wonder of the New World (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2003); 70
Pagden, European Encounters.
 Leitão & Sánchez, ‘Too Much to Tell’, pp. 172-173. Bennett, p. 69.71
 Raj, ‘Thinking Without’, p. 453.72
 Ibid, pp. 453-454.73
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mentation’ prompting the study of the construction of knowledge within ‘the context of 
trade, diplomacy, wars and conquest’.  Raj suggests that each of these connected dimen74 -
sions related to domains of production linking the trade in spices, drugs, and luxury goods, 
within the Indian Ocean complex with increasing knowledge of natural history.  Diplomacy 75
required intricate knowledge of laws and customs, religious and social and required efforts 
to interpolate those practices in the achievement of goals. Most importantly he points to the 
importance of ‘translation as a crucial dimension of knowledge making in a multicultural 
world […] in which the process of understanding across cultures goes far beyond mere lin-
guistic translation’.  ‘Translation itself’, Raj states, ‘constitutes the conditions for the pos76 -
sibility of new knowledge and innovation which is not the preserve of any one of the parti-
cipating cultures’.  77
 The knowledge nexus discussed by Raj, is comparable with the wider notions of 
power dynamics in the regions discussed. And it is the discourse of power inherent in 
these connections that global historians tend to underplay.  It is important that the role 78
of the state be refocused in the narratives of violence that occurred both physically and 
epistemologically. The circulation of scientific knowledge creation was characteristic of 
epistemic processes that helped to define the constant reproduction of selfhood and oth-
erness.  Kapil Raj argues that the ‘mutational aspect of circulation in its interaction with 79
 Ibid, pp. 457-458.74
 Green’s recent work has also analysed the creation of shared conceptions of value in religious and commer75 -
cial practices dating from the global movements of people and gold in precolonial West Africa, A Fistful of 
Shells, pp. 199-202.
 Ibid, p. 458.76
 Ibid. See also Aníbal Quijano, ‘Coloniality and Modernity/Rationality’ Cultural Studies, 21:2-3 (2007), pp. 77
168-178 (p. 173) who argues that social knowledge specifically is always an intersubjective experience rather 
than a Subject/Object dualistic one.
 See Marcocci, ‘Too Much to Rule’, p. 512.78
 Kapil Raj, ‘Introduction: circulation and locality in early modern science’ The British Journal for the History 79
of Science, 43:4 (December 2010), pp. 513-517 (p. 515).
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specific localities - notwithstanding the investments to fix or standardise the knowledges 
and practices’ speaks to a globalisation of knowledge ‘circulating either across large dis-
tances or across geographically close, but professionally distinct, communities, resulting 
in reconfigured knowledge forms or practices’.  Accounts of the exchanges with peoples 80
contributed to a judgment on the relative civility of that group - and therefore also upon 
the self - according to classical and humanist rubrics. The Portuguese expansion experi-
enced a shift in the search for identity within a selection of ancient and modern concerns 
appropriate to the priorities of the given regent at various stages of the fifteenth and six-
teenth centuries. Perhaps knowledge did circulate but though the creation of knowledge 
may enjoy a co-productive capacity, once the state has taken control of standardisation of 
that knowledge, the productive energy is limited and the colonial framework applied. 
Fundamentally what each of these historiographies speaks to is the creation of knowl-
edge at multiple centres of production. What has been less considered is the way in 
which the appropriation of that knowledge went hand in hand with attempts toward po-
litical subjugation.  Key to these processes was the representation of territory and 81
modes of communicating power - language and cartography.  82
 Hugh Cagle has argued the importance of tropical latitudes, for example, in situating 
the botanical and medicinal concerns of the imperial state in the different regions of Africa, 
India, and America.  Though he refers to the role of the state and the demarcation of 83
colonies according to an equatorial ‘spatial referent’, he downplays the importance of state 
regulation in the process preferring to accentuate the role of actors such as António Galvão 
 Ibid, pp. 515-516.80
 Marcocci, ‘Prism of Empire’, p. 452.81
 Biedermann presents the idea that cartographic discourse was used to underpin the notion of commensur82 -
ability as ‘the fundamental quality of global geography’, 'Imperial Reflections’, p. 28.
 Cagle, Assembling the Tropics, for the case in Africa, p. 55; India, p. 85; Brasil, p. 13083
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and Duarte Pacheco Pereira in its development.  Similarly, he argues that the naturalist 84
Garcia de Orta’s interests in mapping the medicinal and botanical knowledge of Goa did 
not necessarily chime with the interests and priorities of the state. This focus on individuals 
is to the detriment of the representation of the state role in the creation of natural know-
ledge and its attempt to create a coherent philosophy for its expansion. The model taken 
for the documentation of natural phenomena was cartographic, universal, and polycentric 
in its ability to include novelty. Without state regimentation though, this would continue to 
be a history of individuals haphazardly going about their business. 
 Antonio Sánchez situates the regimenting practices of the nautical sciences as a 
mechanism of imperial control. He further explores the Portuguese empire in light of the 
Ordem que os Pilotos devem guardar na viagem da Carreira da Índia ‘an anonymous docu-
ment from the beginning of the seventeenth century’.  He characterises the epoch of mar85 -
itime expansion by stating that ‘[t]hese instructions [ordems] should be understood within 
a larger normative context where cosmography acted as a regulator and as a synthesis of 
other empirical practices’, and more specifically, that the Regimento do Cosmógrafo-Mor 
(1592) ‘regulated the technical instruction of pilots, cartographers and instrument builders, 
the methods of calculation and observation used in astronomical navigation, and the con-
struction, certification and authorisation of nautical charts and other navigation instru-
ments’.  Sánchez argues that the defining feature of the Regimento was that it was global 86
in scope in response to a requirement for ‘scientific activity that orders both nature and so-
ciety under common codes’.  87
 Ibid, p. 50.84
 Sánchez, ‘Science by regimento’ 134.85
 Ibid, pp. 135-136.86
 Ibid, p. 136.87
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 In these codes there is a history of social conditioning that contributes to their con-
struction.  As such, the history of maps must consider a wider contextual nexus, including: 88
‘a knowledge of the real world or of whatever is being mapped; a knowledge of its explor-
ers or observers; a knowledge of the mapmaker in the narrower sense as the originator of 
the artefact; a knowledge of the map itself as a physical object; and a knowledge of the 
users’, which conditions ‘their use as well as their making’.  All of these considerations and 89
probably many more, are necessary for deciphering the ‘grammar’ of each description, map 
or collection of descriptions and maps which Harley sees as so important to greater under-
standing of how, even contemporary maps are used.  90
 It has been suggested that ‘[m]apping and surveying knowledge seem such an obvi-
ous form of evidence for colonial claims that their lack of treatment in some works is puz-
zling’. Linking the development of cartography with the development of ‘modern’ scientific 
methods of Francis Bacon, the power of maps to create universalising comparative frame-
works - particularly with regard to political and ethnical matters - requires still greater ex-
ploration.  Considering how these two efforts are connected is part of an attempt to show 91
how the history of cartography can shed light on, in David Woodward’s words, ‘how ordi-
 Harley, employed ‘language as a metaphor for the way maps have been used in past societies’ in ‘The Map’, 88
pp. 1-2.
 Ibid, p. 2.89
 Ibid.90
 Ibid, pp. 18-20. There is a developing historiographical trajectory focused on the imperialist construction of 91
geographical knowledge. Sandra Young’s The Early Modern Global South in Print, offers a view of the Southern 
hemisphere following on the work on the early modern imaginary that began with Edmundo O’Gorman’s, La 
invención de América. This is an effort that has been notably contributed to and connected with the history of 
science and technology by Ricardo Padrón in his The Spacious Word: Cartography, Literature, and Empire in 
Early Modern Spain (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004). More recently Surekah Davies', Renaissance 
Ethnography and the invention of the Human: New Worlds, Maps and Monsters (Cambridge: Cambridge Univer-
sity Press, 2016) has also used the history of cartography to offer an entangled account of the representation 
of the human and non-human worlds using ‘scientific’ methods. Stephanie Leitch, argues that ‘ethnography 
borrowed from the organising principles that characterised other Renaissance fact finding endeavours’ in her 
Mapping Ethnography in Early Modern Germany: New Worlds in Print Culture (New York: Palgrave Macmilan, 
2010), p. 8.
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nary people viewed the world and their place in it’ and perhaps to extend this to the state's 
vision of itself as the ultimate patron in the construction of the padrão.  92
 Recent arguments have been made for the influence of cartography, or more widely, 
the discipline of geography on conceptions of human difference. Sandra Young suggests ‘the 
language of cartography made itself available as a conceptual grid within which to place 
the peoples of the world, without having to resolve degrees of difference’.  It is through a 93
globally aware, geographically infused lexicon that social constructions of universally equi-
valent systems of relational value are able to situate the ‘unfamiliar […] within a global so-
cial hierarchy’ based upon the familiar and unquestionable equivalences created by the val-
ues ‘of the European observer whose way of life did not require explanation’.  Alongside a 94
plethora of ‘textual elements […] indices, tables, headings, epistles, woodcut images, maps, 
the categorizing terms, and framing devices’, Young, suggests that ‘the terms derived from 
cartography’s seemingly unchanging coordinates, and the language and evidentiary prac-
tices of an emergent geography, contribute significantly to the imperialist hermeneutics’ of 
colonial discourse.  The perception of fixity and accuracy in cosmographic responses to the 95
problems presented by navigating the open Atlantic offered a model for all knowledge and 
it is in this way that wonder and uncertainty could always be found a place. 
 It is the suggestion of this study that the Portuguese efforts to universalise regional 
knowledge into equivalences such as global social hierarchies are displayed much earlier 
than those in Young’s source material. Analysis of Portuguese cartographic (treaties, treatis-
es, charts, and roteiros) and grammarians' linguistic philosophies exposes the developmen-
 Harley, ‘The Map’, pp. 18-20.92
 Young, p. 6.93
 Ibid.94
 Ibid, pp. 6-7.95
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tal transition from the absolute value of a cartographic structure of universal equivalence to 
the grammatical and legal universal equivalences within which the inventions of human 
and non-human categorisations were to be situated. Such analysis ignores the epistemic 
manifestation of ‘nature’ itself. As a result, Young exposes the imperial hermeneutic within 
her approach, the colonial difference which silences the non-human world relegating it to a 
backdrop. 
 The early successes of developing mathematical technologies in responding to these 
issues, developed a particular episteme in Portuguese culture whereby the practical ap-
plications of cosmographic methods to the nautical arts would create abstractions of reality 
that would replace an organic focus on resemblance.  It is the suggestion of this thesis that 96
the quantitative mathematisation of knowledge about the world contributed to a rift be-
tween human and ‘nature’. This was an intellectual ‘otherisation’ that, in its simplicity was 
inclusive in its application to all manner of non-human and human phenomena, whilst of-
fering the capacity to provide discrete and absolute classifications through the authority of 
 Foucault, The Order of Things, p. xxiv.96
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a mathematical humanism that is exemplified in the anatomisation of the globe by the 
Treaty of Tordesillas.   97
 However, this treaty does not indicate the beginning of such perception. The meth-
ods of the medieval portolans, that involved taking bearings with a needle and estimating 
distances traveled were being adapted by a revival of ancient and medieval astronomical 
theory. The Ptolemaic projection coupled with Sacrobosco’s theory on the sphere combined 
to give mariners a greater degree of locational certainty when navigating in the open wa-
ters of the Atlantic and the volta do mar largo.  The successful appeal to an imagined sys98 -
tem of universal equivalence in organising the abundant space of the Atlantic according to 
Ptolemaic principles, not only marked a change in spatial perception and its representation 
but it also encouraged the application of such systems of relational equivalence to knowl-
edge on all human and non-human phenomena at this time.  The appropriation and regi99 -
 Here I draw on Peter Burke’s ‘middle-of-the-road’ definitions. He describes humanism ‘as the movement to 97
recover, interpret and assimilate the language, literature, learning and values of ancient Greece and Rome; 
while a humanist is someone actively involved in the movement, whether a professional teacher, churchman, 
royal councillor, or whatever’, ‘The Spread of Italian Humanism’ in Anthony Goodman & Angus Mackay (eds.) 
The Impact of Western Humanism on Western Europe (London: Longman, 1990), pp. 1-22 (p. 2). Frank 
Lestringant, argues that ‘the Treaty of Tordesillas might be considered the first cosmographical act of the 
Renaissance’ in Mapping the Renaissance World: The Geographical Imagination in the Age of Discovery, David 
Fausett (trans.) (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1994), p. 3. The treaty was ‘[c]oncluded on 7 July 1494 between 
Portugal and Spain, and ratified by Isabel of Castile on 2 August and by John II of Portugal on 5 September, it 
rigidly divided the two empires by means of a meridian or “direct line traced from pole to pole”, set 370 
leagues west of the Azores. For cosmography did not allow itself to be encumbered by obstacles. From the 
lofty position it took up it effaced all relief, and abolished every feature of the land […]. [C]osmography 
could reign as an absolute sovereign over the terraqueous globe. It manipulated at will the natural frontiers of 
rivers and mountains and boundaries; remodelled, if necessary, the structure of continents; and controlled the 
calculated drift of archipelagos’. The idea that with such technological developments humans considered 
themselves ‘superior to nature, contemptuous of it, willing to use it for our slightest whim’ is taken from Lynn 
White Jr.’s seminal, yet controversial essay, ‘The Historical Roots of Our Ecologic Crisis’, Science, New Series, 
155:3767 (Mar. 10, 1967), pp. 1203-1207 (p. 1207). It has been followed by numerous critiques of the ap-
plication of technology to reality, particularly well put in Carolyn Merchant’s work, ‘The Scientific Revolution 
and The Death of Nature’ Isis, 2006, 97, pp. 513–533; The Death of Nature: Women, Ecology and the Scientific 
Revolution, With new preface (New York: Harper Collins, 1990).
 See A Teixeira da Mota, ‘Prince Henry and the Progress of Nautical Cartography’ International Hydrographic 98
Review (1962), pp. 29-37, for the impact of navigation on the high seas - in comparison to the Mediterranean 
- on intellectual conceptualisations of the globe and latitude which Mota suggests is the greatest contribution 
of Portuguese navigation to the [European] world, giving the seafarer ‘a feeling of not being lost’, pp. 33; 36.
 For a view on how Ptolemy’s Geographia altered spatial perception after its arrival in Florence from Con99 -
stantinople around the turn of the fifteenth century, see Alfred W. Crosby The Measure of Reality: Quantifica-
tion and Western Society, 1250-1600 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), p. 97.
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mented application of this perception was developing in Portugal around the middle of fif-
teenth century and culminates in the application of D. João II’s astronomical survey of 
northwest Africa and the state’s increasing involvement in trade relationships with extra-
European peoples.  Its effects can be seen in the technical arts of the period but also in 100
the policy of the burgeoning imperial state and humanist knowledge associated with expan-
sion.  
 The creation of this knowledge was defined by a three-stage process of gathering in 
data, regimenting that data, and then teaching or disseminating a standardised version of 
those regiments. The mechanisms for viewing universal resemblances whilst taking account 
of specific difference explored below find their centres in the intellectual regiments of lati-
tude and grammar. It is in their capacity to delineate environmental and social space ac-
cording to the logics of tabulated representations of reality that makes them so powerful 
with practitioners reducing the complexity of reality to simple schemas and rules embodied 
in tables and instruments. Within each field there are clear efforts to interpolate the chief 
authorities of the time - religion and the ancients - yet there is also an appeal to early mod-
ern secular frameworks: namely a theoretical rationalism and the autopic authority of expe-
rience. This methodological hybridity is common to the fields of knowledge that also con-
tributed to discourses of power. 
 For example, Pedro Nunes, a humanist well-versed in the art of rhetoric, grammar 
and mathematics, cosmography and navigation, believed that the route to certainty with-
in representation was through the regimentation of practice using instruments and 
 Again see Thornton’s review of the increasing interest the state showed in settlements established by lower 100
order elites and commoners, desirous of greater control of the established networks and systems that had es-
tablished stable relations around the coast of Africa by the middle of the sixteenth century. In order to facilit-
ate this, privileges were granted to higher order elites and hegemonies were consolidated through the be-
stowal of captaincies and governorships. This was contrasted by the less formal arrangements of factories and 
missions, environs in which Portuguese state authority was impotent in the face of local rulers and centres of 
power who relied on Portuguese mercenaries, lançados, and pombeiros, pp. 147-151.
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methods based upon a mathematical paradigm. He lamented the lack of mathematics 
within the practice of mariners contemporary to his first published work. He observed, 
‘Enganados andam logo os pilotos: e os que presumem que ho sam: se nam sam bõs mathe-
maticos: em cuydarem que nam ha cousa mais certa na carta: que o que nella esta norte 
sul'.  Similarly Fernão de Oliveira, another humanist well-versed in the religious doc101 -
trine of the Dominican order, believed that language had the capacity to analogously re-
semble the diversity of ‘things’ through the declination of words and their relation to firm 
and fixed principles. For Oliveira this was a form of observable law, as he put it in one of 
his opening axioms: ‘As declinações naturaes são mais sojeitas às regras e leis de cujo man-
dado se rege esta arte’.  These two discourses are intrinsically related by their belief in a 102
fixity that relied on the principles of universal sciences of order.  103
 The first field of investigation is defined by a system of parallel lines that repre-
sent the diversity of space in accordance with the position of heavenly bodies, each par-
allel being issued its own degree from 0 at the equator to 90 at the pole. This structure is 
applied to each hemisphere encompassing the globe in a series of 180 parallel lines (not 
to mention the infinite number of integers that are possible within a mathematical con-
ceptualisation. In his treatise defending the marine chart, Pedro Nunes explained the im-
portance of the mathematical method in its ability to represent spatial realities: ‘posto 
que faça todollos parallelos iguaes a equinocial: e os polos que sam pontos linhas dereitas 
[...] Porque se bem olharmos: que releua a quem nauega: pera saber o que andou: ou onde 
 Pedro Nunes, ‘Tratado que ho doutor Pero nunez Cosmographo del Rey nosso senhor fez em defensam da 101
carta de marear: cõ o regimẽto da altura. Dirigido ao muyto escrarecido: e muyto excelente Principe ho If-
fante dom Luys. ec.’, in Pedro Nunes: Obras, Vol. 1, 2.a Edição (Lisboa: Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian, 2014), 
pp. 120-174 (p. 133).
 Fernão de Oliveira, Gramática da Linguagem Portuguesa (1536), Edição Crítica, Semidiplomática e 102
Anastática por Amadeu Torres e Carlos Assunção (eds.) com Um estudo introdutório do Prof. Eugenio Coseriu 
(Academia das Ciências de Lisboa, 2000), p. 60.
 See Michel Foucault’s, The Order of Things.103
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esta: que hua ilha ou terra firme este pintada na carta’.  In similar fashion, Oliveira 104
couches his description of the ability of grammar to represent the diversity of the lived 
reality according to fixed principles of sound and graphical resemblances or analogies: 
through the rhetoric of the regiment of the pole or sun: ‘Declinação é diversidade de vozes 
tiradas de um primeiro e firme principio por respeito de diversos estados das cousas, a qual 
assim é necessária como nas gentes o conhecimento dos desvairados ofícios e estados’.  105
 In this way the Portuguese context differs from that of the Italian in which human-
ism and mathematical knowledge were kept separate.  The realities faced by Portuguese 106
mariners, cartographers, and humanists, required more inclusive systems for understanding 
the growing abundance of space, human and non-human phenomena being encountered 
daily in the imperial expansion. The codes of these systems required the capacity to be ho-
mogeneously inclusive recognising resemblances in order to create a field of comparison. 
Within this homogeneity they also required discretion in their ordering of entities. Differ-
ence within sameness needed to be accounted for, but it needed to be accounted for in rela-
tion to everything else. Thus, equivalence was central to a process that Sanjay Subrah-
manyam has called the production of commensurability.  This requirement resulted in 107
widespread appeals to universally equivalent forms of value-laden knowledge. Empirical 
observations of, and experiences within, distinct social realities were gathered together and 
processed by theorists looking to rationalise this data. This speaks to the notion of circula-
 Pedro Nunes, ‘em defensam’, pp. 121-122.104
 Fernão de Oliveira, Ars Nautica Leiden, Leiden University Library, Cod. VOSS LAT F 41, ff. 1–283v, (f. 28r). 105
The Regimento do sol was the technique used by mariners to establish their latitude at sea using the pole star 
or the sun.
 See Nauert, p. 14.106
 For more on this early modern trend see Rubiés, ‘Comparing Cultures’ p. 119-133; Sanjay Subrahmanyam, 107
Courtly Encounters, particularly in response to his call for ‘connected histories' based on the idea that cultural 
mediation required the production of commensurability, p. 209; Carina L. Johnson, Cultural Hierarchy in Six-
teenth-Century Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011).
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tion within the global histories of science that have come to influence the field over the past 
two decades.  108
 The versatility of the universally equivalent form of value that can be seen in the de-
velopment of standardisation through the wider concerns of early modern connectivity - 
fiat monetary systems, weights and measures, and distances - was also being applied to the 
organisation of knowledge on the nautical world, the natural history of the world, its peo-
ples, and their languages and cultures.  The perception of universality within this knowl109 -
edge underpins the era’s state building and imperialist developments as they attempted to 
introduce the institutions to manage and control information, trade, and people of the early 
modern world. Though the knowledge created was specific to the disciplines of particular 
regions such as Portuguese navigation, the impact of the universal scope of mathematical 
conceptualisations of the world promoted an episteme that facilitated the ‘universalisation 
of regional values’ as a project of the state.  110
 Though imperial models might have been taken from classical Rome and Greece, the 
republic did not necessarily hold its value in the proto-modern states beyond the Alps.  111
Specific ancient Greek, Roman, and Alexandrian knowledge was gathered, regimented, and 
taught in a project of practical Renaissance humanism that sought to meet the needs of a 
 Kapil Raj is central among these historians, see his ‘Go-betweens’; ‘Circulation and locality’. See also Har108 -
old J. Cook, Matters of Exchange: Commerce, Medicine, and Science in the Dutch Golden Age (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2007).
 For the general European concern with standardisation and quantification see Crosby The Measure of Reali109 -
ty. To see a specific application in African contexts see, Toby Green, ‘Africa and the Price revolution: Currency 
imports and socio-economic change in West and West-Central Africa during the Seventeenth Century’, The 
Journal of African History, 57:1, (2016), pp. 1-24; and for this concern as demonstrated in India see Xavier 
and Županov, Catholic Orientalism, p. 88.
 Walter Mignolo, The Darker Side of the Renaissance: Literacy, Territoriality, & Colonization, 2nd Edition with 110
a New Afterword by the Author (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2003), p. 19.
 See Nauert, p. 191 for his view of this wider European development.111
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distinctly monarchical imperial state.  The universalising systems of relational equiva112 -
lence that underpinned the procedures of early modern Portuguese imperial cartography 
influenced the manner in which the Portuguese state attempted to fashion itself as absolute 
in relation to those peoples encountered in the Oceanic expansion.  Though unsuccessful 113
in the subjugation of many peoples of Africa and Asia, and later in Brasil these perceptions 
of self and other, were manifested through the extension of global comparative frameworks. 
Increased interaction from the burgeoning intercultural encounters of trade and political 
networks were made intellectually manageable by the renaissance of Ptolemy’s grid of lati-
tude and longitude coordinates.  As the realities of the Portuguese imperial encounter 114
with African and Asian cultures challenged ancient and contemporary stereotypes, the Por-
tuguese began to realise that they themselves may not be the civilisational exemplar they 
once thought. As such, confrontation with these cultures required an intellectual system by 
which diversity could be brought into relation and both connected and compared. In order 
 Pedro Cardim, argues that the status and rank of a territory and the associated recourse to political repres112 -
entation of both Iberian and extra-Iberian peoples within the Iberian cortes was measured through various 
criteria that displays the Portuguese Monarchy’s inner structure as one based on hierarchy and asymmetry: 
age (land and institutions); geographical relation to central European power (peripherality linked with inferi-
ority and a lack of civilisation); mode of incorporation into the universal body (a land deemed ‘conquered’ 
erased jurisdictional identity. ‘Conquests’ were often deprived of basic political rights such as representation at 
assemblies); authorship of union (which marked the subject/object reaction in the initiative for political uni-
on); duration of incorporation (lands were, in principal, given priority in chronological order of incorpora-
tion); comparative culture (adherence to European models for institutions, contribution to the wider body 
politic, dignity of the nobility living there, political and economic relevance, distance from the court), ‘The 
Representatives of Asian and American Cities’ in Pedro Cardim, Tamar Herzog, José Javier Ruiz Ibáñez & 
Gaetano Sabatini (eds.), Polycentric Monarchies: How did Early Modern Spain and Portugal Achieve and Main-
tain a Global Hegemony? (Eastbourne: Sussex Academic Press, 2012), pp. 43-53 (pp. 48-50); Compare this 
with the Aristotelian standards used to compare polities outlined by Rubiés, ‘Comparing Cultures’, p. 129.
 See Francisco Bethencourt’s view that the oceanic exploration encouraged the idea of a relational white 113
European supremacy over other peoples of the world, Racisms: From the Crusades to the Twentieth Century 
(New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2013), p. 92.
 Stephen Greenblatt, argues that ‘self-fashioning is in effect the Renaissance version of [the] control mech114 -
anisms, the cultural systems of meanings that create specific individuals by governing the passage from ab-
stract potential to concrete historical embodiment’ in Renaissance Self-Fashioning: From More to Shakespeare, 
With a new preface (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005), pp. 3-4. See also Norbert Elias, The Civilizing 
Process: Vol.II. State Formation and Civilization (Oxford: Blackwell, 1982). Zoltán Biedermann has pointed to 
João de Barros’ use of a global comparative framework in his descriptions of China as a model empire in ‘Im-
perial reflections’. Xavier and Županov have also pointed to appeals to 'the grid' in the creation of comparative 
frameworks in the sciences of the Portuguese expansion in their Catholic Orientalism, p. 23.
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to do this the system had to at once acknowledge the homogeneity of semblance - such as 
those created by the values of universalising religions such as Christianity, empires such the 
Holy Roman, or on a smaller scale within hierarchical societies - whilst being able to differ-
entiate intersectional heterogeneities into absolute values.  In order to make these repre115 -
sentations truly meaningful, the regimentation of its practice in terms of the application 
and reading of classificatory nomenclature was required. 
 One product of a long-standing universalising project was the religious category of 
the extra-ecclesiam.  At first glance this binary logic created a Catholic form of the Greek / 116
Barbarian dichotomy, yet there is a history of struggle over the impact of its interpretation 
which speaks to the universal equivalence involved in its relational juxtaposition. James 
Muldoon outlines the genealogy of thought in this regard and points to Pope Innocent IV 
who argued that it was the responsibility of the Pope to care for his flock which included 
the Christian and the extra-ecclesiam who he even considered to possess dominium.  The 117
 There is a vast body of literature discussing the various religious and civil legal debates regarding con115 -
frontation with alterity based on natural law, just warfare, civil law, and divine law. A good starting point is 
James Muldoon, ‘The Contribution of the Medieval Canon Lawyers to the formation of International Law: A 
Bibliographical Survey’ Traditio 28 (1972), pp. 483-97; ‘The Remonstrances of the Irish Princes and the Canon 
Law Tradition of Just War’ The American Journal of Legal History 22 (1978), pp. 309-325; ‘Papal Responsibility 
for the Infidel: Another Look at Alexander VI's "Inter Caetera”' The Catholic Historical Review, 64:2 (April 
1978), pp. 168-184; Popes, Lawyers, and Infidels: The Church and the Non-Christian World (Pennsylvania: Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania Press, 1979). Kenneth Pennington, ‘Bartholome de las Casas and the Tradition of Me-
dieval Law’ Church History 39 (1970), pp. 149-61; The Prince and the Law, 1200-1600: Sovereignty and Right 
in the Western Legal Tradition (California: University of California Press, 1993). There is a more recent body of 
research that seeks to show how individuals moved within the legal frameworks that were developed in the 
colonial theatres, particularly those of Africa, Asia and the New World. See Herman Bennett, African Kings and 
Black Slaves; Ben Vinson has also worked to display how people code switched within conceptualisations of 
caste according to the political expediency of the day in his, Before Mestizaje: The Frontiers of Race and Caste in 
Colonial Mexico (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018). It is also worth considering the terminology of 
the papal bulls surrounding expansion and evangelism: The Dum Diversas (1452) allowed the Portuguese to 
subdue and enslave Muslims, pagans, and other non-believers; Romanus Pontifex (1455) granted all lands 
south of Cape Bojador to the Portuguese, with the addition that enemies of Christ and pagans were to be en-
slaved; Aeterni regis (1481) granted all lands to the south of the Canaries to Portugal; Inter Caetera (1493) 
granted all lands to the west of Cape Verde (by a meagre 100 leagues) to Spain though this was adjusted in 
the Treaty of Tordesillas (1494) the following year.
 For the prevalence of millenarian visions within Ottoman, Iranian, Indian, and Christian doctrines see, 116
Subrahmanyam, ‘Turning the stones over’.
 Muldoon, ‘Papal Responsibility’, pp. 171-172.117
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universal equivalent that united these oppositional categories was humanity and the 
prospect of universal salvation. Despite this ecclesiastical inclusion, the Portuguese were 
impatient to develop rules that established a tighter frontier between Europeans and non-
Europeans in African, American, and Asian spaces.  It can be argued that such a philoso118 -
phy was foreshadowed in the treatment of non-Christians and converted Christians in the 
Iberian peninsula itself and in the histories of interactions between African populations and 
the expansion of Islam, as ‘mutually constitutive categories [such] as race, slavery, ethnicity, 
caste, and gendered notions of power’ were formed within specifically imperial contexts.  119
 As Max S. Hering-Torres and David Nirenberg have argued, the genealogical ideolo-
gies of blood and race were closely connected from an early stage in Spain.  The editors 120
of a recent work on Iberian blood and race go further to argue that ‘[t]he idea that blood 
encoded cultural characteristics was by no means exclusive to Iberia’ and that it was ‘closely 
linked to discourses of nobility based on blood’.  This connection is extended by associa121 -
tion with ‘other key organizing concepts of early modern Spanish society, such as casta 
(caste), linaje (lineage), honor, calidad (quality), vecindad (citizenship), and naturaleza (na-
tiveness) as well as to social relations, religion, and gender’.  Explored through the lens of 122
 Pedro Cardim, Portugal y la Monarquía Hispánica (ca. 1550- ca. 1715) (Madrid: Marcial Pons Ediciones de 118
Historia, 2017), p. 19.
 For a thorough review of the development of segregation practices in Iberia see David Nirenberg, ‘Mass 119
Conversion and Genealogical Mentalities: Jews and Christians in Fifteenth-Century Spain’, Past & Present, 174 
(2002), pp. 3-41 (p. 10); for the importance of the Andalusian Jurists see Gomez, p. 284. See also Johnson, 
for the European construction of cultural and religious hierarchies that moved away from the relativity of 
classical thinkers such as Aristotle and Cicero, pp. 21-70.
 Max S. Hering Torres, ‘Limpieza de Sangre: Racismo en la Edad Moderna?’ in Tiempos Modernos Revista 120
Electrónica de Historia Moderna, 4:9 (2003); David Nirenberg, ‘Was there race before modernity? The example 
of “Jewish” blood in late medieval Spain’ in Miriam Eliav-Feldon, Benjamin Isaac, & Joseph Ziegler (eds.), The 
Origins of Racism in the West (Cambridge: Cambridge University press, 2009), pp. 232-264; María Elena 
Martínez, Genealogical Fictions. 
 Max S. Hering Torres, María Elena Martínez, & David Nirenberg (eds.), Race and Blood in the Iberian World 121
(Berlin: Lit Verlag, 2012), p. 2.
 Ibid, p. 3. 122
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the Portuguese expansion, the enunciations on the genealogical conceptions outlined above 
suggest an increasingly secularised foundational authority. The model for secular rationali-
sation was taken from the nautical arts which had so successfully homogenised and differ-
entiated maritime space through a science of order based on directly observable astronomi-
cal phenomena and a geometric conceptualisation of the globe. Experience was processed 
through an abstract intellectual framework that converted the data of direct observation 
into mathematical equivalences in the same manner that Innocent’s jurisprudence had pro-
cessed the plurality of ‘infidel’ peoples into human equivalences.  
 Genealogical nomenclature operates similarly.  Ben Vinson recently argued that the 123
caste nomenclature of the sixteenth century became increasingly composite and fraction-
alised, phenotypical, and even geographic within a colonial social system that had ‘few de 
facto controls over miscegenation, and where genealogical knowledge among the masses 
was often rather limited’.  By the eighteenth century the inquisition increasingly demand124 -
ed the presentation of accurate genealogical lineages that worked with phenotype.  This 125
increasing degree of fractionalisation and composition within categorisation speaks to both 
Oliveira’s efforts to fix language using the rhetoric of quantitative observational science and 
also the coordinate technologies within the nautical sciences themselves. Language is the 
 Aníbal Quijano theorises this as follows: ‘that specific colonial structure of power produced the spe123 -
cific social discriminations which later were codified as ‘racial’, ‘ethnic’, ‘anthropological’ or ‘nation-
al’, according to the times, agents, and populations involved. These intersubjective constructions, 
product of Eurocentered colonial domination were even assumed to be ‘objective’, ‘scientific’,  
categories, then of a historical significance. That is, as natural phenomena, not referring to the his-
tory of power. This power structure was, and still is, the framework within which operate the other 
social relations of classes or estates’, p. 168.
 Vinson, Before Mestizaje, pp. 82-86.124
 Ibid, p. 173.125
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technology with which humans articulate and construe their realities.  Ricardo Padrón 126
points to a shift in the manner in which spatiality was represented in Europe in the six-
teenth century. The use of instruments for astronavigation, technology that imagined lati-
tude scales to encircle the navigable globe, allowed the European imaginary ‘to regard its 
world from an elevated point of view’.  What Padrón and others suggest is the ability of 127
communicative technologies to demonstrate something about the worldview of their 
user.  The juxtaposition of the autopic-rational knowledge complex within the regimented 128
practices of navigation and grammar speak to Oliveira's efforts to associate language prac-
tice with customary traits predicated on phenotypical characteristics. This offers an under-
standing of the increasingly secularised explanation of things but also the imperial search 
for universally equivalent forms of knowledge. It is in these ‘modes of knowing’ that Qui-
jano argues ‘repression fell’.  These knowledges are then anchored to nautical, grammati129 -
cal, and legal taxonomies.  In this sense, Quijano argues that ‘the European paradigm of 130
 Michael Halliday suggests the following equivalences in the categorisation of mimesis, ‘first visual resemb126 -
lance (including figurative works of art); second, behavioural emulation/imitation; third, impersonation, in-
cluding dramatic enactment; fourth, vocal or musical production of significant or expressive structures of 
sound; fifth, metaphysical conformity, as in the Pythagorean belief, reported by Aristotle, that the material 
world is a mimesis of the immaterial domain of numbers. The common thread running through these other-
wise various uses is an idea of correspondence or equivalence’, Collected Works of M. A. K. Halliday, 1. On 
Grammar, Jonathan J. Webster (ed.) (London: Continuum, 2002), p. 15. For the view that it is likely that, 
world-views affect the way vocabulary items map meaning see, Benjamin Lee Whorf, ‘Language, Mind, and 
Reality’ The Theosophist, (January and April, 1942); Michael A. K. Halliday, The Language of Science, Jonathan 
J. Webster (ed.) (London: International Publishing Ltd., 2004), p. 124; See also Bill Barton & Roslyn Frank, 
‘Mathematical Ideas and Indigenous Languages’, in Bill Atweh, Helen Forgasz and Ben Nebres (eds.) Sociocul-
tural Research in Mathematics Education: An International Perspective (New Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associ-
ates, 2001), pp. 135–140, who have investigated navigational practices as sociological construals of reality, p. 
139 and also Mignolo, The Darker Side of Western Modernity, p. 20.
 Padrón, p. 60.127
 Frank and Barton quote Penny Lee’s summary: ‘the possibility of comparing geometries is based on an im128 -
plicit assumption that what they systematise in the first instance is a common reality - space as it may be ex-
perienced by human beings - and that this is differently described and mentally organised according to princi-
ples embodied in each geometrical method’, p. 10
 Quijano, p. 169.129
 Ibid. Understanding these modes such as ‘taxonomies’ gave access to power as individuals manipulated 130
their own and others relational positions within classifications. This, Quijano states, is why European culture 
was so seductive.
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rational knowledge, was not only elaborated in the context of, but as part of, a power struc-
ture that involved the European colonial domination over the rest of the world’.  This 131
speaks to the totality of cosynchronous constructions of reality.  There is an almost mil132 -
lenarian effort to incorporate the world into a secular cosmographical system in which 
everything has a place.  
 In the same manner that the rationalisation of social data required regimenting, the 
navigational choice and independence offered to mariners from the end of the fifteenth 
century was becoming increasingly limited.  That is not to suggest there were no alterna133 -
tives that ‘recalcitrant’ pilots used and clung to but the effort from the state to condition 
practice demonstrates a wider engagement with the standardisation of representations of 
the lived reality. These representations were, by their nature, thought to provide fixity, veri-
ty, and a relational equivalence. The fact that these sciences were being developed within 
the specific context of imperial expansion and its accompanying discourses on religious 
conversion, Christian entitlement to territory, and access to and control of resources, specif-
ically on the route between Lisbon and Goa and in Brasil, suggests that this historically con-
tingent manifestation of an epistemic order was intrinsically bound to the priorities of the 
state. It was well-served by the reciprocal relationship between the construction of natural 
knowledge, ethnographic knowledge, and humanist knowledge that sought to facilitate im-
perial ambitions through religious, classical, and secular authorities. 
 Ibid, p. 174.131
 See David Woodward’s view of the development of cosynchronicity as a definitive marker of early modern 132
mapping, ‘Cartography and the Renaissance: Continuity and Change’ in David Woodward (ed.) The History of 
Cartography, Volume 3, Cartography in the European Renaissance (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007), 
pp.  3-24 (pp. 16-17), in which he defines the term as follows: ‘a separation of time and space, of geography 
from history’, p. 12.
 Greenblatt, states, that choice in how to fashion one self at this time ‘was strictly delineated by the social 133
and ideological system in force’, Self-Fashioning, p. 256.
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Portuguese humanism and science was flourishing at this time with increasing 
numbers of Portuguese students studying in Renaissance centres of excellence.  Charles 134
Boxer suggests that ‘[n]early 300 Portuguese students matriculated at Paris between 
1500 and 1550, the great majority of them being bolseiros del Rei’, endowments designed 
to ‘raise the standard of education in Portugal’, an effort that was carried by three kings 
of the first half of the sixteenth century.  What this suggests is that the processes dis135 -
cussed in this paper must be considered as part of an enthusiastic transnational circula-
tion of ideas. Though it has been suggested that information on the Portuguese nautical 
‘discoveries' was jealously guarded, there is a clear drive towards the sharing of wider 
humanist practice among European states. Boxer, among others, marked the mid-century 
as a peak in Portuguese humanist and ‘scientific’ activity.  Yet this activity was not con136 -
fined to Portugal. It was a time when Christopher Clavius was setting up mathematics 
classes at the Roman Jesuit College from 1553, having studied the discipline during his 
time at Coimbra.  It was also in 1555 that mathematics first came to be taught in class137 -
es on ‘the sphere’ by Father Rodrigues of the College of Saint Anthony in Lisbon.  How138 -
ever, it would not be until 1586 that Jesuits would accept mathematics into the Ratio 
 See Charles Ralph Boxer, Joao de Barros: Portuguese Humanist and Historian of Asia (East Sussex: Concept 134
Publishing Company, 1981) on humanism and Reijer Hooykaas, Science in Manueline Style, on science.
 Boxer, João de Barros, p. 15.135
 The most recent advocates for this mid-century development are, Giuseppe Marcocci, A consciência de um 136
império: portugal e o seu mundo (secs. xv-xvii) (Imprensa da Universidade de Coimbra, 2012); Leitão and 
Sánchez, ‘Too much to tell’. This is also reflected in the increase in published material between the 1540s and 
1556 a period that witnessed a 37 percent increase in production levels, Alexander S. Wilkinson (ed.), Iberian 
Books: Books Published in Spanish or Portuguese or on the Iberian Peninsula before 1601 (Leiden: Brill, 2010) p. 
xv.
 Romano Gatto, Christoph Clavius’ ‘‘Ordo Servandus in Addiscendis Disciplinis Mathematicis’’ and the 137
Teaching of Mathematics in Jesuit Colleges at the Beginning of the Modern Era’, Science & Education 15 
(2006), pp. 235–258 (p. 236).
 Henrique Leitão & Bernardo Mota, Sphæra Mundi: A Ciência na Aula da Esfera: Manuscritos Científicos do 138
Colégio de Santo Antão nas Colecçoes da BNP (Lisboa: Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal, 2008).
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studiorum of the Colleges.  So interconnected was this era, that Clavius even wanted to 139
establish humanist academies in Rome, Milan, Coimbra, and Paris, each dedicated exclu-
sively to either Rhetoric, Greek, Hebrew, and Mathematics.  The link between the study 140
of languages, the use of languages, and mathematics is quite clear in the collective focus 
of these four proposed academies and further evidence of the importance of the Por-
tuguese episteme to mathematical conceptualisations of humanist knowledge. Similarly, 
notwithstanding Clavius’ lack of success in his proposed academies, the developments in 
the teaching of mathematics, even in the religious colleges, reflect developments in the 
teaching of mathematical cartography and navigation during the same period in Portu-
gal.  Oliveira is an exemplar of the circulation of this intellectual trajectory within Je141 -
suit communities in the first third of the sixteenth century. This thought was also circu-
lating within a network of humanists that transcended religious doctrine and linked Pe-
dro Nunes with the Englishman John Dee.  Despite the republic of letters and the shar142 -
ing of theory, the practical values of burgeoning mathematical arts were not intended to 
be as widely shared.  One could not lay claim to ‘discoveries’ if competitors could not 143
understand the spatial logics of that claim. 
 Thought about navigation in relation to a system of universal equivalence, ‘a 
crosshatch of coordinates calculated in accordance with the positions of heavenly bodies’, 
 Gatto, p. 246.139
 Ibid, p. 248.140
 See Sánchez, ‘Regimento’ for an account of Pedro Nunes’s role as a teacher of pilots in the mathematical 141
models he developed.
 Bruno Almeida, ‘On the origins of Dee’s mathematical programme: The John Dee-Pedro Nunes connection’, 142
Studies in History and Philosophy of Science, 43:3 (2012), pp. 460-469.
 Brian Harley, cites the Manueline decree of 1504 which forbade the dissemination of navigational data, 143
‘including latitudes, bearing on the navigation of the African coast beyond Rio Manicongo, i.e. 7° S’ in ‘Si-
lences and Secrecy: The Hidden Agenda of Cartography in Early Modern Europe’ in Imago Mundi, Vol. 40 
(1988), pp. 57-76 (p. 61). Donald Lach, Asia in the Making of Europe I:I (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1965), pp. 151-62.
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was growing exponentially and by the following century Ptolomaic methods were ‘part of 
the common currency of Western European mapmakers’.  Instruction of pilots in math144 -
ematical principles were key yet, as the authors of the roteiros and the cosmographer in 
this thesis complained, these pilots were not being mathematically trained, even in the 
1530s. For this reason, instruction manuals on the use of instruments in mathematical 
navigation such as the Regimento do Estrolábio e Quadrante (1509) contained little more 
than one page occupied with rules or principles, yet it occupies four leaves for 
examples.  This Regimento was a nautical manual to instruct in the process of astro145 -
nomic navigation by the meridian height of the sun. Yet, the tables of solar heights with 
which to compare readings at sea, were already being used by Vasco da Gama on his 
voyage to India in 1497.  New mapping techniques were being distributed around Eu146 -
rope at the same time as information about ‘new’ peoples and natural things encountered 
in the process.  Clearly, gathering in the abundance of data at this time was more im147 -
portant than systematising it. Yet, that is not to say there was no effort to create system-
atic approaches to the knowledge of reality. 
 In relying on an astronomical principle to navigate, sailors were no longer inter-
acting with the world in an immanent way through the direct senses using landmarks, 
dead reckoning and the needle. They relied on a regimented mathematical system of 
universal equivalence, either through the direct relation of the regiment of the Pole Star 
 Crosby, The Measure of Reality, pp. 97-98. See also Martin Waldseemüller’s Universal Cosmography follow144 -
ing the Ptolemaic tradition and Amerigo Vespucci and illustrious others (1507).
 António Barbosa, Novos subsídios para a história da ciência náutica portuguesa da época dos descobrimentos 145
(Porto, 1948), p. 40.
 Barbosa,p. 41.146
 António Alberto Banha de Andrade, Mundo Novos do Mundo: Panorama da difusão, pela Europa, de notícias 147
dos Descobrimentos Geográficos Portugueses (Lisboa: Junta de Investigações do Ultramar, 1972), p. 278. See 
also Joaquim Alves Gaspar, on the impact of Nunes’ nautical theory in wider Europe, ‘Pedro Nunes and the 
Distance from Lisbon to India’ XVII Reunion of the International Committee for the History of Nautical Sciences, 
Galway, Ireland, 2-4 October 2014.
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to geometric proportions or the calculations based on mathematical proportions associ-
ated with solar readings. Nautical accounts were at the forefront of the imperial en-
counter with new realities and the creation of knowledge. The accounts and codes of 
practice within their documentation had far reaching effects on the epistemic culture of 
the Portuguese colonial project, particularly with regard to the manner in which cultural 
constructions came to define space. These understandings were not so much aimed at 
the elite scholars of the era, but rather at the low born mariners, cartographers, instru-
ment makers, and sundry other participants in the overseas trade and expansion. Analy-
sis of the cultural artefacts disseminated among this group of professionals offers insight 
into the prevalence of the rapprochement inherent in the Portuguese imperial philosophy 
that ‘reshaped the political and economic landscape of Europe and launched the West's 
colonial enterprise’.  148
 The map as an example of this hybrid construction of the construal of reality 
aimed to naturalise itself as a cosynchronous enunciation of knowledge and thus, ‘render 
itself timeless’.  The perception of cosynchronicity presents the map as a totality of 149
knowledge, a definitive feature of the linguistic map that Oliveira constructed himself 
 Henrique Leitão and Antonio Sánchez, ‘Zilsel’s Thesis, Maritime Culture, and Iberian Science in Early 148
Modern Europe’ Journal of the History of Ideas, 78:2 (2017), pp. 191-210 (p. 210).
 For this constructivist view see, Wylie, J., ‘The Common Line: Creating Landscape Mythologies’ Mythologi149 -
cal Panoramas: Tracing Distortions and Fictions of Landscape Across Time and Space, Gordon Room, Senate 
House, University of London, 4th October 2018, but also for a discussion of the uncanny persuasiveness of 
cartographic authority and its naturalisation see Matthew Edney, ‘Theory and History of Cartography’ Imago 
Mundi, 48 (1996), pp. 185-191 (particularly p. 187); and J. B. Harley, ‘The Map and the Development of the 
History of Cartography’ in The History of Cartography (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), pp. 1-42 
(p. 2); Denis Wood and John Fels, “Designs on Signs: Myth and Meaning in Maps,” Cartographica, 23:3 (Au-
tumn, 1986), pp. 54-103; which has developed into a more vociferous debate between positivism and con-
structivist semiotics in, Mark Denil's response, ‘Opinion Column/Denis Wood’s article “Map Art,”’ Cartographic 
Perspectives, 55 (Fall, 2006), pp. 4-5; and Wood’s own rebuttal in his article ‘A Map Is an Image Proclaiming Its 
Objective Neutrality: A Response to Denil’ Cartographic Perspectives, 56 (Winter 2007), pp. 4-16. Peter Burke 
also acknowledges the parallel between developments in the fifteenth century conception of time and space 
which had come to be seen as ‘precisely measurable’, p. 189.
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through his grammar.  This connection demonstrates how technology and cartography 150
reflected an ontological perspective trained on fixing and reifying the object of knowl-
edge.  The technological methods required for such constructions were being utilised 151
in cartographic projections from at least the turn of the century and are exemplified by 
the latitudinal plotting of the West African coast in the Cantino Planisphere (1502), a 
copy of the Portuguese state’s padrão from which all other Portuguese charts derived. 
This representational development signifies nautical developments necessitated by a shift 
from the navigation of the relatively closed waters of the Mediterranean to the open wa-
ter of the Atlantic. This was a navigation motivated by the strategic, commercial, politi-
cal, and religious priorities of a number of a series of Portuguese imperialists.  Knowl152 -
edge created under its yoke displays the tenets of an imperial ideology that required the 
ordering of things through secular systems of universal equivalence. 
Methodological Approach 
 Foucault argues, ‘in every culture, between the use of what one might call the or-
dering codes and reflections upon order itself, there is the pure experience of order and 
of its modes of being’.  Echoing the words of Foucault, ‘the present study is an attempt 153
 This analogy is apposite on account of Oliveira’s own nautical rhetoric but also in light of recent philolo150 -
gical scholarship that connects language with cartography as constructions of reality in Barton & Frank, pp. 
135–140; Halliday, The Language of Science, p. 107; and work that connects cartography with language as sys-
tems of signification in Harley, ‘The Map’, pp. 1-2.
 Valerie Traub considers such ideas demonstrated in the works of Shakespeare which she argues are articu151 -
lated through Shakespeare’s use of cartographic and anatomical rhetoric in his acknowledgement of the rising 
use of empiricism as a route to the knowledge in ‘The Nature of Norms: Anatomy, Cartography, King Lear,’ 
Shakespeare & Science, ed. Carla Mazzio, Special Double Issue of South Central Review 26:1 & 26:2 (Winter & 
Spring, 2009), pp. 42-81 (pp. 42; 47).




to analyse that experience’ in the creation of early modern Portuguese natural knowl-
edge, to discern, ‘in what way[s] […] culture has made manifest the existence of order, 
and how, to the modalities of that order, the exchanges owed their laws, the living beings 
their constants, the words their sequence and their representative value’.  Not ‘to de154 -
scribe the progress of knowledge towards an objectivity in which today’s science can fi-
nally be recognized […] but rather that of its conditions of possibility’.  In discovering 155
the conditions of possibility, then, the thesis aims to demonstrate how an imperial epis-
teme created institutions and perceptions that are wholly damaging to the inter-human 
relationships as well as human-non-human relations too. 
 Foucault’s 'classical age’ is defined by an epistemological shift from what he deems 
the Renaissance conceptualisation of ‘resemblance’ to one of ‘representation’. It defines a 
shift in the perception of the relationship between words and things.  Though Foucault 156
did not apply his methodology to a traditionally colonial conception of history, he applied it 
to the creation of knowledge that shall be described as colonial in this thesis.  That dis157 -
course is the beginning of a scientific practice that many practitioners have called techno-
science.  In this context, scientific discourse is inherently situated within colonial discourse 158
and vice versa. As such, in contexts in which knowledge is being created, we can say that 
 Foucault, The Order of Things, p. 1.154
 Ibid.155
 Michel Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge (Oxford: Routledge Classics, 2002), p. 53.156
 See Mignolo, The Darker Side of Western Modernity, for the subtly critical view that Foucault lacked the 157
‘colonial wound’ that can inspire engagement with colonial analysis, p. 133.
 Pamela H. Smith, ‘Science on the Move: Recent Trends in the History of Early Modern Science’, Renais158 -
sance Quarterly, 62 (2009), pp. 345-75 (p. 358). I draw on Tullia Giersberg’s use of the term ‘as a reflection 
on the pre-disciplinary nature of early modern science and the various (and from a modern perspective often 
decidedly non-scientific) pursuits it incorporated. It attempts to convey that modern disciplinary divisions into 
history of science, history of technology, literature and science, or perhaps even just literature do not apply in 
the early modern period’ in her ‘Subtle Engines: The Poetics and Politics of Early Modern Machines’, (unpub-
lished doctoral thesis, King’s College London, 2014), p. 13, n. 8.
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multiple discursive formations are being contested at a given time and that these are for-
malised within discursive communities according to their historically contingent necessities. 
 The increasing requirement to be able to represent abundance in terms of spaces and 
phenomena required changes in the manner in which things were imaginatively ordered.  159
Demonstrable laws were sought in order to reify discursive formations within a boundless 
and plural awareness of reality as one that could be reduced to mathematical 
abstraction.  Analysis of the juxtaposition of the grammatical and ‘scientific’ within a con160 -
text of imperialism can help to make some concrete suggestions on the developing abstrac-
tion within scientific discourse that moved beyond resemblance toward representation. It 
will also explore the relationship between these abstractions, colonial violence, and the 
separation of words and things.  The universalising nature of these efforts to know reality 161
turned diverse discourses into cosynchronous unified totalities. Classificatory nomenclature 
reduced plurality to definition and stasis. The separation of words and things was the direct 
effect of the ideology of a burgeoning imperial state that required greater control of the 
plurality that it did not understand.  162
According to Walter Mignolo, the cero-point ‘“incorporates the diverse within its 
sameness and epistemic homogeneity at the same time that it expels the diverse to the 
colonial difference (epistemic above all, described from the perspective of the ‘cero-point' 
 Marcocci, A consciência, p. 337.159
 See some examples from the body of work on the rational mathematicisation of reality in this era in Cros160 -
by,  The Measure of Reality; Milton Vargas, 'História da matematização da natureza' Estudos Avançados, 10:28 
(1996), pp. 249-276; A. A. Marques de Almeida, A Matemática em Portugal (Seculos XV-XVI) e as suas Fontes 
Italianas: A Difusão do Paradigma (Faculdade de Letras: Universidade de Lisboa); Luis Filipe Barreto, Desco-
brimentos e Renascimento: Formas de Ser e Pensar nos Séculos XV e XVI, 2a Ediçao (Lisboa: Impr. Nacional-Casa 
da Moeda, 1983). I see this as contributing to the process that Foucault describes as the discursive formation 
of totalities, Archaeology of Knowledge, p. 30.
 Foucault, The Order of Things, p. xxvi.161
 Foucault, Archeology of Knowledge, p. 177.162
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as religious, linguistic, and cultural” differences)’.  Mignolo refers to Foucault’s work 163
directly when he states: ‘[t]he linguistic hierarchy in which Eurocentrism has been 
founded […] controls knowledge not only through dominance of the languages them-
selves, but through the categories on which thought is based’.  It is in the process of 164
this categorisation that internal and external epistemologies are created. Those hege-
monic categories which are privileged are considered internal. Those which are ‘left out’ 
are, exterior. Interiority is based on an association with Christian European modes of be-
ing defined by distinction through classification and nomenclature and of alterity 
through terms such as extra ecclesiam.  This insider/outsider logic developed into sys165 -
tems of structural privilege and barriers. 
Mignolo argues that processes of categorisation pertain to the creation of identity 
and comparative models can be uncovered in the concepts of Renaissance aesthetic dis-
course: ‘literature and paining set the rules by which to judge and evaluate written ex-
pressions and visual figurations not only in Europe, but, above all, in the non-European 
world’.  The model for transferral of these Renaissance values is reflected in what 166
Mignolo sees as the transferral of the values of authority around the eighteenth century. 
‘Border thinking’, is Mignolo’s code for challenging this hegemony, working towards ‘the 
restitution of the colonial difference that colonial translation (unidirectional, as today’s 
 Mignolo, The Darker Side of the Renaissance, p. 455.163
 Mignolo, The Darker Side of Western Modernity, p. 20.164
 For a discussion on the legal implications and development of a rights culture that distinguished between 165
African sovereignty and African slave within a categorisation of extra ecclesiam see Bennett, African Kings, par-
ticularly chapter 3, pp. 53-74.
 Mignolo, The Darker Side of Western Modernity, p. 20.166
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globalisation) attempted to erase’.  Yet the application of unidirectional models was not 167
necessarily the full story in early modern Portuguese inter-cultural encounters.  
 Foucault’s, focus on the creation of positivities that manifest from a single dominant 
episteme has led to criticism from recent decolonial scholars. Following Annibal Quijano, 
Walter Mignolo, has developed an analytical approach that seeks to decentre nationalistic 
European narratives that focus on the development of European positivities. While his ap-
proach draws on Foucault, it differs in that it: 
brings to the foreground other epistemologies, other principles of knowledge and under-
standing and, consequently, other economy, other politics, other ethics. Epistemic decoloni-
sation […] is predicated on the need to “liberate” oppressed natural life and social relations 
from the powers that maintain control of life and social relations through the reproduction 
of the “colonial difference”.  168
This colonial difference is created by ‘defining and ranking people and nations in relation to 
an ideal pattern’.  Mignolo uses Foucault’s method on Latin American colonial contexts in 169
order to compare what he calls the Iberian episteme with those that have been neglected in 
the histories of the colonial encounter. Universalising histories are challenged by Mignolo, 
whose own reading is historically contingent in its effort to decentre hegemonic interpreta-
tions that can obliterate the experience of ‘the other’ in relation to its own norms and val-
ues. He says, ‘[there] is a historical ground shared by every ethnic, social, and gender seg-
ment of the population that goes back to the emergence of the Atlantic commercial circuit 
and the transformation of capital accumulation during the sixteenth century’.  The shared 170
experience is based on the ‘natural’ and economic history of ‘modernity/coloniality’, that 
 Walter D. Mignolo, Border Thinking: Local Histories/Global Designs (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 167
2000), p. 1.
 Walter D. Mignolo, ‘DELINKING', Cultural Studies, 21:2-3 (2007), pp. 449-514 (p. 453).168
 Mignolo, The Darker Side of the Renaissance, p. 440.169
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‘logical matrix, an epistemic mechanism to classify people around the planet and to rank 
them in relation to the invisible matrix provided by the enunciator that naturalises hierar-
chies and justifies domination’.  Yet, his conceptualisation of Iberian coloniality underval171 -
ues the specificity of the Portuguese historical and epistemic process as well as that of the 
clear negotiation of power that was integral to the early modern imperial encounter before 
a colonial footing had been established.   172
 Engaging with Mignolo’s work in uncovering the archaeology behind ‘coloniality’ 
within Portuguese nautical and grammatical knowledge is important in displaying the nu-
anced process that has led to theories of scientific race and the structural inequalities that it 
engendered. Fields of knowledge were being made increasingly abstract, reducible to struc-
tures of relational equivalence in which ‘ideal’ and ‘other’ could easily be placed but these 
were by no means binary understandings of superiority and inferiority. What these ab-
stracted systems provided was a powerful intellectual tool with which to create global com-
parisons. These certainly contained comparisons of inferiority and superiority but relative 
positions within the scale were changeable, with even Portuguese superiority open to ques-
tion.  
 The perception of an object - such as a culture or a language - in relation to ‘ideals’ 
established by observers was made relative to absolute values through their position on that 
scale of ideality. ‘Objects’ of such a gaze included the human and the environmental phe-
nomena of the world. It will be suggested below that the universality of scope in these sys-
tems was appropriated from developments in the mathematical conceptualisation of the 
globe. This was a perspective of abstraction that became inseparable from the discourses of 
 Ibid, p. 441.171
 See Bennett, African Kings, p. 45; Green and Nafafe, p. 27; Biedermann, (Dis)connected Empires; Subrah172 -
manyam, Courtliness and Violence; Xavier and Županov, Catholic Orientalism.
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imperial discovery that Carolyn Merchant sees as so destructive in early modern British sci-
ence.  Following Mignolo, it will use the domains of language and space. In this focus it 173
decentres memory, preferring to consider the former two as sites of memory themselves, 
the repositories of lived reality. This is an important function in their capacity to reproduce 
the ‘colonial difference’.  It will be shown that the fields of cartography and grammar 174
were key loci of enunciation within this colonial episteme in that they were both involved 
with the negotiation of difference and novelty and both attempted to reify a cosynchronous 
perspective of those realities. 
Mignolo has suggested that: ‘Western epistemology and hermeneutics (meaning 
Greek and Latin languages translated into the six modern European and imperial lan-
guages) managed to universalize its own concept of universality, dismissing the fact 
that all known civilizations are founded on the universality of their own cosmology’.  175
Green and Nafafe have outlined African contexts in which this was not achieved and so 
the next step to this analysis is to answer the question as to how they acted when con-
fronted by this ‘resistance’ before hegemony set in. Mignolo has called the nexus of this 
confrontation the ‘colonial matrix of power’ - the point at which the struggle for power 
between ‘competing’ groups or ideals is enacted.  Competition over control of the uni176 -
 There is a vast body of ecocriticism that utilises the analytical model of ‘Otherisation' taken from postcolo173 -
nial studies, see Carolyn Merchant, The Death of Nature; ‘The Scientific Revolution and The Death of Nature’; 
Bruno Latour, Politics of Nature (Catherine Porter trans.) (Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1999); Val 
Plumwood, Environmental Culture: The Ecological Crisis of Reason (Oxford: Routledge, 2002); Timothy Mor-
ton, Ecology Without Nature: Rethinking Environmental Aesthetics (Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 
2007); The Ecological Thought (Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 2010); Edward W. Said, Orientalism 
(New York: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group, 2014); Toby Green, The Rise of the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade 
in Western Africa, 1300-1589 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012).
 See Sanjay Subrahmanyam’s Inaugural Lecture at the Collège de France for his view of the potential twin174 -
ning of memory and history in moralising, didactic ways - ultimately perpetuating ideological forms of identi-
ty in an unthinking manner, p. 7.
 Walter Mignolo <http://waltermignolo.com/on-pluriversality/> [Accessed online 20 September 2019].175
 Mignolo, The Darker Side of the Renaissance, p. 5.176
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versal equivalents in the fields of study considered below are displayed through the de-
velopment of hybrid navigational methods based on direct observations and mathemati-
cal theory with its resultant effects in cartographic representations. Similarly, in Oliveira’s 
grammar, there is a hybrid use of competing systems of authority to delineate and com-
pare social realities, at once organic in terms of its genealogical analogies and quantita-
tive in terms of its supporting scientific rhetoric.  The ideology of a natural philosophy 177
that sought to establish laws within both of these sciences of order was infused with the 
political, religious, strategic, and commercial priorities of a burgeoning empire.  Com178 -
mon to each of these priorities was the conceptualisation of value. 
Universal equivalence 
 Karl Marx describes his theory of value in the following way: 
Whatever their exchange relation may be, it can always be represented by an equation in 
which a given quantity of corn is equated to some quantity of iron, for instance 1 quarter or 
corn = x cwt of iron. What does this equation signify? It signifies that a common element of 
identical magnitude exists in two different things, in 1 quarter of corn and similarly in x cwt 
of iron. Both are therefore equal to a third thing, which in itself is neither the one nor the 
other. Each of them, so far as it is exchange-value, must therefore be reducible to this third 
thing.  179
 In this sense I differ from Antonio Barrera-Osorio, Experiencing Nature, The Spanish American Empire and 177
the Early Scientific Revolution (Texas: University of Texas Press, 2006), p. 14, who argues that this era saw the 
detachment of empiricism from textual authorities, preferring to build on the work of scholars dealing with 
hybrid approaches to Spanish and Spanish colonial experiences viewed through genealogical ideologies such 
as Vinson, Before Mestizaje; María Elena Martínez, Genealogical Fictions; and Ruth Pike, Linajudos and Conver-
sos in Seville: Greed and Prejudice in Sixteenth and Seventeenth Century Spain (New York: Peter Lang, 2000); 
David Nirenberg, ‘Mass Conversion and Genealogical Mentalities’; and those working on conceptions of social 
order and classes. See a large body of work on social stratification starting with Roland Mousnier (ed.), 
Problèms de stratification sociale, Actes Du Colloque International 1966 (Paris: Roland Mousnier, 1968), whose 
work included analysis of caste formations in addition to Ernest Labrousse (ed.) Ordres et classes, Colloque 
d'histoire sociale 1967 (Paris: Mouton, 1973), whose work centred on orders and classes; Carina L. Johnson, 
Cultural Hierarchy in Sixteenth-Century Europe in order to contribute to understandings of the relationship 
between an increasingly ‘scientific’ discourse in classifications of the natural world that ran parallel to the 
older discursive traditions associated with purity of blood and in the construction of class-based and ethno-
graphic classifications.
 For a deeply nuanced discussion on the propriety of the term ‘natural philosophy’ when analysing Eu178 -
ropean humanism see Paul Oskar Kristeller, Renaissance thought: the slassic, scholastic, and humanist strains 
(Harper and Brothers: New York, 1961), pp. 93-119.
 Karl Marx, Capital : A Critique of Political Economy, Ben Fowkes (trans.), (London: Penguin , 1976), 127.179
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We can consider, then, that any relational interaction that involves the comparison of the 
‘value’ of one entity with another is reducible to Marx’s idea of ‘this third thing’ which he 
goes on to term, the universal equivalent form of value.  In this case it is ‘the money 180
form – which conceals the social character of private labour and the social relations be-
tween individual workers, by making those relations appear as relations between materi-
al objects, instead of revealing them plainly’.  They have been abstracted, and alienated 181
from each other. The symbolic properties of Marx’s universal equivalent he says, ‘must 
have its own objective social validity. The paper [money] acquires this by its forced cur-
rency’.  The involvement of the state in this process cannot be underestimated. Only 182
state machinery could attempt to enforce such standardisation. 
In order to extend Marx’s analytical model to the Portuguese context this study 
will consider the universal equivalent through David Graeber’s definition of structured 
relational representations - both qualitative and quantitative. Graeber’s anthropological 
notion of ‘value systems’, exist to ‘create a potentially endless series of little worlds – “a 
thousand totalities”’ suggesting that the ultimate stakes of politics must be ‘negotiating 
how these come into relation with one another’.  Each world has its culturally con183 -
structed ideal, or universal equivalent form of value, and the inhabitants of that world 
must conform to this ideal or exist in another world.  
 The sixteenth century Portuguese imperial project was achieved through powerful 




 David Graeber, ‘It Is Value That Brings Universes into Being’, Journal of Ethnographic Theory (2013), pp. 183
219-243 (p. 233).
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systems of universally equivalent forms of value. Humanist and mathematical appeals to 
the forms of universal equivalence that underpin commercial, religious, and political norms 
pervaded the disciplines of imperial semiosis in the manner in which they represented the 
lived reality through imagined, literary, and material constructions. Imperial semiosis is an 
invocation of Walter Mignolo’s term ‘colonial semiosis’. It is a form of analytical universal 
equivalence that sought to capture ‘the domain of interactions, at different semiotic levels 
(verbal, visual, dialogical communication), between the diversity of Spaniards landing in 
the New World and the diversity of ab-original civilisations and cultures being invaded by 
strangers’.  This concept is useful in order to bring into relation the constituent parts of an 184
imperial archive as, in themselves, relational systems of signs offering their own structures 
of equivalence with which to value human and non-human phenomena.  185
 In an attempt to avoid disciplinary dogma, this study will incorporate aspects of the 
approaches of cultural historians, particularly those connected with the Annales school as it 
analyses the grammar and literature of the Portuguese expansion within a global context. 
Its focus will train its lens on Portugal and the African, and Asian spaces it sought to con-
quer through dominance of the Carreira da Índia. Though Sanjay Subrahmanyam, lauds the 
general contribution of Fernand Braudel for his demonstration of ‘how to approach the his-
tory of empires and their rivalry in the modern age, how to address problems related to 
market networks and their dynamism, and how to deal with the complex relations between 
 Mignolo offers a brief summary of the genealogy of this methodological approach in The Darker Side of 184
Western Modernity, pp. xix-xxi. Of course semiotic thought stems from a large body of work on semiotics from 
Ferdinand Saussure and Roland Barthes to name but two and Mignolo synthesises this approach with that of 
Quijano’s idea of ‘coloniality’, pp. 168-178. Ferdinand Saussure, Course in General Linguistics (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2011). Roland Barthes, Mythologies (Annete Lavers trans.) (London: Vintage, 
2000).
 See Curto, Cultura Imperial, p. 17, for his outline of the multifaceted nature of ‘um arquivo imperial’ and its 185
relations to colonial government and control, p. 8.
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“worlds”, “nations”, and “regions”’, his admiration is not extended to its application.  The 186
French school, he suggests, neglected much of the complexity of the various voices that 
could have been heard. Bennett agrees with regard to the approaches of Michel Foucault 
and Giorgio Agamben whose ‘neglect of racialized and colonized “assemblages”’ he seeks to 
address by situating an overlooked body of histories within the narrative of modernity.  187
 Following Foucault’s focus on the political treatise and the ‘art of governance’ 
through the social and professional, theoretical, and practical arts of speaking and reading 
the world through cartography and grammar, in each of the texts considered below, the art 
is never far from analogies to the body politic. Though natural world is often considered a 
backdrop to colonial constructions, the environmental non-human ‘Other' is integral to the 
creation of perceptions of the human ‘other'.  As such epistemic otherisation played a sub188 -
stantial role in the formation of the modern sciences of grammar and cartography - artes 
that contributed to a hierarchical ordering of reality along a proto-colonial model that has 
only continued to grow in strength since. 
 The cross-disciplinary approach seeks to mitigate the inherent agenda in any re-
search project by forcing a broad view and interpretation of the context and actors involved 
whilst recognising the fluidity of disciplinary boundaries inherent in early modern knowl-
edge creation. However, it is this preoccupation with hegemonic ideals that is placed under 
the microscope in an effort to understand why it is that the imposition of value systems is 
so common, why reading a space or a people, an event or an action is so often done 
through the lens of the self-same. 
 Subrahmanyam, Inaugural lecture, p. 5.186
 Bennett, African Kings, pp. 7-8.187
 Edmundo O´Gorman, La Invención de América. (Mexico: Fondo de cultura económica, 1995). Young, p. 61.188
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 Engaging with such a diverse framework of historiography is important. The inter-
sectional focus of each must be given credence to uncover the archeology that underpins 
the epistemic manifestation of a global comparative perception that was built by the practi-
cal concerns of a maritime imperial practice and appropriated by a linguistic practice with 
similar mimetic and representational priorities. In addressing the concerns of the imperial 
state, each discipline contributed to demonstrating the importance of universally equivalent 
forms of value to the creation of an imperial science of order. 
 There is a tension between the cultural construction of values that pertain to imperi-
alist forms of production in terms of universally equivalent forms of value. For example, the 
creation of unified economies require cultural constructions to support them, such as fiat 
currencies dependent on the social construction of value in order to hold them up.  The 189
fields of grammar and cartography in colonial modernity are, by necessity, domains that 
create monotopic hermeneutics, or, fields in which the plurality of the world is shown (in-
cluding the self-reflexive classification of the creator of knowledge), ‘there is only one per-
spective that proposes that classification’.  Portuguese imperial science became that per190 -
spective. 
 Mignolo argues that ‘[c]oexistence of perspective does not always take place without 
a display of power relations and sometimes violence’ and therefore, ‘[c]ultural relativism 
[…] falls short if it is not analysed in the context of power and domination’.  The relativi191 -
ty of the regional values of knowledge embodied in the instruments of observation, ac-
counting, and calculation were made universal at this time but not without struggle. Analy-
 Marx, p. 226. For a deep analysis of the importance of currencies to state formation and the exploitation of 189
West African currencies and trade at the hands of European states, see Green, A Fistful of Shells.
 Mignolo, The Darker Side of the Renaissance, p. 452.190
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sis of the development of this universal science of order within an explicitly imperial con-
text of power and domination portrays the colonial archaeology inherent in the creation  of 
early modern knowledge. 
Sources 
 The first part of this thesis considers the epistemic conditions in which nautical 
knowledge was created in the sixteenth century imperial expansion. It will consider the 
processes of regimentation evident in the literature of the Portuguese Roteiros and wider 
instruction literature culminating in the Regimento do Cosmógrafo-Mor (1559).  The 192
analysis of each part shall be divided into three sections that reflect the processes in-
volved in the creation of the episteme: gathering-in, regimenting, and teaching. The sec-
ond part considers the creation of a pedagogical project founded on the order of gram-
matical knowledge in relation to the nautical episteme. It will suggest that the structures 
of grammar were interpolated as social analogies in order to justify resemblances and 
equivalences between peoples, but also differences where they existed. It will suggest 
that the grammarian drew upon the authority and methodology of the nautical arts. This 
combination of sources aims to show the effects of state mechanisms on cultural produc-
tion in order to explore the relationship between imperial knowledge and constructions 
of worldview in Portugal at this time. 
The thesis will demonstrate that within each field there was an appeal to a science 
of order in creating the kind of knowledge that could be shared and applied universally. 
 See Woodward's brief discussion of the link between navigation and written texts which were favoured by 192
navigators over graphical equivalents, ‘Continuity and Change’, p. 8; and a fuller discussion in Patrick Gautier 
Dalché, “D’une technique à une culture: Carte nautique et portulan au XIIe et au XIIIe siècle,” in L’uomo e il 
mare nella civiltà occidentale: Da Ulisse a Cristoforo Colombo (Genoa: Società Ligure di Storia Patria, 1992), 
pp. 283–312; and Tony Campbell on the relationship between written portolani and the portolan chart in, 
‘Portolan Charts from the Late Thirteenth Century to 1500’ in J. B Harley and David Woodward (eds.), The 
History of Cartography, Volume 1, Cartography in Prehistoric, Ancient, and Medieval Europe and the Mediter-
ranean (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), pp. 371-464 (p. 383).
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Control of that universal equivalent was key to the local understanding of the global ob-
jects of study but also to the attempted dissemination of that regionally created knowl-
edge among imperial communities. By reducing phenomena to the entities of an abstract 
system of value, it was possible - though not inevitable - to reconstruct them hierarchical-
ly.  The epistemic conditions that made hierarchical understandings dominate the im193 -
perial project of knowledge creation, in response to the political, religious, and commer-
cial concerns were often incongruent with the lived experiences of the colonial context. 
However, it did not prevent the Portuguese state from attempting to appropriate, regi-
ment, and reconstruct as hegemonic European forms of understanding that attempted to 
silence alternatives with varying degrees of success. 
These concerns will be considered through the application of a theory of linguistic 
relativity, that linguistic communities in their adherence to differing forms of grammar 
are led to particular ways of construing the world.  The scale of ’new’ realities required 194
representation in cartography as resemblance could no longer incorporate such vast 
magnitudes of space and abundance of novelties. The corpora under examination will 
include early vernacular grammars, cartographic records, and mariners’ Roteiros.  195
These records have been discussed from the perspective of particular disciplinary foci. 
None have considered them specifically using a cross-disciplinary approach to the con-
struction of imperial knowledge. The depth of knowledge held within these sources, and 
 I allude to Todorov’s notion that, 'we want equality without its compelling us to accept identity; but also 193
difference without its degenerating into superiority/inferiority’, p. 249. See also Toby Green and José Nafafe 
on the abstraction processes that seemed to be necessary in the commodification of ‘Lusotopian or Lusophone 
Atlantics? The Relevance of Transnational African Diasporas to the Question of Language and Culture’ in (p. 
2).
 Whorf, ‘Language, Mind, and Reality’; Michael A. K. Halliday, The Language of Science.194
 See Woodward on the diversity of forms of mapping who suggests 'a striking continuity between the me195 -
dieval and Renaissance periods involves the persistence of textual descriptions of the world, which were by no 
means replaced by their graphic equivalents’, ‘Continuity and Change’, p. 7; and Xavier and Županov, on the 
varied artefacts of ‘Imperial Mapping’ in, Catholic Orientalism, pp. 36-38.
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the universal scope of the organising principles utilised in the consideration of their 
global material, presents them as intriguing objects of study. These sources present echt 
examples of the tension between local and regional concerns within global contexts. 
Consideration of these sources helps to situate the historical experience of these individ-
uals within the historical processes that have been conceptualised by the Western canon 
such as the formation of the state, modernity, and scientific revolution in an effort to un-
derstand how and why their narratives became hegemonic in voicing the experiences of 
what has since been defined as an entwined history of the Atlantic. 
Literary grammar 
  
 The principle figure in this thesis is Fernão de Oliveira. His two published works: 
Grammatica da lingua portuguesa (1536), and Arte da guerra do mar (1555) were the first 
to go to press in Portugal in their respective fields.  Though the grammar never received 196
state approval, Oliveira himself was respected enough to have been sent by João III in se-
cret to Italy around 1540 to investigate the question of the New Christians.  Perhaps his 197
time in Castile prior to publishing the Grammar furnished him with the valuable experience 
of approaches to non-Christians in Iberia.  Described as homem renascentista, the record 198
 For a full discussion of the novelty of Oliveira’s corpus see, António Silva Ribeiro,  ‘Uma visão estratégica 196
da Arte da Guerra do Mar’ Revista Militar  2465/2466 (Junho-Julho 2007), pp. 719-733; and more specifically 
on his Art da Guerra do Mar, Thiago Rodrigo da Silva, ‘Introduction to Fernando Oliveira’, A Arte da Guerra do 
Mar (Edições 70: Lisboa, 2008); Domingues, p. 473.
 Buescu, Gramáticos, p. 51.197
 Marcocci offers a brief outline of Portuguese treatment of Jews from their forcible conversion in 1497 to 198
the instigation of the Portuguese inquisition in 1536, in ‘Prism of Empire’, pp. 450-458. Livermore also 
presents a brief history of religious persecution in Portugal starting with the Lisbon mob attacking Jews in 
1506, which resulted in 'a period of grace during which there would be no inquiry into religious belief' due to 
expire in 1534. However, by 1531 João III had requested the aforementioned inquisition in Portugal. It wasn't 
until 1540 that Ribeira Square saw its first penance, there were two auto da fé in 1541 in Lisbon and in 1544 
Lisbon saw its first burning of twenty live humans, ‘Padre Oliveira’s Outburst’ Portuguese Studies, 17:Homage 
to Charles Boxer (2001), pp. 22-41 (pp. 24-27).
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of Fernão de Oliveira offers a view of the manner in which mathematical sciences influ-
enced various fields of humanist knowledge within the context of Portuguese expansion in 
the sixteenth century.  He also wrote in manuscript form an Ars Nautica with an account 199
of the voyage of Magellan (c. 1570), a technical instructional work, Libro da Fabrica das 
Naos (1580), and a História de Portugal (1575). Each of these works contains some marked 
similarities: 1. a hybrid method based on reading and experience (humanist and empirical); 
2. the regimented creation or use of structuring principles; and 3. an effort to present co-
herent standards that should be followed in the practice of nautical and grammatical artes. 
His thought on just warfare has been described as ‘uma singular reflexão a respeito das guer-
ras na época das Grandes Navegações’.  The basis of this singularity is placed on the strate200 -
gic aspects of the work which constitute ‘uma visão particular acerca da guerra como fenô-
meno, no período em que o Estado português se esmerava em formar um Império Marítimo’.  201
It is exactly this context with which this thesis is concerned but it is more interested in the 
development of thought surrounding the intellectual framework of expansion than the vis-
ceral facilitation of the aforementioned spread.  Oliveira, following St Augustine and las 202
Casas, was concerned with the establishment of a convivência pacífica based on the good 
separation of parts of a global whole.  203
 Born to Heitor de Oliveira in Aveiro in 1507, at 12 he was admitted to the convent 
São Domingos de Evora, where he was influenced by the dominican Irmãoes de Pregadores 
 Silva, p. 1127. 199
 Ibid.200
 Ibid.201
 An indicative bibliography on the Portuguese place within the discussion on ‘military revolution’ see 202
Ribeiro, pp. 719-725.
 Silva, p. 1128.203
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focus on faith and intellectual activity.  He studied among other subjects, grammar, schol204 -
astic philosophy and theology beneath well known figures such as Bartholomeu de las Cas-
as, Cardinal Torquemada, and André de Resende.  At 20 he abandoned the Dominican 205
Order, taking refuge in Castile returning three years later having composed the Gramatica 
ready for it to be written and printed by Germão Gelharde in Lisbon the January of 1536.  206
During his time in Italy he managed to visit the great shipyards of Genoa, laying the 
groundwork for his later works.  Following this he found work as a chaplain and pilot in207 -
volved in the disputes between France and England in the North Sea. He was made prison-
er in Britain where his learning earned him the respect of Henry VIII.  Upon returning to 208
Portugal after these adventures, thanks largely to the letter of Edward VI, he lived as a lay-
man in the bairro de mareantes - the mariners’ quarter of Lisboa, Cata-que-Farás.  His 209
change in status did not protect him from becoming the object of inquisitorial suspicion, 
particularly due to his public defence of the English king Henry VIII, whose obvious associ-
ations with the reformation would have made Oliveira’s outburst indicative of his heretical, 
 Silva, 1127; Livermore, p. 31; Mario Maestri states Oliveira’s father was a  ‘juiz dos órfãos’ in Pedrogão, 204
Mario Maestri, ‘Fernão de Oliveira – o cristão-velho abolicionista. A repressão ao pensamento racional e aboli-
cionista em Portugal do século 16’ Estudios, N° Especial (Junio 2010), pp. 61-69 (p. 62).
 Maestri; Monteiro; Luís Nuno da Cunha Sardinha Monteiro, ‘Arte da Guerra do Mar (1555) de Fernando 205
Oliveira - um tratado pioneiro sobre estratégia naval’ Revista Militar, 2567 (Dezembro, 2015) <https://
www.revistamilitar.pt/artigo/1074> [accessed online 24 November 2018] - English version published in Nav-
al War College Review, 68:4 (2015), pp. 94-107 (p. 94); Livermore, p. 24.
 Maria Buescu, Gramáticos Portugueses do século XVI (Instituto de Cultura  e Língua Portuguesa: Amadora, 206
1978), p. 50. Monteiro speculates that this period in Castile could have seen his first engagement with ship-
building considering that he states in the Livro da Fabrica das Naos that he practiced and studied in the 
shipyards of Spain, Italy, France, England, and even those of the Moors (probably in North Africa), n. 5, p. 
106.
 Buescu, Gramáticos, p. 50; Livermore, p. 27.207
 Monsignor João Gonçalves Gaspar, in Carlos Morais (ed.) Fernando Oliveira: Um Humanista Genial (Aveiro: 208
Universidade de Aveiro, 2009), pp. 31-82 (p. 39); Richard Barker offers a good account of this period, 
Fernando Oliveira: The English Episode, 1545-47 (Lisbon: Academia de Masrinha, 1992), arguing that this fa-
vour was specifically due to Oliveira’s knowledge of galley construction and warfare, p. 14.
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temerarious, and scandalous worldview in catholic Portugal.  From the August of the fol210 -
lowing year, he spent three years in incarceration at the behest of his former Ordem de São 
Domingos.  Here he remained until his release on the direct intervention of the Cardinal 211
D. Henrique.  From here he was sent to recuperate and rehabilitate at the Mosteiro de 212
Belém.  However, this did not prevent him from taking high office later in life when he 213
would become Capelão D’el Rey to the ill-fated king D. Sebastião.  Sebastian’s death and 214
the naturalisation of Portugal by the crown of Felipe II lead him to write his own History of 
Portugal designed to defend the sovereignty of the Portuguese state - a union that was both 
universal yet well-separated.  Prior to this, he spent time as chaplain to the venture in 215
North Africa designed to support a diplomatic alliance with Bu Hassūn, ‘the king of Belez’ 
or Peñón de Vélez.  The mission was ill fated, and against Oliveira’s advices, the ship and 216
crew which consisted of farm hands and men of low standing and morals - fell into the 
hands of the enemy.  It was Oliveira who was sent to Lisbon in order to barter for their 217
return. 
 Maestri’s account of this episode makes much of the New Christian status of Oliveira’s accuser, João de 210
Borgonha, p. 63; Livermore also presents an account that includes André de Resende’s - Oliveira’s sometime 
master - involvement in this arrest on the Rua Nova in November of 1547 whereby a conversation regarding 
Oliveira’s clerical status and sartorial choices at the English court led to his imprudent outburst, p. 28.
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 After this in 1554 he was denounced as a schismatic but again remained socially 
mobile as he secured a position as revisor tipográfico da Imprensa da Universidad de Coim-
bra, where he also taught rhetoric during the academic year of 1544-55.  This period of 218
stability was short-lived as he returned to jail between 1555 and 1557.  219
 The regional particularity that underpinned Oliveira’s intellectual defence against 
union was prevalent throughout his corpus. Though he was a very different writer by the 
1580s, there were some key consistencies within the structural principles he appealed to.  220
These principles were based upon his knowledge of classical authors, canon jurisprudence, 
and perhaps, to some degree, his own thought on genealogy. His canonical expertise was 
transmitted through his work and stood to frame the findings of his observational approach 
in an openly hybrid methodology that helped him to reproduce knowledge. He objected to 
the violent character of Portuguese interactions with non-Christians both abroad and at 
home advocating for a convivência pacífica.  The base of this thought was Augustinian Just 221
War, a theoretical base that I suggest can be read through much of Oliveira’s oeuvre. How-
ever, despite the ongoing deliberations of the Concílio de Trento, Oliveira’s Art de Guerra do 
Mar must be read through the ideology of the Christian reconquest that would deepen the 
counter-Reformation.  
 For Oliveira there is a universal truth to all humanity as created by the deity in 
which he believed. Yet, reflecting the view of Giovanni Pico della Mirandola, this hetero-
geneity was tempered by the fact that customary differences separated the mass of man-
kind. For him, this relationship was embodied in the structures created in the formation of 
 Buescu, Gramáticos, p. 52. Maestri notes that Oliveira’s competency was recorded in this teaching role and 218
that the position allowed him to complete and publish his second monograph, p. 64.
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language which he considered to be the figure of understanding. The truly novel part of his 
discourse was his hypothesis of the historical contingency of his ‘pormenorizado estudo da 
pronúncia, articulação e grafia dos sons portugueses’.  In order to do this, he found it ne222 -
cessary to utilise an original nomenclature: apartadas, juntas, mudadas, primeiras, and tira-
das.  Each of these words speaks to the genealogical and categorical concerns of the day. 223
 The didacticism of the grammatical art was followed by both of the chief grammari-
ans of the Joanine era. Each used grammar as an analogy for social order. The state classi-
fication of ‘“national monarchy”, argue Ângela Xavier and Ines Županov, required purity of 
language’.  Read through João de Barros, the analogy is clear:  224
E como pera o.iogo do enxedrez se requerẽ does reyes [...] cada hũ delles tenha suas pecas pós-
tas em cásas próprias e ordenádas, com leyes do que cada hũa deue fazer (segundo o oficio que 
lhe foy dádo:) assy todalas linguágẽes tem dous reis, diferentes em genero, & cumcordes ẽ ofi-
cio: a hũ chamã. Nome, e ao outro, Verbo.  225
Through such analogy, the ‘natural order’ of society is reinforced throughout Barros’ text 
by the appeal to a science of order within grammar. In his section on the difference be-
tween proper nouns and common nouns, for example, the inadvertent effect of differen-
tiating one proper noun from another in terms of ‘men that have one same name’ is to 
make quite clear the social hierarchy through the coordinated nature of pronouns. In or-
der not to confuse their names, ‘Os nóbres buscáram hũ termo que fosse sinal de nobreza, 
que os apartásse dos plebeos, como acerca de nós, Dõ, que uẽ deste nome. Dominus, que quer 
 Buescu, Gramáticos, p. 52.222
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dizer Senhor’.  There is then a discussion of the formation of titles and names which 226
provides the linguistic signs pertaining to the absolute values of the social map:  
quando digo, Dom, entendo o Prenome, e por Vasco, o nome, e por, Gama, oconhome aque 
nós chamamos apelido, & por Almirante anhome, per que entendemos alcunha. A qual 
muitas uezes se põem por razam do oficio, ou por alguñ grande feito: como, Africano, que 
por razam de cõquistar Africa foy posto a Scipiam.   227
So the grammar not only helps to delineate the social structure, through a set of linguis-
tic coordinates, it also represents the natural order of being through resemblance. If the 
people are left to themselves, language will be used poorly. After his abstraction of the 
regular endings to diminutive nouns, he adds that there are many others that are formed 
and end in different terminations: more to the volition of the people than by rule of good 
Grammar’. The people need to be kept in order an order created by strong rule: 
Como o Rey per razã de alteza de sea oficio, se póde chamár cásy diuino, em cõparacám de seu 
pouo (posto que todos seiam da mássa dos quátro elementos:) aßy estes nóßos dous reyes, 
nome e uerbo, dàdo que seiã cõpóstos de letra e syllaba, primeiros elementos da linguágẽ: per 
razã da ecelẽcia e alto oficio que tẽ gouernã e regẽ todalas linguágẽes da terra, em tanta páz e 
amor antre sy, que nam se uio republica aßy gouernáda per hũ, como estes sendo dous 
goueruã a sua.  228
If the people are left to decide of their own will, there will be irregularity, however, if a 
King governs with rules and principles - organisational clarity can be achieved and the 
language ranked highly on the index of civility.  
 Oliveira too believed in this social order, explicitly relating the governance of 
ships, which were microcosmic resemblances of society, to those of cities.  To Oliveira, 229
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the purity of a language was dependent on a grammatical structure that guarded the cus-
tomary use of élites. This usage should be adopted as a national standard with the cus-
toms of neighbouring Castilians held up in stark relief. Read through Barros, the impor-
tance is placed on the natural structure of language to represent the social dynamics of 
the era. Latin, to Barros, was a universal principle in and of itself. To Oliveira, the struc-
tures of language differ between nations based on customary variances. The universal 
law in Oliveira is to provide clarity. Certain languages provide better clarity than others. 
in this way, Oliveira reflects closely the scientific nautical arts of the era and Barros the 
humanist practices of the Ciceronians.  230
 Oliveira’s Arte da Guerra do Mar (1555) reads as a codification or regimento of 
naval practice and takes a decidedly moral tone with regard to unjust warfare with ‘infi-
dels’ based on the fact that their distinct cultural relativities don’t share a common na-
ture.  As Giuseppe Marcocci has shown, the conscience could be ordered by the state; 231
as Antonio Sánchez and John Law have shown, practice could be ordered by the state; in 
this way, the structures of language and the nautical arts could represent the order of the 
state itself. This places his grammar within a context of codification and regimentation in 
pursuit of ideal forms of culture. These efforts portray the epistemic conditions of the 
early modern Portuguese imperial context and the appeal to a universal science of order. 
This ‘science’, in the early modern Portuguese episteme is always based on a cero-point, a 
firm and fixed principle, observable or theoretical, but fixed and from which all other 
knowledge derives or declines. 
 See Erasmus’ lampoon of scholars he refers to as Ciceronians in A. H. T. Levi (ed.), Collected Works of 230
Erasmus: Literary and Educational Writings 6/ Ciceronianus / Notes / Indexes (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1986), pp. 347-350.
 Fernando Oliveira, Arte da Guerra do Mar (Coimbra, Portugal: João Alverez, Imprimidor do Rei, 1555), pp. 231
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 Largely, Oliveira’s oeuvre has been taken with each field examined in isolation, with 
separate studies of his naval works, his military tracts, and his grammar.  And where it 232
has been compared, the connecting thread has been described as ‘a manifesto of the affir-
mation of the identity of the national character’ which João Paulo Silvestre suggests is ‘[a]n 
idea that unifies all of the works of Oliveira, passing through the Nautical Science, and con-
secrated in his historiographical work, written at the end of his life and in the context of the 
succession between 1579 and 1581’.  Each of these histories analyse only the aspects of 233
the work that relate to the respective academic interests of the author. The analysis below 
reflects upon the connections between these disciplines within Oliveira’s work. As such it 
provides an example of thinkers working across artificially imposed modern boundaries of 
fields that were not necessarily epistemologically distinct in the era in which they operated. 
 Though Oliveira is of the privileged élite, an educated priest and well-connected 
scholar, he writes within fields that pertain to the creation of knowledge associated with the 
less privileged. Mário Maestri argues that Fernão de Oliveira is not Portugal’s only denunci-
ating voice in the sea of trafficking and commodification of Americans and Africans though 
there is relative ignorance surrounding this history of dissent. Oliveira stands as an example 
of ‘vozes […] de terem sido abafadas, quando de sua enunciação, e subalternizadas, a seguir, 
pelas ciências sociais, no momento da seleção e legitimação das visões referenciais do 
passado’.  He points to three such voices, Domingo de Soto, Martín de Ledesma, and 234
 M. Bernadete Abaurre, Claudia Pfeiffer, Juanito Avelar (eds.), Fernão de Oliveira: Um Gramático na História 232
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Julho 2007), pp. 719-33; Monteiro, ‘Arte da Guerra do Mar'.
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Fernão de Oliveira. Though, Maestri says, these voices went unheard in their own time, 
Soto’s, for example, formed part of the framework of precursors to later arguments for ab-
olition.  Similarly, Ledesma partially criticised the trade yet advocated for the conversion 235
of Africans who he considered to hold the condition of ‘savage ’.   236
 Oliveira’s radicalism, he states, displays his epistemological novelty through a tend-
ency toward materialism that can be seen in his ordering of words and things in the Gram-
matica which is followed some fifty years later in his Livro da Fabrica da naos in which he 
presents a ‘visão de mundo que guiara sua vida intelectual’.  This ‘science of order’, Maestri 237
suggests distinguishes the philosophy of Oliveira’s oeuvre from platonism and 
scholasticism.  Oliveira bases his order on observation of the natural world and from 238
these organic standards develops laws, rules, and ideals that are relative to actual contex-
tual situations in reality. In the same manner that he describes the differing goals of naval 
construction according to analogies with organic beings such as types of fish, he offers a 
view that places non-Christian nations outside the universal purview of the Pope. There is a 
contextual relativity that separates the extra-ecclesiam from the authority of the Catholic 
Church. Throughout his works this philosophy, so clearly visible through the philology with-
in his grammar, remains consistent. 
 Each nation or people adheres to principles autochthonous to its geography and as 
such that community is likely to hold a different worldview. When compared with Barros’s 
more totalising, universal idea of an imperial grammar whose structures can be applied 
throughout the empire, we can see the uptake of one episteme over another. One pluralist, 
 Ibid, p. 62235
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the other universal. However, in his uni-directional approach, Oliveira’s grammar constructs 
a hierarchy of religious purity. From the outset of his work the Portuguese are established 
as belonging to an unbroken line of noble Christians whose language and religion has been 
protected by a lack of successful invasion through the continued skirmishes between Islamic 
invaders and Portuguese Christian princes. The unbroken religious line, is analogous to an 
unbroken linguistic genealogy reflecting the nobility of its progenitors. In both of these rep-
resentations of order we will see allusions to the ideology of genealogical purity within the 
statutes of limpeza de sangue and the increasing scrutiny to which early modern bodies 
were subject under the instatement of the inquisition in Portugal from 1536. 
 In this thesis Oliveira's oeuvre will be situated within historical processes of early 
modernity. His record will challenge what Mignolo defines as the trope of modernity: the 
‘effort to constitute homogenous linguistic, national, and religious communities’ in order to 
offer elements of a decolonial option from within the hegemonic discourse.  Oliveira’s 239
work, though based in understandings of universally equivalent forms of value, can be 
shown to interpret that value differently to latinate grammarians such as Barros. 
 Oliveira’s grammar has been described as descriptive in contrast to João de Barros’s 
didacticism. Maria Leonor Carvalhão Buescu suggests, 'A obra de Oliveira é, efectivamente, 
um conjunto de curiosas e judiciosas reflexões, de tipo ensaístico. Em suma: uma miscelânea 
linguística e cultural’ and Marli Quadros Leite follows this lead arguing that Oliveira: 
‘descreveu a língua mais livremente, indutivamente, analisando a realidade lingüística, por 
meio dos exemplos que observou e recolheu, sem submeter sua análise, rigidamente, ao modelo 
das “artes” latinas’.  In relation, Barros ‘foi sistemático, tinha nas mãos a teoria e o modelo 240
para descrever a língua, o da gramática greco-latina, e, de posse dele, dedutivamente, aplicou 
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definições e classificações, para todas as partes do discurso, e formulou (forjou) para cada uma 
delas, exemplos que pudessem confirmá-las’.  This analysis agrees that Barros was a classic241 -
al thinker who considered the grammatical structures of latin to be universally applicable in 
the manner that Jesuit missionaries attempted to apply latinate models to indigenous 
grammars.  
 Oliveira differs in terms of his understanding of relativity within national languages 
built on customs conditioned by ‘observable’ physiognomic laws in their representation and 
construal of reality. The didacticism of Oliveira’s text shall be considered below but for now 
we shall concentrate on the perfectibility and regimentation of the language, a colonial lo-
gic that underpins all of the colonial discourse discussed in this thesis. Mignolo’s efforts are 
to make comparative analyses of the kinds of Eurocentric histories that reconstruct the 
thought of the likes of João de Castro, Pedro Nunes and Barros, as a uniform experience for 
all in the common historical locus of the Atlantic commercial circuit, ’to chart the coexist-
ence of differential loci of enunciation in colonial situations’.  Most pertinent to this thesis 242
is his idea that the sixteenth century western expansion ‘brought to the foreground the 
need to negotiate differences across cultures and to rethink the links between differences 
and values’.  The study of Oliveira’s oeuvre in this thesis shows that he offers an option to 243
the existing manifestation of the grammatical paradigm that runs more inline with the 
nautical science, so familiar with the confrontation with difference and the authority of ob-
servational data. In some respects, the grammarian reminds us that the planet is far too di-
verse, with far too many different cultures and relationships within the planetary system to 
homogenise an idea of the human impact on and experience within the planetary system. 
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That said, his negotiation and incorporation of difference within linguistic representations 
did not prevent him from valuing them. Oliveira linked the corporeality of the tongue with 
its ability to represent physical reality, the former requiring good separation of its parts in 
order to represent the diversity of the world it construed. 
Spatial grammars 
 The abundance of novel natural phenomena was quickly becoming difficult to con-
ceptualise under existing organisational paradigms. In the manner that the abundance of 
sea space came to be ill-served by the medieval methods of cartography, the things of the 
world became ‘too much to tell’. As such, shifts in cartographic paradigms influenced shifts 
in paradigms of knowledge organisation that Henrique Leitão and Antonio Sánchez have 
pointed to in the corpus of the mariners’ Roteiros.  The Roteiro is the geographical account 244
which Tony Campbell suggests replaced the Portolan and provided the raw data required in 
the creation of the Padrão Real that principle chart from which all other Portuguese charts 
were derived, housed in the Casa da Índia.  245
 Alongside the proliferation of data gathering at this time, there was also an increase 
in the amount of instruction literature. Not only was the data being collected but it was be-
ing collected in a specific manner. The earliest colonial data collectors were predominantly 
mariners and as such Roteiros have provided the bulk of my source base. These sources not 
only provide an example of data collection and the principles of organisation to which they 
adhere but also contain efforts to teach and standardise their practice as an arte. Duarte 
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Pacheco Pereira’s unpublished Esmeraldo do situ orbis (c. 1505-8) portrays the beginnings of 
a ‘science’ based on observation. Pereira was a nobleman, sea captain, soldier, explorer and 
cartographer. His accomplishment in each of these fields, is represented in his being a sig-
natory of the Treaty of Tordesillas. Having been involved in the exploration of the West 
African coast in 1488 he must have taken astronomical readings under the King’s directive 
of 1485. Pereira was not only a great geographer but also a naval captain of renown. He 
utilised his bent for observations to defeat the onslaught of the Samudri from Calicut in his 
defence of Cochin. His knowledge of the marine topography and what could be the first 
scientific study of the relationship between tides and lunar phases enabled him to utilise 
the natural phenomena around him and exploit the weaknesses of his enemy there. 
 In writing his Esmeraldo do situ orbis, ‘O grão Pacheco, Aquiles Lusitano’, has been 
credited with creating the oldest surviving Roteiro and as recording the first scripted refer-
ence to the coast of Brasil.  His instruction on the calculation of latitude, has been de246 -
scribed as ‘the clearest most concise explanation that had been given up to his time’ and 
‘one of the earliest Portuguese essays on the subject’.  This was of paramount importance 247
in light of the King’s survey and the Tordesillas agreement. Comparing the Esmeraldo with a 
coeval Portuguese work on latitude, George Kimble, suggests that Pereira’s method is, ‘re-
markably succinct and comprehensive’.  It is succinct in its explanation of a methodologi248 -
cal approach to navigational understandings of the mathematically defined globe but also 
comprehensive in its delineation using this approach. It lists the ‘heights’ of every key city 
or location in the Portuguese sphere of influence at that time. The 'heights' refer to the 
 George Kimble, ‘“Esmeraldo de Situ Orbis”: An Early Portuguese Textbook on Cosmography and Naviga246 -
tion’ Osiris, 3 (1937), pp. 88-102 (p. 89).
  Ibid, p. 99.247
 Ibid.248
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height of the pole star at a given location. This height corresponds directly to a degree of 
latitude. Compared with the Munich ‘Regimento’, there is little to choose between the lists 
of latitudes, ‘if anything’ Kimble says, ‘Pereira’s is the more precise’.  Though the extant 249
version of the work is incomplete and remained unpublished in his time, it is a clear indica-
tion of the new methodologies and preoccupation with intense description and quantifica-
tion of the universal globe.  However, if we compare this to the earliest surviving record 250
of a chart created using latitude measurements, the Cantino Planisphere, it has been shown 
that the sharing and creation of knowledge, despite the ‘death threat on chart makers who 
gave out valuable information’ was prioritised over stately concerns.  The anonymity of 251
the chart’s creation suggests something about its covert nature. Alida Metcalf suggests that 
with each chart, ‘chartmakers made sense of the oral knowledge in the maritime communi-
ty, and with each they developed shared and accepted ways of conveying that knowledge’, 
again suggesting the tension between the state and the practitioner and the oral culture 
that prevailed in cartographic and navigational circles of the ‘School of Lagos’.  252
 D. João de Castro, Castro forte, another nobleman honoured by Camões, was also a 
sea captain, soldier, explorer and cartographer. He like Pereira had a classical education at 
court where he 'studied the humanities, rhetoric and grammar, and absorbed all the classi-
cal reading with which gentlemen of the Renaissance polished polite discourse’.  So polite 253
 Ibid. The 1504 Manueline decree may have limited the dissemination of this text, ‘ordering the suppression 249
of all information, including latitudes, bearing on the navigation of the African coast’.
 Kimble, p. 100; Harley, ‘Silences and Secrecy’, p. 61.250
 Alida Metcalf, ‘Who Cares Who Made the Map? La Carta del Cantino and its anonymous maker’ e-251
Perimetron, 12:1 (2017) pp. 1-23 (p. 20); Alegria et al, p. 1007.
 Metcalf, p. 20. See also W. G. L. Randles, “The Alleged Nautical School Founded in the Fifteenth Century at 252
Sagres by Prince Henry of Portugal, Called the ‘Navigator,’” Imago Mundi 45 (1993): 20–28; A. Teixeira da 
Mota, “A ‘Escola de Sagres,’” in Sagres, a escola e os navios, ed. Roger Chapelet et al. (Lisbon: Edições Culturais 
de Ma- rinha, 1984), 9–29; and Alegria et al, p. 1003 for discussion of the intellectual movement around nav-
igation that didn’t necessarily manifest itself as a physical institution.
 Elaine Sanceau, Knight of the Renaissance - D. João de Castro: Soldier, Sailor, Scientist, and    253
Viceroy of India, 1500-1548 (London: Hutchinson, 1949), p. 16.
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was his discourse, that he was able to host regal visitors at his property in the mountains of 
Sintra. D. Luis and Pedro Nunes, the prince’s tutor and Cosmógrafo-Mor. He created a salu-
brious environment for he and the prince to discuss the theoretical and practical concerns 
of the state at his Penha Verde estate, reminiscing on the physical battles they shared with 
the armies of Barbarossa and the cosmographical battles with the ancients who they felt 
had placed Tunis on the wrong latitude.  Castro’s own Roteiros de Lisboa a Goa (1538), 254
Goa a Díu (1538-39), and Goa a Suez ou Mar Roxo (1541), contain a literary record of the 
new theoretical practice integral to the continued expansion and defence of the empire. 
Much of this new knowledge was based on the instruments of Pedro Nunes’s imagination 
that were made manifest by the artisan João Gonçalvez and endorsed by the prince, D. 
Luis.  Castro was a key practitioner in the nautical art and has been credited with the first 255
European reference to magnetic variation. 
  As a noble with courtly connections, Castro is an example not dissimilar to Pereira, 
practising a chivalric science underpinned by direct experience. What both of these Por-
tuguese mariners display is the preoccupations of an early modern state bent on explo-
ration and description of the globe. Viewed through the works of Pereira and Castro, this 
effort is organised, systematic, and based on the authority of direct experience and mathe-
matical demonstration. Both appeal to tropes that reject allegory in favour of dispassionate 
observation. One of these tropes is their quantifiable presence within the description of 
things represented in their accounts. Pereira included maps and diagrams, though most of 
 Ibid, pp. 34-7.254
 D. João de Castro, Roteiro de Lisboa a Goa, in Obras Completas de D. João de Castro, Edição Crítica por Ar255 -
mando Cortesão & Luís de Albuquerque, Vols. 1-4 (Lisboa: Academia Internacional da Cultura Portuguesa, 
1968-1981), p. 96.
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these are now lost, and autopic phrases such as ‘pintada do real’.  Castro also includes 256
many maps and illustrations. His account of the Red Sea, for example, even seems to depict 
himself as an emblem of authority in the illustrations. However, this assertion of direct ob-
servation is always supported by the mathematical models of universal equivalence that 
Pereira, Nunes, and Castro were promoting. Each description is linked to a latitude height. 
 In contrast to Pereira and Castro’s maritime pedigree, Pedro Nunes (1502-1578), 
born in Alcácer do Sal, was a theoretician first trained in medicine at Lisbon. After that he 
went to Salamanca where he studied the Artes.  These studies included astronomy, under 257
Padre João Siliceo master of the natural sciences. It was at the University of Alcalá de 
Henares where he first saw the Alfonsine tables, those of Ptolemy, and those of 
Albaténio.  These tables were used to calculate  the positions of variable celestial bodies 258
in relation to fixed celestial bodies. Tables of this type would come to define his mathemati-
cal practice in their application to the nautical arts. Little after his return to Portugal he was 
awarded his masters in medicine and named cosmógrafo do reino. He dedicated his time to 
the study of mathematics and its applications in the nautical arts alongside his office as 
cosmographer.  Later, he became Professor de pilotos, Cosmógrafo-Mor, lente de Matemática 259
e Astronomia at the University of Coimbra and at court he was obliged to lecture on the 
 Anthony Pagden, “The Autoptic Imagination,” in European Encounters; cf with Dias, for the view that we 256
should not assume that the observational character of maritime ‘discoveries' altered the method or system of knowledge 
creation, or indeed affected the cultural imagination within the university system of Iberia, pp. 30-32.
 Manuel Sousa Ventura, Vida e Obra de Pedro Nunes (Lisboa: Instituto de Cultura e Lingua Portuguesa, 257
1985), p. 12. For the wider importance of Nunes as an accepted master of mathematics in the opinion of his 
celebrated peers, Christopher Clavius, John Dee, Edward Wright, Giovanni Battista Riccioli and Francesco 
Grimaldi, Simón de Tobar and Luís Serrão Pimentel and those who followed him, see Henrique Leitão, Pedro 
Nunes, 1502-1578: Novas terras, novos mares, e o que mays he: novo ceo e novos estrellas (Lisboa: Biblioteca 
Nacional, 2002), p. 16; and for a note on the international reach of his work (including the applause of Tycho 
Brahe who constructed instruments that incorporated Nunes’s eponymous, nonius scale) and its importance to 
the Portuguese state, see Maria Teresa Lopes Pereira, Pedro Nunes: Em busca das suas origens (Lisboa: Edições 
Colibri, 2009), pp. 92-111.
 Ibid.258
 Ibid, p. 15.259
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mathematical sciences to the king D. João III, three generations of princes and princesses, 
and certain nobles and their sons, the most notable of whom were D. João de Castro, the 
Jesuit Christopher Clavius, the ‘Euclid of the Company of Jesus’, and numerous pilots.  260
Nunes’s father was a New Christian. Though Pedro Nunes was spared the persecution faced 
by many New Christians at the hands of the inquisition, his grandchildren were not.  261
Nunes’ position as a well respected mathematician and his title of Cosmógrafo-Mor, afford-
ed him some shelter from the gaze of the Inquisitors. This social dimension not-
withstanding, he was also at the technical forefront of the state project to win souls. 
 In 1537, Pedro Nunes published a Portuguese translation of the well established 
mathematical treatise on the sphere, Tratado da Sphera (1537). The benchmark for this 
work was the medieval polymath, Sacrobosco's, Tractatus de Sphaera (c. 13th century CE). 
Sacrobosco's sources are Ptolemy on the solstice, signs of the zodiac, and solar declination; 
Aristotle on the elements, geo-centrism and corruption; Theodosius on the magnitude of 
the sphere; Euclid on mathematical description of the sphere. Nunes’s direct and unaltered 
translation and appended annotation seems to suggest that he considered this knowledge 
axiomatic and he followed closely Euclid’s methodology based on first principles. Such wis-
dom was not new to Cosmographers. Nunes says, ‘sam aquelles principios que deue ter 
qualquer pessoa que em Cosmographia deseja saber algũa cousa. Por nam carecerem disso os 
que nam sabem latim ho tirey em nossa lingoagem’.  Beyond the translation of Sacrobosco’s 262
Sphaera, Nunes includes translated chapters on the Sun and Moon from Peuerbach's Theor-
icae nouae planetarum, which was based on the Alfonsine tables, and Book I of Ptolemy's 
Geographia.  
 Ibid.260
 Ibid, p. 14.261
 Nunes, ‘Tratado’, p. 5.262
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 The only thing he has added to the existing works are, ‘alguãs anotações pera que 
mays facilmente se pudessem entender’.  The addition of image in itself says much of the 263
importance of the figure in early modern knowledge. What is most interesting in these 
changes to the original text, is that Nunes attempts to make the theoretical knowledge held 
within them accessible to a wider audience, specifically, mariners. His translation of Sac-
robosco not only opens a pathway into astronomy, but the appended treatises on naviga-
tion, Tratado que ho doutor Pêro nunez fez sobre certas duuidas de nauegação and the other 
Tratado que ho doutor Pêro nunez fez em defensam da carta de marear, utilise the principles 
of the Sphere in the application of mathematics to navigation. 
 The structure of each part of this thesis will reflect the tripartite process of knowl-
edge creation in this era. It will show that the ‘scientific’ organisation of data was exploita-
tive in its application to both human and non-human worlds. Not because science is inher-
ently bad or exploitative, rather, the way the abundance of lived reality was reduced to 
schematic forms of universal equivalence created an ontological distance between the ob-
server and the reality being observed and represented. The power of this organisational 
technique was so successful in achieving the ends of the developing state that it was ap-
plied to various disciplines worthy of further study. In uncovering the hidden structures of 
this ‘colonial process’, the thesis aims to posit a mechanism with which to contribute to the 
decolonial movement in its analysis of a future logic that can exist with difference rather 
than attempting to force its silence. 
 Ibid.263
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Part 1: Nautical Knowledge 
Introduction 
Porém eu, cos pilotos, na arenosa 
Praia, por vermos em que parte estou, 
Me detenho em tomar do Sol a altura 
E compassar a universal pintura. 
Luís Vaz de Camões, Os Lusíadas 
 Though Luís Camões sang the praises of the ‘ilustre Lusitano’ over all other peoples, 
this opening section suggests that without the existing knowledge generated by Greek, Ro-
man, and Alexandrian ancients, not to mention the histories of the vast translations and 
developments on these intellectual movements made by islamic scholars, the oceanic ex-
pansion may not have been possible. The technique of ‘taking the height of the sun’ made it 
possible to ‘encompass the universal picture’ in a cosynchronous latitudinal representation 
not dissimilar to Camões own work itself. This thesis argues that beyond the use of experi-
ence to question and confirm ancient knowledge, the devices of universal equivalence with-
in the methods of how the thinkers accounted for their experiences of natural phenomena 
were taken from classical principles.  
 The process of construction of this understanding of universal knowledge was tripar-
tite: the gathering of particular data, its regimentation into a particular conception of a sys-
temic universe, and the subsequent teaching of that system.  The gathering of data fol264 -
lowed humanist and classical models based on reading and experience. The regimentation 
 The concept of gathering-in comes from Richard Drayton’s Nature’s Government: Science, Imperial Britain, 264
and the ‘Improvement’ of the World (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000), p. 4, in which he argues that the 
fifteenth and sixteenth century botanic garden, ‘by gathering together all the creations scattered at the fall of 
man’ were an attempt to restore an antediluvian, prelapsarian past. The concept of regimentation is directly 
related to the Portuguese scientific literature that is also outlined by Antonio Sánchez in his, ‘Science by regi-
mento’. See also David Turnbull, ‘Cartography and Science in Early Modern Europe: Mapping the Construction 
of Knowledge Spaces’ Imago Mundi 48 (1996), pp. 5-24 (p. 7); and Jean-Marc Besse on the processes in-
volved in constructing a map, ‘collection, selection, schematisation, synthesis and transcription of data, fol-
lowed by that of drawing’, ‘Mapping, Constructing, Inventing: On the Notion of Project and Its Epistemology’ 
in Le Goût du monde. Exercices de paysage, (Actes Sud/ENSP, Arles, 2009), pp. 149-188 (p. 3).
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of that data also followed humanist models based on identity, and difference in that the lit-
erature attempts to construct an ideal to which practitioners could adhere in their ‘self-fash-
ioning’.  The teaching of that data and the models that conditioned its reception was also 265
based on humanist pedagogic models of the universities of Europe. The empiricism of Por-
tuguese nautical knowledge was only epistemically pioneering in the fact that once the data 
were gathered, Portuguese imperial thinkers actively sought to provide a universal science 
of order that could represent that which was known whilst being flexible enough to incor-
porate further discovery of novelty. It achieved this through a detached and universal theo-
retical vision. 
 This detached rationalisation was evident in the development of nautical knowledge 
from the turn of the century. Moving beyond the organising principles of sequential models, 
embodied in the genetic signature of portolan accounts, the abundance of novelty in obser-
vations of the expanding lived reality were outgrowing alphabetical or numerically se-
quenced ordering strategies.  The success of the nautical sciences in providing detached 266
and universal structuring principles to organise space was interpolated into the organisation 
of wider fields of knowledge involved in that same imperial project of exploration and ex-
pansion. One that relied on the accurate documentation of experiences of the new worlds 
being encountered. 
 I am using the term regimentation as it is a key trope in the Portuguese literature of the sixteenth century 265
and applying it to sources that are not explicitly regimentos by name but certainly by nature. I refer here to 
Antonio Sánchez’s definition of the regiment of the Cosmógrafo-Mor, ‘an official and normative document con-
taining a set of guidelines to regulate nautical and cartographical practice in Portugal in the sixteenth and the 
seventeenth centuries’, in his article ‘Science by regimento’, p. 136. See also Joaquim Barradas de Carvalho, ‘As 
Fontes de Duarte Pacheco Pereira no “Esmeraldo do Situ Orbis” (I)’ for his view that Pereira’s text can be con-
sidered a regimento, in Revista de História, 30:62 (1965), pp. 347-362 (p. 362).
 See Ann M. Blair, Too much to know: managing scholarly information before the modern age (New Haven: 266
Yale University Press, 2010) and ‘Revisiting Renaissance encyclopaedism’ in Jason König and Greg Woolf 
(eds.), Encyclopaedism from Antiquity to the Renaissance (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), for a 
thorough discussion of the development of new principles involved in organising the abundance of knowledge 
generated by ‘the discovery of new worlds, the recovery of ancient texts, and the proliferation of printed 
books’, p. 381.
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 In this intellectual environment we see a nautical art based on the dictates of prac-
tical reality and ancient, speculative mathematical principles. Duarte Pacheco Pereira, Pedro 
Nunes, Fernão de Oliveira, and D. João de Castro all utilise the astronomical theory of Sac-
robosco’s Sphere.  Sacrobosco’s theory is based on Euclidian geometry applied to the 267
globe. Sacrobosco himself by necessity had to prove the spherical nature of the earth. He 
argues that there are three reasons why the earth is round: ‘likeness, convenience, and ne-
cessity'.  Likeness on account of its analogous resemblance to 'the archetype, in which 268
there is neither end nor beginning’.  Convenience because the sphere is the largest of all 269
shapes and ‘since largest and round, therefore the most capacious. Wherefore, since the 
world is all-containing, this shape was useful and convenient for it’.  Sacrobosco contin270 -
ues this argument for the spherical nature of the globe by suggesting that any other shape 
would be insufficient: trilateral, quadrilateral, or many-sided - it would follow that some 
space would be vacant and some body without a place’.  Sacrobsoco proves that the world 271
is round through observational data taken from the celestial sphere. He argues that sight-
ings of the same lunar eclipse ‘appears to us in the first hour of the night appears to orient-
als about the third hour of the night’.  Of course this theory is the basis of longitudinal 272
conceptualisations, yet unfortunately, eclipses are too infrequent to be used as a practical 
 See Joaquim Barradas de Carvalho, ‘As fontes de Duarte Pacheco Pereira no "Esmeraldo de Situ Orbis" (III)’ 267
in Revista de História, 31:64 (1965), pp. 329-339 (pp. 338-339), for his view that though the influence of Sac-
robosco on Pereira’s Orbis less explicit, ‘a influência do Tratádo da Esfera é bem nítida’ throughout the work.
 Sacrobosco, Sphere, (trans. Lynn Thorndyke) in Malcolm Oster, Science in Europe, 1500-1800: A Primary 268






method at sea.  The importance of Sacrobosco’s application of Euclidian geometry was 273
the mathematicisation of the terrestrial sphere. It is in this way that the body with no end 
and no beginning, is provided a central cero-point from which to make all else relational. 
 Through organising principles based on the notion of a spherical earth, even un-
known realities could be brought to order by their predetermined situation within the uni-
versal schema, a framework within which they could be painted into the picture.  All po274 -
tential novelty, in terms of the early modern Portuguese experience, had a predetermined 
value according to its comparison with that which was already ‘known’: the universal lati-
tude scale; a preconceived index of ‘civility’; a conception of universal grammar. The ab-
stract model, in this way, precedes the direct knowledge of experience by creating a space 
for it within an existing structure of relational equivalence. It does not merely reduce reali-
ty to a homogenous sympathy, the schemas were so useful because they used that universal 
semblance to bring all things into comparative relation. Within that overarching similarity, 
any antipathy between its parts was utilised in the creation of fixed and absolute values.  275
 The latitude and longitude scales brought all geographical space into relation ac-
cording to a universal system of absolute coordinates. With this system, it was no longer 
necessary to navigate sequentially from one known point to the next - as was the case with 
the portolan chart, the method of which has been usefully described as an itinerary form of 
mapping. Though longitude was uncertain at sea at this time, the power of the latitude 
scale lay in the ease with which a navigator could identify specific geographical spaces ac-
 See Joaquim Alves Gaspar, ‘Pedro Nunes e a Carta de Marear’ Congresso Luso-Brasileiro de História das 273
Ciências (Coimbra, 2011), pp. 539-557 (p. 541), for his description of the resistance mariners offered Nunes 
who wanted them to use an abstract method based predominantly on Ptolemy's despite it being impractical to 
the established navigational methods then in use.
 See Herman Bennett’s contradiction of historiographical accounts of European wonderment at the non-274
European who argues that ‘the Portuguese gaze elicited little wonder and even fewer marvels’, p. 69.
 Foucault, The Order of Things, for his analysis of the disruption of sympathy with hierarchical antipathies, 275
pp. 27-28.
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cording to their vertical coordinates which were directly relational to the observation of ce-
lestial bodies. In appropriate conditions, this could be achieved from anywhere on the globe 
rather than from the particular ‘waypoints’ on an itinerary map. It is flexibility that distin-
guishes the latitude chart and techniques of astro-navigation from those of the portolans 
and itineraries which were based on sequential principles and therefore required sequential 
practice. The versatility of these new methods in understanding known and unknown 
space, it shall be shown, were a convincing tool for the more general organisation of 
knowledge. The instrumentality of the descriptive practices mastered by pilots embodied 
the ideological and resource-driven purposes of the roteiro accounts.  These accounts 276
were directly related to an emerging coloniality of knowledge created according to the nav-
igational, political, religious, strategic, and commercial priorities of the imperial expansion 
and particularly in the context of the Carreira da Índia.  Each of these fields utilised sys277 -
tems of ‘objective’ equivalence in the creation of knowledge predicated on the certainties of 
navigational science. 
The wind rose and the mariner’s needle 
 This introduction owes some attention to the methodological considerations in the 
construction of the portolans that preceded the advent of the latitude chart. Beyond the 
 See Boxer’s account of the early composition of Roteiros that defined Prince Henrique’s expansion project: 276
‘Prince Henry the Navigator ‘first traced a definite plan for the persecution of the Portuguese voyages of dis-
covery along the West coast of Africa, organising and centralising the direction of this navigation from his 
chosen base in Algarve. With the systematic prosecution of these voyages under his directing hand came the 
necessity of delineating and describing the sinuous African coasts; of recording their characteristics and those 
of the inhabitants of the newly discovered lands; of knowing their shadows and depths; of charting their per-
ilous banks; of a knowledge of the prevailing winds and currents, and of recording directions and distances - 
in short, there arose the necessity of acquiring a knowledge of all the elements of which a Roteiro is com-
posed’, in ‘Portuguese Roteiros, 1500–1700, The Mariner’s Mirror, 20:2, pp. 171-186 (p. 171).
 See Boxer’s definition of the Carreira da Índia as the term used by the Portuguese for the round voyage 277
made by their Indiamen between Lisbon and Goa from the time of Vasco da Gama until the substitution of sail 
by steam in ‘The Carreira da India, 1650-1750’ The Mariner’s Mirror, 46:1 (1960), pp. 35-54 (p. 35).
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doctrine of astronomers so beautifully regimented in Sacrobosco’s Tractatus de Sphæra, the 
mariner’s needle had established its own system of directional equivalence based on the re-
action of a metallic body to the earth’s magnetic field. In this way, one of the earliest ab-
stract systems in the nautical art was the rosa dos ventos, an instrument that divided the 
sphere into four and made that division relational to a system of thirty-two directional val-
ues. It is this schematic that draws the baseline of a mariner’s education.  278
 The certainty of northing has been reflected in the moral philosophy of thinkers 
around the globe through various time periods. During the Italian Renaissance, Pico della 
Mirandola used finding north as a metaphor for finding moral truth. Justifying his use of 
dialectic, he argues: ‘as by a ruler pointing north, we may direct our eyesight along a 
straight line’.  Spatial equivalence was one of the few sources of certainty at sea. The 279
‘convenience’ of compass bearings and distances reckoned through mariners’ summative 
measurements were the data used to create portolan accounts.  The existing system of 280
directional points brought invisible places and spaces into relation through the analogous 
relationship between the cardinal points and the direction of the chief winds of Europe.  281
With the development of the magnetic needle, these analogies were made relative to the 
earth’s magnetic field. From the fixed orientation of the needle, came the precept of 
‘North’.  All other directions are relational to north as a fixed principle or cero-point dis282 -
cussed above. The opposite direction was marked as south, and the points halfway between 
 Taylor and Richey, E. G. R. Taylor and M. W. Richey, The Geometrical Seaman: a book of early nautical in278 -
struments (London: Hollis & Carter, 1962), pp. 19-21.
 Mirandola, p. 16.279
 See Foucault’s characterisation of the sixteenth-century episteme as one of resemblance in The Order of 280
Things, p. 21.
 Taylor & Richey, p. 19. See Frank and Barton, for their exploration of the impact of the language of Eu281 -
ropean navigation on indigenous navigational systems of the Pacific, p. 138.
 See Anthony Pagden for his discussion of the importance of praecepta within discourses on human nature 282
at this time in The Fall of Natural Man, pp. 62-63.
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each on either side were named east (deriving from the Latin aurora and Greek auōs mean-
ing dawn) and west (deriving from the Latin vesper and Greek hesperos meaning evening) 
after the motions of the sun.  Each of these sections was bisected and those again. A full 283
rotation, the sum of the potential directions an observer could face, was construed by 
thirty-two evenly distributed points. Even the homogeneity of this evenly distributed geo-
metric projection of space contains within it the prioritisation of a hierarchy. This is exem-
plified in the northerly and easterly cardinals’ prominence on the compass roses of charts, 
and the four cardinals’ prominence over the inter cardinal or ordinal directions, which in 
turn take precedence over the points of secondary inter cardinal direction evident in the 
famous, yet fairly typical, rosa dos ventos of Pedro Reinel.  284
 
FIGURE 1.1 RENDERING OF COMPASS ROSE FROM 1504 NAUTICAL CHART BY PORTUGUESE CAR-
TOGRAPHER PEDRO REINEL. CREATOR: JOAQUIM ALVES GASPAR, LICENCE: WIKIMEDIA COMMONS. 
 Mirandola also refers to the rising of the sun as the ‘still weak light of truth’ culminating in ‘theological 283
piety’ signified by the ability to look upon ‘the very radiant brightness of the midday sun’, in what I consider a 
reference to ‘taking the height of the sun’ discussed below, p. 16.
 See Woodward, ‘Continuity and Change’ for his reasoning as to why North is given prominence on Eu284 -
ropean maps and charts based on the fact that the people who made globes and charts, lived in the northern 
hemisphere and depicted themselves uppermost on these artefacts, p. 15. 
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 Portolans were created using sequential accounts of course bearings taken from 
known locations and the distances mariners reckoned they had travelled to reach other lo-
cations. This method was practical within the relatively short distances of Mediterranean 
navigation but mariners’ estimations of locations in the Oceans beyond were nicknamed, 
pontos de fantasia.  Charts of the open sea made from such techniques were therefore un285 -
certain. Like all maps, Padrón argues, ‘the itinerary map represents the result of a variety 
choices’ on what to include in terms of graphical detail, but also, ‘the maker of an itinerary 
map selects as his or her chosen objects of representation, privileged travel destinations and 
the routes that connect them’.  These routes are choices made in achieving the goals of a 286
set destination and because they are specifically routed, the itinerary map, ‘abandons any 
hope of a fixed, uniform scale for the sake of serving the traveler’s needs. It can be used to 
get from place to place along one of its marked routes, but it cannot be used to cut across 
the territory’.  This technique was inappropriate to navigating the vast spaces of the At287 -
lantic. 
 The charts generated from such measurement were by their nature, idiosyncratic.  288
Tony Campbell suggests that portolans reflect a certain vitality that came from direct expe-
rience and constant revision. He says that owing to the ‘process of continual toponymic re-
vitalization - marked in the fourteenth century even if diminishing in the fifteenth - the por-
tolan charts must be reinterpreted as a living record of Mediterranean self-knowledge, un-
 See Joaquim Alves Gaspar’s discussion of this aspect of navigation in his article ‘From the Portolan Chart to 285
the Latitude Chart: The Silent cartographic revolution’ CFC, 216 (2013), pp. 67-77 (p. 68).
 Padrón, p. 54. See also Jean-Marc Besse, ‘Mapping, Constructing, Inventing: On the Notion of Project and 286
its Epistemology’ in Le Goût du monde. Exercises de paysage (Actes Sud/ENSP, Artes, 2009), pp. 149-188.
 Ibid.287
 Tony Campbell, states that no local maps produced before 1500 made any attempt at consistency of scale 288
in ‘Portolan Charts from the Late Thirteenth Century to 1500’ in J. B. Harley and D. Woodward (eds.) The His-
tory of Cartography, Volume I: Cartography in Prehistoric, Ancient, and Medieval Europe and the Mediterranean 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), pp. 371-464 (p. 372).
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dergoing constant modification’.  In terms of an imperial self-fashioning, these charts 289
were integral to the delineation of the state’s territories.  Power, conquest, and the repre290 -
sentation of space was intrinsically linked in Renaissance national and international poli-
tics.  As we shall see, the nautical literature and charts of this era were often dedicated to 291
the King or princes. These records were idiosyncratic to European nations and even within 
the Iberian nations as they each adhered to their own principles of cosmographical mea-
surement and dead reckoning.  This became a key political contention after what has 292
been described as the first Cosmographical act of the Renaissance, the Treaty of 
Tordesilhas.  293
 The new requirement for a cosmographical vision adequate to the imperial sensibilit-
ies of the early modern Iberian universe reflected existing concerns with the adequacy of 
the traditional cartographic methods. In itinerary maps, spaces that are not useful become 
blank and void, silenced by the selection principles of the cartographer based on the choices 
of data collection from the navigator. Unselected space is silenced beneath the totality of 
particular knowledge chosen to be held and presented within the chorography of the itiner-
ary or portolan.  Padrón contrasts this with the development of the more mathematical 294
 Ibid, p. 373.289
 I have used Stephen Greenblatt’s term here as it relates to the creation of self-identity in relation to 290
Richard Helgerson’s article, ‘The Land Speaks: Cartography, Chorography, and Subversion in Renaissance Eng-
land’ Representations, 16 (Autumn, 1986), pp. 50-85.
 Xavier and Županov, Catholic Orientalism, pp. 36-38.291
 For a detailed study of the different cosmographical measurements used in cartography, even within the 292
Iberian peninsula, see Joaquim Alves Gaspar, ‘How Large was the Earth in the Sixteenth Century? The Length 
of the Degree of Latitude in the Iberian Cartography of the Renaissance’ Cartographic Journal, 52:4 (2016), 
pp. 318-324; see also his ‘Dead reckoning and magnetic declination: unveiling the mystery of portolan charts’ 
in e-Perimetron, 3:4 (2008), pp. 191-203, on the methods of construction within portolan charts.
 Lestringant, p. 7.293
 See Xavier and Županov for their discussion of the intellectual distinction between the particularity of 294
chorography and the syncretism of the ptolemaic mathematical grid, pp. 39-40.
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gridded maps that, ‘speak the plenitude of Euclidean space’.  Frank Lestringant articulates 295
the epistemological impacts of this transition: 
the leap from partial chorography to global cosmography involved an upward displacement 
of one’s point of view. [...] The point of view was elevated, to the point of grasping in a 
single instant the convexity of the terraqueous globe. At that imaginary point, the eye of the 
cosmographer ideally coincided with that of the Creator. Spatial hyperbole allowed this pas-
sage from the closeted world of chorography to the plenitude of a universe revealed at last 
in its totality.  296
The empty spaces on these maps do not represent the parts of the map that are left over 
once the territory has been drawn, but the portions of the cartographic grid that have yet to 
be filled.  The space of the globe is reduced to a universal science of relational order. Each 297
part is relative to the other in terms of its resemblance within the syncretic system. How-
ever, this system though appearing as a universal truth, is predicated upon hierarchies of 
measurement and value that are conditioned by the principles of a particular geometry.   
The beginnings of these gridded maps were introduced with the development of Portuguese 
astronavigation and application of the theory of spherical triangles. This practical and the-
oretical hybridity created an incremental system of linear proportion that could be ima-
gined covering the globe. Appeals to the regiment of a system of straight lines that begin at 
a firm and fixed origin pervades the literature analysed in this thesis, either explicitly 
through straight lines or implicitly through the organising principles of a conceptual cero-
point. 
 The images below are the earliest known charts of Portuguese origin. The first three 
(in clockwise fashion) precede the Cantino map (1502) and display the typical traits of an  
 Padrón, p. 54.295
 Lestringant, p. 5.296
 Ibid.297
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FIGURE 1.2 WORKING CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: THE CARTA NAUTICA (C. 1471), ANONYMOUS, 
C.G.A.5.C BIBLIOTECA ESTENSE UNIVERSITARIA, MODENA; PORTOLAN CHART OF MEDITERRANEAN 
(1492) BY JORGE AGUIAR, 30CEA/1492, BEINECKE RARE BOOK AND MANUSCRIPT LIBRARY AT YALE 
UNIVERSITY; LE PORTULAN DE PEDRO REINEL (CA. 1485), 2 FI 1582BIS, ARCHIVES DEPARTEMEN-
TALES DE LA GIRONDE, BORDEAUX; ATLANTIK (CA. 1504) BY PEDRO REINEL, COD. ICON. 132, BAY-
ERISCHE STAATSBIBLIOTHEK, MÜNICH. WIKIMEDIA COMMONS 
early modern portolan created from ponto de fantasia accounts of compass bearings and es-
timated distance run: scales of leagues, wind roses, and coastal markers. The fourth dis-
plays clearly the latitude scale that become a hallmark of Portuguese charts subsequent to 
this one by Pedro Reinel. These former three charts were created from the same style of 
data collection described by the itinerary chart. We can find the genetic print of the fourth 
chart with its representation of hybrid data, celestial heights for north-south composition 
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and compass bearings and dead reckoning for the east-west, in those Roteiros handed down 
to us in Duarte Pacheco Pereira’s Esmeraldo do Situ Orbis. 
 The syncretic construction of these charts and their data collection according to the 
universal principle of latitude so explicit in Reinel’s chart, meant that, disparate sources, the 
roteiros of multiple captains could be brought into direct (north-south) relation - assuming 
the readings were taken accurately and any discrepancies in method known. This method-
ological concern came to condition the gathering processes of mariners. The fact that the 
printer Valentim Fernandes never actually went to the African coast yet was able to compile 
a book of information on it is indicative of the process of gathering in that contributed to 
the development of comparative framework.  From the time of Pedro Nunes’ instatement 298
as Chief Cosmographer (1547), such practices would be increasingly regulated by the state 
and all data would be scaled according to astronomical readings.  However, the use of 299
regimentation was developing much earlier, in the previous century. 
 Despite the Cantino map (1502), the anonymous Portuguese chart below, bearing all 
the hallmarks of data gathered in a portolan, Joaquim Alves Gaspar has demonstrated the 
presence of two cartographic paradigms at work in its construction.  The majority of the 300
chart is created using the traditional ponto de fantasia method using bearings and estimated 
distances. However, Gaspar’s cartometric analysis has shown that a portion of the same 
chart was created using a system of degrees of latitude.  The area that uses latitude is 301
 See Biedermann, ‘Imperial Reflections’, for this effort within the work of João de Barros.298
 Nunes would hold this position until his death in 1578, Sánchez, ‘Science by Regimento’, p. 140, n. 13.299
 Gaspar, ‘Silent Revolution’, p. 70.300
 Ibid, pp. 69-70.301
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well defined. Gaspar discerns an error pattern of less than one degree ‘between the equator 
and 35° N’.  This is exactly the littoral for which King João II ordered an astronomical  302
 
FIGURE 1.3 ANON, CANTINO PLANISPHERE (1502). WIKIMEDIA COMMONS. 
survey to be made in 1485. The accuracy issue is not of interest here. The fact that latitude 
was used in the creation of the chart and, as Gaspar argues, set the standard for subsequent 
charts, shows a turning point in the technical evolution of Portuguese navigation.  As the 303
use of the altitudes of celestial bodies became a standard practice in both navigation, car-
tography and map making, states needed cartographers and artisans to create standardised 
charts and instruments in order to standardise the practice of observation itself and its rep-
resentations.  304
 We can see the development of such standardisation in the changing construction of 
charts of the era. By 1504, as seen above Pedro Reinel had created one of the first known 
 Ibid, p. 70.302
 Ibid.303
 Albuquerque points to the urgency of the need to revise the construction of nautical charts the most inter304 -
esting aspect of the History of Portuguese cartography in, Instruments of Navigation (Lisboa: Comissão 
Nacional para as Comemorações dos Descobrimentos Portugueses, 1988), p. 86.
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charts to display a latitude scale.  In fact it shows two in order to account for different 305
scales used in the depiction of territories either side of the Atlantic. It can be compared to 
the portolans which preceded it showing neither the latitude scale nor the line of demarca-
tion 370 leagues west of the Azores. It speaks to the greater representational concern with 
universal cosmography following the Treaty of Tordesillas. Yet, it also can be said to have 
developed from the earlier concerns of João II to chart the African littoral using astronomi-
cal observations and reflect Diogo Gomes preference for using the volta do mar largo rather 
than tacking against prevailing winds and currents along the coast, particularly south of 
Cape Bojador.  In Reinel’s chart of 1504, the errors in the depiction of northern Europe 306
from previous charts have been corrected according to the now present latitude scale 
though it is unclear whether these were made through astronomic observations. Newfound-
land, on the other hand, had been given an idiosyncratic scale based on the traditional 
method of the ponto de fantasia.   307
 These hybrid charts perfectly display the period of transition between cartographic 
and navigational practices - from the particular to the universal.  The proliferation of 308
thought about the instruments and methods used in this new practice produced from the 
beginning of the sixteenth century will be discussed below and preempt a visual and textual 
 Gaspar, ‘Silent Revolution’, p. 70. See also Mota for a brief account of the development of latitude in which 305
he notes the rudimentary beginnings of latitudinal though in Cadamosto who held that ‘at the River Gambia 
the altitude of the Pole Star was equal to the height of a lance’, p. 32.
 See Gaspar, ‘Silent Revolution’, pp. 69-70; António Alberto Banha de Andrade, Mundo Novos do Mundo: 306
Panorama da difusão, pela Europa, de notícias dos Descobrimentos Geográficos Portugueses (Lisboa: Junta de 
Investigações do Ultramar, 1972), who says Gomes was the first to document the use of the quadrant, p. 124; 
see also Luís de Albuquerque’s, Astronomical Navigation (Comissão Nacional Para as Comemorações dos De-
scobrimentos Portugueses: Lisboa, 1988), pp. 17-19.
 For a brief outline of the evolution of navigational methods from the arbitrariness of dead reckoning and 307
resultant ponto de fantasia to the determining of latitude at sea and the resultant ponto de esquadria [set 
point], see Albuquerque, Instruments, pp. 80-82.
 See António Sánchez and José Pardo Tomás, ‘Between Imperial Design and Colonial Appropriation: the 308
Relaciones Geográficas de Indias and their pinturas as cartographic practices in New Spain’ BSPHS, 39:1 
(2014), pp. 1-20 (p. 11).
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classicism that has come to be associated with a distinct break in the Joanine episteme. The 
evidence of the nautical culture of the Manueline era displays just such an appeal to the 
universalising principles of a classicist conception. Not only was the exuberance and abun-
dance of the Manueline expansion recorded but it was also ordered by the natural science 
of order found in the structures of astronomical navigation. The abundance of things in the 
world were beginning to be thought to exist in and of themselves, the linear structure, like 
the word, just waiting to offer them an absolute value. 
 It is clear from all of these texts that there was a mixture of organic perception with 
numerical quantification. This mixture, and to some degree the quantification of anthro-
pomorphic measurement, was part of a wider shift in perspectives in Early Modern culture 
that moved toward the simplicity of straight lines. There is a parallel to be drawn between 
the semantic location of language through grammars and the geographical location through 
latitude. In each is present the appeal to an abstract form of tabulated and linear know-
ledge. These abstracts attempt to schematise the complexity of lived reality through systems 
of representation based on universal relational equivalence. Each system is predicated on 
firmly established yet speculative principles. 
 In the second part to this thesis we will witness the gathering-in of arbitrary linguis-
tic variables in the grammatical thought of Fernão de Oliveira, João de Barros, and Pedro 
Nunes. Grammar provided the variables that represented reality. These variables were then 
regimented and, prescribed as markers of imperial order. The analogies of its structure were 
made analogous to multiple fields of knowledge including genealogies and nautical arts. It 
is under this same methodology that cartographic knowledge would be gathered-in, regi-
mented, and prescribed under the auspices of the first Cosmógrafo-Mor. This regimentation 
would soon become a matter of the state under the Regimento do Cosmógrafo Mor 
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(1559).  Antonio Sánchez notes that this was not a standalone Regimento. Rather, it was 309
set amongst a genre of standardising dictates such as those of the Físico-Mor (1515), the 
Regimento de Preços dos Medicamentos (1497), the Regimento do Trata da Pimenta, Drogas e 
Mercadorias da Índia (1570) (a regiment published seven years after Garcia da Orta ‘gath-
ered-in’ the information on the drugs of India). In addition we can add the Regiments of 
the Pole and of the Sun as well as the Regiment of the Leagues which appeared in practical-
ly every nautical work of the sixteenth century.  This demonstrates the increasing in310 -
volvement of the state in the creation of natural knowledge throughout the Carreira da Ín-
dia.  
 The universal abstraction inherent in the move towards latitude charts troubled the 
necessity for the knowledge of things to be linked ‘to men’s experiences, traditions, and 
credulities’.  As a result that representation becomes something more removed, historical311 -
ly contingent, contextually relative and less dependent on the principles of the existing 
analogy. As a result of this, it is important for any constructed epistemic structure to be 
fixed, ring-fenced by rubrics, rules, or regiments and cosynchronous. The tripartite system 
of knowledge creation that this opening introduction has put forward is completed by the 
maintenance of the established regiment. Once the information has been gathered and sys-
tematised for that system to remain in operation and incorporate new information, its rules 
must continue to be applied to the creation of any further knowledge. It is the imposition of 
this regiment through a pedagogical project that conditions perceptions of experience and 
as such potentially colonises that perception. This aspect is made all the more dangerous in 
 Antonio Sánchez, ‘Science by regimento’, p. 136.309
 Albuquerque points to the Nautical Guide of Munich (1509) as the earliest exemplar among a plurality of 310
variations until Pedro Nunes’ corrected figures were accepted by nearly all navigators and cosmographers as 
the gold standard for league measurement. See his Instruments, p. 84.
 Foucault, The Order of Things, p, 57.311
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that it is perceived to be part of the natural order. In this way, given the ‘right’ regiment, 
colonial science could justify whichever imperial priority was the order of the day.  312




 At the forefront of the tripartite process of knowledge creation was a gathering of 
data. Whether that be through the collection of existing materials and thought on a subject 
or through first-hand observations of reality. The subsequent processes involved regiment-
ing the data in order to make sense of it as a body of knowledge. To make it conform to the 
priorities of its collator and represent it in ways that made sense to these conditions. To 
make it useful.  The final stage is a process of pedagogy through which the initial stage of 313
gathering can be conditioned by the existing regiment. If the regiment is taught in a uni-
form manner, new data can be gathered via a standardised methodology, once again, ac-
cording to the principles and priorities of the creator of the regiment. Analysis of theses 
processes facilitates the delineation of the archive from which scientific knowledge came. It 
also underlines the role of the state and its institutions in the intellectual creation of coloni-
al difference. 
 Below we focus on the gathering of data by four Portuguese thinkers who contrib-
uted to the creation of nautical knowledge in sixteenth century Portugal. These thinkers 
utilised aspects of ancient thought as much as they questioned it. Though they considered 
themselves iconoclastic pioneers who greatly surpassed the knowledge of the ancients they 
also acknowledged their debts to it. They consciously incorporated many of the structures 
offered by ancient paradigms and applied them to the new knowledge being created about 
the world. The regional and local organisational principles that can be read through enun-
ciative fields of knowledge such as grammar and rhetoric, mathematics and cosmography, 
 See Portuondo, for the view that ‘the cosmographer’s first task was to incorporate the New World into a 313
new “universal” cosmography. […]. There were no classical sources describing the Incas, the Aztecs, or the 
Arawaks […]. [N]ot only did the cosmographical information have to incorporate continual new discoveries 
into a comprehensive world picture, it also had to answer a number of specific questions posed by the cosmo-
grapher’s institutional patrons. They increasingly required that cosmographical knowledge be useful. This util-
itarian mandate implied a body of cosmographical knowledge that had to be current, timely, and accurate’, 
pp. 59-60.
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were increasingly being considered as applicable universally and as such, universalising 
conceptualisations of the globe began to proliferate. It is in this way that aesthesis, human-
ism and ‘technoscience’ contributed equally to the imperial project of exploration and ex-
pansion.  Using and adapting knowledge gathering and descriptive models from Pom314 -
ponius Mela, Strabo, Pliny, and Ptolemy, Portuguese navigators collected information on the 
imperial frontier that was at once demonstrable in terms of its local or imperial value yet 
relative to a global understanding.  315
 María Portuondo suggests the models that were widely used in Spain followed the 
first instruction manual, Del Arte de Marear by Martín Fernández de Enciso, in 1519. The 
model she describes is largely the same as that of Duarte Pacheco Pereira in Portugal nearly 
fifteen years prior. These accounts begin with an explanation of the theoretical foundations 
of astronomical navigation, essentially, the theory of the sphere which Portuondo argues, 
‘is, how projecting the celestial poles and equator onto the terrestrial sphere results in a 
grid of tropics, meridians, and parallels that forms the basis for latitude and longitude co-
ordinates’.  It continues with various astronomical methods for the determination of latit316 -
ude at sea and then a series of chapters with geographic descriptions in the style of Pom-
 A clear blurring of the ‘Two Cultures’ hypothesis made famous by C. P. Snow, ‘The Two Cultures’ The Rede 314
Lecture (Cambridge University Press, 1959). See also Hooykaas, for his view of Castro as belonging to the 
same Renaissance current as Leonardo da Vinci, Regiomontanus, Luís Vives and Albrecht Dürer in the way he 
combined the liberal and mechanical arts in his theory and practice in order to raise the status of his work to 
that of the liberal arts; Onésimo Almeida, ‘Science in the Portuguese Maritime Discoveries’, pp. 78-92; and 
Xavier and Županov, Catholic Orientalism, p. 23. For a wider view of the connection between Art and Nautical 
Science in European thought see, Massimiliano Ditta, Jens Auer, and Thijs Maarleveld, ‘Albrecht Dürer and 
Early Modern Merchant ships. A reflection on the spread of ideas and transfer of technology’ in Carlo 
Beltrame (ed.), Archeologia Postmedievali, 18 (2014), pp. 83-104; art and science with horticulture, Hubertus 
Fischer, Volker R. Remmert, and Joachim Wolschke-Bulmahn (eds.), Gardens, Knowledge and the Sciences in 
the Early Modern Period (Birkhaüser: Switzerland, 2016); art and science with the descriptions of natural his-
tory, Brian W. Ogilvie, The Science of Describing: Natural History in Renaissance Europe (Chicago University 
Press: Chicago, 2005), particularly p. 115; art and science and mathematics, Ingrid Alexander-Skipnes (ed.), 
Visual Culture and Mathematics in the Early Modern Period (Routledge: London, 2017).
 See Sylvia Wynter for her view that the global view placed European perspectives at the centre of this pro315 -
ject, p. 264.
 Portuondo, p. 63.316
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ponius Mela. The political concerns of the era mean that the model replaces the classical 
arrangements of continents - Europe, Asia, and Africa - with the two halves of Orient and 
Occident.  These two parts and the things within it are brought into direct relation 317
through Pereira’s astronomical system and the introduction of a theoretical cero-point split-
ting the globe along the line of Tordesillas. 
Duarte Pacheco Pereira 
 There is no way of knowing whether or not the other thinkers analysed in this thesis, 
Fernão de Oliveira, Pedro Nunes or D. João de Castro, had access to the manuscript of 
Pereira’s Esmeraldo do Situ Orbis but what is certain is that each one of them placed empha-
sis on empirical knowledge and through it discussed nautical, religious, commercial, politi-
cal and ethnographical matters as if they were governed by certain immutable laws and 
principles. Such matters were in the common interests of the imperial state and conceptions 
of universality were foundational to imperial development.  Empire building was gov318 -
erned by a process of systematic, though periodic, episodes of exploration. Starting with the 
violence of encounters along the north-western coastline of Africa, foreign policy shifted 
towards diplomacy around the mid-century as Portuguese agents found various African 
peoples to be more than a match for their presumed military superiority. Diplomacy also 
 Ibid.317
 See Sánchez, ‘Science by regimento’,  pp. 133-155, for the role of nautical arts in defining the more general 318
sciences of early modern Iberian societies; and more recently on the medicinal arts, Cagle, Assembling the 
Tropics.
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proved to infinitely more lucrative than the short history of raiding that had preceded it.  319
This empirical and pragmatic approach to the geographies and polities of the African lit-
toral was indicative of a wider appeal to experience in Portuguese knowledge during the 
early stages of imperial development. 
 In Duarte Pacehco Pereira's oft cited expression he states, ‘alem do que dito he ha ex-
piriencia que he madre das cousas nos desengana e de toda duuida nos tira’.  This is the doc320 -
trine that allows him to question and develop the received wisdom of the ancients. It is in-
teresting to note that immediately following this assertion he refers back to the classical 
knowledge of Ptolemy with a latitudinal reference that situates his descriptions within a 
global framework.  The structure of his geographical descriptions also exudes classical 321
models such as Menander whose narrative structure provides a common pattern not just for 
Pereira but also for other mariners such as Duarte Barbosa, Tomé Pires, and D. João de Cas-
tro: 
Position of territory in relation to earth, sea and sky – nature of territory (relief, hydro-
graphy, vegetation, fertility) – position of the city (in relation to earth, sea, sky, territory, 
other cities) – nature of the city (seasons, terrain, port, fortifications) – origins of the city 
(founder, colonization, time of foundation, reasons etc.) – education – political regime – 
mores – actions and virtues (including gesta) – buildings and sights (temples, theatres 
etc.).  322
 For the histories of diplomatic and legal approaches to European interactions with African polities see 319
Bennett, pp. 52-74; and Thornton, whose brief account of the century-and-a-half of slow and varied experi-
ences in the venture around the African coast from Ceuta to Ethiopia points to the same shift in foreign policy 
around the middle of the fifteenth century, p. 141. On the importance of fiscal-military states and their cent-
ralised government and institutions in providing the sophistication of organisation, money, and violence re-
quired to facilitate the large scale enslavement of peoples (often considered ‘foreign’ due to the nuances of 
African kinship and religious communities), see Green, A Fistful of Shells, pp. 128, 257, 324-327; and Gomez 
on the pre-European movement and subjugation of peoples by African empires, pp. 20-21, 61-68.
 Pereira, Orbis,  f. 8r, ll. 13-14, p. 182.320
 The latitudinal references that Pereira offers are also iconoclastic in that he goes beyond the dictates of 321
Ptolemy’s Almagestum to describe locations beyond the ‘habitable northern quadrant’ that the Alexandrian 
outlined. Biedermann points to the descriptive model of Menander that he notes within Barros’s work nearly 
half a century later, Imperial Reflections, p. 29.
 Jean-Marc Besse, Les grandeurs de la Terre. Aspects du savoir géographique à la Renaissance (1st part) (Paris: 322
ENS Editions, 2003), p. 215.
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Though Pereira follows certain established structural models, the unpublished manuscript, 
is situated within an early modern culture of description based on ‘autopic authority’ that 
sometimes overruled the classical authors. In this vein Pereira vowed to: 
Escrever ho sito do orbe com a grandesa de toda  
a terra e do mar as Ilhas as cidades, as fortalezas, ha- 
nimays com todalas outras cousas que nelle som tan- 
to he longa como deficil materia e de elegan- 
cia nom capas e ha hordem della asas entrinca- 
da, a qual pella cantidade de tamanho corpo 
enpossiuel he seer particularmente sabida mas  
polla admiraçam de tam excilente cousa muito 
digna de ser escrita e praticada // e portanto 
deuemos primeiro concidrar como os philosephos  
que nesta materia falarom, diserom que a terra 
toda he cercada pello mar consentindo seus en- 
tenderes que a soma de nosso orbe ho hasento de  
nossa vida, a gloria de nossos Inperios.  323
The difficulty of the description of reality is explicitly linked with the glorification of imper-
ial states, especially, it seems, in relation to the validation or rejection of existing knowl-
edge and philosophical concern. With this ordered and uniform principle of knowledge, 
would come the associated glorification of empires. The plurality of Inperios at the end of 
this passage suggests perhaps that he was looking to the method for the glorification of the 
Iberian states or European empires or just to equate the Portuguese with the ancient em-
pires. However, it displays the universality of this method. If it can apply to one empire, it 
can apply to all empires, and in fact, as was the doctrine of Pedro Nunes, the more common 
knowledge was the better. Descriptions of the imperial world, the aspects of natural history 
within the roteiros played a similar role to those works of the Iberian ‘cronistas y estori-
 Duarte Pacheco Pereira, Esmeraldo do situ orbis, Joaquim Barradas de Carvalho (ed.)    323
(Lisboa: Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian, 1991), f. 7r, ll. 5-18, p. 180.
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adores’ who, Antonio Elio de Nebrija argued, ‘escriven y encomiendan a immortalidad la 
memoria de vuestros loables hechos’.  324
 There is some parallel between this idea of ordered knowledge of the world and em-
pire in Nebrija’s famous Gramática de la lengua castellana (1492). His prologue juxtaposes 
the flourishing of peoples with the flourishing of the language, arts, and sciences. For ex-
ample, he argues that the Hebrew language flourished in the time of Moses who, ‘fue el 
primero que osó escrivir las antiguedades delos judios, y dar comienço ala lengua ebraica’.  325
This beginning was then elevated to its peak ‘en la edad de Salomon, el cual se interpreta 
pacifico, por que en su tiempo con la monarchia florecio la paz, criadora de todas las buenas 
artes y onestas’.  The Greek language, he argues, ‘crecio aquella lengua hasta la monarchia 326
del gran Alexandre, en cuio tempo fue aquella muchedumbre de poetas, oradores y filosofos, 
que pusieron el como, no sola mente ala lengua, mas aun a todas las otras artes y ciencias’.  327
And finally the Latin language, ‘crecio hasta la monarchia de Augusto Cesar […]. Entonces 
fue aquella multitud de poetas y oradores que embiaron a nuestros siglos la copia y deleites 
dela lengua latina’.  After each of these epistemic apogees, portentously coeval with the 328
flourishing of the great Greek and Roman empires, came the demise of the imperial states 
and their languages so perhaps the accumulation of knowledge is in Pereira’s eyes also nec-
essary to glorify and reify the transience of imperial prowess. 
 Nebrija, p. 7. Tiseyra has offered a full translation of the prologue to Nebrija’s grammar, pp. 197-208. 324
Trans. [‘chroniclers and historians’; ‘write and consign to immortality the memory of your praiseworthy 
deeds’], p. 204.
 Ibid, p. 4. Trans. [‘was the first to write the history of the Jews and give beginning to the Hebrew 325
language’], p. 202.
 Ibid. Trans. [‘the age of Solomon, who is understood to be peaceful because in his time peace, nurturer of 326
all the good and honest arts, flourished with the monarchy’], p. 202.
 Ibid. Trans. [‘grew until the monarchy of Alexander the Great, in whose time lived that multitude of poets, 327
orators, and philosophers who brought to their greatest heights not only the language but also the other arts 
and sciences’], p. 202.
 Ibid, p. 5. Trans. [‘grew until the monarchy of Caesar Augustus […]. This was the time of the multitude of 328
poets and orators who conveyed to our times the abundance and delights of the Latin language’], p. 203.
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 In the manner that the diversity of Pereira’s geographical accounts are brought to-
gether under the same cartographic code, Nebrija declares that his king has brought ‘los 
miembros y pedaços de España, que estavan por muchas partes derramados’ together, ‘en un 
cuerpo y unidad de reino’, and, having subdued the ‘enemigos de nuestra fe […]; no queda ia 
ora cosa sino que florezcan las artes dela paz’.  Grammar, he argues, is among the first of 329
these arts, ‘la cual nos aparta de todos los otros animales y es propria del ombre, y en orden la 
primera despues dela contemplacion, que es oficio proprio del entendimiento’.  In Nebrija’s 330
view this art required codification to guard its uniformity, ‘para que lo que agora y de aqui 
adelante enel se escriviere pueda quedar en un tenor, y estender se en toda la duracion delos 
tiempos que estan por venir’.  This uniformity makes it a better instrument of empire in 331
that the ‘pueblos barbaros y naciones de peregrinas lenguas, y conel vencimiento aquellos tern-
ian necessidad de recebir las leies quel vencedor pone al vencido, y con ellas nuestra lengua; 
entonces por esta mi Arte podrian venir enel conocimiento della’.  332
 By contrast to this unity and structured uniformity, Pereira's accounts of the nature 
of territories may seem disparate, episodic, and haphazard, sometimes focussing on the 
presence of man-eating crocodiles, ‘Aqui ha muitos e grandes largartos que andam nas 
Ribeiras daugua doce e sy no mar que comem aos homeńs’, and others on Cobras or 
 Ibid, p. 6. Trans. [‘the members and pieces of Spain, which were scattered in many parts’ together, ‘into a 329
single body and Kingdom’; ‘the enemies of our faith […], nothing is left but for the arts of peace to flourish’], 
p. 203.
 Ibid. Trans. [‘which sets us apart from the animals and is proper to man and is first in order after contem330 -
plation, and which is the basis of understanding’], p. 203.
 Ibid, p. 7. Trans. [‘so that now and from now on what is written in it will follow the same principles, and 331
so that it will extend itself throughout the duration of the times to come’], p. 204.
 Ibid, p. 8. Trans. [barbarous peoples and nations of alien languages, with defeat they would have to re332 -
ceive the laws that the conqueror imposes on the conquered, and with them our language; then through this 
art they would be able to come into the knowledge of it’, p. 204.
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Baboons.  But in both roteiros discussed in this thesis, Pereira at the turn of the century 333
and Castro towards the middle, there is a universal principle of order that each description 
can be reduced to: the regiment of the pole. Alongside compass bearings and estimated dis-
tances travelled is an appeal to a fixed and universal system of equivalence: latitude. This 
early appeal to the classical order of geometry can be used to question the rigidity of dis-
tinctions between Manueline and Joanine epistemes.  Though Pereira’s is the first textual 334
indication of a classical science of order, astronomical surveys and the use of latitudinal ref-
erences in navigation and cartography are likely to have been in use from as early as the 
latter half of the fifteenth century.  
 This theoretical structure became the contextual grid within which all things of the 
empire were placed, brought into relation, and compared. For example, in the chapter in 
which Pereira compares the ethnographic descriptions of men in Africa to men who hail 
from similar latitudes, such as in Brasil, he finds there to be no correlation between latitude 
and skin colour.  He argues, that his: 335
experiensia que os homeńs disto promon- 
torio de lopo gonsalues e toda ha outra terra de guinee 
som asaz negros e as outros jentes que jazem aleem  
do mar oceano ao ocidente que tem ho graao do  
sol por igual como os negros da dita guinee som par- 
dos quasy brancos, è estes som as jentes que abi- 
tam na terra do brasil de que ja no segundo ca- 
pitolo do primro. liuro fizemos mençam e que al- 
gum queira dizer que estes som guardados da  
 Pereira, Esmeraldo, f. 78v, ll. 30-33, p. 338. The reference to baboons comes just before Pereira’s discussion 333
on Ptolemy’s account of the Cape of Good Hope, and just after his own account of the peoples of this region: f. 
88v. l. 17, p. 361.
 Biederman, ‘Imperial Reflections’, p. 24. Luís Filipe F. R. Thomaz, ‘L’idée impériale manuéline’, in Jean 334
Aubin (ed.), La découverte portugaise et l’Europe, Actes du colloque, Paris, les 26, 27 et 28 Mai 1988, (Paris: So-
ciété française d’histoire du Portugal, Fondation Calouste Gulbenkian, Centre culturel portugais,1990), pp. 
35–103 and Luís Filipe F.R. Thomaz & Jorge Santos Alves, ‘Da Cruzada ao Quinto Império’, in Francisco 
Bethencourt & Diogo Ramada Curto (eds.), A Memória da Nação. Colóquio do Gabinete de estudos de Sim-
bologia realizado na Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian 7–9 Outubro, 1987, (Lisbon: Sá da Costa, 1991), pp. 81–
165.
 See Bethencourt on the classical development of environmental theories of race, pp. 34-37. 335
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quentura do sol por neste Regiam hauer muitos 
aruoredos que lhe fazem sombra e que por isso 
som quasy aluos dignou que se muitas aruores 
nesta terra ha que tantas e mais tam espessas 
ha nesta parte ouriental daquem do oceano  
de guinee e se disseram que estes daquem som 
negros porque andam nuus e os outros som brancos  
porque andam vestidos tanto priuileguio deu 
ha natureza ha huńs como ao outros porque todos 
andam segundo nascerem asy que podemos 
dizer que o sol nom faz mais emprenssam  
ha huus que a outros è aguora he para saber se 
todos som da gerasam dadom.   336
If we compare this to the first chapter of his roteiro we can see that this is not an ex-
traordinary attempt to engage with the ancient hypothesis linking latitude with skin 
colour.  Pereira uses the systematic method based on his experience and a universal sci337 -
ence of order - the notion that latitude is a representative mode of conceptualising the 
globe - to bring disparate places into relation. 
 Though these local and regional spaces are reduced to the homogeneity of a latitude 
system, they are also provided, within that same system, the absolute values of a coordinate 
system. Concomitant with this effort to fix space according to a system of universal equival-
ence, is an effort to situate the human and non-human phenomena within existing struc-
tures of knowledge and also to challenge existing knowledge when the experience demands 
it. As shall be discussed below, this would have a deep impact on the conceptualisation of 
human difference later in the century. As Nebrija asserted, conquered people must learn the 
language and laws of the conqueror. Conquered space must also conform to the spatial 
principles of their master. Though this was a discourse with uneven application, operating 
differently around the Portuguese imperial context, it cannot be denied that efforts were 
 Pereira, Esmeraldo, f. 7r, ll. 28-34, p. 337.336
 Ibid, f. 6r. ll. 21-30, p. 179.337
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made to create fixed comparative frameworks with which to order perceptions of the world. 
This descriptive, mimetic, knowledge was underpinned by a focus on theoretical and empir-
ical demonstrability and, by the presence of the authors body and mind within each of the 
constructions. These sources fashioned themselves as somewhat removed from allegory 
(though many maps still display the direction to Jerusalem as a prominent cardinal), thus 
attempting to separate the rationality of the works from the imagination.  However, ow338 -
ing to the content of the framing it can be seen that this knowledge was also placed within 
and generated by European norms of existence and political, commercial, and religious 
hierarchies. 
 Following this view, the work is also composed of the gathering of existing knowl-
edge on the coasts of Brasil, Africa, and India. It is structured into five books charting the 
imperial encounters of successive figures of expansion from Prince Henry the Navigator to 
Pereira’s own King Manuel I. The structure apportions space in subsequent books to the 
succession of regents, and the 'discoveries’ made under their respective reigns. The ostensi-
ble organising structure of the work, then, is a chronological narrative of discovery. Based 
on the territories encountered by the agents of imperial regents, Pereira documents and or-
ganises the cumulative knowledge of each.  
 Following this reading, the books are therefore cosynchronous descriptions of tem-
porally focused and incremental imperial developments. From this perspective each book is 
brought into relation through the axis of linear time. While the descriptions of lands and 
natural phenomena are brought into relation on an axis of commercial utility with many 
 Here I refer to Greenblatt’s analysis of the framing device that portray ‘createdness’ within The Faerie 338
Queene, p. 190; and Woodward’s discussion of the shift from the allegorical, nonmetrical world maps of the 
medieval era to ‘the secular, measured, projected, scaled maps that Claudius Ptolemy had proposed in the 
second century A.D. and that had been “rediscovered” by the Latin West at the beginning of the fifteenth cen-
tury’, ‘Continuity and Change’, p. 6. See also Foucault, The Order of Things, on the movement away from 
metaphor, simile, and allegory’ in the transition to the classical episteme, p. 57.
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references to the value of specific commodities to specific peoples in specific places, their 
discovery is also assigned to the temporal reign of a particular king.  The peoples of these 339
exchanges are also brought into relation on axes of political and religious civility. Each re-
gent in this way is offered a chronicle of their commercial and political successes.  
 Yet, underlining all of these comparative frameworks, is a more powerful global con-
ceptualisation of space that brings the political, commercial, and religious, concerns of the 
empire into direct spatial relation. The incorporation of data from astronomical observa-
tions brings each event locked within seemingly cosynchronous accounts into direct and 
universal relation. This is the key organising principle of the work and one that offers the 
early evidence of an appeal to an abstracted science of order and a nod towards an embry-
onic classicism. This structure is so important to Pereira, he opens his third book on João I 
with the following statement: 
Muitas mortes e homens e grandes despesa tem custado 
ho descobrimento destas ethiopia’s ao Infante Dom 
Anrique primro. inventor destas cousas de tal calidade 
que deuamos notar nem por isso leixaremos de escre- 
uer toda esta terra com seus portos angras Rootas 
e graaos por nom sayrmos da hordem desta materia 
e por se saber ha costa e Ribeyra do mar em qualquer 
tempo que for necessario ha nossos subcessores quando 
lhes cumprir.  340
The importance of the descriptions to mariners’ safety is clearly stated but it is the deeper 
structure that cuts across the temporal linearity of the overall organisation that is marked 
as the true imperial measure. The order of this material is governed by degrees. It was the 
Prince Henrique who ordered the rounding of the Cape of Bojador and there are clear ex-
amples from his lifetime that astro-navigation was being used as a result of the necessities 
 See Green, A fistful of shells, on the Elmina castle prison as an indicator of European practices of nomen339 -
clature from the late fifteenth century and the rising influence of East African gold trade on an ‘expanding 
global money supply’ which display a ‘purely utilitarian concept of land and value’, p. 108.
 Pereira, Esmeraldo, f. 83v. ll. 19-27. p. 350.340
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of navigating the return from beyond Bojador. It was also João I who ordered the astronom-
ical survey of the north-west African coast. It is the presence of latitude readings through-
out Pereira’s text that makes it pioneering in the literary record. Regardless of whether the 
text is a humanist collection of existing data, an actual roteiro or portolano, is overshad-
owed by the manner in which the diverse forms of data gathered within this document are 
interpolated and united by their juxtaposition within a universal grid of spatial 
equivalence.  341
 The concern of this thesis is the presence within Pereira’s text of that unifying prin-
ciple. A principle taken from the observation ‘do natural’ but one that situates the diverse 
orders of knowledge that constitute his Orbis. Half a century later Pereira applies this prin-
ciple to the organisation of his text and in this way, makes the structured ordering of the 
geographical accounts following the models that preceded him relevant to an imperial state 
that wanted to know what they could acquire and where they could acquire and trade it.  342
It was the developments associated with the more extensive conceptualisations required in 
the venture into and beyond the much feared ‘torrid zone’, below the equator that perhaps 
is most influential to Pereira’s work.  343
A experiensia nos faz viuer sem enguano das abusoeés 
e fabulas q. alguns antiguos Cosmografos escre- 
uerom haserca da descriçam da terra que jaz debaixo 
do circulo da equinosial era inabitauel pola 
grande quentura do sol isto hachamos falsso.  344
 For the view that Pereira’s work is ‘uma espécie de síntese de todo um conjunto de obras anteriores relati341 -
vas aos descobrimentos marítimos’, see Joaquim Barradas de Carvalho, ‘As fontes […] (I)’, p. 347.
 See Barradas de Carvalho’s view that, ‘a fonte mais importante de Duarte Pacheco Pereira no seu Esmeral342 -
do de situ orbis: o De Situ Orbis de Pompônio Mela’ in ‘As fontes de Duarte Pacheco Pereira no "Esmeraldo 
de Situ Orbis" (V)’ in Revista de História 32:66 (1966), pp. 329-358 (p. 329).
 For a full description of the ancient Greek and Roman conception of the ‘torrid zone', see Besse, Les 343
grandeurs de la Terre, p. 56. See also Kimble, p. 88; and Antonio Barrera-Osorio, Experiencing Nature; and for a 
discussion of ‘Ptolemy’s inhabited world’ see Hooykaas, p. 72.
 Pereira, Orbis, f. 77v. ll. 28-32, p. 336.344
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Pereira’s account is an attempt to move beyond the abuses and fables of the received wis-
dom of some ancient cosmographers.  Yet, that effort is dependent on certain classical 345
models required to correct them. 
 It is clear from this passage that he balances the gathering in of humanist knowledge 
with experience. Though he questions the tables of Ptolemy where he finds discrepancies in 
the heights, he also repeats other aspects of the Alexandrian’s thought, not least his reliance 
on the regiment itself. In his account of the Cape of Good Hope, Pereira lauds Ptolemy's 
reckonings on the latitude heights and the source of the river Nile: 
  
os montes da luã onde Tholomeu dis que nase o  
Rio nillo porque no proprio sito que Tholomeu po- 
eem os ditos montes em trinta e quatro graaos e meo 
de ladeza da dita equinosial contra ho pollo antra- 
tico aly estaa este promontorio de boa esperansa 
Asy que pella distansia que os ditos graaos se a- 
partam da equinosial serem comformes os dos mon- 
tes da luũa e estroutros e pella feiçam da terra  
seer tal a que Tholomeu escreue dos ditos montes  
como ha desta promontorio tudo parese huma cou- 
sa e por todas estas causas esta terra he boa  
de conheser.  346
It is only through the combination of humanist and what he argues is a proxy empirical 
practice - the Portuguese mariners from whom he gathers his latitudinal data physically vis-
ited (or at least reported to) the places they account for - that Pereira can compare particu-
lar accounts of disparate communities in terms of a global conception.  The tool that 347
 In light of the reference to the uninhabitable southern hemisphere, marked by the equator, Pereira refers to 345
the cosmographer, Ptolemy who considered the one quarter of the spherical globe that was habitable to be in 
the northern half.
 Ibid, f. 88v. ll. 23-34, p. 362.346
 Sandra Young has recently discussed the importance of latitude in constructions of the global south in her 347
The Early Modern Global South in Print, pp. 61-81.
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brings them into relation is Ptolemy’s table of heights, a list of latitudes linked with key loc-
ations within the Portuguese sphere of influence: 
e por isso posemos aqui taboa dos luguares cida- 
des, villas e ilhas segundo se cada hum aparta  
em landeza da equinosial pera o pollo artico  
ou antartico como dito he adiante diremos don- 
de se hade tomar a dita ladeza e longura do or- 
be ou Redondeza, do mundo.  348
The isolation of his statement, aqui taboa marks a stark contrast to the sixteen references to 
maps and pictures do real or do natural.  But they are no less linked to the representa349 -
tional depiction of reality. The ordered structure of the list of latitudes in the table is the 
regimented gathering of data taken using the method offered at the outset of his work. The 
format, though not necessarily the positioning of places within it, represent the natural or-
der of the cosmographic system of latitude lines. The maps and images taken from nature, 
or, the real, represent the chorographic images of specific locations. They reflect the meth-
od involved in the gathering of data on the heights and are made relational to the universal 
system through their appearance in the descriptions. For both image and table of heights 
someone has to observe them in situ.  
 This regimented data is a textual representation of the whole world - even spaces 
that are left unmentioned are interpolated through the universality of the relational system. 
The system imagined the globe as a mathematical figure. With these readings cosmograph-
ers could make calculations of space based on the accepted principles of Euclidean geo-
metry. Pereira argues that the circumference of Africa is described in the Portuguese state’s 
mapa mundy & his own taboa geral. They are both semiotic representations, both universal 
 Pereira, Esmeraldo, f. 13r. ll. 23-28, pp. 191-192.348
 See Barradas de Carvalho, ‘As Fontes (I)’, for a discussion of the maps alluded to in the Orbis, p. 348.349
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rationalisations of reality - one represented through image and the other through text - 
devoid of the fabulated descriptions of their forebears yet based on an ancient geometrical 
precedent.  350
 In the work of Tome Pires the division of knowledge on the Portuguese Empire fol-
lows a more traditional classical textual order. A Suma Oriental (1512-1515), is ‘gizada De 
cimqo Rijos primçipaes/ o njllo/ o tigris eufrates Jmdus & o gamges’.  The work resembles 351
the nature of things. This structure conforms to Pomponius Mela’s fluvial division of the 
universe. The course of the Nile and the Tanais delineate the three parts of Europe, Africa, 
and Asia.  These divisions are so important because of the existing thought on the delin352 -
eation of the habitable and uninhabitable world. It is of little wonder that descriptions of 
that world were divided accordingly. However, with Pereira, these landmarks were increas-
ingly being considered through their relation to the abstract certainty of absolute latitudinal 
values, thus, moving away from the more organic delineations of space.  Each entry in 353
Pereira’s text is given a latitude coordinate. These coordinates could be used to calculate 
distances in order to quantify the spaces described. It is through such principle that Pereira 
makes a quantitative assessment on the distance between key locations on the passage to 
India: 
 See Ditta et al, on the relevance of Euclid on wider European trajectories of representational knowledge, p. 350
86.
 The Suma Oriental of Tome Pires: An Account of the East, From the Red Sea to Japan, written in Malacca and 351
India in 1512-1515 and The Book of Francisco Rodrigues: Rutter of a Voyage in the Red Sea, Nautical Rules, Al-
manack and Maps, Written and drawn in the East before 1515 in two Volumes, Vol. II (New Delhi, 1990), p. 
326.
 Barradas de Carvalho, ‘As fontes (V)’, p. 349.352
 At the end of his prologue, Pires suggests that he ‘fiz mais estemdidas leituras’ to his captain in which, from 353
his reference to Ptolemy’s second-hand data, and his own experience, we can deduce that celestial heights 
were used to create latitude values within his more technical roteiros, designed for a more erudite audience  
p. 327. This shift from the organic representation of space through a more direct engagement with reality to a 
more abstract and regimented linearity is discussed by Albuquerque in Astronomical Navigation, pp. 6-35. The 
manifestation of this methodology cannot be better exemplified than in the visual construction of the Cap-
taincies of Brasil by Luís Teixeira in 1534.
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Asy que ha em toda 
a dita ethiopia infirrios duas mil e quatrocentas 
leguoas .s. de Canagua atee boa esperança mil e  
trezentas e quarenta e daly atee guardafune mil 
e sasenta e asy som as ditas duas mil e quatro- 
centas leguoas todas nauegadas polla Portugue- 
za geraçam com ho mais que adiante vay da In 
dia.   354
All data gathered is in relation to a global scale and as such comparable to the data collec-
ted by Ptolemy upon whose tables, Pereira bases his own. Even where the heights of loca-
tions gathered are not taken from ‘the real’ or experience, it is their relation to the system 
of universal equivalence that makes them useful (when reliable). As Joaquim Barradas de 
Carvalho has shown, this system was very likely to be based on the regiment found within 
Sacrobosco’s Sphere.  355
 The method is based upon the direct engagement with objects of the lived reality 
such as observation of the space between the horizon and the sun’s zenith. However, this 
observation is then processed according to the fixed principles of a universally relational 
system of equivalence. Knowledge on the observed phenomenon is created in relation to 
judgement based on a preconceived rationalisation of that phenomenon - the creation of a 
set of 180 fixed and absolute values (along with their further graduated integers) that gov-
ern the observation and measurement of the height of celestial bodies.  It shall be shown 356
 Pereira, Orbis, f. 47r. ll. 22-29, p. 263. Cf Pereira’s table of heights with Joaquim Alves Gaspar’s notation 354
that the de facto understanding within sixteenth century Iberia was that one degree of latitude was equal to 
seventeen and a half leagues in his article, ‘How large was the Earth in the sixteenth century? The length of 
the degree of latitude in the Iberian Cartography of the Renaissance’ in The Cartographic Journal, 52:4 
(2016), 318-324: p. 319.
 Barradas de Carvalho, ‘As Fontes (III)’, pp. 329-339.355
 For the increasing importance of integers in a drive for further accuracy see the invention of Pedro Nunes’ 356
nonius scale in 1542 which is hailed as the precursor to its Vernier successor. On this see Otto van Poelje, ‘Di-
agonals and Transversals: Magnifying the Scale’, Journal of the Oughtred Society, 13:2 (2004), pp. 22-28; p. 
27.
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in the following part how the structural flexibility of such an inclusively universal system 
influenced perceptions of fixity in the ordering of the humanist knowledge of the world. 
Pedro Nunes 
 Around thirty years after Pereira’s manuscript work, Nunes wrote a mathematical 
treatise in defence of the mariners’ chart. This work is structured almost dialectically offer-
ing responses to the reported questions of Martim Afonso de Sousa, a practicing pilot. For 
example, Sousa wonders why a ship that takes a westerly heading never reaches the equa-
tor. Nunes’ response begins with an overview of the intellectual framework:  
pella arte que Vetruuio pera isso traz: a tal linha se chama o rumo de norte sul: e at-
rauesando esta linha com outra perpendicular: teremos o rumo de leste oeste: e assim 
ficara repartido todo o circulo do horizonte ẽ quatro quartas cada hũa de nouenta 
graos. E isto se representa assi pella agulha com que nauegamos: como tambẽ per 
qualquer das agulhas que na carta se pintam.  357
Nunes draws on classical and mathematical regiments in order to explain this. It is based 
on a combination of the directional equivalence of the wind rose and the mathematical de-
lineation of the globe through the principles of circles and circular triangles. In this way, the 
reality that Vitruvius perceived, resembled the words and figures that represented it. In or-
der to answer these questions, Nunes frequently resorts to the rational imagination for 
demonstration: 
os mathematicos deuem imaginar que a linha dereita perpendicular sobre a linha me-
ridiana de que ja falamos: he cortadura comũ deste circulo grande com o meridiano: 
como per ho .xi. liuro de Euclides se podera demostrar […]: que quem for per a tal 
linha que he o rumo de leste oeste: yra sempre no mesmo circulo grande.   358
 ‘Tratado que ho doutor Pero Nunez fez sobre certas duvidas da nauegação: dirigido a el Rey nosso senhor’ 357
in Pedro Nunes: Obras, Volume I (Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian, 2002), p. 106.
 Ibid.358
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This imaginative definition is the basis of the latitudinal universal equivalent and is a cent-
ral precedent in the mathematicisation of reality. Nunes’ continued explanation resorts to 
Euclid’s exegesis of the sphere. Nunes applies his geometry to the east-west rhumb which 
describes a great circle. Taking the height of the pole star works because it imagines that 
the surface of the globe is analogous to a uniform sphere which can be abstractly divided 
into similar and parallel geometric circles. These can in turn be interrogated according to 
the principles of Euclidean geometry.  
 The rational construction of this universal knowledge, in the words of Foucault, ‘en-
ables us to analyse like things according to the calculable form of identity and 
difference’.  The likeness of space is represented by the universally applicable lines of lat359 -
itude. This semblance is disrupted by differentiating between each line of latitude with an 
absolute value. The eighteenth century development of a practical method of finding lon-
gitude at sea made this system even more powerful as it honed in on an increasingly dis-
crete understanding of space using coordinates.  Though, longitude was not unknown to 360
Nunes and his contemporaries, at this time it could not be considered as fixed or as certain 
as latitude which was easily observable using astrolabe, quadrant, or cross-staff.  361
 Though Nunes gathers old knowledge from ancient Greek and Roman sources, he 
too recognises their shortcomings. In the dedication to his Tratado da Sphera (1537), he 
states, ‘a material da cobra me conuidaua ao fazer: que poys .V.A. tem tãto primor em Cosmo-
graphia: e na parte instrumẽtal e tem tam alto e tam craro entendimẽto e jmaginação q pode 
 Foucault, The Order of Things, p. 58-59.359
 For a discussion of the development of this knowledge from ancient to eighteenth century knowledge see 360
Dava Sobel, Longitude: The True Story of a Lone Genius Who Solved the Greatest Scientific Problem of His Time 
(Harper Perennial: London, 1996/2011).
 See above for some non-European methods of observing the heights of celestial bodies in order to navig361 -
ate.
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facilmente inuentar muitas cousas que os antigos ignorarão’.  This material is the basis for 362
the construction of many things with which to exceed the knowledge of the ancients, 
deeply associated with the glories of empire. In a move that exceeds Pereira’s earlier allu-
sion to empires, Nunes' acknowledgement of the link between cosmographical knowledge 
and imperium is implicit in his use of the King’s lengthy title ‘Ioannem .III. Aphricum, Ae-
thiopicum, Arabicum, Persicum, Indicum’, but also in the mathematical foundations of 
Nunes’ method: ‘Porro hæc mea demonstrandi methodus alia est fateor aliquando, ab ea qua 
prisci illi authores Menelaus, Ptolemæus, et Geber uiri doctissimi usi sunt: sed ab Euclide et 
Theodosio haudquaquam aliena’.  With this standardised knowledge, not only will they 363
surpass the ancients intellectually, but also imperially. 
 Nunes recognises differences between knowledge created by Ptolemy and his own 
findings. He asserts, ‘As cartas parece que sam nisto diferentes das tauoas de Ptolomeu: porque 
elle põe sesenta e tres graos e meo do meridiano das canarias ao fim de Africa em leuante onde 
esta pelusio [...] mas nas cartas nam hamais que cinquemta e dous graos’.  Though he takes 364
issue with some of the outcomes of the Ptolemaic model, he openly recognises its useful-
ness and builds on the knowledge that preceded him. In doing so, he creates a more certain 
understanding based on a combination of experimental data and the uniform adherence to 
a single cartographic paradigm, spread even further by the agents of the Portuguese expan-
 Nunes, Tratado, p 6.362
 'De Crepvscvlis’ in Pedro Nunes: Obras (Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian, 2002), p. 5. Trans. author [My 363
method of demonstration is, I confess, sometimes different to the work of the ancient and scholarly authors, 
Menelaus, Ptolemy and Geber, but does not diverge from some of the mode of Euclides and Theodosius’].
 Pedro Nunes, Em defensam de carta marear in Obras (2002), p. 136.364
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sion.  The importance of Nunes’ work to the state would culminate in his appellation as 365
inaugural Cosmógrafo-Mor in 1547. 
 Alongside his role as the key advocate for a cartographic paradigm shift, Nunes was 
also a master of Greek rhetoric and in 1542 had work underway to translate Vitruvius’ De 
Architectura (1st Century BCE). In much the same way that we shall see the influence of 
Vitruvian thought on proportion as a foundational principle of Fernão de Oliveira’s philo-
sophy of language, it plays a central role in the mathematics of Nunes’s nautical construc-
tions. Before proportion can be applied to material, there is a process of gathering-in obser-
vations of reality. These nautical observations were represented in maps and charts, dia-
grams, diarised prose, and tables of heights. Fundamental to each is a universal science of 
order based on the rational construction of a system of parallel lines that encircle the globe, 
forming coordinates at the points at which they interlace. The integers of the latitude paral-
lels are reflected in the integers of early modern measuring devices such as the astrolabe 
and quadrant. From the introduction of astronomical navigation, the confrontation with 
new space was made relational to an existing system of knowledge that predetermined its 
spatial organisation. 
 In order to make this theoretical knowledge practical, each one of the Portuguese 
thinkers advocates for the use of instruments of observation that contain within their 
graduated construction the mathematical principles of Ptolemy’s cartographic method. 
Later in the century, Pedro Nunes defends Ptolemy’s conceptualisation in his mathematical 
paean to the mariners’ chart: 
e per fim disto diz [Ptolomeu] que o milhor modo que se pode ter: he que se faça fun-
damento: nos lugares cujas longuras e alturas per estromentos forem sabidos: e dahi en 
 See Joaquim Gaspar, ‘Pedro Nunes e a Carta de Marear’ Congresso Luso-Brasileiro de História das Ciências 365
(Coimbra, 2011), pp. 539-557; See also O. T. Almeida, ‘Science in the Portuguese Maritime Discoveries’, for 
analysis of Nunes’ collaborative approach to the collection of empirical data, p. 81.
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diante: per respeito destes se assentem os outros: de que nam ouuver tanta certeza: e 
ysto porem de sorte: que as rotas fiquem aquellas que na verdade sam.  366
He does so with the intention of knowing the world through experience and subsequently 
subjugating it to an intellectual imperium by dividing it according to formalised segments 
reminiscent of the mathematical geometry of Aristotle's zodiac.  Having built on this es367 -
tablished knowledge, Nunes develops instruments with which to aid mariners in their gath-
ering of  observations. This at once helps them observe but also conditions that observation 
indicating an almost silent 'fourth dimension’, or rather the feedback loop inherent within 
this process of knowledge creation. 
 The Manueline era confronted an abundance of novelty through its ever expanding 
conquests and as the record of Pereira shows, had to begin finding new ways of organising 
that data. The Joanine was an era bent on the regimentation and understanding of those 
novelties and uncertainties. For example, in his defensam da carta de marear (1537), Nunes 
asserts, ‘Eu fiz […] tempo ha hum pequeno tratado: sobre certas duuidas: q trouxe Martim 
afonso de Sousa: quando vey do Brasil’.  The gathering of data includes the problems and 368
doubts of mariners as well as their confirmations and certainties. Unlike many mariners 
Nunes did not think experience was the ultimate arbiter of certainty, arguing, ‘Pera satisfaçã 
das quaes me conueo trazer nam somente cousas praticas da arte de nauegar: mas ainda pon-
tos de geometria e da parte theorica’.  Nunes gathers both practical data and classical 369
mathematical principles in the development of his nautical thought. The theory with which 
he settles the mariners’ doubts is based on Euclid and Ptolemy. In contrast, Oliveira’s Ars 
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Nautica treats experience as the ultimate arbiter. In his account of seasonal variation, for 
example, he merely states that Strabo and others are right, qualified by an insistence on his 
own experience.  This reliance on perceptual experience and existing understanding is 370
reflected in Nunes’ earlier humanist output. 
 His presentation of Hermogenes’ ideas display that definition is integral to the ap-
propriate and proportional judgement on issue within his lectures on law and rhetoric: 
Id quod demonstrat, status sunt, sive ars; id vero quod demonstratur, res id est quaestio, de qua 
oritur status, quae multis nominibus vocantur. Nec enim solum dicitur quaestio, sed etiam 
problema, finitio, argumentum, declamatio, exercitatio.  371
It is from the fixity of these definitions that a degree of certainty can be established even if 
that certainty is based on the historical stereotypes of human characteristics such as being a 
father, or being brave. Nunes argues that the mimetic qualities of historical descriptions of 
the past are sufficient in providing such exempla: 
Sciendum tamen in infinitis personis vel quaestionis finitionem vel materiam subiectam atten-
dendam esse; in propriis vero et finitis eam materiam, quae sumitur ab historia, una cum iis 
quae a quaestione ducantur qualitatibus.  372
It is this combination of perceived certainties taken from humanist rhetoric, a developing 
reliance on experience, and an organisational appeal to mathematical principle that defines 
the episteme of the Portuguese expansion. In each example, the experience of a lived phe-
nomenon is conditioned by a perception of definition. The Euclidean principles Nunes later 
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sought to use, though couched in theory, were tried in reality by, D. João de Castro. Nunes 
discussed this application of theoretical, principle to lived reality in his manuscript poem 
‘On Grammar’ in which he calls the art the ‘nursemaid for all the / sciences’.  
 He opens the poem by invoking the reader: ‘Train yourself in Grammar, […], never 
ceasing from hard labour, and if | you should chance to use it for the complex puzzles of 
the | sciences, you will reach the desired light with joy.  Grammar is essential for true 373
communication of knowledge, and, contrasted with rhetoric, ‘gives many rewards to the 
sciences, | alone having a beauty unknown to many men’.  Further to this, Nunes’ 374
thought on grammar only stands to increase the application of his mathematical expertise 
in terms of its model as a system of relational proportionality. As we have seen, his lectures 
on Greek rhetoric utilised the stases of Quintilian and Horace in order to teach his law stu-
dents how to relate ideas of fixed character and situation to the cases they would try: ‘suas 
item patris et filii, domini et servi, nec ulla est persona quae non habeat sibi proprios mores et 
peculiares’.  375
 This rational mastery came in the form of mathematical conceptualisations built on 
first principles. The power of which settled the doubts of mariners, giving them some theo-
retical anchor to hold on to even in the vast, homogenous space of the mar largo. Nunes’s 
models were thought to be so powerful that he is often depicted in iconography holding the 
world in his hands. The power of the system is in its consistent proportionality. If one 
knows something about a geographical situation, such as the declination of a star, one can 
also calculate other characteristics of that situation based on certain mathematical princi-
ples. For example, in his annotation to Sacrobosco’s Sphere, he suggests: 
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temos sabida a quantidade de .e.o. em comparaçam do diametro da Sphera: e no mesmo re-
speyto se sabe .e.c. porque he sino do q fica da declinação pera .90. crara cousa he q se ymagi-
narmos .e.c. ser todo ho sino como ho he no seu circulo e a fezeremos de mais partes: nessas 
mesmas se conhecera .e.c. e diremos assim pella regra dos numeros proportionaes.  376
Nunes argues that his formula, ‘sera estromẽto que represente os ditos circulos: & per ella se 
saybam as quantidades dos dias e deferenças das ascenções’.   377
 Through these mathematical principles based on the premise that the earth was 
spherical, the globe Nunes imagined was shrouded in lines, each proportionally relative to 
the others.  These lines would be ‘equidistantes de grao em grao […] cruzem com os sinos 378
que lançamos’.  Observations of solar and polar heights crossed with the consistent regu379 -
larity of natural days were turned into a mathematical formula to divide up the world into 
a grid of parallels and meridians. Each one distinguishable by an absolute value in degrees. 
From this grid, certain mathematical conclusions could be deduced. Nunes’ system of lines 
began to govern positioning on the globe because he utilised a powerful mathematical 
analogy: ‘em regra dos numeros proporcionaes e ajudandonos da tauoa dos sinos e arcos 
poderemos saber pella declinação e altura da equinocial ho rumo em que ho sol nace. E conuer-
tendo a operação pello rumo e declinação saber a altura: e pello rumo & altura saber a decli-
nação’.  With this figure, anyone with honest ingenuity, ‘podera ordenar esta figura a seu 380
proposito’.  The variety of the world’s space in this way is reduced, at once to a homoge381 -
nous mathematical grid, yet, intricately hierarchised in its ability to distinguish absolute 
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spatial values through the integers of a coordinate system that were at once inclusive in 
terms of their application to a global conceptualisation, yet exclusive in their ability to dif-
ferentiate space within that universal understanding. 
 These reciprocal mathematical stases helped navigators to act appropriately (from a 
navigational perspective) at sea through a system of relational equivalence that could be 
applied universally. It was a sign of the times that Nunes’ style of algebraic thought or con-
ceptualisation existed and it marked the beginning of a widespread quantitative worldview 
so clear in its interdisciplinary applications. The systematic documentation of natural phe-
nomena in the behaviours of winds, tides, and currents; anchorages; and, in fact all things 
that could be directly reported in the maritime enterprise, displayed little which was new in 
terms of the way seamanship was practiced (barring the newly learnt method for circling 
the winds).   382
 The endeavour to understand the new unknown spaces encountered in the volta do 
mar largo was quantitative in approach and universal in scope. Its universality reflects the 
scale of the Atlantic endeavours. However, the seeming fixity within this minute discretion 
and the certainty of the mimetic potential, that was achievable within this homogenous ap-
plication of latitude parallels, became the rhetorical authority for other fields of representa-
tional knowledge, including grammar, as shall be shown in the second part to this thesis. 
Nunes’ mathematical model placed an abstract system between the observer and the lived 
reality. It was quite literally viewed through a linear framework. It was this perceptual 
prism that contributed to a cultural separation between human and nature.  This separa383 -
tion was only reinforced by the material intervention of measuring devices. 
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 Instrumental knowledge was central to gathering data, but was also a key factor in 
developing and consolidating the regiment. The regimented systems described below all 
embody values of universal equivalence. It is the practicality of the knowledge generated by 
these systems that would come to make them so convincing in their widespread ap-
plications, and make them seem universal in their propriety for organising the experience 
of human and non-human phenomena.  This was the era of the practical and intellectual 384
instrument that brought order and a universal conformity to the world, and it began with 
Duarte Pacheco Pereira. 
E pois estas vias sam tam diferentes no modo de descobrir este cabo: e vem ambas nisso a con-
formar: he bem que cuidemos: que as nauegações de Portugal: sam as mais certas: e milhor 
fundadas: que nenhũas outras.  385
The sensible world was conditioned by reason. The direct engagement with reality was su-
perseded by an appeal to a pre-existing mathematical construct. In this way the abstract 
mathematics dominates perceptions of the land and sea. We shall see this in Oliveira’s 
grammar, where, in making an appeal to a universal science of order, novelty of interpreta-
tion is sacrificed for clarity through a more fixed and certain understanding of grammatical 
normativity. 
D. João de Castro 
 Some thirty years after Pereira yet continuing his pragmatically critical approach to 
ancient knowledge, in the dedication to his first Roteiro de Lisboa a Goa, Castro defends the 
novelty of his work. He makes a declaration to move beyond received wisdom to write 
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about things that seem strange and impossible alluding to the necessity for informed 
judgement: 
Porque como neste roteiro vão escritas muitas cousas que parecem estranhas e impossiueis, as 
quaes escreui medrosamente, não porque dellas não fosse muy certeficado, mas por receo que 
tive de sahir fóra da openião comum.  386
For example, he questions the accepted source of the river Nile, numerous heights from Pto-
lemy’s tables, and geographic (including the kind of proto-ethnographic data with which 
Barros deals) descriptions from Pomponius Mela, and Pliny.  What Castro does here is 387
substitute the ‘knowledge’ of Ptolemy, Pliny, and Pomponius Mela, and sets in place himself 
as the new autopic authority. It is his direct experience that the reader must trust now. The-
refore he focusses on what he actually saw. However, the things he accounts for are indica-
tive of the strategic, commercial, and political priorities of the empire: ‘A terra he de muita 
vemtaje de toda a outra de esta costa’.  This advantage is based on the wealth of natural 388
resources, the location of which was a primary concern for the mariners and their rulers. 
The accurate representation of reality is key to this process. Indicative of this is his promise 
to write the image of the world: 
porque já maes se faz festa doutra cousa que de nomes de ventos e de fortunas e mudanças do 
mar, de alterações do ar, de aparencias do ceo, de caminhos e rodeos que faz a não, de aves 
marinhas e pouco nobres, e isto ainda com ordem asaz comprida e embaraçada. 
 E pois os que escreuerão da imagem do mundo e historia de Cosmographia, tratando de 
gentes, terras, mares, montes, Rios, promontorios e cidades, espantados de se verem entrar em 
materia tão ardua e difficultosa.  389
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Following Pereira, he documents the people, lands, seas, mountains, rivers, promontories, 
and cities that he encounters. These Portuguese roteiros are works that truly combine the 
nautical art with humanism, natural history, and ethnography. Both Pereira’s and Castro’s 
texts are littered with references to the flora and fauna they encounter on their respective 
voyages and both place these phenomena within a global understanding of space. 
 Though Castro engages with the experimentation and even the debate over the 
source of the Nile, his descriptions are more pragmatic than those of Pereira. His opening 
Roteiro is more attentive to the bird and marine life he can see on deck. There are frequent 
accounts of birds in particular which he compares to the birds with which he is famliar: 
‘todo este dia governamos a lessueste e mostraransenos grande numero de aves, ss., feijões, 
pardelas,  antenaes, e humas aues pretas do tamanho de gralhas, mas de asas muito mayores, 
a que os marinheiros chamão tinhosas’; ‘Este dia nos apareçerão as aues acostumadas, e alem 
destas humas aves pouqo mayores que andorinhas, que tem as costas cinzentas e as barrigas 
branquas, chamanlhe os marinheiros frades’.  He uses these signs to indicate certain estab390 -
lished or habitual knowledge: ‘Este dia pela manhãa vimos alcatrazes e garjaos que he o sinal 
maes aprouado pera sermos perto de terra’.  Castro’s notes on these accounts point to his 391
priorities. In each he attempts to situate what he sees within that which he knows. He uses 
the phrase, 'Aves que apareçerão’ and less frequently, ‘sinaes que apareçerão’.  By fitting the 392
potential novelty of the encounter within that which is known, Castro implicitly reduces the 
local fauna of wherever he travels to a resource, intellectual and material, consumed by the 
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mind and the body, metaphorically embodying the relationship between theory and practice 
and demonstrating that this author has not fully transitioned to Foucault’s classical epi-
steme. 
 In the manner that the longitude and latitude scales of Ptolemy’s method predeter-
mine the absolute values of geographical space, Castro’s existing knowledge predetermined 
the interpretation of natural signs. The difference between the two is based on the order of 
the Ptolemaic system being immanent to itself. The bird in this encounter must appear be-
fore Castro can interpret its meaning in relation to geographical space. Though experience 
is the ultimate arbiter, it can also confirm existing knowledge, if there is no reason to sus-
pect its fallibility. For example, as much as Castro questions and corrects Ptolemy's tables, 
he also confirms them in certain areas.  If there is no reason to doubt a preconceived idea 393
on the behaviours of non-human or human phenomena, the stases assigned to them may 
remain intact. The narrow margin between interpretation and analysis in this context is a 
key tenet of Homi Bhabha’s delineation of the colonial stereotype.  394
 Though the sea takes precedence in the first Roteiro de Lisboa a Goa, the land plays a 
much larger part in the following two. For example this excerpt is taken from the Roteiro de 
Goa a Díu: ‘He a terra do comquoaom mais que outra alguma da India grossa e abundosa de 
mantimentos e outros muitos e diuersos frutos; produse pimenta e gingiure que abasta a terra 
[…] não se lembrão os homeis auer aqui fome e esterilidade’.  The emphasis on the lack of 395
hunger is telling of the mariner’s perspective. Oliveira also writes a whole section on victu-
aling a fleet in his unpublished Ars Nautica.  There is a very real fear of starvation at sea 396
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and as such the fleet must be managed like the city.  Interestingly, Castro also documents 397
that which is less useful. For example, the land of the Resbutros ‘he esteril e montanhosa’ and 
the island of Çacotora, ‘nam produze trigo, nem arroz, nem mamtimemto algum de este 
sorte’.  However, on this occasion Castro does not put this lack of productivity down to the 398
infertility of the land: ‘por que a Ilha por demtro he muito fresca e tem muitos valles e varzias 
mui conueniemtes pera receberem todo beneficio que lhe quiserem fazer’.  Rather, he argues, 399
it is due to a ‘falta de emgenho e arte dos moradores’ who ‘nam tem alguma maneira de 
nauegaçam, nem arte alguma pera emganarem os peixes, que nestas praias da Ilha sam imfini-
tos’.  His judgment on the peoples of Çacotora chimes with Nunes’ stereotypical defini400 -
tions of fixed characters and interpolates an ideology of superiority based on the develop-
ment of art and technology of a given civilisation or people and utilisation of the world as 
‘resource’.  401
 This commentary on people continues throughout the systematic surveys of the 
second two roteiros. He declares, ‘O lugar do de Baçaim foi grande e muito frequentado de 
gentes e naçõis de diuerços generos’ and: 
este gente he branca e muito guerreira, a mayor parte uiue de latroçinio e de assaltos; são 
grandes frecheiros e muito soltos a caualo; a terra deles he esteril e montanhosa; adoram os 
ydolos e tem grande auorressimento à çeita maphometica; estes, despois da morte de soldam 
bador, emperor de cambaya que morreo as mãos dos Portugueses, se aleuantaram e ficaram 
isentos, e agora molestam terribilmente aos cambaeses, fasendo muitas entradas e asaltos pela 
terra demtro. 
 Ora, tornado as cousas que cumpre escreuer de cambaya, hauemos de saber que toda 
esta terra he abitada de huma gente que se chama gusarates, os quais sam tam fracos e pera 
pouco que pareçe faserem grande injuria a geracam humana […]. E por que em hum tratado 
que tenho comessado da cosmografia das terras que jasem entre ho eufrates e o gange, trato 
largamente dos costumes e modos de vida desta gente, baste por agora o que deles tenho dito. A 
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mayor parte do reino de cambaya he terra muito chã, de poucas ribeiras, mas abundante e fer-
tile de mantimentos. […]. [D]izeram que cambaya he a uestidura que cobre o mundo, por que 
na uerdade de ahi saye toda a roupa que ueste todo o oriente e huma gram parte dos pouos 
oçidentais. Os reis de Cambaya sam mouros, e a mayor parte dos senhores, mas o pouo todo 
gentio.  402
This definition follows closely the concerns of the Manueline Questionnaire of 1508: 
From where do the chins come to Melaka, from how far and how often – with how many 
ships do they come – what are the ships like – do they have their own feitores or houses in 
Melaka – are they rich merchants – are they weak or warlike – do they have weapons and 
artillery – how do they dress – are they tall people – “any other information” [toda a outra 
enformaçam] – are they Christians or gentios – is their land large – do they have more than 
one king – are there Moors living among them – what do they believe in and adore – what 
are their customs – where does their land extend to, and whom do they border on?  
This suggests that the priorities of knowledge creation had not shifted greatly between 
kings.  By contrast to the negative definition above, he affirms, ‘a gemte de abexi he 403
cristam, e foram comuertidos a nossa samctissima fee pello bem avemturado apostollo samt 
matheos’.  The comparison between the bem avemturado apostle and Castro’s stately pur404 -
pose is palpable. In the prologue to his first roteiro he calls his king ‘o bemauenturado 
Rey’.  He links the kings of Ethiopia with the legend of Prester John and the religious mo405 -
tivations of his own king. Resultantly, his perception of the Abyssinians is wholly positive, 
‘os abexis naturalmente sam homens seremoniaticos e cheos de pomtos domrra’.  Their milit406 -
ary culture is not dissimilar to the Portuguese, ‘emtre elles nam ha outro genero de armas que 
azagaias, nas quaes trazem afigurada a lamça com que nosssa senhor ihus xpo foi ferrido, e a 
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cruz omde padeçeo cellos peccadores’.  He asserts that they, ‘nam he comtado por rico o que 407
pusue dinheiro, mas aquele que tem muita soma de gado e camellos; e isto sem embargo que 
estimam muito ho ouro’.   408
 With this information he establishes a number of things reducible to a ‘universal’ 
comparative framework: 1. they are culturally similar; 2. they have valuable resources; 3. 
they covet gold. This group of people have all of the attributes required for trade.  Not 409
only that, but despite their domestic ineptitude, they are an internationally recognised 
people: ‘Em sua terra sam fracos e pera pouco; e nas estranhas, fortes e valemtes’.  Their 410
fame in India is well known where it is said that ‘que o boo lasquarim, a que nos chamamos 
soldado, a de ser abaxi; e sam estimados no balgate, cambaia, bemgala e outran partes, que 
sempre sam capitãees e pessoas primçipaees nos exerçitos’.  In his description he reduces the 411
reality he encounters to the universal equivalents with which he is familiar: political, reli-
gious, strategic, and commercial. In this way he is able to implicitly place the descriptions 
in a hierarchy that the reader can understand. ‘Cristams' with their tradable commodities 
are treated with an ontological equality whilst ‘mouros’ and ‘gentios’, are given inferior 
status based on pre-established perceptions of their character and custom. 
 Inherent in these descriptions is an epistemology, ‘Os badoís sam homens saluagens, 
nos quaes nam emtra algum comçerto de vida; emtre elles verdade nem primor nam se vsa; 
omrram mafomede, e sam muito roins mouros; sobre toda a outra gemte sam dados a furtos e 
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rapina; comem carne crua e bebem leite’.  It is a science of order that places the homogen412 -
eity of human bodies within global hierarchies of civilisation, religion, and custom that 
were also framed in the images of the Códice Casanatense.  Further to this, there is no 413
fixed principle with which to gain certainty of their customs: ‘Nam soomemte aborreçem leis 
e ordenaçõees, mas nem os preitos e diferenças que se mouem querem que se julguem por al-
gum costume, e sam comemtes que o seu xeque o detremine como quiser’.   414
 As Zoltán Biedermann displayed in Barros’s classifications, these criteria situate the 
Badois outside of Castro’s cultural and civic harmony yet within the existing structure of 
order. The specific nomenclature places a given peoples upon whom the taxonomic sign is 
imposed within a predetermined global comparative framework: ‘povos não-civilizados ou 
semi- bárbaros homólogos aos biduins e aos Cafres da África Oriental’.  This term for ‘bedu415 -
in’ now familiarly applied to nomadic cultures in North East Africa and the Middle East, at-
tempted to trouble the more pejorative term alarves, frequently used by Portuguese 
writers.  They have no concert, they are neither wholesome nor useful. Their religion is 416
anathema to the Christian and they cannot be trusted. Aside from mentioning that their 
dwellings are ‘couas, tapas e outras moradas semelhantes’, they are ‘muito negra’ and ‘sua 
limguajem arabia’.  He decides that, ‘O mais de seus costumes e vida deixo, por nam alongar 417
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a escriptura’.  This is a people who are not really worthy of description, other than to cre418 -
ate the perception of distinct otherness within the existing hierarchical discourses of cultur-
al civility and physiognomic aesthetics.  In Castro’s eyes, these people are savage and un419 -
civilised, infidels with no law and order and therefore less remarkable than a people with a 
large city and strong trade alignments - a people who can be understood and therefore co-
operated with. The interplay of priorities within canon and imperial legal frameworks 
makes the subject of ethnographic definition of paramount importance to those being clas-
sified and to those classifying.  The development of more rigid categorisations after the 420
initial period of flux could be reflected in the efforts to standardise knowledge more gener-
ally in the Portuguese artes. 
 The juxtaposition of human and non-human knowledge places descriptions of 
peoples within the certainty of descriptions of seas and promontories, rivers and harbours 
whose assigned ‘heights’ hold the fixity and surety of the mathematical sciences. The fixity 
of the natural arts is certainly appealed to by Fernão de Oliveira in supporting the social 
analogies within his grammar. Knowing the world was becoming tantamount to dominating 
it. Contributing to Albuquerque's project to dominate the Indian Ocean, at Ardem, he re-
ports, ‘Jumto das portas me embarquei em huma fusta, e emtrei o canal, e, lauramdo per 
todallas partes, o soldei todo; e depois me fui a ilha das portas, e a notei toda, e de suas praias 
vi emtrar toda a nossa armada’.  As with his tauoas in which he depicts himself as the 421
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 See Bennett’s, chapter on ‘Law’ in African Kings for a full discussion on the relationship between overarch419 -
ing categories of cannon law which curtailed to some degree ‘unprovoked aggression against the extra ecclesi-
am and competed in shaping the slaves’ subject status’, p. 74.
 See Giuseppe Marcocci’s account of Diego, a slave who won his freedom by dint of his efforts to convince a 420
jury that he was from a land in China ruled by Philip II of Spain, thus making him an indio, a classification 
granting him exemption from slavery under the famous New Laws (1542). Herman Bennett’s recent study of 
the manner in which people utilised titles in the early modern Atlantic unsettles the ‘easy juxtapositions of 
conquerors and conquered, winners and victims, colonisers and colonised, masters and slaves’, p. 2.
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master of knowledge, this account makes mention of his presence in the observation of the 
strait. Through his personal experience and ability to know it all, he established that the 
whole armada could shelter there or enter to attack it. Similarly, at Ethiopia he makes ac-
count of the entry to the canals, which had previously been feared by mariners, ‘vistos de 
fora da boca do estreito, fazem gramde terror e reçeo aos nauegamtes, demostramdo que de-
fendem e estrouam a pasada por esta parte; mas ha verdade he que per emtre elles vam canaes 
muito espaçosos e de gramde fumdo, por omde sem algum perigo podemos fazer noso caminho; 
e tambem, se quisermos, ficamdo todos da mãaom direita, podemos pasar emtre elles e a terra 
firme do abexi’.   422
 The specificity of this knowledge at once challenges the preconceptions of estab-
lished, habitual understanding of this region. It also facilitates its potential exploitation as a 
conquerable space.  He deems these descriptions very important in the unravelling of 423
strangeness, ‘atee este dia foi imconhito e estranho aos portugueses’.  This art of knowing 424
makes great profit. By uncovering the strange and making it familiar, great advantage may 
come. Speaking of the city of Çuaquem, he argues, following Ptolemy, of its greatness: ‘nam 
sei qual sera aquela çidade que a esta se possa igualar, excepto lisboa; porque esta çidade trata 
em toda ha imdia imtra gamges e extra gamges, s., cambaia tanaçarim, pegu, malaca, e de-
mtro do sino arabico, em Juda, cairo, alexandria, e de toda a ethiopia e terra do abexi recolhe 
gramdissima copia e camtidade douro e marfim’.  He continues: 425
  
Entre todollos lugares illustres, se pode este iguallar ou ser superior a todos em 4 cousas: a 
primeria, em bomdade e seguramça de porto; segunda, na façelidade e bom seruiço pera a 
 Ibid, 216.422
 See Biedermann, ‘Imperial Reflections’, for Barros’ use of description in the effort to construct an image of 423
vincibility in Chinese territories, p. 26. See also,  for Pereira’s use of such description in the actual defence of 
 Castro, Goa a Suez, 222. See also Bennett, p. 69.424
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carga e descarga das naos; a terceira, no trato com gemtes e terras muito apartadas e de diuer-
sas maneiras; quarta, em fortaleza de sitio da çidade.  426
 Similarly, ‘Ha terra firme de maçua produze muitas eruas e aruoredos; nella se criam 
imfinidade de aues e caças de toda sorte. O porto e ilha se podia fazer fortissimo com pouco 
trabalho e piquena despesa’.  It has all of the attributes to become a great city based on the 427
resources and peoples with which it is connected. It is second only to Lisboa in its greatness 
and Castro is clearly constructing the perception of its suitability to become a strong trading 
partner or tributary. Castro defines an abundance of natural resources, good shelter, and 
good governance in this place. The only thing missing from it is an established Portuguese 
presence. In order to facilitate such a presence to accurately situate a land such as Abyssin-
ia on the marine chart, is of paramount importance. To know where to find such abundance 
of resources is the driving force of the imperial project, and the victualing concerns of a sea 
captain, both of which were determined by exploration:  
A terra de ethiopia produze muitas minas de ouro, o qual naçe em grãos e pequenos pedaços 
pellos matos e serras, bem na superfiçia da terra. Os seus campos sam fertiles e muito abasta-
dos de toda sorte de mamtimentos, fruitas, gados, e tamto mais quamto se avezinham e 
chegam ao rio nillo. Criam se nelles (grandes) copias de cauallos, mas piquenos e pouco corre-
dores, he de mulas ha gramdissima camtidade, das quaes se aproueitam na guerra mais que de 
cauallos. Nas momtanhas ha imfinitas espeçias de feras, s., alifamtes, tigres, lobos, e alguuns 
monstros de animais cuja forma a nos he estranha.  428
Castro’s presence is integral to the creation of this knowledge, a notion alluded to in the 
prologue of his work and his stringent reliance on the nomenclature of roteiro. 
 This methodological authority underpins the motivations for many of these mariner’s 
texts. Even where he utilises the knowledge of local specialists, it is his questioning that is 





knowledge is passed through his rational filter and as such is assimilated under his authori-
ty. Another certainty must be the actual observation of celestial heights from the location 
being plotted. Estimations based on dead-reckoning and compass bearings are just not cer-
tain enough to the new method and Castro is very clear about the failings of the ancients in 
their reporting of place with the Ptolemaic method.  
 For example the location of the Nile and its origin, and of the peoples who inhabit 
that region, Castro clears up with ‘façillidade’.  His experience, documented in the third 429
Roteiro, is master of these problems. Yet it was also predicated on the local knowledge of 
the ‘senhores primçipaes do abexim’.  For Castro, like Pereira and Oliveira, experience was 430
the key to the accurate documentation of phenomena and a clear move away from scholas-
tic orthodoxy. Yet knowledge created on the African continent was also subject to the hier-
archy that associated nobility with truth and authority. In the tavoas that accompany his 
Roteiro he situates himself as the authority of that knowledge. He is on site to take the read-
ings represented in them and is therefore on hand to verify that the depictions are accurate. 
Castro’s placement of himself within the maps, is not just a signature or mark of noble pa-
tronage, but a statement of his presence within the creation of knowledge, a methodologi-
cal principle.  His being there means that the observations are not estimates or based on 431
external sources. His being there means that the representations that he created were taken 
from the real, a notion that he follows from Pereira. And, as a respected noble, his being 
 Ibid, p. 236.429
 Ibid, p. 236.430
 See Leitão and Sánchez for their view of the importance of autopic authority in the mid-century scientific 431
literature in their article, “Too much to tell”, p. 167.
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there endorses the readings for their accuracy.  Within these charts, his authorship is im432 -
manent and clearly stated with authority. 
 In addition, his being there blurs the distinction between the arbitrary selection of 
knowledge within the map and the totality of remaining knowledge outside of it.  The 433
depiction is at once specific to the locale within the frame of the chart and imperial necessi-
ties of accounting whilst being situated within a global framework according to observa-
tions of the heights of celestial bodies taken by Castro. Though this particular Roteiro offers 
little in the way of the astronomical observations that the first text does, it is implied that 
readings are being taken. As such, in an inversion of Pereira’s work, the descriptions he 
provides are implicitly stamped with an authority derived from the methodological re-
quirements of the latitudinal code. Heights cannot be taken unless one is there, physically 
at the location being described: 
E como quer que a todos seia notorio que o ponto prinçipal da nauegação e cosmografia jaz em 
saber as alturas das cidades, distançia de lugares, entradas de barras, derrotas de promontori-
os, mostras e conhessimento das terras, que ordem e conserto tenham entre sy as marés.  434
His troubles have paved the way for future voyages; echoing the dictates of the Infante D. 
Henrique, his own risks and the knowledge gleaned as a result, limits that danger for others 
 See Cañizares-Esguerra for his discussion of the chivalric code implicit within scientific practice in, ‘Knights 432
and Cosmography’, p. 203.
 For a discussion of the intellectual impact of co-synchronous depiction of space, see Woodward, ‘Continuity 433
and Change’, pp. 12-13.
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who follow his roteiro.  He does this all gladly in contribution to an imperial project un435 -
der the banner of the King: 
lembrandome quanto me tem custado, e quantas ueses estiue metido de baixo das brauas om-
das por saber o fundo das barras e para que parte enderensauam os canais, e entradas dos rios, 
ate entam nunca laurados cubertos de brauo matto, e asy mesmo que pera alcançar a uerdade 
das rotas, fluxos do mar, voltas e remanços de rios, surgedouros de portos, abrigo de enseadas, 
diferença das agulhas, altura das cidades, e fazer tauoas de cada lugar e rio em que se conthem 
a mostra da terra, baixos, restingas, rotas, e como se devem de entrar, perdi muita parte da 
saude e dispoçisam natural; e que o premio destes trabalhos, por humas pessoas inconsidera-
damente sem respeito algum nem espiriençia, e per outras com grande maliçia e preuersa con-
dição hade ser julgado; çertamente que muitas ueses torno atras e me vem hum serto estimolo 
de por esta obra em perpetuo desterro e esquecimento; e muito mais quando conçidero em 
quem sera o juis de suas calumnias e minha inoçençia, creo que o remedio de tamanhas cont-
rouersias seia esfregar o rosto e pedir a V. A. que, por sua grande humanidade e clemencia, 
queira açeitar esta obra por sua, porque deste maneira, e não d’outra alguma, podera estar 
segura de a estragarem os lobos.  436
Yet he still feels the need for endorsement from the crown. His knowledge is so new and 
potentially contradictory of that existing, ‘habituated’ knowledge that he calls its propo-
nents, wolves, preemptively calling for the king's protection from audiences who he as-
sumes will dislike such iconoclastic offerings. However, Castro also makes his empirical 
methodology and the rhetorical certainty of instrumental knowledge, part of his defence 
against the naysayers. Castro, as a mariner reliant on instruments, believes that if they are 
used correctly and honestly, they can help establish truth. Nunes, himself a creator of in-
struments that embody the principles of mathematical proportion, presents their use with 
the same rhetoric of truth: ‘Qualquer pessoa de honesto engenho que teuer algũs princípios: 
 See A. J. R. Russell-Wood, ‘Seamen Ashore and Afloat: The Social Environment of the Carreira da India, 435
1550-1750’ Mariner's Mirror, 69:1 (1983), pp. 35-52: p. 35, for a discussion of the uncertainty of social order 
created by the dangers of life on the open seas. Also Sánchez, ‘Science by Regimento’ for an account of the 
pilots’ exam from the Regimento which covers all of the key elements within Pereira, and Castro’s works: ‘The 
questions were intended to evaluate the candidates’ knowledge about the routes they should take depending 
on wind or currents, their knowledge of the weather conditions, of how to act on adverse weather and how to 
predict it, what they knew about ports and the coasts in their itinerary, as well as the data that a roteiro or 
nautical guide should hold, their knowledge on calculating distances travelled or the deviations of route, as 
well as the values of magnetic variation of the nautical needle during the route. The Chief Cosmographer 
would then as questions of a more theoretical nature, which required candidates to determine the position of 
the ship on the chart, to take the Sun’s height or to calculate its declination’, p. 151. 
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podera ordenar esta figura a seu proposito’.  This truth is founded on the conditions of reg437 -
imented knowledge but not from the dispassionate distance of the Casa da Índia as in the 
case of Barros, but at the point of encounter. 
 Nunes, Tratado, p. 45.437
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Regimentation 
 During this century there was a proliferation of material that could be likened to the 
wider European instruction literature of renaissance humanism. These Portuguese regiments 
offered instruction on the creation of ‘nautical charts, astrolabes, nautical compasses, sun-
dials, cross-staffs’ as well as the practical uses of ‘nautical regiments such as the North Reg-
iment, the Polar Regiment of the Hours, the South Cross Regiment, the Sun’s Regiment and 
the nautical leagues Regiment’.  Though the literature was pedagogic in nature the import 438
of which shall be considered in the final section to this part, the current section considers 
how the construction of universal principles utilised within the nautical sciences infused the 
instruments that facilitated their application leading to an epistemic climate in which theo-
retical and material instruments conditioned human interaction with and observation of the 
world in the interests of the state. It suggests that the theoretical knowledge of universal 
equivalence when applied to the lived reality combined with wider commercial and politi-
cal interests to contribute to the creation of a human / nature binary that allowed the ‘One’ 
to exploit the ‘Other’.  It aims to show how the abstract system could be utilised and ma439 -
nipulated to justify hegemonic relations through the social construction of knowledge based 
on ‘scientific’ models supposedly devoid of subjective influence and particularity. This 
knowledge was, in fact, based on  a subjectivity defined by a regional particularity that was 
then applied universally. It aims to show how humanist thought was always predicated on 
 Sánchez, ‘Science by Regimento’, p. 143. For examples of instruction literature see Juan Louis Vives, In438 -
struction of a Christian Woman (trans. Richard Hyrde, 1529) (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2002); Tre-
viso Arithmetic (1478) and Luca Pacioli’s Summa de arithmetica geometria proportioni et proportionalita 
(1494); see also Ann Blair, ‘Humanist Methods in Natural Philosophy: The Commonplace Book’ Journal of the 
History of Ideas, 53:4 (1992), pp. 541-551 on the role of Guarino da Verona, Erasmus, and Vives among other 
pedagogues who wrote specific instructions for keeping commonplace notebooks for the recording of textual 
and visual observations, p. 541.
 This phrasing follows Val Plumwood’s application of Simone de Beauvoir’s critique of hegemonic masculin439 -
ity and Edward Said's critique of hegemonic colonial power to the human relationship with the environment 
in her Environmental Culture: The Ecological Crisis of Reason (Oxford: Routledge, 2002), p. 105-110.
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adherence to principles and how the mathematical principles of universal equivalence with-
in scientific thought were welded to an existing body of regionally specific social knowledge 
on the human condition. 
 By the 1550s knowledge creation was regimented at various levels that reflected so-
cial order. The Ordem que os Pilotos devem guardar na viagem da Carreira da Índia codified 
the practice ‘of systematic data observation and record that a pilot should provide during 
his voyage to India’.  Upon his return to Lisbon, the pilot would deliver his collection of 440
daily reports to the Provedor of the Armazén who would in turn report ‘as cousas mais im-
portantes’ to the Cosmógrafo-Mor.  Novel data would be recorded in the nautical regi441 -
ments provided for the cartographers in charge of the creation of the nautical charts and 
most importantly the Padrão the principal chart from which all other charts were generated 
- a prime example of a constructed universal equivalent in itself.  These novelties were 442
also assimilated into the regiments communicated to the future pilots who received daily 
lessons in mathematics as part of their training.  The information was cumulative but it 443
was filtered through a predetermined chain of authority: 
que todos possão aprender y a quando se acharem nas tais paragens esemelhantes nauiões 
pondo-lhes ẽ seus regimentos as experiencias mais neçessarias e importances a nauegação adu-
ertindolhe nas cartas de marear as baixos e sinaes que de nouo forem achados, mande aos car-
teiros que fasem as Cartas de marear os pintẽ e ponhão en seus lugares deuidos e alturas, e o 
mesmo fará no Padrão q’esta nos Armazens mandado lhe pos os tais baixos, sinais, pareçens, 
torras, ilhas, que de nouo forem achados, e obseruadas pelos Pillotos da Carreira da India’.   444
 Sánchez, ‘Science by regimento’, p. 134.440
 Ibid, pp. 134-135. Anon, Ordem que os Pilotos devem guardar na viagem da Carreira da Índia, Arquivo Na441 -
cional da Torre do Tombo, Colecção de S. Vicente, livro 12, fls. 244 accessed online at: https://digitarq.ar-
quivos.pt/viewer?id=4166307 30th August 2019.
 Sánchez, ‘Science by regimento’, p. 135. António Alberto Banha de Andrade, Mundo Novos do Mundo: 442
Panorama da difusão, pela Europa, de notícias dos Descobrimentos Geográficos Portugueses (Lisboa: Junta de 
Investigações do Ultramar, 1972), p. 174.
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The hierarchical socio-professional levels demonstrated within this quotation reflect the 
layers of epistemic framing at work in the Portuguese expansion. They were at once local 
and global. The pilots practice was local, at the frontier. Their data gathering often involved 
local pilots for navigation and local practices for the collection of natural historiographic 
data. Yet, this knowledge was also situated within global frames of reference. The most ob-
vious framework in light of the above source was latitudinal with its system of parallel lines 
governed by observations of the alturas of the pole star and a graduated understanding of 
climes. Less obvious are the religious, political, and commercial framing practices of the 
Portuguese empire. By regimenting the collection of data, first-hand experience was condi-
tioned by a methodological and theoretical practice that itself was conditioned by the wider 
motivations and vested interests of the early modern imperial state discernible within even 
the earliest roteiro accounts.  
Duarte Pacheco Pereira 
 In setting up his Orbis, Pereira actively promotes a conceptualisation of the abund-
ance of space [longua distancia], political entities [prouincias] and terrestrial geographies 
[terras] encountered on the surface of the world in terms of longitude and latitude. He ar-
gues: 
ho modo destes graaos donde se deue contar ha  
ladeza e longura do orbe e principalmente 
aos marinheiros os quaees por causa de sua nave- 
gaçam dentro desta maritima e orbicular supra- 
ficia podem reseber muita utilidade se isto 
quiserem aprender pois costumam naueguar  
por longua distancia muitas prouincias e terras.  445
 Pereira, Esmeraldo, f. 13r. ll. 16-22, pp. 192.445
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The fixity and surety of the method he proposes is based on the relative lack of variance in 
the path of the pole star. By contrast, he glazes over the lack practical fixity in any method 
developed to find longitude at sea: 
e os graaos da longura se com- 
tam de ouriente em oucidente a que os marinhey- 
ros chamom lest e oest e por ser dificil podem 
se saber por nom terem ponto firme e fixo co- 
mo som os pollos que vem ha ladeza nom cu- 
ro de nisto mais fallar.  446
The contrast between these two knowledges is obvious. Pereira dedicates attention to the 
delineation of a method that is sure and certain and that can remove doubt. Alternative 
methods that are considered unable to remove doubt are neglected, not given space, si-
lenced. We shall see this approach in Oliveira’s grammar where he silences the exceptions 
to his body of certain rules. In both of these cases, as above with Castro, knowledge that 
can conform to regiment and can be regimented is graciously acknowledged. That which 
exists outside of the normative realties of the early modern Portuguese imperial episteme is 
often forsaken. 
 Pereira’s astronomical methods were not new. Though he included instruction on 
how to take the height of the pole and the sun there was clearly a wider effort within Por-
tugal to promote the methods of astronomical navigation. For example, measurements of 
the sun were taken on Cabral’s voyage to Brasil.  It is thought that the conversions used 447
for these calculations were taken from the tables of the eminent Spanish astronomer, Abra-
 Pereira, Orbis, f. 17r. ll. 27-33, p. 201.446
 Greenlee, pp. 128-9.447
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ham Zacuto.  These are the same tables that Valentim Fernandes utilised and augmented 448
in the Repertorio and the Guias of Munique and Evora and also the same used by all Por-
tuguese tables until Nunes’s Tratado em defensam da carta de marear (1537). They were 
also referenced twice in the Treaty of Tordesillas (1494).  Cabral’s Doctor, the famed 449
Spanish astronomer, Mestre João, states that the use of this method can provide unrivalled 
certainty, particularly with regard to the world map: ‘po qen dtse la verdad nõ se puede çerty-
ficar fasta [hasta] q en boa ora allegemos al cabo de boa esperança e ally sabrremos qen va 
mas çerto ellos con la cta o yo conla carta e conel estrolabjo qnto Señor al sytyo desta trra 
mande vosa alteza traer un mapamundy’.  It is this creation of certain knowledge accord450 -
ing to fixed mathematical principles that would be standardised by the Cosmógrafo-Mor in 
his regiment of 1559. 
 However, in order to understand the readings, the method of observation must be 
consistent or at least known. This method of understanding a linear location (latitude) 
through a tabulated set of equivalences characterises the epistemic context of the Por-
tuguese expansion project. As Pereira explained at the outset of his work:  
no meo do orbe se aparta nouenta gra- 
aos do pollo artico a que os marinheiros chamom  
Norte e pello mesmo modo outros nouenta tem 
de distançia do pollo antartico que dos sobredi- 
tos he chamado sul.   451
 Ibid, p. 128, n. 2; see also K. M. Panikkar, Malabar and the Portuguese: Being a History of the Relations of the 448
Portuguese with Malabar from 1500 to 1663 (D. B. Taraporevala Sons & Co.: Bombay, 1929) who argues that 
da Gama’s achievements were limited, acting merely as a noble figurehead, and that it was experts such as 
Zacuto combined with the diplomatic relations between Venetian, Arabian, and Melinde actors who shared 
detailed local knowledge and experience of the sea routes connecting Europe to India with the Portuguese, 
and who were involved in D. João I’s and D. Manuel I’s meticulous planning of the first voyage from Portugal 
to India, p. 31-33.
 Albuquerque, Astronomical Navigation, p. 80449
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He makes the two hemispheres of the globe relational to the 180 parallel lines emanating 
from the universal equivalence of the equator. So if a person is on the equator and standing 
beneath the zenith, they are equidistant from each of the poles. At the north pole Polaris 
will be directly above the observer, at 90°. At the equator it will be just unsighted and there-
fore, at 0°. Similarly, in the southern hemisphere these readings are made relational to the 
southern cross or crux which, though not quite as ‘fixed’ as Polaris, has a rotational path 
that can be understood as close enough to the pole to read without calculation of variance.  
 However, polar stars are not the only way to establish an absolute geographical loca-
tion based on analogous relational principles. Pereira also describes the use of the sun’s de-
clination in determining latitude. Readings from Polaris present a direct analogy (in the 
northern hemisphere) because it has a relatively fixed position that is visible above the 
north pole from locations in the northern hemisphere. The sun is an altogether different 
celestial referent. Its movement spans the sky. Though this movement is regular it is not 
uniform and therefore, to use its position in the heavens, one must make a series of math-
ematical conversions in order to compute a relational position on the earth. 
 As seen above, part of Pereira’s gathering of data involves, by necessity, the construc-
tion of a table of equivalence. All the important places, cities, villages, and islands of his 
voyage, following the model of Ptolemy, are accounted to display how far each was from 
the equatorial line by an absolute degree of latitude. This table was equivalent to a world 
map. The places depicted in the table were relational even to those unmentioned due to the 
universality of latitudinal equivalence. Throughout the century, there were manuals that 
demonstrated the reading and use of celestial altitudes. Though Valentim Fernandes’ ac-
count of the coast of Africa (1506-1510) - a region he never actually visited - seems sparse 
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on navigational detail, by 1518, the printer had directed his focus to the publication of a 
nautical guide.  
 His Reportório dos Tempos (1518) coincides with the work of Duarte Pacheco Pereira 
and the Guias Náuticos of Munique (1509) and Évora (1516). In it he outlines the workings 
of the tinctured language of the wind rose and how it should be represented on mariners’ 
needles and on mariners’ charts.  Furthermore, he also outlines how to take the heights of 452
the sun and the pole star for the benefit of the mariner: ‘Seguese o regimento da declinação 
do Sol, pera por elle saber o mareante em qual parte estas. s. aa quem, ou aalem da linea 
equinocial’.  The efforts to create instruction manuals for the nautical art suggests the be453 -
ginning of the standardisation of this art. However, this pedagogical effort had begun prior 
to the turn of the sixteenth century. 
 The oldest surviving nautical guides of Portugal, the Guia náutico de Munique (1509) 
and the Guia náutico de Évora (1516), contain a section outlining the rules of measuring 
the height of the pole star.  The first was O regimento do norte and the second, O regi454 -
mento da estrella do norte.  Similarly, the ‘Annex’ to Valentim Fernandes’ Repertorio dos 455
Tempos (1518) contains the same rubric but stipulates the use of instrumental knowledge: 
Seguese o regimento pera se poder reger pelo Quadrante ou Astrolabio pela estrella do Norte.  456
Despite the technicality of this regiment and the fact that it would form a fundamental part 
of the principle method for geo-location in the sixteenth century, it evolved from the simple 
 Fernandes, Reportorio, p. 52.452
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principles of the wind rose. In each of these instruction manuals, the directional equival-
ence of the wind rose is appropriated in the creation of a ‘wheel of the north star’ that 
charts its variance. The cabeça represents Norte when the star is at its ‘highest’ point in its 
rotational path as indicated by the mariner’s needle.  Pee represents the feet, or, Sul when 457
the star is at its ‘lowest’ point of rotation. And the two braços represent the arms of the Leste 
and Hoeste. In each of these differing representations there is an act of translation. First the 
translation of medieval conceptualisations of the chief wind directions: tramontana, levante, 
ostro, and ponente  to the Latin Orient (meaning ‘rising’), Occident (meaning ‘going 458
down’), Septentrion (meaning northern) and Austro (meaning southern) - into anthropo-
morphic signs - cabeça, pee, and braças. 
 It is the immanence of the winds and the sense of from where they come juxtaposed 
with the more fixed and abstract principles of north and south that is interesting. The 
 The ‘head' would be equivalent to top dead centre in engineers talk with the feet representing bottom dead 457
centre.
 Bill Thoen, ‘Origins of the Compass Rose’ <http://www.gisnet.com/notebook/comprose.php> [accessed 458
19 August 2019].
FIGURE 1.4 GUÍA NÁUTICO DE MUNÍQUE (C. 1509) E GUÍA NÁUTICO DE EVORA (C. 1516); VALENTIM FER-
NANDES, REPORTORIO DOS TEMPOS (1518).
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nomenclature of east (aurora - dawn) and west (vespers) inspired by the circadian rhythm 
of the sun is more engaged with the observation of quotidian phenomena but there is a 
clear abstraction to the naming principle of north.  However, it is only Fernandes’s text 459
that explains this lexical translation fully. The two guias assume this level of knowledge and 
the use of this disciplinary lexicon. This suggests that there is a wider pedagogical concern 
for Fernandes which places him within the tradition of early modern humanist geographers 
and mariners with a desire for wider incorporation, such as Fernão de Oliveira, Pedro 
Nunes, and João de Castro, and of course Duarte Pacheco Pereira.  This pedagogical as460 -
pect of the tripartite process in the creation of knowledge will be discussed in the closing 
section of this part of the thesis but the progression from the abstract principle to the work-
ing example in these works is a typical methodology used by early modern humanist math-
ematicians and grammarians alike. Fernandes, like these other authors, felt the need to ex-
plain how the linguistic analogy was applied through different vocabularies. It is merely re-
placing one analogous sign for another - a variance in dições. Once that foundation is estab-
lished, the translation of what is already understood can be completed. By 1563 Fernan-
des’s Reportorio no longer displays the human image in the wheel but offers a total abstrac-
tion in line with the much earlier guides of Munich and Evora. 
 For example, the Anexo, which is a publishers’ addendum for the 2nd edition to the 
Reportorio (1552), is from a document dated to a time preceding Columbus’ famous voy-
 Compare this with the notion in Oliveira’s História de Portugal (1575), p. 48, where he suggests Spain is 459
called Spain [Hespéria] because it is geolocation in relation to the civilisations that visited there, marked by its 
‘westerly’ position and its correlation to the star of véspera when viewed from the ‘Levant, [by] Phoenicians, 
Carthaginians, Greeks, Romans, and other peoples of those regions’. In synecdochic fashion Spain was the 
name applied to the whole peninsula, p. 48. See also Monica H. Green’s view that the Mediterranean was the 
centre of the world as depicted in world maps from the Roman era, shifting towards Jerusalem in the Middle 
Ages, in her contribution ‘The Diversity of Human Kind’ to A Cultural History of the Human Body in the Middle 
Ages (Oxford: Berg, 2010), pp. 173-190; p. 174.
 See Woodward on the levels of specialisation and information required for different audiences in the dis460 -
semination of cartographic knowledge, ‘Continuity and Change’, p. 18,
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age.  The navigators’ readings and measurements are relative to the regiment of the Pole 461
Star because of the certitude of its limited movement in the heavens. There is no require-
ment for the mariner to be expert in the astronomy of the era for all they need do is com-
pare the fixed position of the Pole Star with their own changeable position. The pole star is 
their ‘guard’, the cero-point from which to compare their latitudinal location. The simplicity 
of the application of direct observation to a preconceived and abstract construction of the 
world is indicative of wider efforts to classify and know about the character of natural phe-
nomena. 
 For example, so much of the rhetoric of regiment involves an appeal to the fixity in-
herent in the verb guardar.  Due to the degree of variance of the pole star, the point in the 462
evening at which readings are taken can be conditioned by the relative position of other 
stars. In the regiment of the pole, the position of the ‘two guards’ of Ursa Major (Dubhe and 
Merak), must be maintained for commensurate readings to be taken. Their transitory posi-
tion, due north, or east-west of the pole star, for example, acted as a clock, indicating when 
the time came to take the altitude. If the stars’ relative positions were maintained, the ma-
riners knew they were keeping their readings to consistent time each night. This was impor-
tant to establish the fixed first principle for taking the altitude of the celestial body. 
 As a result of these techniques, tabulated knowledge became a fundamental resource 
for mathematical navigation. Even tabulated conversions of rhumb lines to longitude and 
latitude coordinates, first suggested by Pedro Nunes, would offer the method utilised by 
 For a discussion of the dating of this document, see E. G. R. Taylor’s, The Navigation Manual of Columbus, 461
in Bolletino Civico Instituto Italiano, Anno I, No. 1 (1953), 32-45.
 The verb guardar is used throughout the sources discussed in this thesis. It translates as ‘keeping’ or 'hold462 -
ing on to’ and is utilised to encourage the maintenance of a standard methodology of observation, in keeping 
those observational readings for use later in calculations, and in the grammar in conforming to a particular 
form of speech.
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Mercator in his iconic projection of the world map in 1566.  This tabulated form of 463
‘knowing’ the world is also traceable in the traditional grammatical conceptualisations of 
the romance languages of the era. As will be shown in the following part of his thesis, lan-
guage represented reality analogously through the intellectual, visual and auditory capacity 
of words. The manner in which these words were categorised and organised through their 
functions was tabulated. Grammar, operating as an instrument, offers an aesthetic order to 
this communication of reality in the same manner that the concept of latitudes and great 
circles are proportional to sensory readings of the heights of celestial bodies.  464
 Using the astrolabe, quadrant, or cross-staff as a form of distilled intellectual frame-
work, this method could be used to assign various locations to particular heights (see part 
of Pereira’s list adjacent). The practitioner, viewing the world through an imagined frame-
work embodied in a material artefact, could then transfer aesthesis into tabulated data. 
This list could then be used by future navigators to use as Signs of their latitudinal position 
at sea. The latitudinal system in this way, ‘implies that the position of one place is no more 
important than that of another’.  Following David Woodward’s notion, the latitude system 465
has the effect of homogenising space, creating a form of ontological equality. The haphaz-
ard nature of the construction of tables of heights, as with Pereira’s and Fernandes’ tables, 
suggests that they were added not in order of latitude but in the order that the places were 
visited and the heights measured. The homogeneity of latitudinal space makes this possible 
as it is easy to cross-reference by degree or place name. However, in Pereira’s tables for ex-
ample, it is the principal and best-known places that are featured first, as they would have 
 See Henrique Leitão and Joaquim Alves Gaspar’s article, ‘Globes, Rhumb Tables, and the Pre-History of the 463
Mercator Projection’ in Imago Mundi, 66:2 (2014) p. 181.
 See Domingues, for his view that the sensory experience associated with the maritime discoveries consti464 -
tuted an authoritative means for obtaining new forms of knowledge, p. 467.
 Woodward, ‘Continuity and Change’, p. 12.465
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been in the almanacs of the time and well-surveyed.  Those locations close to the equino466 -
cial line, between 1 degree at the Cape of Lopez Gonzales and 43 at the Cape of Good Hope 
were also highly valued as the Manueline decree of 1504 discussed below stipulates. How-
ever, on the northerly journey from the southern tip of Africa to the Coast of Naber, and 
from the Coast of Naber to the Red Sea, and the Red Sea to the Sea of Persia, the entries are 
not ordered sequentially by degree at all. This haphazard accumulation is representative of 
the mode of observation in a piecemeal expansion bound by the uncertainties of wind and 
tide and the involvement of multiple practitioners. Yet, the universality of the system allows 
for this cumulative incorporation because the 180 degrees of latitude have already foreseen 
the inclusion of place within absolute values that cover the entire globe. 
 The spatial system of universal equivalence operates in the same manner as a gram-
mar or a currency brings all of its terms into relation.  In this way, even the unknown can 467
be brought to order by its theoretical situation within this overarching schema. Although 
unknown, it has a pre-determined value according to its comparison with that which 
already is known - the fixed latitude scale. The universal equivalent, in this way, precedes 
the direct knowledge of experience by creating a space for it within an existing structure of 
relational equivalence. For example, even if the Portuguese had never travelled to a given 
place, taking a reading of the pole allowed them to fix on their location in relation to all 
other locations within the latitude scale. In this way the mimetic descriptions of reality and 
the realism of Castro’s mostras and tavoas, for example, were situated within the wider 
 See Albuquerque for his discussion of the importance of sixteenth-century almanacs’ lists of latitudes, and 466
the preceding manuscript versions in his, Astronomical Navigation, p. 13.
 See Albuquerque, Instruments, p. 30 for his discussion of how Portuguese mariners on Cabral’s famous 467
voyage struggled to convert the scale of the kamal in order to make proper use of it. This device had an ergo-
nomic aspect in the creation due to its length being limited by the users arm.
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Renaissance focus on mimesis and classical conceptions of the regiment of straight lines.  468
With this pervasiveness of universal linear and tabulated thought, the psychological effect 
of an intellectual imperium encompassing the whole world should not be underplayed. 
Pedro Nunes 
 The sense of omniscience created by new and regimented knowledge, led early 
modern Portuguese cosmographers, sailors, and grammarians to question the established 
knowledge of the ancients. Pedro Nunes argues that the new methods of navigation, guided 
those Portuguese who ‘Descobriram nouas ylhas / nouas terras / nouos mares / nouos pouos: 
e o q mays he: nouo ceo: e nouas estrellas’.  These forms of abstract construction were 469
deeply associated with the concept of ‘discovery’. The processes of regimentation according 
to fixed principles became the ‘universal’ model for the interpretation of encounters with 
the world.  For example, Nunes closed his earlier treatise on certas duvidas with an en470 -
dorsement of mathematical knowledge: ‘Nem deue auer duuida no que nesta parte escreui: 
porque nenhũa cousa he mais euidente: que ha demostração mathematica: a que em nenhũa 
maneyra se pode contrariar’.  This kind of speculative methodology needed to be taught to 471
the mariners whose knowledge relied more on practice and established wisdom than 
demonstrable theory. Nunes’ attempts to impose a form of mathematicisation on the naut-
 See Woodward for the link between mimesis and straight lines as natural images, ‘Continuity and Change’, 468
p. 18.
 Nunes, ‘em defensam’, p. 120.469
 See Luis Adão de Fonseca, ‘The Discovery of Atlantic Space’ in Portugal the Pathfinder: Journeys from the 470
Medieval Toward the Modern World 1300 ︎ - ca.1600, in George D. Winius (ed.) (Madison: Hispanic Seminary of 
Medieval Studies, 1985), p. 15 and Toby Green, ‘Fear and Atlantic History’ Atlantic Studies 3:1 (2006), pp. 25-
42 (pp. 29-30) for their respective discussions of the construction of ‘discovery’ as a distancing mechanism 
designed to negotiate fear of the unknown; and Luís de Albuquerque, Ciência e Experiência nos Descobrimentos 
Portugueses (Lisboa: Instituto de Cultura e Língua Portuguesa, 1983), for the birth of a new mathematical 
mentality, p. 79.
 Nunes, ‘Certas duuidas’, p. 119.471
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ical arts reflects the application of regional values to universal systems, and the require-
ment to ensure self-fashioning according to established custom.  Nunes’ response to the 472
problems of navigation presented by his pilot collaborators is explicit in terms of its adher-
ence to a particular foundational principle. It is, in his own words, ‘meu custume’.  473
 Nunes was attempting to spread his understanding of nautical science to as many 
mariners as possible in order to make the relationship between the tables of heights, 
mariner’s charts and the reality they represented more ‘truthful’. The difficulties of finding 
longitude - in the absence of diurnal eclipses - Nunes argues, were mediated by following 
routes that were parallel to the system of great circles established using the theory of cardi-
nal points in conjunction with the nautical needle. With this method he thought geo-loca-
tional certainty could be established. When the latitude of a given location was reached, all 
the mariner need to do is travel due east or west to reach a desired destination. Though the 
reality of travelling at sea in this rectilinear fashion was unlikely, the certainty of the 
method was based on the mental application of a uniform theoretical model. The mariner, 
to Nunes’s mind, must be capable of applying the mathematical concept based on regular 
shapes to the shapes created from lines drawn by the path of ships between the baselines of 
parallels and meridians that were imagined etched onto the surface of the globe. Under-
standing of the mathematical theory would easily show the mariners’ their errors. To this 
end Nunes described two models. 
 The first is that of the mariners of the epoch. The second, a mathematical method, 
unfamiliar to them. Nunes stresses the shortcomings of the mariner’s art by suggesting that 
 Here I refer to Hans Freudenthal’s conceptualisation of mathematics as an inherently human activity, not 472
as a ready-made entity, useful to the organisation of fields of experience, Mathematics as an Educational Task 
(Dordrecht: Reidel, 1973), p. 123.
 Nunes, Annotação, p. 38. It is worth referring to María Portuondo’s discussion of the polemic between the473 -
oretical and practical navigators of this era cited above. Nunes was clearly a theoretician.
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though the charts are appropriate to the manner in which navigators practice their art, they 
are not appropriate for creating accurate representations of reality. The mimetic preoccupa-
tions embodied in Nunes’s mathematical observations are reflections of the motivations of 
the grammarians to be seen in the following part. There was a need to reflect reality pro-
portionally and there was a need to do so with some conformity to enable common under-
standing - another of Nunes’ wider motivations.  
 Due to the positioning of geographical locations in portolan accounts being depen-
dent on ‘the particular set of routes used in its construction’, mariners’ charts could not be 
simply pieced together using their idiosyncratic scales but had to be translated into a third 
document with a new uniform scale.  An example of such is the Piri Reis World Map of 474
1513 which is a collection of no less than twenty Portuguese charts as well as others of 
Arabic origin.  It was known then by Nunes, as it is discussed more recently by Joaquim 475
Gaspar, that the charts of the sixteenth century were not accurate resemblances of the nat-
ural world but that they were all the same useful to the mariner’s art in determining how to 
arrive at one place B from another place A. 
 In order to ‘correct’ such charts and make of them scaled representations of the 
world, Nunes proposed the method used by Ptolemy, which involved an abstraction of uni-
versal equivalence. Such an effort towards translation and application of structural princi-
ples to novelty is seen in the creation of Portuguese grammars utilised in the teaching of 
people in their linguistic infancies. The applicability of this mathematics to the description 
of the world was a thoroughly convincing law and came to be immortalised in the famous 
world map of Mercator. Using the proportions of geometric principles, Nunes argues that 
 Joaquim Alves Gaspar, ‘Revisiting Mercator world map of 1569: an assessment of navigational accuracy’ in 474
The Journal of Navigation, 69:6 (2016) pp. 1184-1185.
 Joaquim Alves Gaspar, ‘The Carta Marina at 500’ The Library of Congress (Feb. 2017).475
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mariners can find the height of a region, the sine of that declination, or the rhumb and that 
Ptolemy has already proven all this to be true:  
tudo isto se demostra ser assi porque a proporção que tẽ o sino do comprimẽto da altura em 
qualquer região: cõ o sino vniuersal do circulo: essa mesma ha do sino da declinação q tem o 
sol em qualquer dia: ao sino do rumo em q nace: o que craramẽte se proua per Tolomeo: no 
segũdo do almagesto.   476
Using the methods of Ptolemy, Nunes advocated for a more scientific form of navigation:  
dando fim ao que comecey a decrarar digo que pella mesma demostração de Tolomeo que 
aleguey e per outros principios mays próprios ainda que os sobreditos: tirados da sciencia dos 
triãgulos spheraes: parece craramente que tendo o sol ygual declinação pera a parte do norte e 
a do sul: yguaes arcos lhe ficão no orizõte antre os lugares onde nace e a linha equinocial.   477
In the course of the expansion of empirical knowledge as the source of authority, there is a 
real effort to ground understandings in mathematical principles and instruments. As seen 
above, Castro makes the relation between authority, religion and science explicit when he 
suggests a certain faith in the material imaginations of Pedro Nunes and João Gonçalves. 
This is a drive that has linked thinkers such as Copernicus with a revolution in scientific 
practice.  What Nunes offers, as Pereira before him, is a truly universal understanding of 478
geo-location based on the predictable character of the path of the sun using observations of 
its heights and tables of conversion by which mariners could calculate their proportional 
position: 
saberemos pelo estrelabio ao meo dia q he na mayor altura: quantos graos ha de nos ao sol: e 
acracẽtaremos a declinação daquele dia: e o q somar sera o q estamos apartados da linha equi-
nocial pera o norte.  479
 Nunes, ’Certas duuidas', p. 116.476
 Ibid, p. 117.477
 See Henry, The Scientific Revolution, pp. 8-11, for his view of the new mathematical realism involved in the 478
new science of the era.
 Ibid, p. 159.479
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This rule is relative to the hemisphere of the observer but can also be applied universally. 
Nunes considers the, ‘conhecimento da altura do polo sobre o horizonte: ou distancia do circu-
lo equinocial que he o mesmo’ to be the ‘principal fundamẽto’ of navigation.  He argues that 480
though the ancients didn’t leave any writing on this topic it must be learned: ‘dahi a poucas 
oras amostrarsenos muito craro’.  With this, Nunes presents a theory by which mariners 481
can take the height of the pole at any time of the day when the sun can be sighted. This re-
lies on the tabulated conceptualisation of the sun’s movements throughout the year in a 
given place and involved calculations based on this system of relativity. It provided a way of 
knowing (calculating) latitude at any time of the day (when in sight of the sun), in either 
hemisphere - a truly universal conceptualisation. Where Polaris is the anchor point in the 
northern hemisphere (at night), the southern cross, cruz, is in the southern. 
 What Nunes, following Zacuto, did was to make the sun a universal equivalent for 
both hemispheres. By gathering-in instrumental observations, mariners could project their 
astronomical readings onto a theoretical network of relational grid lines. Through this 
computation they could have relative certainty of their north-south location, on an analog-
ous construction of the surface of the globe. This is a move beyond the ponto de fantasia in 
terms of geographical certainty and mimetic fixity and the method is key to the construc-
tion of latitude charts and the regimentation of observation from as early as the turn of the 
century.  
 It is clear that from the turn-of-the-century mariners’ charts were made proportional 
to astronomical observations using instruments such as astrolabes and quadrants. Embod-
ied in these instruments is the abstract system of lines that present a system of universal 
equivalence. If the latitudinal height of a given place was known, navigators could travel 
 Ibid, p. 160.480
 Ibid.481
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north or south until they reached that height according to their instrumental readings. All 
they need do to reach their desired location was to then travel east or west, guarding the 
height of the pole, until they struck land (assuming there was a clear run between the ship 
and their destination). Nunes standardised the method by which to establish these alti-
tudes. 
 Though the navigational art that Nunes favoured was theoretical, he argued that it 
was based on the common understanding of reality. In his treatise in defence of the marine 
chart, Nunes asserts, ‘nenhũa regra que tem ho fundamento na parte especulatiua ou theorica: 
pode ser bem praticada e entẽdida: sem noticia daquelles principios em que se funda’.  He 482
chooses to keep the theory and practice separate and unmixed, for the sake of simplicity 
but that should not undermine the theoretical value: ‘q precedesse algũa theorica disso: e 
separeya da pratica por não misturar o regimento de que cada hora se ha de vsar cõ de-
mostrações de geometria pois isto fez a ptolomeu ser escuro no Almagesto’.  The theory is 483
directly proportional to the reality it describes. 
 Such proportional necessity within anthropomorphic forms is reflected in Oliveira’s 
analogy between nature and arte in O Livro da Fábrica das Naus de Fernando Oliveira.  He 484
firstly describes arte: ‘arte he doutrina tirada do uso, & pratica dos bos officiaes’.  The 485
method to achieve mastery of arte reflects the thought of Pereira and Castro: ‘Arte digo que 
 Nunes, ‘em defensam’, p. 161. See also Hooykaas, on the difference between Nunes and Castro’s ‘reserved' 482
generalisations based on experimental philosophy and the ‘free’ propositions of speculative philosophers, 
Manueline Style, p. 126.
 Ibid.483
 See Onésimo T. Almeida’s discussion of arte and it relationship to the greek techné, ‘De Zurara a Francis 484
Bacon’ (2016), p. 11; and also Thomas Haddad, ‘O “prático” e o “especulativo” na cosmografia em Portugal 
em tempos de Francisco de Holanda’ Revista Diálogos Mediterrânicos (November 2018), pp. 127-143; pp. 133-
34, ‘ars jamais é simplesmente antagônica a scientia, muito ao contrário: em sua mais empedernida acepção aris-
totélica, “ciência” confunde-se com “arte do silogismo”, a única forma de estabelecer a verdade por via estrita-
mente demonstrativa, através da aplicação da razão’.
 Fernão de Oliveira, Livro da Fabrica das Naos (1580), f. 53.485
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he, doutrina de palavra, ou de exẽpro, fundado em boa rezão, & confirmada per 
experiencia’.  The authority of these artes, founded in judgement and confirmed by exper486 -
ience presents the opportunity to create further imaginative products: ‘lhe damos mays 
credito, que aas imaginações dos entendimẽtos, posto que sejão fortijs, & conformes a boa 
rezão’.  However, Oliveira is very clear that this arte must be governed, or guarded, by 487
rule: ‘Deve se guardar sempre a regra da arte: & cumpre que sejão os officiaes sometidos a ella, 
como a ley: por que isso quer dizer arte, ley que liga, & aperta os seus officiaes dentro nos lim-
ites das suas regras’.  The humanist is very keen to laud these regras, particularly in the 488
negotiation of the fear of error: ‘Digo que faz mays perjuyzo & dano, o erro que se cometa na 
proporção das partes hum navio sendo desproporcionadas hũas das outras’.  The instrument 489
that can condition this proportion is called the graminho. 
 Oliveira’s etymology of this instrument highlights the greek root: ‘em grego esta pa-
lavra grãme, quer dizer linha: & os carpenteyros commũs chamão grãminho a hum instru-
mento, com que lanção algũas linhas pttas bordes das tavoas’.  The conversion of these 490
straight lines into tavoas is indicative of the latitudinal scale and tabulated knowledge dis-
cussed in this PhD thesis. The fact that the instrument was based on the principles of a 
circle and converted these principles into an extended grid-like construction is indicative of 
the imaginative knowledge of Pedro Nunes’ use of spherical triangles in the theoretical de-
scription of rhumb lines and the basis of Euclidean and Sacroboscan theory. It is also indic-
 Ibid, f. 55.486
 Ibid, f. 57.487
 Ibid.488
 Ibid, ff. 57-58.489
 Ibid, f. 88. See Anthony Grafton, ‘Invention of Traditions and Traditions of Invention in Renaissance Eu490 -
rope: The Strange Case of Annius of Viterbo’ in Anthony Grafton and Ann Blair (eds.), The Transmission of 
Culture in Early Modern Europe (Pennsylvania: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1990), pp. 8-38 (p. 19), for 
the role of etymology in establishing authority. 
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ative of the grammatical linearity of conjugation and declension tables that Oliveira de-
scribes in his earlier codification of the Portuguese language to be explored in the following 
part of this thesis. The guarding of proportion, which is the true role of the graminho, is 
what draws together the strands of this linguistic analogy. As grammar guards the propor-
tion of the Portuguese tongue, the graminho guards the proportion of the boat. That Oli-
veira describes this guarding in terms not dissimilar to João de Castro’s praise of the clas-
sical dimensions of the Pagoda at Salsete, once again draws the humanistic preoccupation 
with the aesthetic into the scientific concerns of the day. He argues, that if, ‘hum nauio tem 
hum costado mayor que outro, ou os graminhos desordenados, & as compartições descompas-
sadas’, then: 
 Assi como na figura humana se estranha mays ser hum homẽ torto ou aleyjado, que ser gordo  
 ou magro: por que se he gordo ou magro, & tem os membros conformes ao corpo, sofrese: mas  
 se tem hũa perna mays curta q outra, ou hum braço mays longo q outro, ou hũ olho mayor que 
 outro, não se sofre. Assy o navio se for pequeno & bem propícionado, levaraa a carrega que po 
 der, & navegaram, se for feyto per suas medidas competentes, o que não faraa bem se as tever  
 erradas.  491
 In this way, Oliveira and to some extent, Castro, situate themselves within wider Eu-
ropean perspectives on architecture and proportion gleaned from the writings of 
 Ibid, f. 58. See also Sánchez, ‘Science by Regimento’ on the dictates on regulation of instruments within the 491
Regimento do Cosmógrafo-Mor (1559, 1592), pp. 143-144.
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Vitruvius.   The use of anthropomorphic analogies was a typical trope of early modern 492
measurement.  When measuring the tangible quantity of the Pagoda [non-Christian 493
temple] at Salsete he says ‘tem hum ferissimo e grande gigante de 36 palmos de alto’.  When 494
describing depths, he uses the braça which springs from the width of outstretched arms, 
and when describing accessible longer distances, he uses ‘um tiro de besta’.  In each of 495
these units, there is an anthropomorphic generality. Even the tiro de besta is governed by 
human proportions and effort though the tiro de espimgarda hints at the more mechanical 
conceptualisation of distance. Duarte Pacheco Pereira similarly uses the braça for measuring 
soundings with a plumb line and phrases such as ‘hum tyro de bombarda de terra’ for dis-
tances across the surface of the globe.  496
 See John Hendrix, ‘Renaissance Aesthetic and Mathematics’ in Ingrid Alexander-Skipnes (ed.), Visual Cul492 -
ture and Mathematics in the Early Modern Period (Routledge: London, 2017), p. 14. In his quest to fulfil the 
demands of Vitruvian proportion, Leon Battista Alberti (who also wrote a grammar of the Tuscan vernacular 
in 1450) devised an ingenious method for abstracting reality onto a canvas in a fully quantifiable way in his 
on Painting (London: Penguin Classics, 1991), p. 65. He devised an instrument that he referred to as, ‘the veil, 
which among my friends I call the intersection, and whose usage I was the first to discover’. It was essentially 
a loosely woven muslin with heavier threads running through it making ‘as many parallel square sections as 
you like, and stretched on a frame’. This would be set up between the painter and ‘the object to be represent-
ed’ to create a theoretical, and quantified, outline for the piece, upon which objects could be placed in terms 
of their relation to what Alberti calls the ‘visual pyramid’ of perspective. This also situates the graminho within 
visual frameworks operated by Albrecht Dürer and other practitioners in Nuremburg who were attempting to 
found their craft not on artisanal knowledge but on mathematics. This instrument - which facilitates the trans-
fer of proportions from material extension onto a planar surface - has the inverted function of the graminho - 
which transfers proportions from a planar surface to material extension - and further exposes the link be-
tween mathematical theorists and practitioners who claim some form of intellectual control over their sub-
jects. It is this intellectual control that defines the exploitative episteme of the imperial science of the era that 
embodies a shift from organic immanent models to abstract mechanist models of reality.
 Walter D. Mignolo, The Darker Side of the Renaissance: Literacy, Territoriality, & Colonization, 2nd Edition 493
(The University of Michigan Press, 2003), p. 50.
 Castro, Goa a Díu, p. 69. Palmos were a key unit of measurement at this time, particularly in boat making, 494
representing the distance between the tips of a man’s thumb and little finger, approximating 20cm. This mea-
surement also is accompanied by chaves the distance between the tips of a man’s index and middle fingers 
(10cm), and the polegada the width of a man’s thumb (2.5cm). The graminho for example was 1 palmo in 
height and two palmos in width making it directly proportional to the material artefact it helped to create. For 
more on this see Denise Dias and Filipe Castro, ‘Graminhos and the Transmission of Knowledge in Portuguese 
Shipyards, during the Early Modern Age’ XVI International Meeting on the History of Nautical Science and Hy-
drography, Bremerhaven, October 2012.
 Compare his use of these different measurements in his descriptions of cities, notably, Çuaquem where he 495
describes the depth as ‘pello menos tem 10 e 12 braças de agua’ and widths of canal openings as ‘hum tiro de 
espimgarda’, the size of ports as, ‘hum tiro de besta gramde’ in Goa a Díu, 256-258.
 Pereira, Esmeraldo, f. 33r, ll. 1-4, p. 233.496
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 It is apparent from the Roteiros that mariners were encountering an abundance of 
new spatial and phenomenological data. Organising spatial data was becoming more regu-
lated with the introduction of astronomical readings which had been used for navigation 
from at least the mid-fifteenth century. The theoretical principles of Sacrobosco were intro-
duced to the mariners’ art. Mariners began to view the world, in addition to their immanent 
estimations of distance travelled and plotted courses, through an imaginative and abstract 
principle of universal equivalence based on the cero-point of observations of the height of 
the north star from the horizon or in relation to calculations based on the sun's height from 
the horizon. The relative heights of these natural phenomena were converted into a system 
of abstract straight lines that encompassed the globe. Their universality was powerful. It 
was based upon the mathematical principles of the sphere. This combination of theory and 
practice provided a certainty at sea that was previously unobtainable to mariners who had 
become accustomed to the dubiousness of the ponto de fantasia and the methodological 
idiosyncrasies of their dead reckoning. 
D. João de Castro 
 There can be no separation between the cosmography, the nautical arts, and the 
ideology of the imperial state in sixteenth century Portugal. This is most clear in the work 
of the humanist, courtier, soldier, navigator, and cosmographer D. João de Castro. The link 
between Castro’s cosmographic pursuits and imperialism are made clear in the dedication 
to his second roteiro. Addressing his prince by recalling their meetings whilst fighting in 
northern Africa, Castro states: ‘me não praticasse qualquer proposição de cosmografia, no que 
se mostraua sua alta e benina condição, e os perseuerados pensamentos que trasia de compre-
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hender os caminhos por onde poderia melhor ganhar a terra affricana’.  The instrumentality 497
of this practical and theoretical cosmographical understanding of space was key to Por-
tuguese imperialism and was followed by Castro during his time as governor in Goa. In the 
Prologue to his first roteiro Castro claims that he had two tasks set for him by the Infant D. 
Luis. The first, to verify, the second to test: 
se nestas Ilhas variavão as agulhas ou não, por ser pratica de muitos pilotos que neste lugar e 
meridiano feria o norte de suas agulhas no verdadeiro polo do mundo; e a segunda, se era ver-
dadeira e punctual a regra que nos deu o doctor Pero nunez pera, em toda a ora do dia em que 
fizer sombra, abarmos a leuação do polo; com o qual estiramento fiz as seguintes considera-
ções, sendo todo o dia o vento calma, que a naao não gouernaua.  who suggests that his 498
voyage was in fact an experiment, ‘mandado per V. A. a enuistigar algumas obras secretas da 
Naturesa, istruindome primeiramente da teoria de seus altos e marauilhosos instrumentos, e 
depois da machina com que as conçideraçoes deseiados obseruase’.   499
As we have seen, the creation of this knowledge was specifically designed to increase the 
potential for strategic, territorial and commercial gains but in order to achieve this, some 
form of standardisation for the creation of knowledge was imperative. From the first Roteiro 
Castro makes explicit mention of Pedro Nunes’ book in which the mathematician outlines 
his version of the ‘regimẽto da altura do polo ao meo dia’.  This methodology reflects a wi500 -
der emphasis on common understanding through the standardisation of regimentos. For 
example, if there are discrepancies in the navigational knowledge of mariners, they can 
come from inconsistencies in the use of navigational techniques, or even the instruments 
themselves: 
possão crer que esta diuersidade naçeria de auer tauoas de declinações differentes, ou de errar-
em ao fazer da conta; por tanto farey sempre menção do que tomão do sol ao orizonte, e assi 
declaro que de todas as alturas que aquy escreuer, se fara a conta pello liuro e tauoas de de-
 Castro, Goa a Díu, p. 13.497
 Castro, Lisboa a Goa, p. 127.498
 Ibid, p. 12.499
 Castro, Lisboa a Goa, p. 140; Cf. Nunes, ‘em defensam’, p. 120.500
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clinações do Doctor Pero nunez, assy que a differença somente nasçerá do juizo de cada hum, 
ou do defector dos estrolabios.   501
As such, he advocates for the gold standard of solar navigation to be the tables and instru-
ments of Pedro Nunes. Both of these came to be codified under the rubric of the Cosmó-
grafo-mor in the Regimento. This was the concern of Pereira too. When he extended this 
universal equivalent to his readers, he explained his method so that they could replicate or 
verify his findings and ultimately make their own readings of other places commensurate 
with the base of knowledge that he had created. A standardised method was essential in 
‘guarding’ the principles key to early modern pedagogy and a wider certainty of nautical 
knowledge. Castro reflects Pereira when he argues that: ‘sera neçesario dar alguma regra aos 
homens do mar pera saberem vsar e se aproueitarem da altura nestes tempos duuidosos em 
que o sol anda muito vezinho de seu zenith’.  502
 Castro regularly refers to Nunes’ method and in his first roteiro tests its viability. He 
takes three readings each time he wants a measurement in order to improve reliability and 
at points interpolates the readings of two of his companions; his pilot and a learned doctor 
that he picked up after leaving Lisbon: 
Este dia tomou o piloto o sol, e achouse em 34 graos ½; e, sendo assy, podesse prouar suffi-
cientemente o nordestear das agulhas: pois sesta feira, que forão 14 do mes, nos achamos em 
altura de 34 graos ½, e oje, que são 16, noutros 34 ½, gouernando todo este tempo em leste 
quarta de nordeste, e a mea partida de lesnordeste, pello qual caminho, se as agulhas não 
nordesteasem, era necessario que diminuíssemos na altura; e pois que achamos não diminuir, 
seguesse que faziamos o caminho de leste, pello que se proua nordestearnos agulha quasi duas 
quartas.  503
Castro’s method certainly demonstrates scientific rigour, and a desire to create and verify 
knowledge in common. It also displays a distinct comparative perspective based upon a 
 Castro, Lisboa a Goa, p. 140.501
 Castro, Lisboa a Goa, p. 273.502
 Castro, Lisboa a Goa, p. 188.503
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global framework. But these methods are not new to the mariners’ art. As we have seen, the 
collection of astronomical data precedes the creation of the extant latitude charts pioneered 
by Portuguese cartographers and mariners of the early sixteenth century. As early as the 
1460s Diogo Gomes took readings of the pole during his time negotiating peace treaties 
with the various polities of the West African coast between 1452 and 1462.  Following the 504
north-west African survey of João II in 1485, the power of this universal equivalent in situ-
ating descriptions of the world was suppressed by Manueline policy. Yet, the inclusion of 
latitudinal parameters within this state response to the value of imperial knowledge offered 
a jurisprudential perspective that was universal in scope.  505
 The royal charter of 13th November 1504, ‘prohibited the making of globes and for-
bade nautical charts to depict the West African coast beyond the river Congo. Charts not 
complying with this provision were required to be taken to an officer of the hydrographical 
repository to be cleansed of such details’.  If we compare the date of this statute with the 506
latitude chart of Pedro Reinel perhaps we can see motive for the suppression of such a 
powerful navigational and political tool. The territorial dimension of this statute is directly 
relational to the 1485 survey of the north-west African coast which created latitude values 
for the key positions between 35° latitude north and the River Zaire, roughly at the equator. 
It restricted the dissemination of information on the African coast beyond this survey. How-
ever, due to the latitudinal equivalence inherent in this statute, its impact reached far bey-
ond African shores. 
 See also John Thornton for his view that these endeavours were part of a longer strategic effort to outflank 504
Muslim forces in North Africa, in ‘The Portuguese in Africa’ in Francisco Bethencourt and Diogo Ramada Curto 
(eds.), Portuguese Oceanic Expansion, 1400-1800 Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 2007), p. 141.
 See Harley, ‘Silences and Secrecy’, p. 61.505
 Ibid. Alegria et al, have shown this repository to be the Armazém da Guiné e Índia, in their article ‘Por506 -
tuguese Cartography’, pp. 1003-1004.
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 Maria Fernanda Alegria, Suzanne Daveau, João Carlos Garcia, and Francesc Relaño 
have also pointed to the notion that this statute would ‘indirectly’ restrict the dissemination 
of information covering the newly encountered coast of Brasil, ‘as a specific measure to fit 
the circumstances, whose object was to protect the country’s scientific advantages and ter-
ritorial claims’.  Owing to the universal nature of the latitude line, and the distinct refer507 -
ence to latitude on the decree, there can be no notion of passivity, or an ‘indirect’ intention. 
Perhaps a political intrigue, but the latitude line silently interpolates both sub-equatorial 
Africa and Brasil into direct relation. It may have been difficult for the state to actually sup-
press this knowledge but the universality of the latitude line displays just how powerful an 
instrument it was to the creation of cultural frameworks and notions of commensurability 
and incommensurability. In the wake of the most famous Cosmographical Act, The Treaty of 
Tordesillas (1494), the structures behind this decree of secrecy help to expose why such in-
ventions were so valuable to the imperial state, and so difficult to suppress.  508
 As we have seen, tables were deemed important in early modern navigation. Using 
the technique of navigation by equal latitudes, east-west courses could be set according to a 
north-south degree of latitude. The linearity of this method speaks to the simplification of 
astronomical instruments and by the end of the sixteenth century, the preference towards 
the cross-staff over the astrolabe.  In Peter Appian’s description the cross-staff was divided 509
into lines that represented degrees. These lines could be marked using geometric patterns 
 Alegria et al, ‘Portuguese Cartography’, p. 1006. 507
 See also Alegria et al for their account of the deliberate distortions presented in Portuguese and Castilian 508
cartography on the positions of the Rio de la Plata and the Amazon estuaries, ‘Portuguese Cartography’, p. 
1006. See Albuquerque, Instruments, p. 11, for the importance of navigational equipment and regiments to 
the French corsairs who on attacking a fishing vessel at the beginning of 1529 took only articles pertaining to 
seamanship including a compass needle, astrolabe, cross-staff, and regiment for the art of navigation. Exciting 
episodes of espionage also abound which warrant further investigation such as Robert Devereux’s pillage of 
Fernão de Mascarenhas’ episcopal library at Faro - subsequently donated to Thomas Bodley’s collection in 
1600 (where it remains today). Within the relatively small catalogue of the Mascarenhas Collection there are 
a number of works conspicuous by their absence, including none on astronomy.
 Albuquerque, Instruments, p. 12.509
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or tables of ratios.  Their method of construction is not dissimilar to that proposed by 510
Oliveira when describing the ordering of the graminho by ‘método da besta [crossbow]’.  511
Tabulated forms of knowing the world were not limited to ledger and account. With these 
instruments, tables became frameworks that could be literally held up to the image of the 
world. This act at once distanced the observer from the observed and regimented the aes-
thetic perception through a visual system of relational equivalence. In order to trace a great 
circle, an astronomical anchor point - such as a specific degree of altitude in readings of the 
pole star or southern cross - was established using the cross-staff, astrolabe, or quadrant. To 
trace the circle, the degree of altitude would have to be maintained at all times. When read-
ings were taken, their findings would give pilots an idea of the course to set in order to 
maintain as closely as possible the desired parallel following a period of time sailing follow-
ing only the needle which had been proven to be untrustworthy. These heights were con-
verted to latitudes from a direct proportionality to the relatively fixed cero-points above the 
north and south poles: polaris and crux.  Variations in the manner of taking readings 512
could affect the maintenance of the desired height. If the tables of heights had indicated 
that a desired location was at x° but there was some discrepancy between the table indic-
tion and the instrument used to take a reading, it would be unlikely that the pilot would be 
able to set the right course (unless this variance was known and accounted for). Pereira, 
Nunes, and Castro all question the heights in Ptolemy’s tables but, in comparison to the so-
 Ibid, p. 16.510
 Oliveira, Fabrica das naos, ff. 88-99. Compare also the sixteenth century geometrical constructions of cross-511
staff in Albuquerque, Instruments, pp. 16-19 with recent investigations into boat building in Brasil, Filipe 
Castro and Denise Gomes-Dias, ‘Moulds, Graminhos and Ribbands: a pilot study of the construction of saveiros 
in Valença and the Baía de Todos os Santos area, Brazil’, The International Journal of Nautical Archaeology 
(2015) 44:2, pp. 410–422 (pp. 415-418).
 See Elly Dekker (1990) The light and the dark: A reassessment of the discovery of the Coalsack Nebula, 512
the magellanic clouds and the southern cross, Annals of Science, 47:6, 533-35 for a discussion of the Ptolemaic 
knowledge of Crux, and the reference to it in 1500 as ‘las guardas’ by João Faros in Brasil.
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lar tables these were relatively easy to create given true instruments and clement condi-
tions. 
 As we have seen, the sun was a celestial body that could be used as a cero-point in 
both hemispheres. However, its use was not as simple as the more direct relationship be-
tween polar altitudes and latitude. In the case of solar altitudes, the pilots compared the 
height of the sun registered at their location with that of the pre-prepared solar tables ref-
erent to the sun heights of each day of the year over four years at the equator.  This calcu513 -
lation of latitude brought all locations into relation on a graduated north-south orientation. 
Any location on the globe could be considered within this system of equivalence. The 
height of the sun was the value that would bring into relation the values of the two known 
locations. The solar heights in this relationship are the universal equivalent form of geo-lo-
cational value. With this system, the representation of places on maps could be made pro-
portional through the incorporation of a latitude scale alongside the more traditional 
method using compass bearings or polar stars. This relative fixity and diurnal predictability 
was used in the conversation tables of Zacuto’s system, and Nunes’ after him. 
 The opening to Nunes’ Tratado […] sobre certas duuidas explicitly states that he had 
recently been speaking with Sousa regarding his latest voyage and, ‘a nauegaçã que fez per 
as partes do sul’.  Among other things, Nunes asserts, ‘me disse com quanta diligencia e per 514
quantas maneyras tomara a altura dos lugares em que se achara’.  Nunes insists on know515 -
ing the diligence applied and the manners through which the pilot took the heights of the 
sun. The importance of the practice of the observation is clear. But knowing the practice is 
inextricably bound to the theoretical function. For if the measurements are wrong, the the-
 Ventura, 1985: p. 78; Albuquerque, 1988: p. 75-76.513
 Nunes, ‘certas duuidas’, p. 105. 514
 Ibid.515
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oretical comparisons cannot be made (unless the incorrect measurements are accounted for 
and corrected). 
 With these common analogical tools, the ordered navigation of unknown space could 
be facilitated. One might need only take a reading of a celestial body to work out where 
they are latitudinally despite the lack of visual markers. With the range of techniques avail-
able to them, and clear skies, they could take observations at any time of the day and night 
and compare their readings to known quantities. They could then sail eastwards or west-
wards, guarding the latitude or parallel, to whichever destination they thought best with 
regard to wind, currents, and proximity to land.  
 The verb, guardar, is used in the navigational texts with regard to coordinates and 
the calculations involved in positioning, particularly when taking and noting bearings and 
astronomical measurements. Oliveira’s work on the fabrication of ships and grammar also 
shows this tenet and in its adherence to proportion. The works of Pereira and Castro display 
this through the geographical situation of their descriptions within a latitude scale. The or-
der of this tabulated form of knowledge is directly proportional to observation of the lived 
reality. From observations of the height of the sun at different times of the year, a table of 
latitudinal equivalences could be created. From a tabulated set of data on the Sun, these 
equivalences could be ascertained using a comparative methodology. Tabulated ways of 
knowing the world were at this time prevalent. Comparative understandings of the world 
were becoming increasingly important in the expansion project. The certainty and fixity of 
these tables as a mode of representation and a method of generating understanding was 
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appealing among a body of thinkers increasingly aware of the need to negotiate with uncer-
tainty, novelty, and fear.  516
 Nunes’ ambition was to create a system of navigation that enabled mariners, ‘non 
solum ad ueras longitudines ex marina charta eliciendum, sed etiam ad ducendum lineas in 
globo, similes iis quaes nauis in superficie maris describit’.  He saw the application of regi517 -
mented mathematics to be the means to this end: ‘At si exacta ratione uti uelis, scientiam 
triangulorum sphaericorum consulas quemadmodum ad ipsius tabulae compositionem facere 
consueuisti’.  Nunes states that the method for describing curved lines in the surface of the 518
globe must be based on the same principles with which the chart is created. By using the 
same principles the chart and the path can be made relational. The regiment of this method 
must be taught in order to gain greater conformity in the practice. In this way, new lands, 
seas, and stars, can be added to cosmographical knowledge and accounts with greater ease 
due to the proportionality of tabulated systems of relational equivalence: 'declinationem per 
hanc tabulam certissimo calculo inuenire’.  The spatial knowledge of all practitioners 519
would be commensurate. 
 The mediation of the unknown through abstract intellectual systems of relational 
equivalence will also be seen in the moral exemplars given by Nunes referenced above and 
discussed fully in the following chapter but also in the cultural markers that formed an in-
 See Leitão and Sánchez, (2017) for their discussion of the Portuguese encounter with novelty in relation to 516
the 'known’, p. 169; Green (2006), on the importance of the familiar for colonists in new spaces, pp. 34-35; 
and Stephen Mentz, (2009) ‘Toward a Blue Cultural Studies: The Sea, Maritime Culture, and Early Modern 
English Literature’ Literature Compass, 6/5, p. 1005.
 Nunes, p. 68. Trans. Gaspar [‘not only to determine the true longitudes from the cartas de marear; but also 517
to trace on the globe similar lines that a ship describes in the surface of the sea’].
 Nunes, p. 69. Trans. Gaspar [‘If one wants to use a rigorous method, one must resort to the science of 518
spherical triangles, as is done with the preparation of the same table’].
 Nunes, p. 93. Trans. Author [‘By this table with certain calculation we can find the declination’].519
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dex of civility in the epoch of ‘discoveries’.  Castro’s Roteiros are a rich source of informa520 -
tion that display his involvement in the development of the empirical method and the test-
ing of the mathematical theory of Nunes. It is clear that Castro was aware of the need to 
find ‘good anchorage’ in prima praecepta in each of his Roteiros. Tabulated knowledge was 
the cornerstone to this effort to support universal conceptions of reality. They facilitated the 
display of total and abundant knowledge in a relational and comparative but also digestible 
format that was easily standardised.  The ease of such abstraction would become preval521 -
ent in the regimentation of cultural markers in the consideration of peoples in terms of 
their universal commensurability. 
 See Toby Green’s discussion of the coinage and use of the abstract term descobrimento in 1486, in his The 520
Rise of the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade in Western Africa, 1300-1589 (Cambridge, 2012), p. 127.
 See Albuquerque’s discussion of the use of solar tables in Portuguese navigation which held Zacuto’s Al521 -
manach Perpetuum of 1478 as the ‘padrão’ for all Portuguese tables until Pedro Nunes’ contribution in 1537, 
Astronomical Navigation, p. 79; but also that Nunes’ method was pioneering in his application of Regiomantus' 
method to navigation, Albuquerque, Instruments, p. 55.
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Teaching 
 The opening two sections to this part of the thesis have attempted to demonstrate 
how Duarte Pacheco Pereira’s work is indicative of a wider methodological effort to stan-
dardise a practice of astronomical navigation among the Portuguese navigators of the impe-
rial expansion. It has suggested that the impact of the latitude framework was evident in 
the quantitative, comparative constructions of knowledge surrounding the ‘discoveries’ as-
signed to subsequent regents following the conquer of Ceuta in 1415. In order to make this 
comparative framework relevant to his early sixteenth century reader, Pereira outlines the 
model: 
e porque estes termos de zeniquy e ourizom nom  
som entendidos senom dos letrados nos pareseo  
bem de os declararmos aqui para aquelles que  
o nom sabem tomarem alguma Doutrina desta ma- 
teria  522
Not only does this doctrine make the method accessible, it potentially makes the method 
more ubiquitous. By offering the method to his audience, the readers themselves can also 
use the regiment to contribute to further quantitative comparative analyses - extending the 
application of this quantitative worldview indefinitely.  The mariner’s use of the term 523
Doutrina speaks to the singular universality of its scope but also to the didactic pedagogical 
context within which imperial knowledge was generated and applied at this time. In this 
 Pereira, f. 17r. ll. 1-5, p. 201.522
 Hugh Cagle’s recent award wining work on the construction of knowledge around the tropics also explores 523
the importance of latitude as a comparative framework focusing his analysis on the region between 23.5 de-
grees north and south of the equator, Assembling the Tropics: Science and Medicine in Portugal’s Empire, 1450–
1700 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018).
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way, he offers of a method of incorporation and commensurability that will temper feelings 
of ‘wonderment’ at this time.  524
 This final section of analysis on the tripartite construction of knowledge considers 
how the regionally specific standardisation of universal principles utilised within the nauti-
cal sciences method and construction of the lived reality became, in itself, a practice of self-
fashioning. Beyond the conditioning of the instruments that embodied the theoretical 
knowledge of universal equivalence, the mariners were themselves conditioned to perceive 
the world in a certain, mathematically quantifiable way. The practice was regimented as 
were its practitioners. 
 Joaquim Barradas de Carvalho recognises Pereira’s Orbis as part of a wider body of 
literature concerned with regiment.  María Portuondo has also described the development 525
of the navigation manual as ‘A new literary genre’ which ‘grew out of this climate of debate 
and proved a capable advocate of astronomical navigation’.  In the words of Portuondo, 526
these regiments ‘sought to establish the art of navigation on a theoretical footing consistent 
with established principles of natural philosophy. Authors drew from among the principles 
of the sphere as synthesised by Sacrobosco, the fundamentals of Ptolemaic cartography, and 
in varying measure, from practical nautical experience to produce this very popular 
 Consider Herman Bennett’s refutation of Anthony Pagden’s idea of European wonderment at the African 524
continent, he argues, that wonderment had no place in Portuguese observations in the interest of diplomatic 
knowledge of the area, p. 67. Compare this with the medieval focus on monstrosity depicted in T and O world 
maps that pushed monsters to the edge of territorial boundaries, the Ptolemaic projection collapsed such no-
tions of centre and periphery and brought edges in on themselves, see Monica H. Green, p. 181. Jorge Flores, 
also argues that we should not be deceived by the idea that the emergence of modernity spelled defeat for 
wonder, and that ‘the strange and marvellous’ is conceptually subject to historical contingencies and changing 
status, ‘Distant Wonders: The Strange and the Marvellous between Mughal India and Habsburg Iberia in the 
Early Seventeenth Century’ Comparative Studies in Society and History, 49:3 (2007), pp. 553-581 (p. 554). See 
also Green, ‘Fear and Atlantic History’, p. 39.
 Barradas de Carvalho, 'As Fontes (I)’, p. 362.525
 Portuondo, p. 63.526
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genre’.  The state and the institutions that managed the Carreira da Índia were integral to 527
this process of gathering data, regimentation, and pedagogy. 
 It acted as the laboratory for experimentation based on the priorities of a maritime 
imperial state. There was a negotiation with danger, the need to establish tradable com-
modities, the need to deal with diverse communities and the need to fashion themselves as 
important if not more important than their competitors. Portuondo states that these manu-
als soon became a way of discussing nautical problems - such as the deviation of the com-
pass needle and ‘to formalise the principles of astronomical navigation’.  The blurred 528
boundaries between the ‘modern’ distinction of fields of knowledge are displayed in the 
variety of topics held within this instruction literature. The methods involved in the obser-
vation of the natural world and the close juxtaposition of the proposed ‘objects’ presented 
therein did not fail to affect the perceptions of practitioners as shall be shown in the follow-
ing part of this thesis. Though Portuondo argues that these literary endeavours ‘were hardly 
with the hopes of instructing practicing pilots in the nautical sciences’, it cannot be argued 
that they did not influence the state development of an institutional machinery that would 
come to instruct practicing and future pilots.  529
 Though recent scholarship has questioned the physical reality of the ‘School of 
Sagres,’ in terms of a concrete institutional setting, as Avelino Teixeira de Mota proposed, 
there is nothing to stop historians using the more accurate term, the ‘School of Lagos’ to 
describe, and differentiate, the historical reality that a proliferation of nautical information 
was being exchanged in the south of Portugal as the basis of all exploration of the African 
 Ibid.527
 Ibid, p. 65.528
 Ibid.529
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coast.  This information, though fluid at the main point of contact in Lagos, was also re530 -
gimented by the Armazém da Guiné e Índia. For example, the statute of 1504 suppressing 
information on the lands south of the present-day River Zaire declared that Jorge de Vas-
concellos, the provedor of the Armazém since 1501, be charged with the censorship of car-
tographic materials.  By 1592 and the end of century publication of the regimento do cos531 -
mógrafo-mor, the links between the Armazém and the state organisation of cartographic 
knowledge is clear. By this time the regimento had already undergone two codifications, the 
first in manuscript form.  532
 Henrique Leitão and Antonio Sánchez have linked these developments in the prac-
tices of the Armazém and the Casa to the famous hypothesis of Edgar Zilsel.  They suggest 533
that developments associated with the expansion of the Iberian empires, created the condi-
tions through which barriers between artisan and élite were broken down.  Their key con534 -
tribution is in the provision of ‘historical evidence that [interactions between scholars and 
artisans] occurred not as isolated or local events but as collective processes involving hun-
 See Luís de Albuquerque, Dúvidas e certezas na história dos descobrimentos portugueses, 2 vols. (Lisbon: 530
Vega, 1990–91), Vol. 1, pp. 29–38; Jules Mees, “Henri le navigateur et l’Académie portugaise de Sagres,” Bole-
tim da Sociedade de Geographia de Lisboa 21 (1903): 33 – 51; Jordão Apollinario de Freitas, A vila e fortaleza 
de Sagres nos séculas XV a XVIII (Coimbra: Instituto para a Alta Cultura, 1938); and W. G. L. Randles, “The 
Alleged Nautical School Founded in the Fifteenth Century at Sagres by Prince Henry of Portugal, Called the 
‘Navigator,’” Imago Mundi 45 (1993): 20–28; A. Teixeira da Mota, “A ‘Escola de Sagres,’” in Sagres, a escola e 
os navios, ed. Roger Chapelet et al. (Lisbon: Edições Culturais de Ma- rinha, 1984), 9–29; Alegria et al, ‘Por-
tuguese Cartography’, p. 1003.
 Ibid, p. 1004.531
 Ibid, p. 1004. Se also Alegria et al, for their view that this regimento could have been based on an earlier 532
version from 1559, Ibid, p. 1004.
 Henrique Leitão, Antonio Sánchez, ‘Zilsel’s Thesis, Maritime Culture, and Iberian Science in Early Modern 533
Europe’ Journal of the History of Ideas, Volume 78, Number 2 (2017), pp. 191-210.
 Haddad, argues that cosmographers were guaranteed their positions at court in order to present to their 534
sovereigns ‘an image of the world and their dominions which could be instrumental to dominion and sover-
eignty’, p. 143.
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dreds or thousands of people for at least several decades’.  Their work suggests not only 535
that there was a state pedagogic effort manifested by the interaction between pilots, navi-
gators and cosmographers but also that the commercial community that supported such in-
dustries through the artisanal creation of instruments and charts, adapted to the changing 
demands of the navigational practice, more akin to those of a liberal art, and thus spread-
ing élite doctrines even further. 
 The earlier work of Reijer Hooykaas seems to agree with them with regard to the 
role of humanism in the teaching of early modern Portuguese theoretical science. He ar-
gues, that Portuguese thinkers such as Damião de Góis and Luís de Camões were aware of 
their debts to the ancients, yet lauded their own advances in learning. He suggests that the 
Portuguese recognised in fields like ‘logic, rhetoric and mathematics, [which] are products 
of the inner-most of the human mind, the Ancients could be our teachers, but that in those 
disciplines which are based on accumulation of experience of the outer world throughout 
the ages, we have the advantage of our predecessors’.  Leitão and Sánchez, suggest that 536
these concerns were so important to the imperial state that, their development was gov-
erned by a ‘an ample and comprehensive legislative effort and, perhaps even more impor-
tant, by the creation of specific institutions’ and posts that bridged ‘the social distance be-
tween artisans and scholars’.   537
 For example, the cosmographer in early modern Portugal held a different character 
to that of his European namesakes. He was expected to ‘interact with practical seamen and 
cartographers. He had to teach and examine pilots, cartographers, and instrument makers 
 Ibid, p. 197. Cf. with the view of Haddad who suggests João Baptista Lavanha’s, Regimento Navtico 535
(1595),was designed to repair the inaccuracies within nautical knowledge ‘de pouches pesos conhecidos à 
época’, p. 130.
 Hooykaas, Manueline Style, p. 14.536
 Ibid, p. 202; 203.537
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and certify the quality of their maps and instruments’.  The social communities within 538
which he worked were varied both geographically and socially yet the nautical discourse 
remained consistent: ‘the royal court, the university, the artisan’s workshop, the cartogra-
pher’s home, the harbour, and the shipbuilding yard’.  This movement, Leitão and 539
Sánchez argue, identifies ‘a new and well-defined social group that took shape in sixteenth-
century Iberia, a social group that played a crucial role in maritime activities and in the in-
terchanges between scholars and artisans’.  Their ability to manoeuvre within the social 540
hierarchies of early modern Portugal is indicative of the mariners’ navigation of Oceanic 
space. Each fixed with absolute cultural and spatial values flexible enough to incorporate 
novelty and rigid enough to present difference. 
 Yet, at the same time, these cosmographers were attempting to reduce fluidity and 
reify methods in search of absolute and universal truth. Leitão and Sánchez point to ‘[t]he 
widespread use of the vernacular in technical and scientific matters’ as a ‘national impera-
tive, needed to provide scientific and technical knowledge to groups of men who had not 
benefitted from university education’, but they ignore the intellectual coloniality within this 
form of normative state practice.  They point to a wide body of literature created along 541
the lines of instruction manuals, that ‘enjoyed remarkable success and were greatly influen-
tial in Iberia and throughout Europe, having been translated into different languages’ but 
they ignore the ideological context in which they were created.  Specifically at the colo542 -
nial frontier as modelled by élite practitioners such as Pereira and João de Castro. In this 
 Leitão and Sánchez, ‘Zilsel’s Thesis’, p. 204.538
 Ibid.539
 Ibid.540
 Ibid, p. 205. Alexander Wilson also contrasts the printing experience of Portugal, Spain, and England with 541
that in France, Italy and Germany, where Latin print dominated, to suggest that the majority of Latin print 
was imported to Iberia due to the vibrancy of the vernacular print culture there, p. xviii.
 Ibid, p. 206.542
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context, it is difficult to separate the priorities of a burgeoning commercial empire from the 
knowledge being created at its cutting edge.  
 By ignoring the vernacular roteiros in this study, they neglect the impact of a large 
swathe of influence and direct interaction between mariner, cosmographer, and this new 
class of social actor.  Though they acknowledge the ‘pragmatic goals’ of the instruction 543
manuals, ‘to instruct and perfect seamen, pilots,  and other seafaring personnel’ they ignore 
the effect that may have had on the personnel themselves. As we shall see in the following 
section, this was to some degree, part of a wider civilising process that sought to create bi-
naries of ‘the established and the outsiders’ inherent in European Renaissance culture, par-
ticularly in the confrontation with diversity and the uncertainty surrounding novel and 
mixed religious and human categories’.  544
 Sánchez, similarly ignores the roteiros in his own article on the Regimentos do Cos-
mógrafo-Mor which he argues ‘articulate a strategy by the Portuguese Crown to ensure a 
reduction in the uncertainty generated by the flow of novelties, especially those concerning 
the training of pilots and the revision of nautical charts’.  If we want to consider this a 545
vestige of the Joanine textual and visual order, well into the reign of Sebastian, we must 
 Leitão has clearly sought to rectify this neglect through the creation of a European Research Council 543
project solely based on the Roteiros which he calls Project RUTTER - Making the Earth Global: Early Modern 
Nautical Rutters and the Construction of a Global Concept of the Earth.
 See N. J. Elias and L. Scotson The Established and the Outsiders. A Sociological Enquiry into  544
Community Problems (Sage Publications, 1994). Elias’ most famous of these binaries is based on civility: ‘The 
concept of civilite acquired its meaning for Western society at a time when chivalrous society and the unity of 
the Catholic church were disintegrating. It is the incarnation of a society which, as a specific stage in the for-
mation of Western manners or 'civilization,' was no less important than the feudal society before it. The con-
cept of civilite, too, is an expression and symbol of a social formation embracing the most diverse nationali-
ties, in which, as in the Church, a common language is spoken, first Italian and then increasingly French. 
These languages take over the function earlier performed by Latin. They manifest the unity of Europe and at 
the same time the new social formation which forms its backbone, court society’, in The Civilizing Process 
[1968, in German](Urizen Books, 1978, in English) vol. 1, p. 53. See also João Baptiste Lavanha’s continued 
concern with the ‘customary' practices of the navigational artes, and his efforts to ‘aplique cõ gosto meus studos 
ao seruiço desta vossa Arte’, Regimento Navtico (Simão Lopez: Lisboa, 1595), p. 5.
 Sánchez, ‘Science by Regimento’, p. 136.545
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also consider the pedagogical and didactic style and rhetoric within Pereira’s Orbis, Fernan-
des’ Repertorio, Castro’s three roteiros and Nunes’ earlier work on the nautical arts as part of 
a longer-term effort to standardise the practice of knowledge creation in the reduction of 
uncertainty and the familiarisation of marvel and wonder.  If, as Sánchez argues, the 546
‘global feature of the Regimento was one of its distinguishing characteristics’, we must also 
look to Pereira’s, tables of heights, latitude charts, Nunes’s creation and Castro’s testing of 
instruments of measurement, and even earlier at the beginnings of these efforts to create a 
universal science of order.  547
 The eleventh chapter of the Regimento 'describes the details of the mathematical 
lessons given by the Chief Cosmographer, as one of his responsibilities’ which Sánchez de-
scribes as a ‘rigorous program of nautical training based on mathematical knowledge’.  548
The Chief Cosmographer, in this way acted the role of a little King, mediating between the 
regent and the artisans useful in achieving his goals. Not only was he in charge of the intel-
lectual control of the globe’s space but also the intellectual control of each individual that 
made the perspective of global space possible in the first place, ‘the elements that composed 
the machinery of overseas expansion’.  By incorporating the earlier mariners’ roteiros and 549
the instruction literature of the turn of the century, as examples of an embryonic effort to-
wards standardisation and control based on the practicalities of the early modern nautical 
art and Portuguese imperial priorities, this thesis has sought to present the development of 
an imperial mechanism that enabled long-distance control as a well-defined imperial re-
 Barradas de Carvalho argues that though, ‘a contribuição de Duarte Pacheco Pereira marca progressos tão 546
consideráveis que o mais provável é que êle tenha feito obra original, o que não exclui a existência de uma 
tradição anterior de que os Regimentos’, p. 362. See also Johnson, p. 4 for Fernandes’ connection with wider 
European networks, particularly Conrad Peutinger, as a Welser factor and for the effect of knowledge net-
works on the  
 Ibid, p. 139.548
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sponse to the issues with which it was confronted from at least the turn of the sixteenth 
century. 
 Sánchez’s most insightful argument is that, ‘Long-distance control was […] achieved 
through systematic use of mathematical knowledge’.  The Lição de Matemática as the old550 -
est nautical teaching programme, lasted eight months and involved a daily lecture, an hour 
long.  It taught basic navigational astronomy ‘such as the function of the circles in the 551
sphere, the rules of the assessment of tides, the drawing and use of a nautical chart, the 
construction of the nautical astrolabe for measurements of the sun and the utilisation of the 
cross-staff and the quadrant for use at night, the use of the regiment to determine the Pole 
star’s height, and the determination of the variations of the nautical needle’.  Once again, 552
each of these concerns are readily accessible in the authors analysed above, their explana-
tions openly didactic or pedagogical. Even those at the very pinnacle of the imperial hierar-
chy were instructed in these arts. In Nunes’ dedication to his work on the Twilight, he situ-
ates the nautical and astronomical knowledge specifically within the imperial project. He 
lauds his royal pupils’ abilities both intellectual and military, a juxtaposition that recalls the 
efforts of Pereira and Castro, in exacting the goals of the imperial state: 
Eum tu rex umanissime decem abhinc annis, mathematicis scientiis instituendum a me curasti. 
Didicit ille diligentissime breuique tempore, Arithmetica et Geometrica Euclidis elementa, 
Sphaerae tractatum, Theoricas planetarum, partem magnae astrorum compositionis Ptolemaei, 
Aristotelis mechanica, Cosmographica omnia, Priscorum quorundam instrumentorum usum, et 
nonnullorum etiam quae ego ad nauigandi artem excogitaueram.  553
 Ibid, p. 153.550
 Ibid.551
 Ibid.552
 Nunes, ‘Crepusculis’ in Pedro Nunes: Obras, Vol. II (Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian, 2003), p. 5. Trans. au553 -
thor [‘It has been ten years since you, most liberal King [João III], ordered me to teach him [Infante D. Hen-
rique] the mathematical sciences. With much zeal and in little time he learnt the Elements of Arithmetic and 
Geometry of Euclid, the Treatise of the Sphere, the Theories of the Planets, part of the Great Composition of 
Stars, of Ptolemy, the Mechanics of Aristotle, all of the Cosmography, and the practice of some ancient instru-
ments and of others still that I had invented for the art of navigation’].
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The imperial expansion is ever present in Nunes' cosmographical theory. He states, ‘Quae-
siuit autem diebus superioribus de Crepusculorum longitudine in diuersis climatis’.  Climes 554
bring all things into relation and Nunes reports: ‘libuit rem hanc per mathematicae artis cer-
tissima euidentissimaque principia, enodatius explicare’.  Every part of the globe touched by 555
the hand of the empire may have differences that can be brought into relation through uni-
versal regiment. The length of the twilight is but one example. It is only in teaching these 
considerations, that a global perspective can be spread beyond the ivory towers of the cos-
mographers and into the ‘lower echelons’; of society. With this pedagogical project, mathe-
matical ways of conceptualising the phenomena of the globe were spread to the pilots be-
yond the polished and noble court audiences in the interests of an imperial ideology. 
 From the turn of the century, Duarte Pacheco Pereira was already thinking about the 
need to educate mariners in certain arts:  
Pois teemos prometido que nesta nosa obra trate- 
mos da marinharia e cousas do mar ha Rasam e fun- 
damento della nos obrigua comprir com nossa 
promessa e porque as cousas da estcolomia som 
asy fundadas que para este caso podem muito  
aproueitar nos pareçeo bem escreuer aqui em quan- 
tos graaos se alguns luguares de nos sabidos ha- 
partam em ladeza da linha equinosial pera  
ho pollo artico ou antártico e porquanto he ne- 
cessario darmos a entender ao Indoto vulguo 
ho modo destes graaos donde se deue contar ha  
ladeza e longura do orbe e principalmente 
aos marinheiros os quaees por causa de sua nave- 
gaçam dentro desta maritima e orbicular supra- 
ficia podem reseber muita utilidade se isto 
quiserem aprender pois costumam naueguar  
por longua distancia muitas prouincias e terras.  556
 Ibid, p. 5. ‘In the last days I have had curiosity to know the extension of twilights in different climes’. 554
 Ibid, p. 6. ‘I was seduced by the intent to explain clearly this subject by the most certain principles and evi555 -
dences of mathematics’.
 Pereira, Esmeraldo, f. 13r. ll. 1-22, pp. 191-192.556
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Part of Pereira’s promise, he states, was to teach to the Indoto vulguo, the mode of finding 
latitude, principally to the mariners who will receive much utility if they learn it, accus-
tomed as they are to navigating long distances, many provinces and lands. The method, 
then, is designed to teach mariners how to rationalise the sheer scale of space, and multi-
tude of places that the surface of the globe has to offer.  This text promised to treat of the 557
mariners’ art. It also promised to spread the understanding of the mariners’ art to the vul-
gate. This art helps the mariners to know where they are in terms of latitude and reflects a 
shift from the ‘pontos de fantasia’ of the itinerary map and accompanying portolans, suited 
to navigation in the Mediterranean, to the latitude chart with its ‘set points’ of latitude re-
quired in the ‘Volta do Mar Largo’.   558
 The didactic tenet of this section places this text within institutional efforts to close 
the attainment gap between the lettered and the vulgar - particularly where it is of such 
obvious practical value as in the case of teaching mariners standard techniques for the car-
tographic benefit of the realm - a cause taken up strongly by João de Castro later in the 
mid-century, and one based on the unifying principle within Nunes’ corpus: ‘Praestaret 
tamen al locorum situs cognoscendos, arte quadam, ac methodo, navigare’.  559
 Following on from João de Castro’s ranging prologue that demonstrated the belli-
cose, commercial and political motivations of his work the pedagogic aspect must also be 
considered in terms of its capacity to ‘fashion’ the individual. Not only was Castro attempt-
ing to subjugate his observed reality to the dictates of his regimented universal equivalent 
of latitude, but he also demanded, that others follow his examples - albeit in their best in-
 For a definition of the difference between space and place see Timothy Morton, …[insert reference]557
 For a discussion of this shift see Gaspar, 2013, p. 68.558
 Nunes, p. 25. Trans. Gaspar [‘To know the positions of the locations, it will be preferable to navigate with a 559
certain art and method’].
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terests - and his rules, in the ongoing gathering-in or observation of these regions. These 
mariners were to pick up these normative ideas first offered by Pereira and self-fashion 
themselves according to the imperial cartographic priorities of the sate. Their practical nav-
igation was to be conditioned not only by the requirements centred on their (cargoes’) wel-
fare, but also on the mimetic accounts of their experience based on a political prerogative 
to know where ships had been in relation to the Tordesilhas line.  
 Castro laments the guarded nature of the mariners’ in terms of their knowledge. He 
defines the era as one that has surpassed all competitors, ancient and contemporary, yet 
there is a sickness within the development of that knowledge: 
E nesta arte conhecidamente os vencemos, e leuamos ventagem, em a qual nam soomente nos 
mostramos ingratos a nossos maiores, e preceptores; mas cruees a nos mesmos, e imigos ao 
humano genero: e nas ou-tras todas sem nenhum pejo somos vencidos. Esta doença, bem que 
seja geral a todos, os que viuem; todavia, a meu parecer, nos nauegantes e homens do mar jaz 
mais arreigada, e irremediavel, os quaes em nenhuma cousa lhe sabemos curiosidade, senam 
em esconder o que sabem.  560
The mariners shun new knowledge. Nautical practice remains locked within them, uncuri-
ous to change and intellectual and practical developments. With the efforts of Castro, Nu-
nes, and Pereira’s pedagogical example, we can view the development of the post of Cosmó-
grafo-Mor as part of a more sustained drive to gather knowledge and regiment practice ac-
cording to the classical principles of ancient orders of knowledge. This regiment, as Castro 
describes, would bring together all of the particularities of practice that each sailor consi-
ders to be of their own invention, even, he reports satirically, the instruments of navigation: 
E o que pior he, que lhes parece pôrem autoridade a sua sciencia, se a nam ensinam. Ora pois, 
por que cousa desta vida confessarám aprenderem? nem terem aprendido? nem poderem 
aprender? Os estromentos, com que se seruem em suas navegaçoens, como sam Strollabios, 
Quadrantes, Balhestilhas, Agulhas, Rellogios, Cartas, Pomas, Tauoas, pera saberem o lugar do 
sol, e a declinação daquelle dia a cantidade das legoas, que responde hum gráu per cada huum 
das rumos; Todas estas cousas, nam tam somente se contentão dizerem, serem os homens do 
 Castro, Goa a Suez, pp. 181-182.560
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mar os inuentores; mas cada huum delles crê de sy, e pello menos quer dar a entender, ser o 
proprio, que as inuentou.  561
Derisively, Castro refers to the knowledge of the ancients upon which the theoretical ele-
ments of his practice is based. The reference to the invention of instruments of navigation 
and the embodiment of the knowledge of the ancients within the mariners who boast of 
their creation, is absolutely key to this thesis. Teaching mariners how to make observations 
of reality through the prism of an artefact, an instrumental frame, designed to achieve a 
certain purpose, can obfuscate or fetishise  the complexity of principles and calculations 562
involved in the autopic practice, such as that of finding longitude, into a normative quotidi-
an procedure  in the same manner that the mariners already do: 
E isto com huma soberba, e presunção, como se nelles stevesse encerrada a Strologia de Iparco, 
a Mecanica tam habundosa de Archimedes, a Cosmographia de Tholomeo, a Geometria de Euc-
lides, o engenho, e habilidade de Aristotiles, a viua, e natural inclinaçam de Plino, de experi-
mentar os effeitos da natureza.  563
However, there is also an emotive dimension to Castro’s pedagogical effort. Mariners are 
dying needlessly, through ignorance and the plethora of methods that mariners find to ne-
gotiate with the problems of seafaring.  
Antes em este lugar negociam modos de os apaziguar, e busã muitas rezones pera lhes absolu-
erem o naufragio, atribuindo suas culpas, e males a fortuna, como que o mundo seria perdido, 
se nelle nam ouuesse Pillotos.   564
 Ibid, p. 182.561
 Building on three decades of constructivist thought on the rigour of ‘sciences’, Keith Tribe puts the con562 -
tinual reconstruction of scientific certainties very succinctly, reminding us to ‘bear in mind that all genuine 
scientific knowledge is flux, committed to the discarding of present certainty and its replacement by new cer-
tainties’, The Economy of the Word: Language, History, and Economics (Oxford University Press: Oxford, 2015), 
p. 88; see also Golinski, p. 4.
 Ibid.563
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Castro’s (and Nunes’) methods, following the views of Pereira at the turn of the century are 
designed to help the mariners negotiate with the discrepancies of the ponto de fantasia, and 
more particularly in Castro’s third roteiro, the ignorance of the land and seas of the Syno 
Arabico or the Red Sea: 
Ora avendo eu respeito a todas estas cousas, ó inuictissimo principe, achando me na conquista, 
e descobrimento dos Bosforanos, e gentes, que moram as prayas tam estendidas do Syno Ar-
abico, chamado per outro nome Mar vermelho: Determinei escrever qual seja o sitio desta 
terra, os caminhos, e rodeos, que fazem as costas, e leuaçam do Pollo, que tem as cidades, e 
portos; e com isto, o caminho de cada dia. Tendo por certo, nenhuma outra cousa estar mais 
escura, e embaraçada nos entendimentos dos homens, e scripturas dos antigos, que a Cosmo-
graphia deste mar, e terra.  565
Though the methodology in this section portrays the hybridity of established and new navi-
gational approaches, juxtaposed against the previous quotation, it is dressed as a lament 
that science is not being developed. Despite the obvious victories it portrays, the pride and 
presumption of men who could learn, are restricted from it by their attitude, and therefore 
the didacticism of his method is imposing in its attempt to break their intellectual 
parochialism. 
 All of the sources discussed above and below present themselves in some way as 
teaching manuals. The Grammar, Roteiro, Treatise, Regiment, all in some way offer a ped-
agogical concept of regiment: appropriate language, appropriate instrument, appropriate 
pronunciation, appropriate method - propriety in this sense is an attempt at standardisa-
tion. Contributory to this effort, Pedro Nunes, describes the importance of teaching and 
learning in accessible ways, such as in the use of vernacular, contrary to the practice among 
the learned: ‘se não que os letrados quiserão encarecer isto por lhes parecer que desta sorte 
acrecentavão mais em sua autoridade’.  Such obfuscation is foreshadowed in Oliveira’s 566
 Castro, Goa a Suez, pp. 181-183.565
 Nunes, ‘Tratado’, p. 5.566
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comments on the primary objective of language to be clear. In response to the letrados in 
his grammar, who he argues could be, ‘dizendo todos hũa mesma cousa, não s’entendem antre 
si’, Oliveira attempts to generate understanding on common issues by standardising the in-
strument of communication.  Similarly, Nunes is attempting to make scientific knowledge 567
more general because, he believes ‘ho bem quanto mais comũ e universal: tanto he mays ex-
celente’.  Not only this, part of his standardisation involves purification of truth through 568
the eradication of inaccuracy. He is also trying to educate mariners in the art of which they 
are so well practiced though sometimes confused: 
não entendem os nauegantes que todalas linhas direitas que esteem na carta sam cortaduras 
dos círculos mayores e orizõtes. e indo sempre em hũa rota: inclinando ao lugar do horizonte 
pera onde vão: he impossiuel que vão pelas tais linhas dereitas: e elles fazem sua cõta per ellas 
como se per ellas fossem; os mareantes aporfiam assi ho que nam sabem como o que sabem.  569
  
 What is striking is that so many of the sources referenced within the corpus of naut-
ical literature are heavily used in Oliveira’s Grammatica da lingua portuguesa (1536). These 
classical authors also feature frequently in Oliveira’s manuscript Ars Nautica (c. 1570).  It 570
is this disciplinary interaction within Oliveira’s list of references that offers an insight into 
the manner in which he chooses to systematise nautical knowledge and the models he 
chooses to apply. This combination of humanist study and practical experience defines the 
practice of other thinkers in this thesis and leads to fruitful comparisons with Pedro Nunes’s 
humanist and theoretical thought that combined with the practical experience of his net-
 Oliveira, Gramática, p. 53.567
 Nunes, ‘Tratado’, p. 5.568
 Nunes, ‘Certas duuidas’, pp. 112-113; 'Em defensam’, p. 133.569
 Oliveira’s named sources and the frequency of their citation: Pliny (59), Vitruvius (17), Vergil (13), Aris570 -
totle (9), Columella (9), Ptolemy (8), Cicero (6), Varro (6), Vegetius (5), Cato (4), Psalmo (4), Euclid (3), 
Dionysius (3), Aulus Gellius (3), Seneca (2), Strabo (2), Catallus (2), Genesis (2), Luke (2), Vitrianus (2), 
Palladi (2), Tibullus (1), Sacrobosco (1), Pomp Mela (1), Manilius (1), Apocalypsis (1), Theodosius (1), Mat-
thew (1), Diodorus (1), Ecclesiastici (1), Festus Pompeius (1), Homer (1), Minerva (1), Neptune (1), Bullens 
(1), John (1), Jacob (1), Acts (1), Apostles (1), Quintilian (1).
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work of mariners, including D. João de Castro. To read humanist methodologies of gather-
ing-in information within the nascent ‘scientific’ practice is key to the overall premise of this 
PhD thesis: that subjective forms of knowing reality were welded to an emerging reliance 
on a perceived objectivity within empirical methods and the abstract knowledge based on 
sets of local and regional principles, imagined as universal standards of existence.  Fol571 -
lowing Zoltán Biedermann, it is the suggestion of this thesis that the subjectivity of habitual 
knowledge within humanist undertakings actually pervaded the empirical interrogation of 
the lived reality and conditioned the initial perceptions and subsequent accounts of ‘sci-
entific' knowledge. It is this aspect of the science of order that makes the tripartite construc-
tion of knowledge something of a feedback loop, with established knowledge standing to 
condition the creation of new knowledge until there is a paradigmatic shift or challenge.  572
 Once the regimented knowledge has been taught, that regiment conditions percep-
tions of observed data according to the principles created in the organising stage. Ironically 
for Castro this arrogance was unproblematic. For his part, he lauds these developments in 
his third Roteiro: 
nesta arte de cosmografia em que ao presente ando emburulhado, tendo sabido que por 
imuensõis de nouos istrumentos não se podia ja achar cousa alguma que em presensa de V.A. 
parecese noua, e assy vendo o pouco proueito que se tira dos argumentos sutis foriados contra 
os tristes pilotos e marinheiros, me fis noutra uolta, e propus em minha uontade de ocupar o 
pensamento em partes de que os imperitos nauegantes pudessem tirar algum fruto.  573
 See Zoltán Biedermann on the development of a universal ethnographic order that combined humanist 571
organising principles with experiential data gathered at the imperial periphery within a new global perspec-
tive of longitude and latitude that was systematised by thinkers like João de Barros at the centre, ‘Nós 
primórdios da antropologia’, p. 51, and more recently how this ethnographic ordering evidences a wider 
Joaninian textual order that was the basis of the construction of an early modern Portuguese imperial identity, 
in his ‘Imperial Reflections’.
 This is not to appeal unthinkingly to Thomas Kuhn’s The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, 50th An572 -
niversary Edition (University of Chicago Press, 2012), rather it seeks a more nuanced, less dramatic notion of 
constant revision. Yet within these early modern discourses, the method had to be ‘guarded’ or maintained in 
order to be useful.
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He wants the labour involved in the creation of his knowledge to return ‘fruit' not to the sad 
mariners but to the navigators of the emperor. He uses the term imperitos in an allusion to 
imperial Rome, distinguishing the mariners of the merchant classes spreading within idio-
syncratic trade networks, with mariners well-governed by imperial philosophy. This process 
of knowledge creation is to be revered and sought after, offered to others in the interests of 
their wellbeing. The rhetoric is industrious and material, the intellectual arguments are 
foriados, like the instruments Nunes himself invents. Cosmography is a weighty discipline 
that requires grappling with, embroiled as he was with his subject, he makes the prospects 
of this labour accessible to the imperial king. 
 Again reflecting the thought of Pereira, Castro’s geographical descriptions bring or-
der to the diversity and abundance of space within the Carreira da Índia: ‘esta obra leue 
hordem e fundamento e ha costa mais seguramente se possa nauegar e o mesmo as con-
hesansas das terras e asy honde estam as baixas que para isto he muito necessario saberse’.  574
Echoing Oliveira's model for grammar, the order Castro describes is reflected in his choice 
of language. Castro, makes it clear that he is well-versed in romantic and sophisticated lan-
guage by recognising its lack within his own work which, ‘falta de feitos heroycos e he falta 
de materias nobres e illustres, mas ainda de vocabulos conhecidos e termos husados antre 
cortesãos e gente polida’.  This rhetorical ploy is made clear when he follows this with an 575
almost defensive stance in his declaration that, ‘não escrevo este livro pera se ler a damas e a 
 Pereira, Esmeraldo, f. 5r. ll. 16-20, p. 177.574
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galantes, e se aproveitarem delle nas côrtes e paços Reaes, mas os de Leça e Matosinhos’.  576
Romantic and polished language full of allegory and device, perhaps, would not be the 
most appropriate medium for conveying knowledge to these ‘outsider’ classes. However, the 
rational material is not beyond them, they just have no need for the finer things of courtly 
life. The very fact that Castro feels the need to defend this work from the aesthetic criticism 
of the effete is a clear indicator that such material was consumed at court, offering further 
support to the argument of Sánchez and Leitão discussed above. 
 This class-based commentary, like that of Pereira, is reflected in Oliveira’s depiction 
of the humble villager lacking in reason. It is also shown in Nunes’ conceptualisation of a 
vulgate in need of cosmographical and mathematical knowledge but lacking the Latin let-
ters required to obtain it. Castro’s, like Pereira’s, Oliveira’s, and Nunes’ works, are designed 
for those that require education, and are therefore stylistically ‘consigned’ to their appropri-
ate space and the hands that frequent that place. This knowledge is for the poorly educated, 
un-regimented, uncivilised, ‘marinheiros Rusticos’.  In teaching the low-born mariner the 577
higher arts of mathematics, the spread of universal conceptions of the world became more 
pervasive. The mixture of the stases of historical assumption and stereotype became mixed 
with the ‘technoscience’ designed to view and condition perceptions of the lived reality. The 
Portuguese imperial state was extending its universal conceptualisations far beyond the él-
ite circles to which such thought had been previously restrained. Leaving the lofty concerns 
of the cosmographer cartographer to the learned élite, Castro dedicates his work to the 
 Castro, Roteiro de Lisboa, p. 124. Matosinhos and Leça are the mariners’ quarters that flank the harbour of 576
Oporto and were as known for the industrial and technical specificity associated to maritime ventures and arts 
as the mariners’ quarter of Lisbon, Cata-que-Farás, for more on the economic specialisation of maritime com-
munities see Amélia Polónia, ‘Dinâmicas sociais em sociedades marítimas. Portugal. Época moderna espe-
cificidade ou “Globalização”?’ Comunicação apresentada no âmbito do Projecto Hisportos (POCTI/36417/
HAR/2000).
 Castro, Roteiro de Lisboa, p. 124.577
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education of the mariner. In this way the subject as much as the intended audience is inter-
polated into the project of regimentation. 
 Because the new maritime priorities involved venturing beyond line-of-sight naviga-
tion, the imaginative capacity took on a new-found importance. The novelty of this type of 
practice was not lost on the practitioners of the day. Some of the Portuguese mariners 
clearly were not enamoured by the new art.  Thus, a more altruistic, paternalistic and 578
centralised approach was required to teach the art to the less-educated of the mariners’ fra-
ternity. Pedro Nunes said of his work, ‘o objectivo da obra é desculpar a carta das culpas e er-
ros: de que todos geralmente a acusam: e nam as ygnorancias: perfias: e contumacias dos 
mareantes'.  His endeavour to spread the truth of Portuguese knowledge to ‘other men’ in 579
his Latin translation was advertised in the following way: 
Haec igitur cur ita fierent, sciscitabatur a nobis, causus tunc illi tradidimus coram ut potuimus, 
scriptis deinde mandauimus annis ab hinc triginta, commentario uno edito de ea re Lusitano 
sermone, quem denique hoc tempore, ut non solum a Lusitanis, sed etiam ab aliis hominibus 
legi, atque intelligi possit, in Latinum uertere uoluimus.  580
 The spread of this instrumental knowledge using the lingua franca of the era, a lin-
guistic universal equivalent, is key, especially when considering the axiom on language as a 
medium for sciencia from his treatise on the sphere which he conducted in his mother 
tongue in order to open his knowledge to an audience beyond os letrados. Teaching them 
how to navigate ‘properly’ allows the imperial state greater knowledge and control of geo-
graphical space, but also greater knowledge and control of its subjects through pedagogical 
practices. The self-fashioning of the imperial state in terms of the knowledge of its territo-
 Gaspar, ‘Pedro Nunes a carta de marear’, p. 552, n. 1.578
 Nunes, ‘Em Defensam’, p. 127.579
 Trans. Gaspar [‘Later - we have passed already 30 years -, we wrote a piece, in a commentary published 580
about this matter in the Portuguese language, that, finally, we have decided now to translate into Latin, so 
that it can be read and understood not only by the Portuguese, but also by other men’].
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ries through cartography, its peoples through ‘ethnography’, and its natural resources 
through natural history, is directly related to the self-fashioning of its mariners who must be 
working in common, fashioned by a common methodology in order to eliminate errors cre-
ated by cartographic, and navigational inconsistencies. The institutionalisation of represen-
tative, mimetic practices is indicative of a wider effort to understand and control through 
the perceived certainties of universal sciences of order. 
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Part 2: Grammatical knowledge 
Introduction 
Destarte o Malabar, destarte o Luso,  
Caminham lá pera onde o Rei o espera;  
Os outros Portugueses vão ao uso  
Que infantaria segue, esquadra fera.  
O povo que concorre vai confuso  
De ver a gente estranha, e bem quisera  
Perguntar; mas, no tempo já passado,  
Na Torre de Babel lhe foi vedado. 
O Gama e o Catual iam falando  
Nas cousas que lhe o tempo oferecia;  
Monçaide, entr'eles, vai interpretando  
As palavras que de ambos entendia. 
Luís Vaz de Camões, Os Lusíadas, Book 7 
 If the above passage from Camões’ famous song neglects to incorporate the instances 
of violence of the Portuguese presence on the Malabar Coast, it certainly highlights the ne-
gotiating practices that were also a necessary feature of imperial action there.  People at 581
points of intercultural encounter communicated, ‘even when they knew it might not be per-
fect’.  This section aims to engage with the debate surrounding the hegemony of a 582
‘Lusophone Atlantic’.  Given the evidence of the uneven development of Portuguese 583
speaking indigenous communities in Africa, Toby Green and Jose Lingna Nafafe suggest 
that from the initial stages of expansion until the 19th century, Portuguese as an imperial 
language did ‘not hold a position of power’.  Despite the efforts of seventeenth-century 584
 Biedermann, (Dis)connected Empires, pp. 45-46; See also Panikkar, on the unsettling presence of the Por581 -
tuguese who exploited the jealousies and tensions created by the two centuries rise of Zamorin power amid a 
system largely predicated on flourishing trade, multiculturalism, and absolute religious toleration, pp. 24-25; 
32-42.
 Biedermann, (Dis)connected Empires, p. 17.582
 Toby Green and Jose Lingna Nafafe suggest a more appropriate term might be ‘Lusotopian Atlantic’ in ‘Lu583 -
sotopian or Lusophone Atlantics? The Relevance of Transnational African Diasporas to the Question of Lan-
guage and Culture’ in Hilary Owen and Claire Williams (eds.) Transnational Portuguese Studies (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, forthcoming 2020).
 Ibid, p. 11. 584
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Portuguese actors to create a Lusophone ideal after the restoration from Spain, there is no 
coherent attempt at ‘silencing other emergent resistance voices in the Atlantic’.  In fact, 585
they point to the influence of African culture within Portuguese theatre through writers 
such as Gil Vicente.  The evidence within the vernacular scientific project of early- mid-586
century Portugal suggests that there was a concern with this admixture of national lan-
guages and cultures. This was manifested in a conflict between the Iberian languages but 
also in terms of an imperial confrontation and negotiation with global differences.  The 587
very fact that Fernão de Oliveira and João de Barros were advocating for the teaching of 
Portuguese in Guinea, Brasil, and India, suggests that the 125 year Portuguese presence 
across these regions cannot be characterised by the universal imposition of a lusófone cul-
ture.  However, that does not preclude attempts to create and impose one. 588
 As we shall see, Fernão de Oliveira’s work displays within it a clear appeal to the 
rhetoric of the nautical art of latitude. His work demonstrates not only this modern concern 
with empiricism and knowledge of the world, rather it utilises a hybrid relationship to older 
discourses of authority such as classical thought and contemporary views on genealogy and 
 Ibid, p. 3.585
 Ibid, p. 7; See Lipski, John M. “A historical Perspective of Afro-Portuguese and Afro-Spanish Varieties in the 586
Iberia Peninsula”, in Patrícia Amaral, Ana Maria Carvalho, (eds.), Portuguese-Spanish Interfaces: Diachrony, 
Synchrony, and Contact, Issues in Hispanic and Lusophone Linguistics 1, Chapel Hill, University of Arizona: John 
Benjamins Publishing Company, 2014, l pp. 360-370; See also Xavier and Županova, Catholic Orientalism, p. 
208; and Black Africans in Renaissance Europe, Thomas F. Earle, Kate J. P. Lowe (eds.) (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2005).
 Ref. religious interactions between Iberian linguistic communities from the end of the fifteenth century. 587
Arabic ban.
 Cf. Mignolo, 588
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lineage that were rife in Medieval and Early Modern Spain.  Each science of order, that of 589
latitude and of ancestral descent, speaks to the creation of ‘a system of elements’ those sets 
of discrete values relative to a principal starting point.  Both orders were interpolated to 590
stabilise his quantitative and mechanical interpretation of and approach to language. From 
the outset, he suggests, his grammar is an annotation on the Portuguese tongue as it exists: 
‘ca esta arte de grammatica em todas as suas partes e muito mais nesta da analogia é res-
guardo e anotação desse costume e uso’.  In this sense he is merely gathering the data on its 591
use and documenting it. He distances himself from any influence in the regimenting process 
by suggesting that it is the tongue which creates the rules of language and that its nature 
must be obeyed: ‘As quaes, porque assi são mais gerais e compreendem mais, chamamos-lhe 
naturaes; e de feito parecem ser mais proprias e consoantes à natureza da lingua, pois lhe a 
ella mais obedecem’.  On account of this materiality, its use is more natural and therefore 592
more general and as a result more understood. This reflection is a fundamental idea within 
the work of the thinkers considered in this thesis. As we have seen, the commonality of 
natural knowledge is central to Nunes’ translation of Sacrobosco’s Sphere.  What follows 593
 Mercedes Garcia-Arenal, ‘Creating Conversos: Genealogy and Identity as Historiographical Problems (after 589
a recent book by Ángel Alcalá)’, Bulletin for Spanish and Portuguese Historical Studies, 38:1 (2013), pp. 1-19; 
1, speaks of a genealogical obsession that gripped Spain from the bloody persecutions of Ferrant Martínez in 
1391 that began a tradition of religious violence and forced conversions throughout the fifteenth century until 
the expulsion of Jews from Spain in 1492. Forced conversion followed between 1502 and 1526 and this was 
further complicated by the efforts of the Portuguese Inquisition (1536) which forced Portuguese Jews to flee 
to Spain, p. 1. We can also see this in the work of Ben Vinson; Ruth Pike, Linajudos and Conversos in Seville: 
Greed and Prejudice in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century Spain (Peter Lang Publishing: New York, 2000); and 
Maria Elena Martínez, Genealogical Fictions: Limpieza de Sangre, Religion, and Gender in Colonial Mexico (Stan-
ford University Press: Stanford, 2008). See also Gomez for the use of lineage in discourses of authority in 
centralised West African states, pp. 102; 292-302; and Green, A fistful of Shells, for the role of lineage in defin-
ing community identity as one of the few immunities to enslavement in 18th Century West Africa, p. 268.
 By science of order I refer to Foucault’s, The Order of Things, p. xxi, ‘A “system of elements” - a definition of 590
the segments by which the resemblances and differences can be shown, the types of variation by which those 
segments can be affected, and, lastly, the threshold above which there is a difference and below which there is 
a similitude - is indispensable for the establishment of even the simplest form of order’.
 Oliveira, Gramática, p. 59.591
 Ibid, p. 60.592
 Nunes, Tratado, p. 5.593
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in Nunes’ work is a classical theory on the geometric principles within the representation of 
the globe; a theoretical tract on the sun and moon; a translation of the first book of 
Ptolemy’s Geography; some tracts on the mariner’s chart; and a regiment of taking the 
heights.  Each of these ‘sciences’ are based on ‘demonstrable’ corporeal knowledge, empir594 -
ical and theoretical - though mostly theoretical owing to Nunes’s customary use of Euclid 
and Ptolemy in the creation of natural knowledge on the nautical arts. Language not only 
plays an important part in the communication of this knowledge but as an analogous rep-
resentative of the structures of physical law. In this way he connects the science of order 
inherent in astro-navigation with the order engendered by narratives of lineage through the 
grammatical capacity to represent similarity and difference.  595
 To extend this link between science and language, Nunes opens his Tratado with a 
dedication that reflects both Oliveira and Barros’ philosophy, ‘os cõceptos & pella mesma 
razam a sciencia nam tẽ propria lingoagem’.  There is a positivism to this philosophy that 596
we shall see is prevalent in Oliveira. To Oliveira human communication was a discourse 
centred upon reality.  Observation of reality is the shared experience around which hu597 -
mans communicate. Language is based on this common experience.  If the experience is 598
in common, it can be repeatedly verified reflecting Castro’s insistence on multiple readings 
 Ibid.594
 Johnson argues that changing European perceptions of Aztec and Ottoman cultures from the fifteenth to 595
the end of the sixteenth century can be characterised as moving from a perception of civility in these cultures 
to one of ‘idolatrous exotic’ that elevated Christian Europeans above extra-European cultures replacing simil-
itude with hierarchy. She also suggests that shifting cosmographic and religious dynamics were influential to 
this transition, p. 16.
 Ibid.596
 Giorgio Agamben, Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life, Daniel Heller-Roazen (trans.), (Stanford, 597
1998); The Open: Man and Animal, Kevin Attell (trans.) (Stanford, 2004). Stephen Greenblatt, Renaissance 
Self-Fashioning: From More to Shakespeare (The University of Chicago Press, 1980/2005).
 Compare this with Erasmus’ translation of the opening verses of the bible for an idea of the religious and 598
political implications of Oliveira’s philology.
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and plural observers. For Nunes too, knowledge of this experience is universal to all ‘porque 
sciencia nam he outra cousa senão hum conhecimẽto habituado no entendimento’.  That is 599
why reason and science cannot have a single language such as latin. All languages are apt 
to represent the same truth. 
 Knowledge exists and it can be demonstrated. For Nunes sciencia did not have an 
particular sign system proper to it: ‘demostração he aquelle discurso que nos faz saber. E poys 
a voz não serve de mais que de explicarmos nossos conceptos per ella: manifestamente se segue 
que a sciencia não tem lingoagem’.  This representational use of language - however ‘bar600 -
barous’ - to demonstrate science, justifies Nunes’ use of the vernacular as an integral part of 
the Portuguese pedagogic project. It also justifies his choice of mathematical demonstration 
as a route to knowledge. All abstract language used to describe reality is representationally 
integral to and yet ontologically detached from that which they describe.  The mathemat601 -
ical descriptions of Nunes’s nautical reality were predicated on a particular custom - Euclid 
- but represented the same reality that another custom could just as well demonstrate. Both 
thinkers underpin their work with the adherence to a particular customary code. Each code 
must be standardised in order to achieve clear understanding among the many or at least 
among that code’s adherents, but first, as with Nunes’s nautical theory, the boundaries of 
the framework must be set. 
 This relativity is not necessarily offered to value all linguistic devices equally. The 
nature of language is to communicate clearly and Oliveira considers some languages to be 
 Ibid.599
 Ibid.600
 See Todorov, p. 251 on human communication and the manner in which writing has engendered commu601 -
nication between humans to the detriment of human communication with the world; Foucault, The Order of 
Things, p. xxii on the relationship between a reality capable of being ordered and cultural manifestations such 
as codes of language , perception, and practice that seek to order them spontaneously - it this cultural order 
that is under observation here.
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more suited to this than others. For a language to be clear it needed to be well ordered. As 
we have seen there was a growing interest in mathematical models for the mimetic con-
strual of reality in light of a need to negotiate between understandings of homogenous 
space and the absolute values of heterogeneity in terms of geographical place.  This part 602
of the thesis seeks to display the impact that the success of nautical conceptualisations of 
reality had on wider construals of reality. In the first part the representative capacity of 
‘signs’ was interrogated through the analysis of instruments, charts, and tables as well as 
through literature itself. The close analogies of theses artefacts to the realities they repres-
ented was convincing of their ‘truth’. The importance of experience and visual and theoret-
ical demonstration, further supported this notion.  In this present part, a more direct en603 -
gagement with philological thought about the relationship between words and things will 
be investigated. It will present these grammatical conceptualisations as a transitionary node 
in the development of Foucault’s classical episteme, clearly evident in the nautical arts.  604
 In this way, it is the prime exemplar of the process of standardisation at work within 
the pedagogy of the nautical arts that would in turn condition the observation of reality 
through the establishment of ideas of order and quantifiable physical law. Paraphrasing 
Strabo, Jean-Marc Besse argues, that maps are central to the universal visions of ancient 
geographers: ‘the diagram thus refers to an intellectual entity which is both idea and image, 
both mental process and graphic art, both construction process and the end figure of the 
construction’.  This form of totalising thought is exactly the difference between the idio605 -
 See Michael Halliday for a detailed discussion of grammar’s construction of reality as ‘the mapping of pro602 -
cess into verb and of entity into noun’, The Language of Science, Jonathan J. Webster, (Ed.) (London, 2004), p. 
107.
 For a discussion of the personalisation in the eye-witness description of space, see Metcalf, ‘Mapping the 603
traveled space’: Hans Staden’s Map in Warhastige Historia’ in e-JPH, 7:1 (2009), pp. 2-15.
 Foucault, Order of Things, pp. 21; 47.604
 Besse, p. 7.605
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syncratic form of cartography that Pedro Nunes attempted to upgrade to a universal ver-
sion, the difference between the chart and the hydrograph. The latitude and longitude 
scales, brought all charts made with their principles into direct and universal relation based 
on a customary ideal. There was no way that the world map could truly resemble the mag-
nitude of space becoming ever more apparent in the Oceanic explorations. The grammatical 
structures that ordered Latin too, for Barros and Jesuit missionaries, were considered to be 
universal in their applicability to all tongues, thus bringing all languages into comparative 
relation according to the key principle of communication - well ordered clarity. With this 
constructed universal equivalence, cultures could be placed within a universal hierarchy, an 
index of civility, based on the perceived clarity of their speech. 
 It is the contention of this part that Fernão de Oliveira’s Gramática contains within it 
a linguistic philosophy that aims to capture the totality of the order of lived reality through 
the oral and graphical representation of words customary to a particular regional com-
munity. Despite his engagement with humanist trajectories, rather than utilising Latinate 
structures as universal law, he sets Portuguese (and indirectly, all languages) apart from 
humanist efforts and scholars at Toledo, arguing for respect of regional particularity. He 
states: 
mas não com tão pouco respeito como agora alghuns fazem, os quaes, como chegam a Toledo, 
logo se não lembram de sua terra a que muito devem. E em vez de apurarem sua lingua, cor-
rompem-na com emprestilhos, nos quaes não podem ser perfeitos. Tenhamos, pois, muito res-
guardo nesta parte, porque a lingua e escritura é feel tisoureira do bem de nossa socessão.   606
In this passage the purification, and guarding against foreign corruption of the Portuguese 
language is suggestive of the rhetoric within the discourse of limpeza within the Iberian 
 Oliveira, Gramática, p. 11.606
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peninsula but also a wider colonial concern regarding miscegenation.  The link between 607
the fixity of language and writing and lineage and cultural identity is made explicit in terms 
of its hereditary capacity.  Words, as far as possible must be autochthonous to the region 608
in order to follow the customary harmony of its structures. Nineteen years later, Oliveira’s 
thought on Just Warfare would be defined by a similar regional separation and relativity. 
 This philosophy is analogously associated with the thought that underpinned the 
various fields of his wider imperial episteme. It is a discourse entrenched in Portuguese re-
ligious concerns of the time and the instatement of a Portuguese inquisition in 1536.  609
Having just returned from ten years spent in Castile, Oliveira was well-aware of Spanish 
approaches to non-Christians. He would later be sent by João II to Italy to investigate the 
question of New Christians. The genealogical exegesis was prevalent in the era and was 
bent on the interrogation of specific genealogies most violently in the Inquisition but also 
through distinctions within the social structure.  Rachel Burk points to the political di610 -
mension of this discursive practice. She states, ‘One significant result was that the spread of 
 Statues of limpeza de sangre began developing in Toledo in 1449 and affected all Iberian societies including 607
those in America, see Garcia Arenal, p. 2.
 Richard Dawkins has usefully delineated this transmission of memes as ‘units of culture' in terms of lineage 608
and adaptation in The Selfish Gene, 30th Anniversary Edition (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006).
 See Marcocci’s view of the biological dimension to the discriminatory practices of purity statutes in his, 609
‘Blackness and Heathenism: Color, Theology, and Race in the Portuguese World, c. 1450-1600’, Anuario 
Colombiano de Historia Social y de la Cultura, 43.2 (2016), pp. 33-57 (p. 41); and his ‘Conscience and 
Empire’, pp. 473-494, for the Portuguese concern regarding the purity of faith; Francisco Bethencourt, Racisms 
for the universally relational principles within constructions of race; David Nirenberg, ‘Was There Race Before 
Modernity?’, pp. 232-264; Geraldine Heng, ‘The Invention of Race in the European Middle Ages’, pp. 315–331 
who all link discrimination with a genealogical conception of religion and race. Heng takes this further to dis-
play the cultural dimension considered in late medieval and early modern constructions of race and Rachel 
Burk, ‘Purity of blood in early modern Iberia’, p. 173. Burk also draws on Fuchs, Balibar and Wallerstein, Mar-
iscal, and Mignolo to suggest that ‘the conceptual framework for race is born of religious difference and the 
suppression of Judaism and Islam in early modern Iberia. It is this porto-racial foundation […] which in turn 
is translated, adapted, and expanded by post-enlightenment science and philosophy’, p. 177. See also Ângela 
Barreto Xavier, ‘Languages of Difference’, pp. 89-119 who takes this discussion further into the association 
between purity of blood and a Portuguese conception of caste and Biedermann, ‘Imperial Reflections’, for his 
view that the inquisition marks a shift towards a 'less tolerant, more institutionally mediated stance regarding 
cultural difference’, p. 25.
 Burk, p. 176. David Nirenberg, ‘Mass Conversion and Genealogical Mentalities’, p. 4.610
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blood distinctions potentially provided every Old Christian Spaniard with a claim to a kind 
of nobility, particularly in the North where the Islamic empire ruled for only a short period 
or not at all’.  She suggests that the doctrine of honra de los villanos was an integral 611
mechanism of state control. She argues, that ‘The role of the lower castes in upholding the 
statutes was substantial in the process for proving or disproving purity’, creating an analogy 
of hierarchy that served to unite rural and urban underclasses in the formation of a ‘popu-
lar culture that could be directed from above’.   612
 Oliveira himself appeals to this Old Christian rhetoric by  opening his grammar with 
a laudation to the ‘pure’ genealogy of natural Christianity in the region.  By contrast, he 613
holds Spain to have been invaded by Goths and Muslims, clouding the genealogy of reli-
gious authority in that part of the Iberian Peninsula.  From a social perspective ancestry 614
linked to Gothic or Roman lineage in Spain was particularly valued yet diversion from the 
religious line in Oliveira’s brief history brings with it some degree of shame.  It is in this 615
way that recent scholars have morphologically likened the discourse of ‘nobility’ with that 
of ‘purity of blood’. Of course, old Christian status did not necessarily imply nobility of birth 
and vice-versa but the manner in which each was determined focused on genealogical lin-
earity in relation to socially and institutionally constructed ideals of procreation. João 
Figueirôa-Rêgo focuses on the changing constructions of purity in mid-century Castile. He 
 Burk, p. 176. See also, João de Figueirôa-Rêgo, ‘Family genealogical records: cleansing and social recep611 -
tion (Portugal - 16th to 18th century)’ e-JPH, 6:1 (2008), pp. 1-11 (p. 2).
 Ibid. See also Rêgo, who suggests that genealogical literature demonstrated much success in the sociolo612 -
gical and political spheres, arguing that the Ancien Régime was to some degree indebted to it, and that genea-
logy was a powerful instrument for the application of theory to reality, playing a leading role in social accred-
itation mechanisms, p. 2.
 Oliveira, p. 6. Compare this also with Oliveira’s reference to Portuguese colonies, peopled by pure Por613 -
tuguese citizens rather than foreigners as was the practice in Rome, in his História de Portugal (1575) p. 77.
 Oliveira, p. 6. This is well outlined by Nebrija in his grammar, of which Oliveira is known to have held a 614
copy in manuscript, Livermore, p. 25.
 Rêgo, p. 3.615
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says, ‘between 1540 and 1550 […], the “purity of lineage” was replaced, within the “pleitos 
de hidalguia” (attempts by private individuals to prove their nobility), by information about 
“purity of blood”’.  616
 In the exegesis of ancestral lines the social theatres of these regions often inter-
mingled as élites conscripted non-élites to verify genealogical accounts as witnesses of mor-
al and religious conduct and behaviour.  David Nirenberg locates its genus in Iberia 617
amidst the disruption of established categories of knowledge engendered by mass conver-
sions ‘to Christianity of many thousands of Jews, caused by the massacres, forced disputa-
tion, and segregations that marked the period between 1391 and 1415’.  The disruption 618
that followed was mediated by a struggle for identity as the Christian, Jewish, and converso 
communities reread each other’s traditions and their own in a process that Nirenberg ar-
gues, ‘elevated genealogy to a primary form of communal memory’.  For European Chris619 -
tians this discourse of lineage cannot be detached from ‘the widespread adoption of ar-
morial bearings, the development of heraldry, and the dissemination of the “family tree” as 
a standard way of representing lineage’.  However, the chaos of this period and the viol620 -
ence of many conversions created issues of identity that segregation seemed not to be able 
to stabilise.  
 Ibid.616
 See also Giuseppe Marcocci’s view that, ‘the Portuguese Empire defined its political nature in close relation 617
with moral theology, to the point of devoting a permanent royal council to conscience’ in his article ‘Consi-
cence and Empire’, pp. 473-494; and Rêgo, points to the importance of letters of coats of arms of nobility and 
fidalguia in achieving public acceptance and the recipe of social and economic benefits such as full integration 
and tax relief, p. 4; See also Vinson on the manner in which ‘caste pluralism’ enabled people to negotiate their 
own state of existence according to the historical and regional contexts in which they found themselves, p. 64.
 David Nirenberg, ‘Mass Conversion and Genealogical Mentalities’, p. 7.618
 Ibid.619
 Ibid, p. 8.620
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 Converts would maintain ties to their old religious community, be that in their prox-
imity as neighbours (having converted but not moved), or in their affiliations as conversos 
within the fiscal machinery of taxation obligations.  Confusion over mixed religious mat621 -
rimonies, doubts about the sincerity of conversions, and a host of other uncertainties gen-
erated by the intermingling of diverse religious communities (including but not treated by 
Nirenberg, Muslims), led to the merging of traditional ideas of identity about the self and 
the other: ‘The genealogical turn’ Nirenberg argues, ‘was itself an attempt to conceal this 
unfamiliarity, this rupture, by establishing new continuities, new links to family, faith, 
“race”, and “nation”’.  There is a biological dimension to these discourses that, though 622
they should not be overplayed when implicit, perhaps, should not be ignored.  Monica 623
Green argues that ‘even if we call them “protoracist,” ‘it is clear that by the end of the 
Middle Ages, Christian notions of the diversity of humankind came to include ideas that in-
herited biological differences, whether apparent on the surface of the body or not, should 
be used to structure social relations’.  Yet, this notion is problematised by the conflicting 624
interpretations of culture and ethnography and aspects of conversion, cultural inheritance, 
and the importance of regional custom that could present aspects of similitude and differ-
ence.  625
 The specific grammatical structure, far from being universal was regional but the 
appeal to a unifying melody based on custom, dependent on the historico-geographical con-
 Ibid, p. 14. See also David Martin Gitlitz, Secrecy and Deceit: The Religion of the Crypto-Jews (University of 621
New Mexico Press, 1996), p . xi.
 David Nirenberg, ‘Mass Conversion and Genealogical Mentalities’, p. 40.622
 Monica H. Green, argues that this moment that biological notions were used to refer to the distinctions 623
between ‘new’ and ‘old’ Christians, p. 185.
 Ibid.624
 See Johnson, for the role of diplomatic contact in the creation of sixteenth century ethnographic under625 -
standings, particularly pp. 161-196 in which chapter she also interrogates the place of captives and different 
forms of convert from Christianity.
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tingencies of a linguistic context, placed it within a global comparative framework of social 
custom.  The use of the tongue is governed by custom, how far that custom conforms to 626
the ideals of proper grammar - to be clear and well ordered - places it within a comparative 
grid. The ideal through which Oliveira reads his Grammar is appropriated from the most 
prominent gatekeepers of knowledge and example: nobility and religious orthodoxy. He ar-
ticulates this through the rhetoric of linguistic and grammatical ‘purity’. The focus on struc-
tural purity is suggestive of the wider science of natural order that underpins the early 
modern Portuguese imperial episteme.  Pure noble lineage offers kings a divine right to 627
rule, and even lower order nobles the right to a more comfortable life than those lower in 
the social order. Pure religious blood lines offer people the right to social incorporation and 
even economic relief. Pure languages offer linguistic communities the right to clear com-
munication. This communication is the instrument with which to share truth about the 
world. A truth that was integral to justifications of people’s lived experiences and competi-
tion.  628
 Monica Green argues that, ‘[d]iscerning “true” Christians from suspect ones […] 
took on enormous import, and by the end of the Middle Ages various Spanish institutions 
had imposed laws on purity of blood’ because of ‘“the idea that the reproduction of culture 
 Biedermann, ‘Nos primordios da antropologia’, p. 45;  626
 See Bennett on the the use of natural order within the legal structures of the fifteenth century, p. 57 and 627
Vinson for this transition through the sixteenth century and the notion that science and religious belief were 
inseparable, pp. 38-42.
 It strikes me in the appendix to Oliveira’s Ars Nautica which contains an account of Magalhães’s circum628 -
navigation of the globe and is held at Leiden University Libraries, Cod. No 41, Cat. Voss. Lat. fls. 239  r+v - 
254r, that Oliveira mentions the people of the region surrounding St Julian’s River, noting among other posit-
ive observations that ‘They have no boats except for a few small and poor canoes. They live according to their 
natural and wild instincts and have no artefacts or industry. They have no chief or law, no religious cult, and 
no writing, and no memory of the past. They also do not know who their ancestors were or from where and 
when they came from to this land’, p. 34, Karl-Heinz Wionzek (ed.), Another Report about Magellan’s Circum-
navigation of the World: The Story of Fernando Oliveira (National Historical Institute Manila, 2000). This is a 
remarkable account in light of its similarity to that of Castro’s description of the Badoin.
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is embedded in the reproduction of the flesh”’.  People wanted to know that others de629 -
served their place on the social map. The shift from cultural difference to biological differ-
ence generated anxieties associated with the control of miscegenation, hybridity, and het-
erogeneity.  As Biedermann’s early work on this suggests: 630
Poder-se-ia também dizer que, ao mesmo tempo que uma malha única de latitudes e longitudes 
ia recobrindo a terra e juntando os hemisférios num sistema cartográfico abstraído da geo-
grafia mais concreta que ainda imbuía os portulanos, uma malha de categorias culturais 
igualmente exteriores às realidades antropológicas em questão começava a reunir a humanid-
ade num novo sistema global de escalonamento sócio-cultural.  631
The problem of the imperial expansion was how to make sense of the resemblances 
and differences encountered at the frontier and even at home in Portugal.  Janette Dillon 632
has argued that this was a clear directive among diplomatic circles in order to manage by 
fixing and formalising ‘orders of precedence in writing’.  Key to this process is the capacity 633
of language to make sense of, construct, and communicate perceptual experience of social 
realities. But also its capacity to fix understanding of social boundaries so that compliance 
and transgression could be dealt with appropriately.  The Portuguese language already 634
contained devices of appellation with which to map and mythologise community relations 
and such conceptualisations were indeed interpolated to understand African, Asian, and 
 Monica Green, p. 190.629
 Ibid.630
 Ibid, p. 51.631
 Foucault’s delineation of the difference between the epistemes of the Renaissance and the Classical eras 632
can be seen within imperial discourse as the literature of nautical science begins to condition the humanist 
and natural philosophical studies too, but at this point only rhetorically. 
 Janette Dillon, The Language of Space in Court Performance, 1400-1625 (Cambridge: Cambridge University 633
Press, 2010), pp. 79-80.
 Ibid, p. 102.634
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Brasilian societies.  Oliveira’s definition of grammar as the ‘arte que ensina a bem ler e 635
falar’ is directly related to the performance of social order as well as communication.  As 636
in Barros, clear delineation of categories through nomenclature and fixed and firm defini-
tions is important to the clarity of resemblance in language. This clarity can be applied to 
the reading of socio-cultural situations as part of the wider construal of reality. The dis-
course of clarity in Oliveira cannot be separated from early modern thought on societal and 
diplomatic relations, noble purity, blood purity and therefore genealogy.  
 Speaking of the Greek and Latin tongues, he concedes that languages are not made 
perfect with regard to their clarity, rather, ‘as linguas grega e latina primeiro foram grosseir-
as; e os homens as poseram na perfeição que agora têm’.  And still, he laments, the Por637 -
tuguese humanists who practice the liberal arts that glorify the land, like the Ciceronians of 
Erasmian satire, neglect the Portuguese to focus on the classical but foreign tongues: ‘ainda 
agora trabalhemos em aprender e apurar o seu esqueçendo-nos do nosso’.  Though Por638 -
tuguese was initially the language to be taught to the colonies, this policy was soon re-
placed by efforts to learn local languages in order to negotiate the teaching of the ‘truth’ of 
Christianity instead. It was considered more expedient to teach of the transcendental using 
 Bennett, discusses the mythologies of European and African sovereignty in his second chapter, pp. 32-51; 635
Seijas and Xavier, discuss the myths of political, religious, and cultural sovereignty imposed on Asian com-
munities in ‘Asians in the Iberian World’; and the same on Amerindian communities in Seijas and Almeida, 
‘Amerindians in the Iberian World’. See also Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An analysis of Concepts of Pollu-
tion and Taboo (London: Routledge Classics, 2002).
 Oliveira, Gramática, p. 8. See also Quintilian’s similar definition of art when applied to rhetoric, ‘The art is 636
that which we should acquire by study, and is the art of speaking well’, Institutio, Vol. 4, p. 301. On perform-
ance see, Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life (Steven Rendall trans.) (Berkley: University of Cali-
fornia Press, 1984).
 Oliveira, Gramática, p.8.637
 Ibid, p. 7.638
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the socio-cultural and linguistic grammars of the indigene.  Once again this speaks to the 639
positivist notion of knowledge and language, in any form, is apt to disseminate that truth. 
 The first section of this part shall examine Oliveira’s use of classical sources and the 
data of his experience; the second shall investigate how he consciously or unconsciously 
regiments the practice; and the third shall analyse the unspoken paternalist pedagogy in-
herent in his art. Comparisons shall be made to Barros and Pedro Nunes’ own thought on 
grammar as the foundation to science with sometimes competing philosophies. It will also 
situate Oliveira’s use of nautical rhetoric within wider evidence of the impact of latitudinal 
thought on humanists through analysis of a recently discovered manuscript description of 
Portuguese natural history and ethnography thought to be heavily influenced by the Por-
tuguese humanist Damião de Góis. The part as a whole stands to suggest that the tripartite 
nature of the construction of knowledge conceived in the creation of nautical knowledge 
was also evident in the process of creation of the linguistic knowledge of Fernão de Oliveira 
at around the mid-century, a time that has been described as a crescendo in the humanist 
and scientific thought of the Portuguese empire.  It will be suggested below that the early 640
modern Portuguese conceptualisations and analogies surrounding thought about linguistic 
order portray the state’s priorities for knowledge creation based on religious, political, and 
commercial supremacy. As such, the knowledge that was gathered was accounted for and 
 Otto Zwartjes, Portuguese Missionary Grammars in Asia, Africa and Brazil, 1550-1800 (Amsterdam: John 639
Benjamins Publishing Company, 2011), p. 14; for a similar development in Spanish policy see Catherine Foun-
tain, ‘Transculturation, assimilation, and appropriation in the missionary representation of Nahuatl’ in Klaus 
Zimmermann & Birte Kellermeier-Rehbein (eds.), Colonialism and Missionary Linguistics (Berlin: Walter de 
Gruyter, 2015), pp. 177-198 (p. 178).
 See Marcocci, A consciência, p. 356; Hooykaas, Science in Manueline Style.640
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conditioned by regiments taught to practitioners; and it became standardised as a form of 
universal equivalent necessary to underpin communication in the imperialist expansion.  641
It is the effort to reorganise enunciative practices through regimented grammars 
(and artes), that forms the archaeological root to the coloniality of language as a gatekeep-
er of knowledge. Green and Nafafe argue that this process ‘combined with formal educa-
tional policies and the decimation of the Native American population devastated indigenous 
linguistic paradigms, and their associated metaphysical and cultural worlds’.  It was just 642
such a silencing of alternative cartographic languages that we saw in the regiment of early 
modern Portuguese nautical knowledge. Though Green and Nafafe acknowledge that ‘this 
was not the case in Africa in this period, which points to a different dynamic and power re-
lation between African and European languages and cultures’ as delineated by Herman 
Bennett, all the same, ‘the vision of lusofonia required the silencing of other languages’.  643
This is the beginning of the model of coloniality of knowledge as Mignolo states it.  In 644
dealing with the ‘unevenly evolving notions of societal space, royal authority, and law’, Bie-
dermann suggests that an imagined and therefore more malleable framework is required 
‘into which early modern polities could be inserted analytically and yet allowed to remain 
mobile as they interact with each other historically’.  For Oliveira, that framework was 645
genealogical and latitudinal in structure but cosmographical in character. The scope of its 
 Mignolo, on the use of a unified language in the promotion of religious and legal doctrine in South Ameri641 -
ca, The Darker side of the Renaissance, pp. 41-46; ‘On the Colonization of Amerindian Languages and Memori-
es’, p. 301. Cf. Green and Nafafe on the myth of a unified Lusophone Africa and Green, A fistful of Shells, on 
the use of translators and the creation of creolised forms of communication that didn't necessarily involve the 
dominance of one over another in the early sixteenth century, p. 122.
 Green and Nafafe, p. 11.642
 Ibid.643
 Mignolo, The Darker Side of Western Modernity, p. 189; and Patricia Ribeiro, ‘Tradição e poder: A Gramáti644 -
ca da Língua Portuguesa, de João de Barros (1540)’ Muiraquitã 5:1 (2017), for her view that already in Bar-
ros the preoccupation with the classical Greco-Latin tradition had been substituted by the necessity to gather a 
linguistic homogeneity in the attempt to achieve the imperial goals of territorial expansion, pp. 26, 32.
 Biedermann, (Dis)connected Empires, p. 213.645
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endeavour required a structure that was flexible enough to incorporate novelty, yet rigid 
enough to organise difference and the model from which it drew epistemic authority was 
both genealogical and cartographic. 
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Gathering-in 
 This section will analyse the sources of Oliveira’s grammatical thought in an attempt 
to firmly establish the humanist, scientific, and religious frameworks within which he situ-
ated his description of the customs of the Portuguese tongue. It suggests that rather than 
the annotation Oliveira professes it to be, his Grammar is a synthesis of classical thought 
and early modern ideology. Thus, it is a work that presents the structures of language as 
analogous to a Renaissance humanist perception of social reality that was also conditioned 
by the concerns, narratives, and historical processes of an expanding empire. 
 The opening line of Oliveira’s forty sixth chapter quotes Marco Varro’s postulation 
that, ‘nenhũa outra lingua tem declinação de casos senão a grega e latina’.  This reference is 646
important for a number of reasons. Firstly, because he questions the knowledge of this well 
respected ancient whose thought he follows in a number of other regards. Secondly, be-
cause the theory is about the linguistic representation of reality.  And thirdly, because this 647
representation is couched in the terms applied to the previously discussed nautical theories 
that represent reality. Jean-Marc Besse states that ‘In the 16th century, mapping was 
routinely considered as a descriptive activity: one describes through language and draw-
ings, in order to imitate’.  It was required to imitate because, following Ptolemy, no con648 -
 Oliveira, Gramática, 70.646
 See Quintilian’s definitions of theoretical, practical, and productive arts: “Some arts, however, are based 647
on examination, that is to say on the knowledge and proper appreciation of things, as for instance 
astronomy, which demands no action, but is content to understand the subject of its study: such arts are 
called theoretical. Others again are concerned with action: this is their end, which is realised in action, so that, 
the action once performed, nothing more remains to do: these arts we style practical, and dancing will 
provide us with an example. Thirdly there are others which consist in producing a certain result and achieve 
their purpose in the completion of a visible task: such we style productive, and painting may be quoted as an 
illustration” in his Institutio, Vol. 1, pp. 345; 347.
 Besse, ‘Mapping, Constructing, Inventing’, p. 4 and Les Grandeurs de la Terre.648
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struction from a single subjectivity of a reality so large would be able to comprehend fully 
the abundance of space.  In relation to the gathering-in of knowledge this section cap649 -
tures the grammarian’s project: that of mapping a framework of thought on language; 
mapping language as it exists and is used by a specific social group through the codification 
of speech through the norms and conditions of the graphical figures of communication; and 
situating that existence within an epistemic framework that treats cultures as ontologically 
distinct. The outcome of this exercise would be to create a representation of the linguistic 
topography that could be read and used by anyone who wanted to join the linguistic com-
munity.  
 The wider appeals to a universal science of order that utilised a host of early modern 
authorities; religious, scholastic, theoretical, and empirical, are clearly evident throughout 
Oliveira's corpus. Not only does Oliveira map language through his description of it but he 
also notes the capacity of language itself to map reality through analogy or proportion.  650
This is why the concept of cases is so important. In latin, declensions are used to alter end-
ings in terms of their number, gender, or case. In his section on the rules of numero which 
are also said to decline, Oliveira closes with the notion that these declensions are governed 
by proportion. He states: ‘guarda a nossa lingua as regras da proporção, mais que a latina e 
grega, as quaes têm em suas dições muitas irregularidades e seguem mais o sabor das orelhas 
que as regras da rezão’.  These rules and irregularities of proportion shall be discussed be651 -
low but for now it is important to note that Oliveira utilises classical models to present the 
 Ibid.649
 See Quintilian for his verdict that the Greek analogy was translatable in to Latin as proportion. 650
 Ibid, p. 70.651
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superiority of the Portuguese tongue in guarding or conforming to these rules of propor-
tion.  652
 Cases govern how a noun or adjective is to be construed in relation to the other 
words of the sentence. Declension, then, creates further antipathy within the mimetic fac-
ulties of the linguistic system. The way in which words decline, is ordered by the rules of 
grammar. Grammar is the instrument that conditions the use of language. Cases ‘fall’ from 
the nominative.  So, derivatives are similar to their principle yet different enough to be 653
distinguished from it in the same manner that degrees are all similar in type yet uniquely 
distinguishable from each other in terms of their relation to their principle, or cero-point. 
Portuguese may not have cases as in the Latin construal but Oliveira argues, the combina-
tion of article and noun is a clearer equivalent: ‘o ajuntamento dos artigos os quaes juntos 
com os nomes declarão nelles tudo o que os casos Latinos e antros Gregos os casos e artigos 
juntamente: e assi como a nossa lingua faz tudo quãto essoutras cõ mais breuidade e façilidade 
e clareza: assi tambẽ e mais de louuar sua pfeição’.  654
 We can see clearly the presence of classical norms of differentiation within Oliveira’s 
discourse of fixity. Cases, Oliveira argues, ‘mostram antr’elles o estado das cousas, o qual é 
diverso segundo os diversos oficios dessas cousas’.  Because the reality of things is so di655 -
verse, language requires an ordered diversity to represent it, or at least to create a structure 
within which all things can find their place: 
 By contrast, the Jesuit José de Anchieta suggests that the Brasilian cases are not so well ordered, or kept, 652
on account of there being no letters, in his Artes de Gramática da Língua mais usada na Costa do Brasil, feita 
pelo Pe. José de Anchieta da Companhia de Jesus (São Paulo, 1990), f. 9r.
 The Latin root of case is cadere which means ‘to fall’.653
 Oliveira, Gramática, pp. 70-71.654
 Ibid, p. 70.655
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E para estes diversidades e outras muitas de estados ou oficios que têm as cousas, têm também 
os nomes antre os latinos e gregos diversidade de letras, dividindo cada estado da cousa com 
sua diferença de letras no cabo do nome, assi como nós dissemos que fazia a nossa lingua nos 
generos e numeros. E posto que este seja hum grande primor e perfeição dessas línguas, de-
clarar na voz as meudezas das cousas com a diversidade da letra ou voz que dissemos, todavia 
a nossa lingua nem por isso ficou sem outro tão bo concerto e de menos trabalho.  656
In this ability to show and rationalise diversity, is clarity and perfection. It is this ability to 
divide up the things of reality and represent them with the figures of language that gives 
the Greek, Latin, and of course the Portuguese their relative states of perfection. Oliveira 
acknowledges that all three tongues draw their relative state of perfection from their ability 
to distinguish the diversity of reality in a clear and communicable manner. 
 The clarity of the representative function of language, Oliveira calls analogy, which 
like the tongue, itself adheres to certain rules: ‘analogia, que quer dizer proporção ou semel-
hança, com a qual se mestura também a diferencia que têm as partes da oração’.  These 657
rules of proportion and similarity are comparable to the science of order in the representa-
tions of the nautical arts. For example, Pedro Nunes utilises analogy and proportion to de-
scribe the homogeneity of globalised space but also to differentiate within it, in his works 
on cosmography. We have seen above that words stand in as the images of works. The 
words themselves are differentiated in terms of their ‘proportion’ to each other. Nouns are 
different to verbs and this is evident through the principles of proportion. These differences 
can get incrementally smaller and more specific: 
como a diferençia das dições faz conhecer as diversas cousas hũas das outras segundo fica dito, 
também assi a semelhança das dições nos abre caminho para que conheçamos hũas cousas por 
outras segundo que têm alghũa semelhança ou parecer antre si. E portanto os nomes se conhe-
cem dos verbos e os verbos com os nomes das outras partes, porque são diferentes huns dos ou-
tros, e os nomes se conhecem por outros nomes, e os verbos por outros verbos, porque são em 
alghũa cousa e voz semelhantes cada parte destas com as outras do seu genero; e contudo não 
tanto que não tenham alghũas meudezas diferentes ou diferencias mais meudas e particulares, 
como o nome ser comum ou proprio, ajetivo e sustantivo, e o verbo pessoal ou impessoal. 
 Ibid.656
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 E mais ainda cada verbo ou nome tem diversidade em outras mais cousas, como o nome 
em estados e o verbo em modes e tempos, números e pessoas, dos quais números e pessoas o 
nome isso mesmo não é livre delles.  658
Proper nouns differ from common nouns, substantive and adjectives. Verbs differ between 
personal and impersonal.  Nouns have their own categories and verbs have their moods, 659
tenses, number, and person. And, Oliveira says, ‘esta diferença ou semelhanca, a que os gre-
gos chamam anomalia e analogia, ensinaremos nós na nossa lingua quanto nos Deos ministrar 
e couber nesta pequena obra, porque mostremos que os homens também sabem falar e têm 
concerto em sua lingua’.  This concert is based upon a system of relational equivalence 660
that offers differences and similarities within universal resemblances. This science of order 
is exactly the relational order that we have seen in the first part of this thesis and shall be 
demonstrated below. 
 The certainty of mimesis generated from the regular structures of declensions is rep-
resented by Oliveira using a powerful nautical analogy:  
Declinação é diversidade de vozes tiradas de hum primeiro e firme principio por respeito de di 
 versos estados das cousas, a qual assi é necessarea como nas gentes o conhecimento dos   
 desvairados oficios e estados.  661
Declension had long been a part of grammatical studies but Oliveira explicitly relates 
the declension of cases to the decline of degrees from a cero-point a firm and fixed principle 
that was something of a trope in the nautical literature analysed in the previous part. Oli-
veira cements this allusion in the measurement of astronomical readings. Following the 
chapter on dições proprias which ‘servẽ na sua primeira e principal sinificação’ in relation to 
dições mudadas which ‘estão fora de seu próprio sinificado’ and dições tiradas which ‘são cujos 
 Ibid, pp. 55-56.658
 Ibid, p. 55.659
 Ibid, p. 56.660
 Ibid, p. 56.661
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naçimẽtos vem doutras’.  Oliveira declares that each of these types has a Latin equivalent 662
and this behaviour ‘cõforme a bõa rezão q aja e se guarde a semelhãnça das cousas nas vozes e 
assim são mais claras e dizẽ melhor seus significados por a diversidade das vozes mostra quer 
diversidade nas cousas e tãbẽ a semelhãça’.  The words of Oliveira’s grammar follow a form 663
of genealogy in their structure. Words that represent similar things are born of similar 
words and difference is shown by the same principle. Crucially, the rhetoric of rectitude 
within signification is contrasted by notions of errancy, peripherality and abstraction in 
those words that do not serve their first and principal signification or are changed in some 
way. Difference in things is analogous to difference in words and the genealogical rhetoric 
is telling of ideological influences. 
In the following chapter on analogy, Oliveira follows the Greek conception: ‘esta 
diferença ou semelhança a que os gregos chamão anomolia/ e analogia’.  This difference 664
Olivera states, will be the teaching of good concert and representation of the semblance 
and difference of reality. Linking the ordered declination of words to his notion that man 
makes the tongue and the creation of instrumental knowledge in the previous part, Oliveira 
states: ‘chama-se declinação porque daquelle premeiro principio firme que dissemos, o qual 
não se move nem muda da sua primeira voz, se declinam, caem ou decendem, quasi como 
abaixando-se por graos, porque não têm a primoria que fica no premeiro principio as vozes de-
clinadas cada hũa por seu jeito’.  We can even see precedents in the thought of Sacrobosco 665
who declared of the four elements that they ‘are also simple bodies which cannot be sub-
divided into parts of diverse forms and from whose commixture are produced various spe-
 Ibid, p. 54.662
 Ibid.663
 Ibid, p.56.664
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cies of generated things’.  This form of constructivism challenges the essentialism of the 666
scholastics. It reflects Lutheran and wider Protestant ideologies of the place of human indi-
viduality within the discourse of religion. With the onus on man to continually reproduce 
the purity of the tongue, Oliveira recognised the need to regiment that practice.  
The reification of difference in Oliveira’s work and the association with value judg-
ment and hierarchy was juxtaposed with the presentation of language as subject to observ-
able law. This made the grammar analogous to the quantified mathematical rhetoric of the 
nautical arts, which became a powerful tool with which to justify the imperial priorities of 
the era. The control of a sense of Portuguese identity within an increasingly diverse imperi-
al body politic is directly related to the corporeal interpretation of the globe. The language 
of grammar is both organically genealogical within the classical and the mechanist within 
Oliveira’s conception. Chiefly, it offered some idea of fixity within organic chaos. The use of 
the measured and rigid rhetoric of the nautical increments of declination bolsters the valid-
ity of the philosophy of linguistic kinship amidst an atmosphere of uncertainty surrounding 
genealogy at this time. This juxtaposition presents grammar as an art comparable to those 
arts dealing with natural philosophy. 
 The classical relationship between physical law and culture is palpable throughout 
the text.  Early in his explanation on the formation of human communities and the devel667 -
opment of language, Oliveira references Vitruvius’ De Architectura as an authority for the 
development of human language based on shared community experience inspired by the 
necessities of life. Though Oliveira makes no further references to this work in his grammar 
he relies on it heavily in his unpublished manuscript Ars Nautica (c. 1570). The work is so 
 Thorndyke, p. 118.666
 Rachel Burk discusses the biological determinant of race that developed from the concept of blood purity 667
and the prohibition of Islamic communities from speaking Arabic in the promised haven of Granada. They 
were eventually dispelled in the early stages of the seventeenth century, p. 175.
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important to this thesis because it combines thought about the declination of the pole star 
with the stases applied to ethnographic communities. The height of the pole star at different 
points across a flat earth, is made relative to a scale of civility. The middle of this scale is 
the ideal and the extremes are considered inferior.  
 In this connection, Vitruvius’s great work offers a classical description of the envir-
onmental theory that underpinned classical notions of race.  Oliveira’s use of the nomen668 -
clature of latitudinal knowledge is suggestive of this connection. It is interesting that the 
Latin author, after a brief explanation on the climatic differences between races, suggests 
that this also relates to vocal pitch, which ‘is likewise different and varying in quality with 
different nations’.  Once again, the relativity of this tonal essentialism is connected to the 669
fixed and firm principle of the north star. He says this is on account of the angle of the 
north star in relation to the horizon at the latitude of the nation in question. The pitch of 
this imagined triangular figure, represents the tuning of an instrument, a Greek 
‘sambuca’.  The strings of this instrument were joined from the hypotenuse to the projec670 -
tion of a flat earth and represent the graduated climata based on astronomical observations 
of the pole star. The string closest to the south is shrill. The string closest to the north is 
heavier in tone. The peoples who inhabit these regions speak in tones that adhere to these 
rules. High pitched in the hot, dry south and lower pitched in the cold, moist north. At-
tached to these physical conditions, is also a moral essentialism that we shall see further in 
Pedro Nunes’ discussion of stases. 
 See Bethencourt, pp. 34-37. See also Pico della Mirandola's, ‘Oration on the Dignity of Man’ for the notion 668
that god gave man freedom to be the ‘maker of [him]self’ amidst an essentialist conception of space that was 
already filled and distributed according to the highest, lowest, and middle orders. To Mirandola, Man’s 
growth could therefore be downward towards the lower natures or upwards toward the divinity, p. 5.
 Vitruvius Pollo, The Ten Books on Architecture (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1914), p. 171.669
 Ibid, p. 172.670
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 Aside from the physical and character differences already described by Vitruvius, he 
adds, a keen intelligence for scheming in the south, and a dull wittedness to the north. 
However, this advantage in intellect is tempered by a distinct lack of valour, ‘because man-
liness and spirit is sucked out of them by the sun’.  In the north, by contrast, their dim 671
wittedness is offset by courage though they are too sluggish to realise when they ‘charge 
inconsiderately and inexpertly’.  As a result, of this measure of extremes in the north and 672
south, Vitruvius suggests that ‘the perfect territory, situated under the middle of the heaven, 
and having on each side the entire extent of the world and its countries, is that which is oc-
cupied by the Roman people’.  This justified the Romans as the rightful rulers of the world 673
as they were placed, ‘in a peerless and temperate country’.  674
 Not only does this section of the classical author support Oliveira’s imperialist 
agenda but also his philological emphasis on the principle of customary tone or melody. 
Oliveira also appeals to this principle of middling perfection from a gendered perspective. 
He suggests that man is called homem because it is in the centre.  Whereas woman is 675
called mulher because it is weak: ‘dixéremos que homem se chama porque é o meio de todas 
as cousas ou porque está no meio do mal e do bem; e se dixéremos que molher se chama 
porque é molle’.  This binary logic is indicative of the more mechanistic perceptions being 676
developed at this time as well as the different manifestations of ‘man’ that can be made 
 Ibid, p. 173.671
 Ibid, p. 173.672
 Ibid, p. 173.673
 Ibid, p. 174.674
 It is also important here to refer to Pico della Mirandola's narrative which places the onus on man to ‘fix 675
limits of nature’ for itself pp. 4-5.
 Oliveira, Gramática, p. 40.676
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manifest according to their own will and conduct. This cultural relativity provides the signs 
with which to measure peoples against the European Renaissance index of civility. 
 There is a colonial logic that underpins Pereira’s, Nunes’, and Oliveira’s respective 
methodological doctrines.  Pereira outlines his method in order for it to be followed. He 677
establishes that it is the monotopic hermeneutic followed in the Esmeraldo do Situ Orbis. 
Any other method just won't work with his calculations without some form of corruption or 
required translation. Nunes too, advocates for a single standard in navigation and carto-
graphy, one that was impractical for the mariners in the search for mimetic verity. Oliveira, 
in turn, arranges a classical hierarchy based on the physiological differences that affect the 
speech of different peoples: ‘as gentes da Europa falam todas c’os beiços, dentes e ponta da 
lingua, com a qual pondo-a em diversas partes da boca formam diversas letras. E nós mais que 
todos com a boca mais aberta; e as nossas vozes são mais fora da boca’.  This reference to 678
European speech and the place from which it comes is a recreation of classical thought on 
the matter. Quintilian, for example, says one should not ‘suffer words to be uttered from the 
depths of the throat or rolled out hollow-mouthed, or permit the natural sound of the voice 
to be over-laid with a fuller sound, a fault fatal to purity of speech’.  In each there is a dis679 -
course of rectitude and in each there is a drive towards a pedagogy that silences alternative 
construals of reality.  
 Using this model, Oliveira sets Europeans apart from Hebrews and Arabs. It operates 
as a physico-linguistic marker of cultural difference deeply associated with religion. He 
proposes the physiological notion that ‘os hebreos e arabigos, cuja propria é a aspiração, 
 See Mignolo, The Darker Side of Western Modernity, pp. 13-14 for his definition of colonial logics that un677 -
derpin the colonial matrix of power.
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porque elles formam suas vozes dentro, quasi na fressura, donde falando lançam muito es-
pirito’.  According to their physiology, Europeans - Christians - speak with an open mouth 680
and form their words outside of it; Jews and Muslims, on the other hand, speak with less 
purity as a result of theirs. This further echoes the distinction made between peoples who 
clip their speech and the Portuguese who speak with repose: ‘caldeus e arabigos, e outros 
nações cortam vozes apresando-se mais em seu falar; mas nós falamos com grande repouso 
como homens assentados’.  It is unclear whether Oliveira is comparing the élite speech of 681
his Portuguese sample group with élite speakers of these other linguistic communities but, 
according to his own logic, we must assume so: ‘não se faça lei do costume dos piores, porque 
as falas dos que não sabem farão escarneo de si mesmo e de quem as faz e usa’.  Of course, 682
by way of necessity, the Portuguese may cut or shorten syllables in the composition of 
words, in the noble search for greater melody: ‘estas syllabas se mudam ou cortam para mil-
hor melodia’.  Linguistic custom in this way is placed within a global framework of com683 -
parison based on clarity, purity, and melody. 
 The putative acceptance of self-fashioned speech, in this way, indicates something 
about the character of a linguistic community. As we saw briefly in the opening part, 
Renaissance thought on stases as a route to certainty within the legal profession was based 
on the fixity of characters or the applicability of art to the issues of reality. Nunes makes the 
distinction that ‘hae personae parum distant ab incertis et indefinitis, cuiusmodi est quispiam; 
nisi quod quispiam non examinatur omnino. Dux tamen, adiuncta re aliqua, suspicionem ali-
 Oliveira, Gramática, p. 23.680
 Oliveira, Gramática, p. 5.681
 Ibid, p. 51.682
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quam et examen ex ea dignitate accipit’.  Definitions derived from trials are key to both. As 684
we have seen, for Nunes, definition is fundamental to issue, ‘Id quod demonstrat, status 
sunt, sive ars’.  However, ‘id vero quod demonstratur, res id est quaestio, de qua oritur 685
status’.  Inquiry is also called ‘problema, finitio, argumentum, declamatio, exercitatio’.  686 687
Assigned to definitions are networks of preconceived ideas, such as in the case of the slave 
or the master or the father, the farmer, or the son.  The definitions associated with these 688
certain characters become the basis of judgements, a process not dissimilar to the construc-
tion of notions regarding character traits associated with ethnographic data.  689
 The division of issues, Nunes argues, is essential to the understanding and use of 
rhetoric. This use he deems analogous to the division of language itself. Keeping to his 
Greek sources he names ‘Pythagorean’ Architas and the ‘divine’ Aristotle as ‘viri admirabiles, 
ad decem illa prima genera omnes voces redegerunt’.  Using these examples, he seeks to 690
laud Hermogenes further suggesting ‘illi dignis laudibus celebrandi sunt (ut parva interim 
cum magnis conferamus), qui universam iudicialem rhetoricam quattuordecim statuum nu-
mero comprehenderunt’.  Using classical precedents he suggests these issues are useful for 691
four reasons: firstly, ‘primum ad eorum habendam cognitionem quae in negotiis publicis vera 
 Nunes, Lectures, p. 10. Trans. Martyn [‘in undefined characters either the definition of a trial or subjective 684
material must be considered; but specific and definite characters, that material must be considered that is 
taken from history, together with those qualities derived from a trial’], p. 305.
 Ibid, p. 55. [‘[t]hat which demonstrates consists of issues, or of art], p. 375.685
 Ibid. [‘that which is demonstrated is an act, that is an inquiry, from which an issue arises’].686
 Ibid. [‘a problem, a definition, an argument, a declamation, an exercise’].687
 Ibid, pp. 299-301.688
 See Hudson, p. 248-251.689
 Nunes, Lectures, p. 55. Trans. Martyn [‘ both admirable men [who], reduced all the parts of speech to those 690
ten primary classes’], p. 376.
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et iusta sunt. Et ut Plato inquit in Phaedro, munus oratoris est vera dicere, iudicis vero 
prudentis iuste iudicare’;  secondly, ‘Deinde ut probabilibus et e medio sumptis rationibus, 692
non autem certis, et alicui scientiae peculiaribus, quae colligi nequent, multitudini per-
suadeamus'; thirdly, ‘ut obiectis possimus respondere et contra ea nos defendere’; and fourthly, 
‘ut ex hac arte benevolentiam nobis dicendo conciliemus, quae uitilis est in omni disciplina’.  693
It is in the applicability of grammatical rule that Oliveira displays his agreement with 
Nunes.  Through his suggestion of the universality of the arte in grammar, applicable to 694
knowledge in general based on an allusion to the mimetic power in the fixed principles of 
astronomy. In this way, the mimetic capacity of the astronomical sciences are compared to 
the mimetic capacity of art. Both can be considered sciences but the quantifiable classifica-
tions within astronomy at this historical juncture are beginning to bleed into the definitions 
of humanist thought. in this way, ethnographic characterisations are increasingly subject to 
the laws of quantity. 
 Setting something of a precedent early in his grammatical work, Oliveira refers to 
the authority of the ancient Roman Quintilian regarding the imitation of received works.  695
For Oliveira this mimetic understanding is based on both humanist practice and lived exper-
ience: ‘Mas porém para saber todas estas cousas requere-se ler e ver muito, e ainda assi al-
 Cf. Pires and Castro from part 1.692
 Nunes, Lectures, pp. 55-56. Trans. Martyn [to have an understanding of those things which are true and 693
just in public affairs. And as Plato in his Phaedrus, it is the orator’s duty to speak the truth, but it is the duty of 
a prudent judge to give a just verdict; that we should persuade the multitude with reasons that can be proved 
and are taken from common speech, but not certain ones, and ones peculiar to some science, which cannot be 
understood; that we can respond to objections, and defend ourselves against them; that from this art we may 
win over benevolence towards us in speaking, which is useful in any discipline’.], p. 376.
 See also Quintilian who compares astronomers’ use of fixed geometrical principles to those of the orator: 694
‘geometry soars still higher to the consideration of the system of the universe: for by its calculations it demon-
strates the fixed and ordained courses of the stars, and thereby we acquire the knowledge that all things are 
ruled by order and destiny, a consideration which may at times be of value to an orator’, Institutio, Vol. 1, p. 
181.
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cançaremos pouco, porque havemos de preguntar isto a cada tempo e terra e pessoa muito 
pello miudo’.  Accepted knowledge must make sense in the time and land in which it is 696
being used and it must be based upon reading and seeing. This reading is a clear indicator 
of the effort to set Portugal out as a specific linguistic, cultural, and political community, 
that can be read through all of his works.  For Oliveira, reading was useful in that it in697 -
formed the meaning of a peoples’ language and made it more clear in order ‘que a possam 
todos entender’.  Creating a framework or canon upon which to develop knowledge is the 698
first gathering-in step. In Oliveira’s Grammar he used a combination of classical thought 
and observation to codify a form of best practice.  
 Writing was a concrete record of meaning and owing to the diversity involved in the 
mimesis of reality, it required standardisation to be well understood. In this way he fore-
shadows the thought of João de Barros who considered language to have an order of con-
venience in its mimetic capacity: ‘hũa cõueniẽçia antre pártes, póstas ẽ seus naturáes lugáres: 
per as quáes vimos ẽ cõhiçimẽto dos nóssos cõçeitos’.  As with cartography, in order to estab699 -
lish a common geographical understanding, a regimented practice was required.  The 700
grammar manages the totality of reality through its system of relational rules that, like the 
Ptolemaic system, brings all entities into relation to be represented by either a set of co-
 Oliveira, Gramática, p. 40. See also Plato’s Republic, Book III in Complete Works, John M. Cooper (ed.) 696
(Indianapolis: Hackett, 1997) and Aristotle, Poetics (Anthony Kenny trans.) (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2013) for their analysis of the difference between narrative and mimesis.
 For a discussion of this see the editors’ introduction of his grammar, in which they describe it as ‘a manifes697 -
to of the affirmation of the identity of the national character. An idea that unifies all of the works of Oliveira, 
passing through the Nautical Science, and consecrated in his historiographical work, written at the end of his 
life and in the context of the succession between 1579 and 1581’, Gramática, p. 11.
 Oliveira, Gramática, p. 53.698
 João de Barros, Gramática, f. 30r.699
 See David Woodward for his analysis of the connection between the written word and cartographic practi700 -
ces at this time (2007).
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ordinates indicating the absolute values assigned to space, or the word, with its specific 
construction of letters to represent the diverse and frenzied state of the world. 
 Oliveira argued the temporal and regional concerns of this standard must be based 
upon the lives and works of the linguistic community’s principal people: ‘E pera ser bem en-
tendida ha de ser a mais acostumada antre os milhores della; e os milhores da lingua são os 
que mais leram e viram e viveram, continoando mais antre primores sisudos e assentados e 
não amigos de muita mudança’.  There is a discourse of conservatism within this idea that 701
links understanding to a familiarity with traditional forms of use.  It is mimetically select702 -
ive not total. The linguistic practitioners held within Oliveira’s mimetic activities are serious 
and unmoving, unfriendly to change. For a man who seemed to pioneer an evolutionary 
view of language development, this may seem paradoxical.  
 In using Quintilian’s view, and in taking account of the customary use of élite Por-
tuguese speakers, Oliveira makes observations on his countrymen based upon a classical 
theory. As a result, the language he describes, is the language of a specific cross-section of 
society. This experience of his ‘linguistic community', combined with some ancient theories 
on order, proportion, and reason formed the framework with which he would condition, 
rather than describe the language of his país. Though he calls it an annotation, by delineat-
ing language in this way and establishing ‘the betters’ of its speakers, Oliveira constructs a 
pedagogical principle. After all, he calls grammar the ‘arte [que] nos pode ensinar a falar 
milhor’.  It is in this process that we can see the coloniality of the tripartite construction of 703
 Oliveira, Gramática, p. 53.701
 Tania Alkim, 'A noção de “Boa Língua” em Fernão de Oliveira: O uso como fundamento’ in Maria Bernade702 -
te Marques Abaurre Gnerre, Claudia Pfeiffer, & Juanito Avelar (eds.), Fernão de Oliveira: Um Gramático na 
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knowledge in grammar. It is not just an annotation that gathers in linguistic data. By codify-
ing the custom of a particular group it regiments its specific principles in an effort to silence 
alternative grammatical codes. In teaching the single code to an imperial community the 
practice of language is standardised both regionally and colonially. This regiment is presen-
ted as the proper manner of speaking and as such is inherently pedagogical, didactic even. 
It is in this way that the use of grammar becomes the locus of annunciation for the dis-
courses that construct and support social hierarchies. 
 Opening his work with a discourse on linguistic purity and the early modern effort to 
establish genealogical certainties, Oliveira offers an exegesis of the linguistic development 
of the Mediterranean empires of classical antiquity. The grammarian points to a host of an-
cient opinions on the development of language in various polities.  This history is not 704
used to laud the development of specific classical grammars, rather, it stands to denigrate 
them on account of the origins of the philosophers and orators that transferred their regi-
ments to foreign lands: ‘achamo-las que desfavorecem o bo saber, que é pior: porque diz Su-
etonio Tranquillo, no Livro dos grammaticos antigos, que lançavam d’antre si os filosofos e or-
adores’.  These learned men that Oliveira lists were not autochthonous to the region and 705
so debased the structures of its language. 
 Juxtaposed with ancient linguistic impurity, Oliveira offers an account of Portuguese 
territorial and genealogical purity. Nobility and lineage are intrinsically linked. It is a key 
foundational principle of the chivalric codes of the medieval and early modern eras. To be 
of noble origin, and more, to be able to trace that origin through the documentation of a 
genealogy of pure blood lineage is the ideal.  A noble father would be likely to pass to his 706
 Ibid, p. 8.704
 Ibid.705
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son his most valued qualities and trust networks were based on such hereditary devices.  707
To this end, Oliveira situates ownership of the land within a genealogy of Lusitanian 
purity.  Luso, the namesake of this land, was born in the region that would become Por708 -
tugal. This becoming is also important. The changing meaning underpinned by a structure 
of coherence and purity. He was no invader, no discoverer, or conquerer. He was, to Oli-
veira’s intents and purposes, autochthonous and an enobler of the land: ‘Luso que também 
ennobreceo esta terra não foi grego, mas de Portugal nacido e criado, filho de Liceleu’.   709
 Linking this discourse with the scholastic endeavour, Oliveira states that Luso intro-
duced Christianity to the land ‘com festas de sacrifícios e devações, porque já desd’então os 
portugueses sabem conhecer e servir e louvar a Deos’.  In this passage, the lineage of nobil710 -
ity is intrinsically linked with an unbroken celebration of and service to Christianity. This 
godly service, is contrasted by the notion that the Portuguese have never served another 
community, having never been conquered themselves, being only in a perpetual state of 
war rather than servitude in the face of the expansion of the Islamic empires. He argues 
that the land and people of Portugal have always been under a Christian bandeira never 
subjected to servitude: 
E só esta nossa terra Portugal, na Espanha, quando os godos com seus costumes barbaros e vi-
ciosos perderam a Espanha, teve sempre bandeira nunca sojeita a mouros, mas muitas vezes 
contr’elles vitoriosa, como foi a do santo abade dom João de Montemor, o qual confessam todos 
que corria a terra dos mouros como d’imigos e não como de senhores. E esta é a verdade, que 
em Portugal sempre houve lugares e terras proprias dos christãos porque se assi não fora, que 
na Estremadura não houvera lugares de christãos, não se atrevera o abade João, que era 
 See Cañizares-Esguerra, Knights and Cosmography’; and for a specific example from outside Iberia that 707
links truth with lineage directly, see Stephen Shapin, A Social History of Truth: Civility and Science in Sevente-
enth-Century England (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994), p. 55.
 See Burk for her view that the statutes of blood purity offered all Old Christians, the honra de los villanos, 708
‘a claim to a kind of nobility, particularly in the North where the Islamic empire ruled for only a short period 
or not at all’, ‘Purity of blood’, p. 176.
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homem prudente, a sair trás seus imigos por suas terras desses imigos por espaço de jornadas 
com pouca gente. 
 E os lugares de portugueses que ficaram em Portugal, posto que às vezes fossem vencidos 
como também ás vezes eram vencedores, porque assi passa onde ha continua guerra, todavia 
sempre teveram capitão christão até o conde dom Anrrique e el-rei dom Afonso Anrriquez seu 
filho.  711
Because they were never subjected to servitude they were never forced to speak another 
language nor convert to another religion. The genealogical lines of each cultural artefact 
were clean and pure, consistent in the Iberian territory that would become Portugal.  712
 As such, a philological relativity can be viewed in his attempts to identify, separate, 
and categorise a pure linguistic lineage as a foil to the corruption of foreign influence and 
mixture of languages. It is the analogy of linguistic purity to imperial cohesion that suggests 
the association between the structures of the grammar and social realities.  Oliveira’s 713
main source, Quintilian, refers to the debate between grammarians who insist on the ap-
plication of Latin structures to foreign words and those who view the Greek incorporation 
of ‘foreign practices’ as something more organic.  For his part, Quintilian states: ‘Person714 -
ally I prefer to follow the Latin method, so far as grace of diction will permit […] those 
who prefer it can employ the Greek form: they will not be speaking Latin, but will not on 
the other hand deserve censure’.  Oliveira, in turn supports this Latin method, allowing 715
some otherness to remain (in order to be identifiable) but tamed and confined by the cus-
tomary usage of the Portuguese tongue that shall be discussed below: 
 Ibid, p. 7.711
 See Nicholas Hudson’s article on the development of a link between medieval and Renaissance notions of 712
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As dições que trazemos doutras línguas escrevê-las-emos com as nossas letras que nellas soam 
[…] porque todo o mais é empedimento aos que não sabem essas linguas donde elas vieram, 
senão quando ainda forem tão novas antre nós que seja necessário pronuncia-las com a 
melodia de seu nacimento. 
 Mas nós / trabalhemos quanto podéremos de as amansar e conformar com a nossa.  716
And so, using this regional conformity, the true Portuguese language can be taught univer-
sally, homogenising a diverse group of actors into one linguistic (imperial) community. 
However, once this homogeneity has brought all speakers into relation, they can be intern-
ally differentiated, the antipathy of its members highlighted through their respective use of 
grammar, relative to an aesthetic cero-point.  
 To push this aesthetic differentiation further, he argues of people learning another 
language, ‘muitas vezes corrompemos a melodia das linguas estrangeiras que aprendemos, qu-
erendo-as conformar com a nossa’.  Yet, even this customary difference is not limited to 717
imperial boundaries. Following Quintilian, he says there is even regional difference within a 
linguistic community: ‘Quintiliano assi manda escrever qualquer lingua como soa; e não 
somente a ortografia é diversa em diversas linguas, mas também em hũa mesma lingua se 
muda com o costume’.  And even this regional variance is linked to temporality, for, in the 718
example of the use of old words, Oliveira suggests that ‘meteremos em mão d’hũ homem 
velho da Beira ou aldeão, não lhe parecerão mal’ but generally, ‘farão muito grande disson-
ançia nas orelhas de nossos tempos e homens’.  Oliveira extends this temporality to a re719 -
gional specificity that we also can see in his reticence to speak the languages of foreign na-
tions: ‘os da Beira têm hũas falas e os d’Alentejo outras. E os homens da Estermadura são 
 Oliveira, Gramática, pp. 29-30.716
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diferentes dos d’Antre Douro e Minho, porque assi como os tempos, assi também as terras cri-
am diversas condições e conceitos’.  It is this relativity of custom that Oliveira cares to doc720 -
ument and codify for the good of the speakers of his time and Empire. There is nothing 
clearer than in the natural declination of words to represent things and learning the order 
of this mimetic facility of language is the art of grammar: ‘é verdade que a arte nos pode en-
sinar a falar milhor’.  721
 The level of corruption of a language operates as a scale of universal equivalence. 
Propinquity to the ideal form of speech as defined by ‘os milhores da lingua’ indicates the 
level of sophistication or incorporation. However, linguistic incorporation did not necessar-
ily mean acceptance, rather it could become ‘a colonial expression of the community prob-
lems of “the established and the outsiders”'.  Teaching grammar, whilst it homogenises 722
through the semblance of a linguistic community also differentiates in valuing its use on a 
scale of rectitude. In Oliveira’s thought, this judgment was supported within the structures 
of that very grammar itself. These structures are presented as laws and are largely based on 
classical models of reason, order, and proportion. 
 The materiality of these concerns, are suggestive of the natural philosophy to which 
Oliveira appeals. Repeatedly he refers to the custom of the Portuguese language and the 
necessity for pronunciation to conform: ‘o pronunciam conforme ao costume da nossa lingua 
que é amiga d’abri-la boca’.  While fixed physiological patterns are requisite in this spoken 723
orthodoxy, there is too a temporal relativity to these material concerns. The ears and the 
 Ibid, pp. 50; 52.720
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eyes must be confronted by that which is appropriate to their time: ‘como os olhos se ofen-
dem vendo as figuras que a elles não / contentam, assi as orelhas não consintem a musica e 
vozes fora de seu tempo e costume’.  The relativity of linguistic communities is situated 724
within a universal ideal that demands clarity, manifested through a mimesis dependent on a 
universal science of order. 
 As we have seen above the opening chapter of the work covers language and its 
laws. The rational spirit is given by God to men in order that they may communicate among 
themselves, ‘às almas racionaes para se poderem comunicar antre si’.  Sacrobosco offers a 725
similar analogy between the rational movement of the heavenly sphere and that of the 
smaller world: ‘a semelhança do mouimento racional que ha no mundo pequeno que he ho 
homem: quando põe seu pensamento no criador: e dali vem as criaturas e torna ao criador: e 
hi faz seu assento’.  To Oliveira, this metaphysical resemblance does not excuse the tongue 726
from earthly concerns, because ‘não é tão espiritual a lingua que não seja obrigada às leis do 
corpo’.  Sacrobosco describes the effects of corporeality through Aristotle who argued: ‘A 727
vniuersal machina do Mundo se diuide em duas partes. Celstial: e elemental. A parte elemental 
he sojeita a cõtinua alteração: e diuidese ẽ quatro […]. E estes quatro sam chamados elemẽtos: 
os quaes hũs dos outros se alteram e corrompem e tornã a gerar’.  The recognition of the 728
corporeality of the tongue brings the subject of Oliveira’s grammar into the material realm. 
The potential for which the worldly elements are mixed and corrupted are applied to his 
philosophy of language. The tongue acts according to the laws of nature and so its internal, 
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customary processes and rules can be discovered and described by the grammarians of each 
language in the same manner that Sacrobosco was able to describe the separation and ex-
tension of the lands and seas with his astronomical and geometric analogies. 
 So, within a context under which the language, so open to variations of custom, un-
der constant attack from other peoples with other linguistic norms that appropriate the 
speaking of a foreign tongue, it is possible that these habits could infiltrate the tongue of 
the Portuguese, thus corrupting its purity. A concern that Oliveira seems to have held dear. 
To Oliveira it is the relativity of time and place that must be negotiated with in order to 
achieve true understanding among people in their construal of reality.  By standardising 729
communication through grammar pluritopic understandings generated by idiosyncratic in-
terpretations can be avoided within a linguistic community and ‘true’ monotopic under-
standing of reality established. Oliveira, the grammarian, is a linguistic cosmographer. 
Though the project would remain incoherent for a further two-hundred years, the effort to 
standardise perceptions of the material world through the nautical and grammatical arts 
were clearly beginning. This was, albeit an unsuccessful one, an effort that sought to ‘uni-
versalize its own concept of universality, dismissing the fact that all known civilizations are 
founded on the universality of their own cosmology’.  730
 The normative use of language by these primary people becomes the cero-point of 
mimesis by which all language use is made relational. Their model is the ideal by which 
practitioners can fashion their speech and different styles of speech or variations can be 
categorised within a comparative hierarchy, and in Oliveira’s view, through a discourse of 
corruption. Oliveira’s annotation created a cosynchronous description of the state of the 
 It is the establishment of such truth that brings grammar under the remit of Aristotelian and Platonic 729
mimesis in the representation of truth. 
 Walter D. Mignolo <http://waltermignolo.com/on-pluriversality/> [accessed 20 September 2019].730
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language at that time. Proximity to the linguistic ideal of clarity, situates languages and 
language users within a hierarchy of purity. It is just such a purity of clarity based on the 
uniformity of practice that Duarte Pereria, Pedro Nunes and João de Castro saw in the use 
of nautical arts in the previous part. 
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Regimentation 
Custom an observable law 
 This section of the argument continues by suggesting that in codifying the use of 
language through a framework of gathered thought on lineage, reason, order, and propor-
tion, Oliveira establishes the rules of normative custom for the Portuguese tongue. This 
normativity is taken as an ‘observable’ universal law which stands to maintain the ideal of 
melody appropriate to each language. Owing to his theory on the customary relativity of 
language use, even within a linguistic community, he advocates for the regimentation of 
language through grammar. In this way he delineates its use by promoting the rectitude of 
a particular form of Portuguese grammar. The structure of that grammar provides analogies 
for reality, the conformity of its parts, and the lack of mixture within that conformity. By 
presenting these factors, Oliveira offers a best practice model of how a Portuguese speaker 
should use the language but also how language should function universally in its quest for 
clarity. Customary use offered a form of fixed ideal. The customary use of language by the 
pre-eminent speakers of each land, offer the model by which an idea of stasis can be 
ascribed and held against an index of civility. In terms of the global framework of terras, 
nações, gentes, or país, then, languages as stases could be used as absolute values with 
which to compare the character of peoples through judgment on their linguistic purity and 
clarity. 
 To Oliveira, custom was a kind of temporally and spatially relative cultural unit gov-
erned by both universal and regional ideals. By writing it down, Oliveira regimented the 
Portuguese conformity to universal ideals of clarity, whilst conforming to a melody, and 
harmony appropriate to the region of Portugal. The author of the grammar is like the creat-
or of a chart in that the choice of structuring ideal or custom remains their creative prerog-
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ative until the practice of such constructions becomes governed by a cultural or political 
Leviathan such as a state or religious institution. Since Oliveira argues that he has no mod-
el, padrão, to work from, he is the master of it.  In his efforts to raise the Portuguese lan731 -
guage above even the classical tongues, he consciously omits the elements of the language 
that are incongruous with the regimented ideal.  
 The power of codified perceptions of pure custom in languages is made apparent by 
its application to linguistic and cultural difference, ‘É tão proprio a nós dáremos o acento na 
ultima que muitas vezes corrompemos a melodia das linguas estrangeiras que aprendemos, qu-
erendo-as conformar com a nossa. E se assi o fazem também outras gentes, elles o vejam’.  732
Oliveira suggests Portuguese natives, in their efforts to communicate in foreign tongues, 
impose their own regional melody on that language as if it were universal. They each apply 
the customary solution with which they are familiar to the problem at hand. Likewise, 
Nunes chooses to use the principles of Euclid and Theodosius to solve a cosmographical 
problem with the assertion, ‘porque este he meu costume’.   733
 The language, like the mathematical system is dependent on a set of principles cus-
tomary to it. Nunes is as aware of this in mathematics as Oliveira is in grammar. Each lan-
guage learner corrupts the new tongue with the custom of their own as they try to make it 
conform to their model. But if one knows the custom and conforms to it, understanding can 
be shared. João de Castro recognises this in the way in which Portuguese mariners corrupt 
the place names they encounter, ‘Deste gate para o mar, toda a terra que jas enserrada entre 
esta serra e as prayas do mar, se chamão comquoam e os moradores comquenis, onde agora, 
 See Xavier and Županov, Catholic Orientalism, for João de Barros’ simile linking language and memorial 731
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corrompido o vocablo, dos Portugueses sam chamadas canaris’.  But also in the manner in 734
which they confuse the use of their cosynchronous instruments and solar tables. 
 There is a consychronicity to Oliveira’s conception of temporal relativity that is fre-
quently referenced with the regional. Throughout he makes it clear that though there are 
certain universal aspects to language that can incorporate all within an exclusively human 
ability to communicate, there are ways to conceive of or create heterogeneity within this 
homogenous grouping even within territorial and temporal boundaries. There is a tension 
between adherence to old structures and usages and adaptations to contemporary changes 
and necessities that reflects Oliveira’s own humanist philosophy: 
Pois logo, desque bem forem fingidos ou achados os vocabolos, o uso delles se fará com muitos 
resguardos; o primeiro, que desses vocabulos novos tomemos os mais velhos, como dissemos no 
capitolo precedente; e outro resguardo seja que, com serem mais velhos, sejam também mais 
usados e ameudados, e o uso delles seja aprovado por aquelles que mais sabem; e também 
teremos estoutro resguardo no uso das vozes novas.  735
The old can condition the reception of the new such as with the tone of the tongue, main-
tained and guarded, ‘assi as orelhas não consintem a musica e vozes fora de seu tempo e cos-
tume’ and ‘dições antigas […] traz e dá muita graça ao falar, quando é temperado e em seus 
lugares e tempos’.  In a form of rhetorical deployment, Oliveira suggests that there is a 736
time and a place for the use of ancient words and it must be appropriate to the occasion: 
‘dando a entender que não usamos acinte da tal novidade, ou também velhice se for cousa 
velha, porque também das vozes dizemos outro tanto como das novas, nestes resguardos’.  737
Using words appropriate to time and place is a direct reflection of the instructions regard-
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ing language use in Quintilian’s rhetorical advice. Not only must the words selected strike a 
chord with the audience but the tone of those words must also be measured to achieve 
maximum effect. For Oliveira, melody was the defining rule of proportion that governed the 
custom of a linguistic community. 
Melody 
 For Oliveira the key to the certainty within the customary use of language is in the 
melody, its overarching cero-point. This melody is guarded in the structure of the language 
in terms of the good separation of its letters, syllables, and words, a partition that Oliveira 
asserts is common to all grammars: ‘A primeira partição que fazemos em qualquer lingua e 
sua grammatica seja esta em estas três partes: letras, sillabas, e vozes, que também ha na 
nossa de Portugal com suas considerações conformes à propria melodia’.  His observations 738
suggest to him that through the diverse and minute movements of the mouth in every 
tongue we can discuss distinctly that which is proper to each.  This distinction is what 739
creates the customary melody and it is, ‘a melodia da nossa lingua e essa guardemos, como 
fezerão as gentes’.  So, to Oliveira, the sound of language is autochthonous to a region, 740
and as such is formed according to a spatio-temporal context that influences the distinctive 
movements of the mouth. These movements can then be codified in terms of their signatory 
figures. 
 These figures, in turn, can be quantified in that there are a set number with a set 
pattern to be used in the proper regulation of a language, as defined by the élite and 
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learned of a linguistic community. These customs are the particularities of the Portuguese 
tongue, ‘Todos estes são costumes proprios, assi como outros que já dissemos, e particularid-
ades da nossa lingua’.  Identification of them is part of the gathering-in required before 741
regimentation can be taught. In his final chapter on syllables Oliveira states that, ‘A quan-
tidade das sillabas da nossa lingua é mui facile de conhecer, porque as vogaes em si dão certa 
voz destinta’.  It is these distinct sections that dictate the sound of the Portuguese lan742 -
guage and through this style of analysis, the language is codified segmentally, each part 
graphically and audibly relational to the others in their representation of the spoken and 
written word. The sensory experience of aesthesis relates directly to the abstraction of writ-
ing. It is this comparison that draws the analysis of language structures and its rhetorical 
association with a quantitative natural philosophy of navigation to the environmental, 
physiognomic, and biological associations with genealogy. 
 Through the documentation of his observations, Oliveira offers a phonetic map for 
the use of language. He describes intricately, and at points intimately, how each syllable 
should be constructed, written, and pronounced, what part of the mouth to use and even 
with what degree of ‘spirit’: ‘as gentes da Europa falam todas c’os beiços, dentes e ponta da 
lingua, com a qual pondo-a em diversas partes da boca formam diversas letras’.  The rules to 743
the construction of a syllable are codified.  All elements of speech and writing are docu744 -
mented. For example, vowels can be preceded by a consonant; liquid consonants will al-
ways follow a mute; there can be a maximum of four letters in a Portuguese syllable and 
this is defined as follows: the first, mute; the second, liquid; the third, a vowel or a diph-
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thong; and the fourth, a semivowel or til.  He moves beyond this maxim to discuss those 745
syllables with three, two, and one letter respectively. A syllable cannot start with two phon-
emes of different character.  And only two pure vowels can be placed together.  Though 746 747
José Neto describes some of Oliveira’s descriptions as ‘superfluous, somewhat pedantic and 
[…] of no great importance’, it is clear that his stance is that of a grammarian.   748
 The example to which Neto refers focuses on the opening of syllables. Neto states, 
‘[a]ccording to Oliveira two consonants as well as two vowels of the same nature are not 
necessary in Portuguese, although he makes the unnecessary observation that the Por-
tuguese phoneme “s” may be combined with another “s”; e.g., “sesta,” and “sostra”’.  749
Neto’s is a somewhat reductive reading that offers little insight into the wider discourse on 
purity. This is a discourse with which Oliveira wholeheartedly engages, particularly with 
regard to the purity of orthography, ‘porque a lingua e escritura é fiel tisoureira do bem de 
nossa socessão’.  Read through the lens of an imperial ideology, as well as that of a mod750 -
ern grammarian, the lack of ‘logical explanations’ that Neto accuses him of, are overshad-
owed by the rhetoric of analogy that links linguistic principles with political concerns. The 
Portuguese language is repeatedly set apart from the Greek and Latin by its lack of excep-
tions or irregularities. In the example above regarding the phoneme ‘s’, Oliveira points to it 
as the exception if only to prove the rule. Oliveira argues: ‘Ainda porém que cuido que este 
privilegio tem esta letra s somente’.  This exception is a privilege to a special individual, yet 751
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the rest must follow the rule. Of course it would be pushing the analogy too far to suggest 
that Oliveira is alluding to the special privileges granted to a New Christian Cosmógrafo-
Mor who should have been barred from office due to the purity of blood statutes, but it is 
an interesting comparison in light of the discourse of linguistic purity, genealogy, and law 
throughout Oliveira's text. 
Oliveira’s analysis with regard to pronunciation delves deeper into the physiology 
than any other grammarian of his era.  Language as an instrument itself is directly related 752
to the incremental discretion of instrumental understanding of the natural world. Each na-
tion has its own instrument for communication. This discrete standard within the spoken 
word, however, is not freely conditioned. There are material and physiological concerns to 
consider that are taken from key classical categories within the discourse on environmental 
race and the link between instrumental knowledge, climata (latitudes), and proto-racial 
characteristics. 
 This aspect is so important to Oliveira that in the opening chapter of the work he 
speaks at length of language and its laws which include the physical structures of the 
mouth and the climate which all feed into how well-spoken a person can be.  Oliveira is 753
careful to temper this materiality with the axiom that, God gave men rational spirits but 
corporal tongues.  What cannot be avoided though is the presence of the laws of speaking 754
that Oliveira determines to be on account of certain physical factors. He says, ‘[b]em ou mal 
disposto pode ser em calidades e feição: calidades como seco ou humedo: feição como dentes 
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grandes ou desviados’.  Cultural relativity notwithstanding, Oliveira’s description of the 755
customary use of language is couched in terms of the fixity and physical law of physiologic-
al and quasi-physiognomic attributes: 
Examinemos a melodia da nossa linga e essa guardemos, como fezerão gentes: e isto desd’as 
mais pequenas / partes tomando todas as vozes e cada hũa por si e vendo em ellas quantos di-
versos movimentos faz a boca se faz cada movimento, porque nisto se pode discutir mais des-
tintamente o proprio de cada lingua.  756
Not only can deeds be represented by words but deeds themselves can act as observable 
universal exemplar of certain qualities. In turn, the words that represent these qualities are 
then filled with the cultural meaning associated with those deeds and qualities.  
 Reflecting the potential for corruption within this material domain, some of the 
products of Oliveira’s organ have many defects while others have their perfection, ‘segundo 
a disposição da lingua corporal, assi vemos formar diversas as vozes, hũas ceciosas, outras tar-
taras: e muitas com muitos defeitos e também com suas perfeições’.  And, as a result, if the 757
tongue and mouth are better disposed, they achieve their office all the better, ‘como este or-
gão da lingua e boca é mais e milhor disposto, assi cumpre milhor seu oficio’.  In the same 758
manner that the instrument of measurement required perfection and certainty, the instru-
ments of speech require the same in order to achieve their end: the representation of the 
diversity of lived reality and the states of things. The accuracy of this representation, as 
seen above, is dependent on the instrument used to communicate. In the physical sense it is 
the art of the tongue and mouth. In the theoretical sense, it is the art of grammar - a ra-
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tional concern. Rational or material, the instrument by necessity was required to be well-
constructed. 
 Oliveira suggests in the 16th chapter that cultural plurality between linguistic com-
munities produces poor pronunciation of universally equivalent forms of language, such as 
latin as the common tongue of the educated and élite, causes poor writing, ‘posto que 
alghũas nações lhe chamem ache e não acertam, mas antes d’ahi naceo o erro de mal pronun-
ciar mihi e nihil e outras / muitas partes; e do mao pronunciar veo o pior escrever d’essas 
dições com ch’.  In this way, the instrument affects the construction of the graphical rep759 -
resentation. This is exactly the direction of the flow of information involved in the construc-
tion of nautical charts. Quintilian, for his part, suggested that ‘although what is incorrect in 
writing will also be incorrect in speech, the converse is not necessarily true, inasmuch as 
mistakes in writing are caused by addition or omission, substitution or transposition, while 
mistakes in speaking are due to separation or combination of syllables, to aspiration or oth-
er errors of sound’.  Oliveira, inverts this idea due to his acknowledgement of the weak760 -
ness of his auditory faculty: ‘Dei a estes nomes no plural estes ditongos ai e oi com i e não 
com e, porque as minhas orelhas assi o julgam’.  However, despite his awareness of fallibil761 -
ity, he suggests that the ears are useful in taming borrowed words so that they conform to 
the melody of the language. Even though there are borrowed words from Latin, he says, 
‘havemos de tratar e pronunciar e conformar ao som da nossa melodia e ao sentido das nossas 
orelhas’.  Treating foreign things in this way, forcing them to conform to the regional aes762 -
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thetics of the Portuguese language, offers a view of the language as well-organised giving it 
its concert. 
 The classical paradigm of concert utilised by Vitruvius is based on an understanding 
of the conformity of proportion or semblance among distinct parts. Oliveira promises to 
speak, ‘do concerto que têm as partes da oração hũas com outras’.  These parts of language 763
are based upon ‘analogia, que quer dizer proporção ou semelhança, com a qual se mestura 
também a diferencia que têm antre si as vozes’.  To Vitruvius, ‘Proportion is a correspond764 -
ence among the measures of the members of an entire work, and of the whole to a certain 
part selected as standard’.  This is why, the parts of language can have a concert between 765
them. Because, following Varro, they are based on fixed classical principles of kinship: ‘As 
among men there are certain kinships, either through the males or through the clan, so 
there are among words’.  The interesting thing about Oliveira is that he links declination 766
in the words analogously with the knowledge of nautical science. The juxtaposition of no-
tions of lineage, social strata, movement and fixity, law and individual will within grammar, 
are comparable to concerns relating to knowledge of the open seas and open cultural en-
counters. The manner in which mariners overcame the issues, is similar in practice to the 
humanists’ methodologies of anchoring the new to that which is already accepted or cer-
tain. Declension, or, declination; declinação is the diversity in words, ‘tiradas de hum 
primeiro e firme principio por respeito de diversos estados das cousas’.  As we have seen 767
these words are said to decline, fall, or descend from a principle, becoming more base by 
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degrees.  Oliveira’s conception of the internal structure of language exemplifies the wider 768
early modern concern with corruption and truth in natural philosophy and religion.  Sim769 -
ilarly, discourses of science hold to a principle of ideality and declining degrees of fixed per-
fection: ‘Ho segundo mouimento do firmamento e pranetas he contrairo a este [a semelhança 
do mouimento racional que ha no mundo pequeno]: começa de ocidente: vay a oriente e torna 
a ocidente: e este mouimẽto he irrational ou sensual: a semelhança do mundo pequeno: que he 
das cousas corruptiueys pera ho criador: e torna outra vez as cousas corruptiueis’.  770
 Similarly if the north-south dimensions of the latitude chart, for example, are con-
structed from a series of celestial observations using well-calibrated instruments and good 
observations, readings can be taken as graphical anchor points in the creation of scale in 
the representation.  These quantitative readings form the structure of the chart’s descrip771 -
tion of space based on the firm and fixed principle of the visual relationship between incor-
ruptible celestial bodies and the corruptible earth. The difference between the perception of 
certainty gained from latitude readings against the relative uncertainty of the traditional 
methods led to the trope of the fixed principle within the nautical literature and graphical 
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representations of space. If astronomical readings were not taken according to firm and 
fixed principles, corruption in the data would be apparent. This idea also bled into the 
wider thought of Oliveira, a man wholly engaged with the nautical, religious and imperial 
priorities of the state at this time. Guarding against corruption was the concern. 
Conformity 
 It is this reliance on general rules and principles that makes Oliveira’s art of gram-
mar so compelling to the history of early modern natural philosophy. For example, Vitruvius 
says that the construction of the parts of man, ‘have their own symmetrical proportions, 
and it was by employing them that the famous painters and sculptors of antiquity attained 
so great and endless renown’.  These proportions, he says, were then projected onto all 772
human measurement, ‘it was from the members of the body that they derived the funda-
mental ideas of the measures which are obviously necessary in all works, as the finger, 
palm, foot, and cubit’.  This natural principle determined the proportions of construction 773
and measurement in all arts. Oliveira uses a similar appeal to natural principle in the con-
struction of ships in his Livro da fabrica das naos (1580), but also in the proper use of lan-
guage. This is a mimetic ideology that can be read in each of the fields considered in this 
thesis, each of which draw on the principles of natural philosophy in their construction of 
knowledge. 
 Oliveira says that the partition of language into three parts, ‘letras, sillabas e vozes’, is 
universal to all languages.  Oliveira uses this division to structure his analysis of Por774 -
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tuguese in terms of his considerations on how it ‘conformes à propria melodia’.  He says 775
the grammarians are accustomed to separate the consonant letters into: 
mudas e semivogaes em qualquer lingua, e é esta a principal causa de sua repartição: que as 
semivogaes podem estar em fim das vozes como as vogaes. E portanto se chamam semivogaes, 
que quer dizer quasi vogaes. E as mudas, cujo nome é bem claro, não podem dar cabo às 
vozes.  776
It is clear from this passage that all language is based on principles, the regimentation of 
which is important in the perfection of a given tongue. The principles must be applied to 
the totality of that ‘little universe’ to which these linguistic values apply - essentially the lin-
guistic community from a single territory, to an empire.  For example, he describes dições 777
proprias as ‘aquellas que servem na sua primeira e principal sinificação’.  It is conformity to 778
these principal words (from which others decline) that give a tongue its clarity: ‘as dições 
proprias têm a principal parte de boa e clara linguagem’.  This is on account of these dições 779
proprias and their derivatives or tiradas being regimented, not free to their own will. 
Though dições mudadas, on the other hand, are given albeit scant treatment in this chapter 
on proper words, they are used as an irregular foil with which to laud the conformity of the 
words proper to Portuguese and therefore he dismisses these mudadas with the words, 
‘temos também mais que dizer em outra parte’.  This section is dedicated to those words, 780
‘são cujo nascimento não procede mais que da vontade livre daquele que as primeiro pôs’.  781
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Those that follow the principle are descended from the originals and this is a laudable as-
pect of Portuguese in Oliveira’s eyes:  
dições tiradas, a que os latinos chamam diriviadas, são cujo nacimentos vêm doutras alghũas 
dições donde estas são tiradas […]. Tiramos ou formamos hũas dições doutras para abasteçer e 
fazer copiosa a nossa lingua e porque nos não faltem vocabolos nas cousas, para as quaes todos 
os primeiros homens não poderam dar vozes em comprimento.   782
Language, at its best, is a system that can incorporate novelty according to its in-
ternal structures based on fixed principles, whether those words are taken, derive, or are 
born from existing words or they are interpolated from another tongue. The new words are 
forced into some kind of conformity through a regimentation that is appropriate to the his-
torically contingent state of the language in the same manner as Pedro Nunes’ issues. When 
writing on ambiguity within a case, Nunes suggests that ambiguity can bring nothing, ‘Quia 
ad quaestionem constituendam nihil certum ac definitum habet’ and can be caused by ‘Quae 
nascitur ex diverso spiritu, ex sono vocis, ex nominis communione, ex compositione et 
divisione’.  This adherence to principle is continued by Nunes in his Tratado […] sobre cer783 -
tas duuidas da nauegação (1537) when he promises to satisfy doubts, ‘per palaura ho milhor 
q pude: e todauia determiney descreuer ho q nisso me pareceo […]: he a principal parte pera 
quem deseja saber como se ha de nauegar per arte e per rezão’.  The cosmographic under784 -
standing of space is based on the principles of a science of order in the same manner as a 
grammar. If one does not understand the underlying principles of the construal of reality 
whether it be in a chart, a table of heights, a solar table or in the syntax of a sentence, 
common understanding cannot be achieved. 
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 The importance of the fixed principles cannot be overstated. The rhetoric of prin-
ciples is taken from antiquity, and utilised by humanists. It can also be read through the 
principles within religious doctrine and indeed, natural philosophy. This is a culture bent on 
ontological anchor points, regardless of the sovereignty in which that anchor is bedded. As 
mentioned above Declinação is so called because it descends ‘daquelle premeiro principio 
firme que dissemos, o qual não se move nem muda da sua primeira voz’.  It is not merely the 785
cases that conform to fixed principles, ‘têm seus principios firmes de que outras se tiram; mas 
as que em si particularmente se declinam, como são nomes verbos, também têm seus primeiros 
e firmes principios em que se fundam e afirmam’.  As we saw above, Oliveira uses Varro to 786
distinguish between ‘natural’ and ‘voluntary’ declinations. The natural are those that con-
form to the rules of the art: ‘são mais sojeitas às regras e leis de cujo mandado se rege esta 
arte’.  These rules are based on, ‘bo costume’, and the natural are those that, ‘são mais 787
gerais e comprendem mais […]; e de feito parecem ser mais proprias e consoantes à natureza 
da lingua, pois lhe ella mais obedecem’.  Following Oliveira’s appeal to the authority of 788
nature, the natural declinations, in his grammar are those that, ‘conforme ao comum parecer 
de todos’.  Though he makes much of the temporal relativity of good custom according to 789
common appearance, good custom still remains that fixed principle by which the tongue 
must be regimented. In foreshadowing Nunes’ doctrine on ‘science’ through his discourse 
on culture, he juxtaposes the natural declinations with good custom. Thus, he argues the 
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link between principles of good custom and knowledge of nature which conforms to the 
common appearance of all. 
 For example, he asserts that though the Portuguese tongue incorporates words from 
Latin and other foreign climes, they are assimilated using the conditions of the Portuguese 
tongue. He avers, 'As dições que trazemos doutras línguas escrevê-las-emos com as nossas le-
tras que nelas soam’.  He suggests that when words are newly incorporated by necessity 790
they must be pronounced following ‘a melodia de sua nacimento’ but that, ‘trabalhemos 
quanto podéremos de as amansar e conformar com a nossa’.  Again this effort to subjugate 791
language is regimented by the classical principle of melody and speaks to the effort to fash-
ion oneself according to renaissance and religious ideals: ‘havemos de tratar e pronunciar e 
conformar ao som da nossa melodia e ao sentido das nossas orelhas’.  The regiment must be 792
proven to be as general as possible and this is why Neto’s analysis of Oliveira’s reference to 
the exception is a little narrow. In his quest for a homogenised annotation of the Portuguese 
tongue, the exceptions to which Oliveira refers throughout the work are underplayed. Rules 
are stressed as far as possible even to the point that in his selection of material he excludes 
those that don’t conform. Those that do not self-fashion in a manner acceptable are deval-
ued within or omitted from the ontological epistemic structure. 
 Similarly in the conjugations, Oliveira suggests that Portuguese is most clear, ‘porque 
dissemos que estas vozes eram diversas, vejamos agora como têm as vozes dos verbos primeiro 
diversidade em conjugação, porque d’hũa maneira proporcionamos huns por outros’ and be-
cause the verbs ending in ar, er, and ir are conjugated clearly and differently, it is better for 
knowledge: ‘porque esta é a diferença que têm as conjugações entre nós mais clara e em que 
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milhor se conheçem’.  It is due to the fact that the Portuguese have fewer irregular verbs 793
than other tongues such as the Greek and Latin which ‘têm hum bo caderno de verbos irregu-
lares e alghuns nomes; e os latinos têm outro tão grande de nomes com seus verbos de com-
panhia’.  Oliveira admits that there aren’t rules that can comprehend everything, but, he 794
suggests, they do so for the majority: ‘na analogia dos verbos como das outras partes não 
temos regras que possam compreender todos, senão mais’.  This is the order of the Por795 -
tuguese grammar, the identification of which is the objective of Oliveira’s work: ‘apontar os 
principles da grammatical que temos na nossa lingua’.  As such he is very clear to omit ex796 -
ceptions and irregularities, naming only those few that are necessary. When speaking of 
construction, he says: 
nella mais que em alghũa outra guardamos nós certas leis e regras, posto que também nas out-
ras partes da gramática temos menos eiceições que os latinos e gregos, cujas linguas mui gaba-
das muitas vezes faltam na conveniencia dos nomes ajetivo e sustantivo, relativo e antecedente, 
e isso mesmo do nome com o verbo.  797
The juxtaposition between laws and exceptions only makes Oliveira’s advocacy of general 
laws more prominent, establishing him well within the monotopic natural philosophy of the 
era. For example, a single conception of geographical space was required to control and 
homogenise the pluralities of state, regional, and perspectival data gathering and knowl-
edge generation in a colonial context predicated on the exchange of plural knowledges. The 
frequent references to exceptions coupled with their relative omission suggests that his lack 
of attention to eiceições is a conscious disavowal. 
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 Each language has its own internal system of rules to be followed. The principles of 
verbs, for example, are the present indicative and infinitive from which other parts are 
formed.  Yet, even though he acknowledges, ‘não sempre as outras partes do verbo seguem 798
as formas destas primeiras posições’, he also states that there is no space for their discussion 
in this work: ‘não ha lugar para falar mais particularidades’.  They are omitted as particu799 -
larities whereas Oliveira is wholly focused on laws and values that can be applied within his 
linguistic universe. If it were a true annotation, all particularities would be included. By 
omitting them, like Castro with the knowledge of inferior communities, he is silencing their 
potential incorporation in the interests of a political expediency centred on linguistic purity. 
The selection and regimentation of data is key to this process. 
Having spoken of the multitude of exceptions to a general rule he finds on plural-
ising words that end in ditongos: ‘pode haver outros que me não lembram’.  And later on he 800
is more dismissive when speaking on nouns ending in ão and nouns ending in r, s or z, sug-
gesting that he does not remember further exceptions as if they are unworthy of mention 
due to lack of use; ‘não me lembra eiceição alghũa’.  Perhaps he considers this beyond the 801
remit of the annotation. Perhaps he is embarrassed by the uncertainty of his regras. Either 
way he limits the voice of an aspect of language whose existence he acknowledges as some-
thing undesirable. 
 Oliveira is not above excusing these things. One notable occasion is the application 
of natural analogy. There is regular reference to language that does not conform to the re-
gras gerais that the author intends to point out. For example, he says, beyond cases, ‘são 
 Ibid, p. 38.798
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muitas as maneiras de se declinar as vozes’ but, ‘hũas se declinam e outras se não declinam’.  802
Taking this further with the verbal nouns, he compares the presence of irregularities to sons 
from the same fathers. Some look ugly and some better, ‘antr’os filhos d’hum só pai huns são 
mui feos e outros parecem milhor’, some look like the father, others the mother, and some 
neither one of them.  Similarly he uses the wool from sheep as an analogy of good and 803
bad progeny, ‘na lã d’hũa ovelha se acha alghũa boa e outra não tanto’, some creating good 
cloth and some not so fine.  And, he says, ‘conseguinte hũas terras e arvores so hũa mesma 804
constelação dão fruito e outras não aproveitam para cousa alghũa’, some of them multiplying 
and others ‘regadas e curadas, despois de muito trabalho não querem crecer ou se secam’.  In 805
this passage the idea of heritage, progeny, and production is linked directly to the practice 
of astronomy and environmental understandings of latitudes. The capacity of language to 
resemble the diversity of the lived reality, juxtaposed against the rhetorical fixity of the lan-
guage of the nautical arts presents Oliveira’s grammar as a locus of enunciation of the epi-
stemic development of the early modern imperial state. 
 Generally, Oliveira does not give entire formations and exceptions to the rules he 
identifies, rather ‘não dando porém comprida e particularmente as inteiras formações e as 
eiceições de suas faltas, senão sö amoestando em breve o que ha nellas, para que despois a seu 
tempo, quando as tratáremos, sejam milhor e com mais facilidade entendidas’.  As we have 806
seen he glazes over most exceptions in the interest of clarity and ease of understanding, 
merely admitting that the Portuguese language is fallible: ‘alghuns verbos não têm todos os 
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modos e outros faltam em tempos; e assi em cada hũa das outras cousas também às vezes 
alghuns verbos têm alghũa falta, ao menos em não seguir as regras geraes da formação das 
suas conjugações’.  Yet, this is the best he can do currently with the current state of the 807
language, as with Pedro Nunes, this is his custom. There are many exceptions but these are 
the most general rules he can offer. The exceptions and resistances exemplify Foucault’s 
characterisation of a drive towards a general science of order.  They also exemplify a co808 -
loniality within Oliveira’s grammar in its capacity to present normative modes of being and 
communicating despite the acknowledged evidence that there are alternative construals. 
Though not all can be encompassed by his rules, the rule still must stand and the impact of 
exceptions be limited or omitted. 
 To support this monotonic conceptualisation Oliveira offers to model good linguistic 
behaviour underpinned by the rhetoric of nature: 
Marco Varrão divide as declinações em naturaes e voluntareas. Voluntareas são as que cada 
hum faz à sua vontade, tirando hũa doutra […]. E contudo não é mui franca ou, para milhor 
dizer, solta a liberdade de todos nesta parte porque, posto que se não podem dar aqui mais lim-
itadas regras, esta que em toda a parte se deve guardar servirá também aqui: que neste tirar 
das dições, o qual polo maior parte já foi feito pollos antigos, e esse havemos de guardar se 
aind’agora o houvéremos mester, seja conforme à melodia da nossa lingua e seja entregue não a 
qualquer pessoa mas àquelles de cujo saber e vontades nos podéremos fiar com rezão, porque 
não sera fiel na nossa lingua quem lhe quiser mal.  809
The importance of using the terminology of natural philosophy is clear in this episode. That 
which is natural follows rules: ‘As declinações naturais são mais sujeitas às regras e leis de 
cujo mandado se rege esta arte’.  In this way grammar is the art which regiments the real810 -
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ity of speakers helping them to navigate their communicative world. It is akin to the man-
ner in which mathematics regimented the natural knowledge of sailors aiding their naviga-
tions of the maritime globe. All alternative knowledge must be deemed exceptional within 
the discourse of ‘established and outsider’ because knowledge required customary purity in 
its construction. 
It is the exclusivity of this conceptualisation that this part of the thesis aims to link 
with the regimented construction of an organic body politic through the discourse on lin-
eage within Oliveira’s grammar. Of course, as with language, at this time in Portugal people 
were confronted by exceptions to the norms of classification. People were changing reli-
gion, forcibly or otherwise. New cultures were being encountered. Different methods of 
mapping were being argued over with no unified cosmographic vision between states even 
as close as Castile and Portugal.  As a result of this confrontation with ‘novelty’, Iberian 811
thinkers required new ways of categorising and legislating. In this way, difference was as 
important as semblance - anomalia as important as analogia. It is this tension that defines 
the Foucauldian shift from a sixteenth century episteme to what he calls the Classical epi-
steme ‘roughly half way through the seventeenth century’.  The fields studied in this thes812 -
is suggest that the Portuguese context is moving towards this shift a century earlier, particu-
larly in the nautical arts with the appeal to abstract representations of universal space. 
Though the customary use of language is akin to the stases of characters in its situation of 
grammar within a globally comparative system of purity and clarity, the words themselves 
are still working as resemblances of corporal diversity. The structures of language were re-
 Alison D. Sandman, “Mirroring the World: Sea Charts, Navigation, and Territorial Claims in Sixteenth- 811
Century Spain,” in Merchants and Marvels: Commerce, Science, and Art in Early Modern Europe, ed. Pamela H. 
Smith and Paula Findlen (New York: Routledge, 2002), 83–108; Joaquim Alves Gaspar, ‘How large was the 
Earth in the sixteenth century?’, pp. 318-324.
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semblances of a social order. Yet, Oliveira’s authoritative rhetoric moves towards the quant-
itative abstractions of the nautical arts.  
 Conformity is imposed on the language in the same manner that the opening pro-
posal of colonial societies was to impose their language on indigenous populations. All 
areas of language use must conform to the structures that define the tongue: ‘deste adverbio 
até, o qual antre nós responde ao que os latinos dizem usque, este averbio, digo, alghuns o 
pronunciam conforme ao costume da nossa lingua que é amiga d’abri-la boca’.  Again, com813 -
ing back to the physicality of spoken language, Oliveira makes the custom exclusive. Those 
who use words that demand less than an open mouth, such as the Latins, will be, ‘fora do 
tom e musica dos nossos homens d’agora’.  This idea of cultural particularity is echoed 814
throughout the work, but poignantly in the closing chapters of the grammar, Oliveira refer-
ences a childhood experience in which he was ridiculed for his pronunciation, ‘sendo eu 
moço pequeno, fui criado em são Domingos d’Evora, onde faziam / zombaria de mim os da 
terra, porque o eu assi pronunciava segundo que o aprendera na Beira’.  Similarly, the 815
Castilians when they want to mock the Portuguese adopt the subtle difference in their syn-
tax: ‘o natural da nossa lingua, o qual imitam os castelhanos, quando nos querem arremedar, 
dizendo manda o rei de Portugal, e não dizem manda el-rei de Portugal, que a elles era mais 
proprio dizer’.  This was set within a cultural context in which Gil Vicente was lampooning 816
 Oliveira, Gramática, p. 47.813
 Ibid, p. 52.814
 Ibid, pp. 71-72.815
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the pronunciation of African words on the streets of Lisbon using the same theatrical device 
to ridicule Castillians in his plays for comedic effect.  817
 Similarly, although Portuguese has its irregularities, it is far better than in the celeb-
rated languages of Latin and Greek, where irregularities abound. This is due to the many 
rules that guard, keep, or maintain the tongue, ‘esse guardam tambêm no plural porque 
nisto, assi como em outras cousas, guarda a nossa lingua as regras da proporção, mais que a 
latina e grega’ in which languages there are ‘muitas irregularidades' which ‘seguem mais o 
sabor das orelhas que as regras da rezão’.  And, despite there being ‘muitas desproporções 818
ou dessemelhanças se cometam na nossa lingua, não são tantas como em outras linguas 
acontece muitas mais vezes’.  All of these laudable qualities in the Portuguese language are 819
set against the foil of the classical languages in order to situate it hierarchically within the 
humanist canon. For all the reasons the Greek and Latin tongues are celebrated, Portuguese 
should also be and more so. For all the reasons their heroes are canonised in their respect-
ive tongues, Portuguese heroes should also be lauded more highly. Grammar brings into re-
lation all speakers of a linguistic community and even all languages. The homogenisation of 
language through grammar recognises a general linguistic semblance. Yet, as a marker of 
civilisation, language is a well known trope.  It becomes a marker of identity and differ820 -
ence. In this it is powerful. The good concert within the classical dialects is reflected by the 
rules to which they adhere, and, Oliveira suggests, ‘a nossa lingua nem por isso ficou sem 
 See Xavier and Županova, Catholic Orientalism, p. 208. For further work on the ‘internal frontiers’ of ‘eth817 -
nographic’ understanding, see Robert Bartlett, The Making of Europe: Conquest, Colonization, and Cultural 
Change 950-1350 (Princeton: Princeton University press, 1993); Fredrik Barth (ed.), Ethnic Groups and 
Boundaries: The Social Organization of Culture Difference (Bergen: Oslo, 1969).
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outro tão bo concerto e de menos trabalho’.  The language is already in a good state and 821
needs very little work to improve it but the people who use it must be civilised by its yoke. 
Clarity 
 It has been the intention of this thesis to understand the ways in which the systemat-
ic homogenisation of space through universally equivalent forms of understanding also cre-
ated a method of understanding heterogeneity. This system provided the fixed and discrete 
values of a framework with which to understand and differentiate within that universal 
conception of the globe. The prevalence of such techniques of knowledge creation at a time 
of great intercultural experience, may also have influenced thought about human and non-
human phenomena.  Having explored the structures of his grammar, it is the hypothesis 822
of this section that Fernão de Oliveira’s delineation of grammar offers a social analogy in-
fused with the rhetoric of purity developed within an Iberian context obsessed with reli-
gious and noble lineages, and the laws of social and natural knowledge that demanded 
clarity and truth of representation. 
 Drawing on Portuguese and wider Iberian concerns with the negotiation of religious 
fidelity, specifically related to a context of forced and unforced conversion, as well as marit-
al commixture among Jewish, Moorish, and Christian communities in Portugal and beyond, 
the thesis suggests that Oliveira’s allegory of language interpolates existing thought on 
 Oliveira, Gramática, p. 70.821
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genealogy and purity of blood based on morphological and rhetorical similarities.  Of 823
course this is a gross simplification of the realities considered by such abstractions but the 
attempt from the Portuguese state and humanist élite was indeed to simplify and familiarise 
the encounter with novelty by at once assimilating and differentiating. These allusions 
demonstrate the pervasiveness of a wider ideology explored in the opening part of this thes-
is that respects the clear separation of elemental parts and their increasing atomisation 
above all else. Oliveira presents this law through the nautical rhetoric of fixity and quanti-
fication. This discourse engages with the structural concerns regarding the obsession with 
blood, but also an imperial project that was continually negotiating with difference and 
forms of nobility in its efforts to establish areas of Portuguese dominance along the Carreira 
da Índia.  While it will be suggested that Oliveira can be considered as an early modern 824
proponent of the ‘Lusotopian ideal’, an ideal that Mignolo deems inseparable from colonisa-
tion, his work is also a clear locus of enunciation of an epistemic context that defined early 
modern imperial science in the sixteenth century. 
 Oliveira’s philosophy of discrete linguistic relativity runs counter to the current of his 
contemporaries’ thought regarding the universal framework of latinate grammar. Where 
grammarians like Barros or Henrique Henriques attempted to indiscriminately apply Latin 
codes to the Portuguese and Malabar tongues, Oliveira attempted to allow for cultural dif-
ference. This cultural particularity differentiated linguistic communities in the manner that 
 See also Pastore, for the view that subversion of the Trinity was an accusation levelled at Spanish pluralism 823
and credal mixture, amidst investigations of commonality between monotheistic faiths and competing doc-
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customs and costumes became reified markers of identity.  We have seen the rigid concep825 -
tualisation of identity troubled by histories of Spanish castas.  Ben Vinson, for example, 826
traces many episodes in which people manipulated their relative position within the Span-
ish caste framework in order to achieve their best advantage.  The creation of these castes 827
was based upon genealogical and phenotypical factors.  In the same way, linguistic cast828 -
ing, for Oliveira, was based on a lineage of dições and the physicality of pronunciação. The 
new idea within this thesis is that the relationship between early modern grammar and 
early modern nautical science offers an interesting understanding of how the rigid categor-
isations of the 18th century castas came to be so convincing to the Iberian state and legal 
structures which were at once flexible enough to incorporate new categories yet rigid 
enough to identify the differences between them. 
For example, Oliveira proposes that ‘foreign words’ [alheas], ‘as quaes também com 
alghum trato vêm ter a nós, como de Guiné e da India onde tratamos e com arte, não somente 
quando a arte vem novamente à terra como veo a da impressão, mas também nas artes já usa-
das quando de novo usam algum costume’.  And for these people it is difficult to switch 829
between customs. This is indicative of Oliveira’s wider linguistic project - the reification of a 
Portuguese identity through language. In reifying linguistic custom as a marker of identity 
 See Giulia Calvi’s work on the relationship between cultures of space and constructions of alterity in ‘Cul825 -
tures of Space: Costume Books, Maps, and Clothing between Europe and Japan (Sixteenth through Nine-
teenth Centuries)’ I Tatti Studies in the Italian Renaissance, 20:2 (2017), p. 332.
 There is a vast body of work that charts the manipulation of cultural frameworks from Jean-Loup Am826 -
selle’s, Mestizo Logics: Anthropology of Identity in Africa and Elsewhere (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
1998); to Kapil Raj’s, ‘Go-Betweens’; Ben Vinson, ‘Mestizaje and the Frontiers of Race and Caste in Colonial 
Mexico’ in Edward Collins (ed.), Kingdom, Empire and Plus Ultra: conversations on the history of Portugal and 
Spain, 1415-1898 (History Hub Podcast) [accessed online at: http://historyhub.ie/kingdom-empire-and-plus-
ultra] 19th August 2019; Before Mestizaje: The Frontiers of Race and Caste in Colonial Mexico (Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 2018). 
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he seeks to situate the Portuguese tongue within a universal hierarchy of linguistic clarity. 
He makes much of the social differences between, ‘alfaiates em vestidos e os sapateiros em 
calçado e os armeiros em armas de novas feições e assi os outros’.  In this way he confined 830
them to a particular socio-linguistic context.  This treatment is analogous to his linguistic 831
nationalism. He says, ‘porque os homens falam do que fazem; e portanto os aldeãos não 
sabem as falas da corte e os sapateiros não são entendidos na arte do marear, nem os lav-
radores d’Antre-Douraminho entendem as novas vozes que est’ano vieram de Tunez com suas 
gorras’.  Just as social status needs guarding, so does language and in this way language 832
has a social capacity to maintain and fix reality. 
Oliveira’s chapter on dições proprias focuses on the propriety of fixed principles. In 
this way, words guard the semblance of reality in some way similar to the manner in which 
Sacrobosco argued that the sky’s roundness resembles the roundness of the sphere: ‘Pella 
semelhança se proua ho ceo ser rodondo porque este mundo sensivel: he feito a semelhança do 
mundo archetypo’.  Nunes’ art rationalises the data gathered by the eyes. Oliveira’s by the 833
ears. Nunes conditions the observation of the eye with mathematics and the mind’s eye or 
imagination is its product. Oliveira conditions the hearing through grammar and the output 
of the tongue is its example. Oliveira argues: 
é conforme à boa rezão que haja e se guarde a semelhança das cousas nas vozes; e assi são 
mais claras e dizem milhor seus sinificados, porque a diversidade das vozes mostra haver diver-
sidade nas cousas, e também a semelhança, por conseguinte, das vozes faz entender que as cou-
sas não são differentes. E porque a formação destas vozes que se tiram hũas das outras em 
 Ibid.830
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alghũas partes ou nas mais requere ser julgada ou tratada na parte e pelas regras de proporção 
ou semelhança.  834
The discourse of proportion and semblance was prevalent in the opening part of this thesis, 
and, to Oliveira, so integral to language that ‘em toda a parte se deve guardar’.  However, 835
even when the dições tiradas don’t follow the rules of declension, they still ‘formam-se 
guardando certas regras’ and so we call it ‘declinação natural’.  The art of grammar regi836 -
ments and stores the natural analogies of language and the custom of use through the rhet-
oric of a natural order. Oliveira argues, ‘ca esta arte de grammatica em todas as suas partes e 
muito mais nesta da analogia é resguardo e anotação desse costume e uso, tomada depois que 
os homens souberam falar e não lei posta que os tire da boa liberdade quando é bem regida e 
ordenada por seu saber’.  In this way it can be but a didactic text. In his effort to show 837
people how to speak well, certain rules must be followed. They are set by the best of society 
and so the annotation perhaps could be said to merely describe their good customary use, 
but the grammar itself is designed not for them but for their inferiors. As such it is pedago-
gic in nature, designed to aid the self-fashioning of those who require the civilising effects 
of regimentation. The degree of perfection in adherence to an ideal form of grammar can 
set one group of linguistic practitioners apart from others. This relational system of equi-
valence contributes to hierarchical understandings of social realities. 
 There is a similar appeal to social compartmentalisation that can be seen in The pan-
els of Saint Vincent (c. 1445). This late medieval depiction of the social order displays fish-
ermen, clergy, regent, and fidalgos among others. These panels emanate outwards from the 
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most important central figures. A formal device that is also representative of the geograph-
ical conception of the known world. European climatic thinkers considered theirs to be the 
best climate on account of it being in the privileged middle between the extremes of hot 
and cold. We can even see this focus on social status in the mariner’s accounts of their voy-
ages. Duarte Pacheco Pereira, at the beginning of the century declared that he would write: 
‘em caridade do mays | alto estado dos homéns atee ho mais baixo’.  Duarte Barbosa also 838
focused on the social hierarchies constructed from the customs he encountered. For ex-
ample in O grande reino de Monomotapa he noted that: ‘Sao homeins pretos; andam nus, 
somente cobrem suas vergonhas, com panos pintados d’algodão, da cinta para baixo; deles an-
dam cubertos com peles d’alimarias monteses; alguns, que são mais honrados, trazem das 
mesmas peles ūas capas com uns rabos que lhe arrastam pelo chão; trazem isto por estado e 
galantaria’.  By comparison, Mozambique, ‘[é] habitada de gentios, homens bestiaes; an839 -
dam nus embarrados com barro vermelho as suas naturas enbainhadas em panos d’algodão de 
cores sem mais outra cousa trazerem sobre si’.  These people were defined with a nomen 840
and simple description ‘cafres e são muito negros’ which was followed by the first latitudinal 
reference in the book: 'Esta fortezza fez Vasco Gomes d’Abreu e está em 15 graus da banda do 
sul’.  841
 The juxtaposition of fixed latitudinal reference with ethnographic judgment places 
the peoples within the same comparative spatial framework to which Pereira appealed at 
 Pereira, Esmeraldo, f. 80r, ll. 5-19, p. 341. See Hering Torres, for a discussion of the social valuation of 838
people according to the concept of calidad 
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the beginning of his work. The references to customary garments and the shame of naked-
ness situate the peoples within a civilisational framework that is now stamped with a geo-
graphical marker. However, as the expansion project progressed, accounts returned of other 
lush and fertile places. For example, Pereira argues, that the Cape of Good Hope is well 
suited to the Portuguese way of life because it has a similar latitude to Lisbon and therefore 
similar useful things can be found there.  Though we have seen Pereira articulate the Por842 -
tuguese efforts to dispel the myth of the ‘torrid zone’ in the first part, this strikes as the be-
ginning of the systematic delineation of global quality. Vitruvius suggested that the middle 
climes were most suited to the civilised life and Pereira seems to suggest something similar 
only it is reflected on a spherical globe - as opposed to a flat earth - through two hemi-
spheres whose axis of symmetry lies at the equator.  Jean-Marc Besse delineates the clas843 -
sical Greek and Roman conception of the torrid zone as follows: ‘la zone torride s’étende sur 
48° de part et d’autre de l’équateur, les cercles arctique et antarctique sont situés à 36° des 
pôles, de sorte que les zones tempérées, dans chaque hémisphère, se réduisent chacune à 30°.  844
He says in contrast to this zone, at the beginning of the fifteenth century, Pierre d’Ailly used 
climats to delineate the habitable space of the globe in his Ymago mundi (1410 [1483]).  845
Clear distinctions between global realities are sought throughout the maritime literature of 
this era and the science of order used to do this is relative and customary to the epistemic 
conditions of the society generating that knowledge. 
 Pereira, Orbis, f. 88r. ll. 30-38, f. 88v. ll. 1-34, pp. 361-362.842
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 Nowhere else is this more explicitly shown than in a recently discovered manuscript 
work on the natural history of Portugal. The work was written in high German by Leonhard 
Thurneysser during the summer of 1555 whilst the author was resident at the home of 
Damião de Góis. The document predominantly considers Portuguese medicinal herbs and 
small animals. However, in the third part entitled, Miscellanea historia, Geographica medica 
et varie mixta, is contained a short chapter on black Africans which promises a ‘description 
of the moors, nigrites and æthiopians’.  The chapter under consideration has three parts: 846
1. physiognomy, character, and habits of African people; 2. the sale of enslaved African 
people on the Rua Nova dos Mercadores; 3. explanations for the skin tone of African 
peoples. The first section offers a detailed investigation of the physical characteristics of 
people who were likely to have been enslaved Africans in Góis’ locale or even those people 
who had been purchased by the Portuguese humanist himself. Descriptions could also have 
been gleaned from the proliferation of travel accounts and, indeed, travellers passing 
through Lisbon. Like the printer Valentim Fernandes, Thurneysser never visited the African 
continent personally. 
 Recent analysis of the document points to Thurneysser’s explanation of skin tone as 
a hereditary characteristic and ties it to the Spanish system of casta - though from an expli-
citly physiognomic perspective.  Herold compares this understanding to the notion of en847 -
vironmental race and the proximity of a people to the southern latitudes with the findings 
of Duarte Pacheco Pereira. Pereira, at the turn of the century, discounted the theory based 
on a latitudinal comparison between the skin tone of Brasilians at the ‘promontorio de lopo 
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gonsalues’ where the people of ‘toda ha outra terra de guinee som asaz negros’. By comparis-
on, ‘as outros jentes que jazem aleem do mar oceano ao ocidente que tem ho graao do sol por 
igual como os negros da dita guinee som pardos quasy brancos’.  Again, there is no evidence 848
that Góis had access to Pereira’s Orbis. In discounting the theory of latitudinal race estab-
lished by Vetruvius, Góis and Thurneysser could be discounting the classical conception 
rather than agreeing with Pereira, and working with the evidence as they themselves have 
seen it. But the consensus is important all the same. Herold puts the resultant explanation 
settled on by Thurneysser and Góis in the realms of alchemy and astrology opting for nat-
uralistic explanations over religious or classical doctrine.  He argues that it is clear the 849
pair had turned from the biblical narrative of Ham and Noah. Herold suggests that Thur-
neysser shuns scholasticism in favour of the sensory and autopic experience gained through 
travel, and thus mirrors the approaches of reformist Lutherans.  As we have seen, practice 850
was becoming foremost in the creation of Artes and representations of the world’s peoples 
were becoming more popular.  Thurneysser acknowledges the variance among inhabit851 -
ants of the ‘torrid zones, meaning below the equinoctial lines’, comparing peoples through 
the universal equivalent scale of latitude. He argues that in comparison to the inhabitants 
of sub-equatorial Africa for example, ‘the Indians, what today the Brazilians are being 
called […], are whiter, although they are not completely white, but rather yellow or pale 
 Pereira, Esmeraldo, f. 7r, ll. 28-34, p. 337.848
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[sic] than black’.  This bears a remarkable resemblance to Pereira’s earlier reasoning and 852
experiential example only it extends beyond two spaces to apply the axiom universally. 
 Beyond some observations on the physiognomy - in which he likens the facial fea-
tures of people from several African regions whilst distinguishing between their skin tone - 
and what he perceives to be the customs of enslaved Africans, Thurneysser attempts to ex-
plain the causes of these differences.  The manuscript references the height of the sun 853
which the author suggests is associated with a number of auxiliary effects on skin tone. In 
this argument, properties of the soil and its produce are relational to the altitude of the sun 
and have an effect on skin tone; finally the relationship to the positions of certain stars 
‘which have a special relationship with the said countries’ has a direct affect on skin tone 
too. The hereditary effect is deduced from the fact that ‘they are born from their mother’s 
womb as black, and that not only in their countries but also in Lusitania Hispania, and all 
other places where they have been led’.  Further to this, skin tone is placed on a fraction854 -
alised scale of aesthetic perception. Thurneysser says, ‘when a white man mixes with a 
black mooress, their children become half black, which the Lusitani call mulatos’.  The ac855 -
count goes further to relate this mixing with the breeding of animals. From this mixture of 
observation and existing understanding of lineage and heredity, Thurneysser concludes that 
blackness cannot be caused alone by ‘the height of the sun and abduction or boiling heat of 
the region’, rather it must be from ‘the unusual quality and property of the same soil on 
which they live, and that it is the most preferred cause of their swarthiness or blackness’.  856
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However, he qualifies these secondary accidents with the principle notion that the ‘referred 
circumstances are orosphenomena, that is auxiliary or ancillary effects, on account of the 
elevation of the☉[sun]’.  Latitude, in this way, remains central to the comparative grid. 857
Astronomic and environmental factors nuance the differences encountered around the 
globe, which is again reflected in Oliveira’s account of the physiological differences 
between linguistic communities. 
 Part of the Swiss Thurneysser’s reasoning explicitly draws on the thought of the Por-
tuguese humanist, Damião de Góis. It was Góis who considered the burning effect of the 
elevation of the sun to be ‘transmutating’ in regard to the male semen.  Góis also offers 858
one other cause pertaining to the height of the sun’s effects on the humidity of a region: 
‘meaning that the country’s dry foodstuffs and its fruits contain a blackening property or 
quality […]’.  If we compare this analysis to Góis’ coeval published text on the city of Lis859 -
bon, we catch a glimpse of this latitudinal equivalence in relation to an environmental con-
ception of skin colour, fecundity, and, by extension, character. In the fourth book to his 
Vrbis Olisiponis Descriptio (1554), Góis describes the fertility of the city’s soil in relation to 
its climate.  He argues that the soil of the Tejo is unrivalled in its fecundity due to the 860
temperate nature of Lisbon's climate. This notion is directly relational to the latitudinal de-
lineation of the Carreira da Índia with which he opens his discourse on the recent maritime 
history of the Portuguese in his efforts to aggrandise Lisbon as a ‘Queen of the Ocean’ to 
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rival Seville.  He speaks of the experience of Bartholomeu Dias whose navigations and 861
encounters along the ‘un-charted’ waters and territories of the west coast of Africa put paid 
to the erroneous accounts of Ptolemy, Pliny, Mela, Solino, and Marciano - these spaces were 
both navigable and inhabited by peoples that could be recognised as ‘civilised’.  862
 Though there is no ethnographic data in the Vrbis, Góis treats this in a work dedic-
ated to the Fides, Religio, Moresque Aethiopvm (1541). This is a piece that he cites in the 
Vrbis. He also states that he began a similar work on India but deferred its completion.  863
The Swiss account, in contrast to its deprecating references to physiognomy, offers a celeb-
ratory vision of East African Arabs who hold a privileged position with the Portuguese king 
in terms of trade and are considered the most beautiful of those who hail from the contin-
ent.  Thurneysser describes several customs of facial scarification and physical alteration 864
for adornment and even offers a classic dehumanisation relating to the size of the male 
genitalia.  Further to the aesthetic critique of such descriptions, Thurneysser references 865
the customs of enslaved Africans in Lisbon, regurgitating typical stereotypes of African in-
feriority. He describes these people as, ‘very irascible and […] unable to keep peace with 
each other […]; they are also exceedingly revengeful and are unable to forget easily their 
hatred […]. They are mighty unchaste, greedy, free, lewd and shameless, especially the 
women are quite merry, adroit and delightful in love-making’.  Furthermore, they do not 866
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use specie currency in Lisbon, preferring small white shells.  He contrasts this with the 867
knowledge that Portuguese mariners trade in gold with free African peoples such as those 
of Mina and the Ethiopian or the Arabic communities of East Africa.  868
 With his access to Portuguese knowledge on the African continent, and his clear in-
fluence over the Swiss naturalist Thurneysser, Góis presents a clear link between the ethno-
graphic and geographic thought of this group of humanists in Portugal. The relationship 
between latitude, civilisation, and physiology in Thurneysser’s manuscript, read in compar-
ison with the discourse on latitude, physiology, and skin tone in Góis’ published work, con-
nect with Oliveira’s ideology linking territory and noble heredity with religious, linguistic, 
and indeed, physiological character and superiority. Read through Oliveira’s grammar, 
which argues that all languages have fixed rules and order relative to the customs of speech 
governed by the natural physiognomic disposition of the speaking community from those 
regions, Thurneysser’s text links African skin tone and associated aesthetic values with lat-
itudinal boundaries determined by geo-locational idiosyncrasies. The meaning is certain, 
like the fixed principle from which to measure the relative degree of declension of a given 
celestial body. Human bodies too could be provided with a fixed physical essentialism. This 
quantifiable essentialism bleeds into the hierarchical conception of physical descriptions 
inherent in the Swiss thinker’s text: those whose physiology is more akin to European aes-
thetics are more beautiful while those who are darker, more ugly. 
 Now, following these customary rules is the answer to a number of political and im-
perial concerns regarding language and knowledge surrounding classification. In respond-
ing to these concerns, Oliveira’s method, like that of the nautical arts, is tripartite. When he 
 Herold, p. 485. For analysis of the European disregard for non-metallic, or hard, currencies, see Green, A 867
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has taken stock of the state of the Portuguese tongue, he makes an account of it, at once 
codifying and regimenting it. He offers a glimpse of this project in the dedication to his pat-
ron, D. Antão. The allegory is palpable, relating to analogies of economy, body politic, and 
the social hierarchy with their concomitant associations with the pater familias.  He de869 -
clares: 
O qual na paz e quietação em que vivemos não despende mal, mas aproveita seu tempo lendo 
nos livros para si e no regimento de sua casa primeiro cria com muito cuidado dom Antão seu 
filho, quem Does guarde e prospere; para cuja doutrina com muita despesa me trouxe a sua 
casa e graciosa e compridamente me conserva nella.  870
His superiors have commanded his work. They have also provided the model for analysis. 
Once the customs appropriate to the Portuguese tongue have been established by Oliveira’s 
observations of the best of it, he goes about regimenting its use within the allegorical house 
of the Portuguese empire. Portuguese subjects, and, by extension, colonial subjects must be 
taught properly in the same way as infants must be taught their mother tongue. But it is not 
necessarily the case that the regimented form will be taken up.  871
 For Oliveira, within the generality of words there is room for particularity based on 
the requirements of different social elements: ‘todas ellas [dições] são geraes a todos, como 
Deos, pão, vinho, ceo, terra, ou são particulares; e esta particularidade ou se faz antre oficios e 
tratos’.  The necessaries and axiomatic truths of life are general but by contrast, among 872
the specific groups, there are particularities: ‘os cavaleiros que têm huns vocabolos e os lav-
radores outros, e os courtesãos outros, e os religiosos outros, e os mecanicos outros, e os mer-
 See Xavier for the applicability of this concept with this context in ‘Reducing difference’, p. 244.869
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cadores outros’.  Even among the faculties of the lettered there is particularity and misun873 -
derstanding based on this disciplinary insularity. He says of those professionals who speak 
in Latin, ‘como são de diversas faculdades, haver diversos vocabolos e jeitos de falar; e dizendo 
todos hũa mesma cousa, não s’entendem entre si. Mas os grammaticos zombam dos logicos, e 
os sumulistas apupam aos reitoricos; e assi de todos os outros’.  Their misunderstanding, 874
like Castro’s critique of professional mariners, is based on human fallibility: ‘eu julgo-o ser 
grande e não da lingua; será logo dos homens’.  It cannot be the fault of the language 875
which is an instrument merely analogous to the reality it describes: ‘E esta diferença ou 
semelhanca, a que os gregos chamam anomalia e analogia, ensinaremos nós na nossa lingua 
quanto nos Deos ministrar e couber nesta pequena obra, porque mostremos que os homens 
também sabem falar e têm concerto em sua lingua’, with clarity its reason d’être: ‘a primeira e 
principal virtude da lingua é ser clara’.  As we saw in the first part, this discourse of clarity 876
was prevalent throughout the nautical works of Nunes in the mimetic capacity of charts, in 
Pereira and Castro’s descriptions and associated latitude readings, and through each source 
in the promotion of adherence to a regimented science of corporeal order. Linking ethno-
graphic descriptions with biological understanding of lineage and a science of declension 
rigidly distinguishes between degrees within a system of ideality. As ontological systems be-
came more inclusive they also required mechanisms by which to be discriminatory with re-
gard to the place of individual parts within a whole. 
 The more distinctly these parts could be represented as separate the more clear and 
better the system. It is difficult to separate this from the racio-religious classifications of the 
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Portuguese and Spanish empires with their genealogical orders of limpeza, raças, castas, 
and the increasingly reified - from a Eurocentric metropolitan perspective - understandings 
of peoples through grammatical and legal structures and nomenclature that textually em-
body the logics of colonial law, perceptions of civilisational (dis)order, and political power. 
Being able to negotiate with difference, it seems, demands an ontological separation for 
clarity. For example, Castro lauds the people of Çuaquem who can negotiate with differ-
ence, a people who ‘trato com gemtes e terras muito apartadas e de diuersas maneiras’.  Re877 -
flecting this interaction in his grammar, Oliveira says, that it is because of difference that 
the verb endings are clearer and therefore better known: ‘porque esta é a diferenca que têm 
as conjugações antre nós mais clara e em que milhor se conheçem’.  Each of the three con878 -
jugations has its mode, each mode its tense, each tense number, and each number has its 
person.  The Tamil Grammar of Henrique Henriques also reflects this construal of social 879
order both through standard dynamics but also through a clear representational distinction 
between rational and irrational beings - a classical distinction, for Henriques, based on hu-
man and non-human entities:  
quamdo nesta lymgoa se fala das cousas que nõ tē alma Racional, como cais, caualos, gatos 
etc., e teõbem de cousas jnaminadas, como tone, champanha, arvores e de quaisquer cousas 
semelhamtes, usão doutra maneira de falar, e o mesmo se usa, quamdo se fala dos mininos 
amtes que tenhã uso de Razão, para o quall se note as Regras seguimtes.  880
Rational beings, are in turn distinguished by various castas. In the opening section he de-
clares, ‘A primeira declinação he dos nomes das castas; dividese em duas, para homes e para 
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mulheres’.  Henrqiues offers an account of the nomenclature of Tamil castas, beyond the 881
gender binary, ‘Poemse outros exemplos de nomes de castas: 
bramane 
piramanen 
piramanati, a molher do bramane 
paravæn, parava 
parati, a molher 
chonaguæn, mouro 
chonagati, a molher moura 
paRæyæn, paRea 
paRæchi, a molher paRea 
carhæyæn, carea 
carhæzi, a molher carea 
mucuæn, macua 
mucuuichi, a molher macua.  882
Reflecting the association of profession with religio-cultural stases, Henriques adds the no-
tion that ‘Os nomes dos ofícios vaõ por esta declinação, assi dos que pertemsē aos homens como 
dos que pertemse aas molheres, os quais nomes de off[icios tam]bem são nomes de cast[as]’.  883
With these graduated divisions the diversity of lived reality can be conceptualised, 
represented, and communicated through language in the same way that Vitruvius delineat-
ed tonal quality and astrolabes delineated the spatial scale from 0-90°. These conceptualisa-
tions of difference cannot be disassociated from the conceptualisations being generated 
within the increasingly mixed racial categorisations with their increasingly discrete sets of 
graded racial classifiers that decline from the ideal principle by degrees. The opening-up of 
new geographical and phenomenological horizons required the creation of more open sys-
tems of classification. The standard practices for organising knowledge based on resem-
blance and analogy were becoming increasingly unfit for purpose. Kinship logics based on 
observable similarities and differences began to take more prominence in the construction 
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of identity. This is evident in the genealogical rhetoric of Oliveira’s grammatical arte. The 
supporting rhetoric of nautical declination offers a quantitative fixity to the fundamentally 
organic conception. 
Teaching 
 In the regimentation of the tongue, there is a paternalistic rhetoric of watching, 
keeping, maintaining, and guarding of the essential principles present within the grammar. 
The verb guardar is used throughout the text. In the opening dedication, he addresses D. 
Antão on the ‘regimento de sua casa’ asserting that the ‘primeiro cria com muito cuidado […] 
seu filho’.  This son, Oliveira prays, ‘Deos guarde e prospere’.  God and D. Antonio guard 884 885
their progeny in the same manner that good Portuguese speakers should guard the general 
rules of the tongue and the genealogy of verbs from their progenitors. Oliveira couches this 
paternalism in what he promotes as a new age of knowledge and certainty: ‘a sua louvada 
velhice afremosenta em todos seus filhos a nova idade tanto com saber que com muita 
firmeza’.  Speaking on the diversity of endings in words, he laments that people choose 886
alternative paths, ‘pessoas não guardam esta regra, mas vão por outro caminho’.  The result 887
of this is, ‘[n]em havemos d’entender que estas regras têm verdade nas partes ou lugares de-
clinados, senão se particularmente se poderem compreender nellas. E porque os nomes e verbos 
nisto podem ter mais duvida’.  Those who choose not to keep rules will only end in doubt. 888
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 The teaching of the grammar is to remove doubt, to represent truth, and to know 
with certainty. The rules of this grammar must be ordered and proportioned according to 
the conditions of an art. Though, Oliveira also asserts the pragmatic use of the proportions 
of art to best advantage: ‘que nem sempre é virtude seguir as proporções da arte, mas que 
usarem d’alghũas suas propriedades em particular as afremosenta’.  The appreciation of art 889
must not be despised but rather imitated in the improvement of our speech: ‘não nos de-
sprezemos della, a qual foi sempre e agora é tratada por homens que se entendem e sabem o 
que falam: cuja imitação nos fará galantes e primos a nós e a nosso falar, se a quiséremos 
seguir’.  He advocates for the selection of the most appropriate aspects of art in the devel890 -
opment of the virtue of his language. This relativity is the power of the fixed principle or 
cero-point. In the same manner that the universal equivalency of charts can level the view-
er’s perspective from multiple equal, non hierarchical points, the notion above levels artistic 
proportions to equalities. Equal, that is, until the moment of selection. Where one principle 
is deemed more appropriate than another to achieve a certain task, in this case, virtue, 
melody, or clarity. 
 However, the suggestion is that his primary focus is not to purify but to teach the 
language in its state of perfection to the peoples of the empire according to the example of 
the best among the linguistic community. Following the example of Rome, ‘agora que é 
tempo e somos senhores, porque milhor é que ensinemos a Guiné ca que sejamos ensinados de 
Roma’.  What his codification does is reify the rules of the present state of the language, 891
defending it from any debasement, and teaching its art to facilitate purification in its use 
rather than in the language itself. In this way it reflects the anti-miscegenation laws of the 




period and the standardisation of the nautical practices. It is the same form of guarding 
that we saw in the regiments of the previous chapter. The grammar is itself a regiment and 
requires teaching to be consolidated as a standard and established as a normative practice. 
 As we have already discussed, Oliveira considers letters to be the figures of words. 
He says they are divided into two types: ‘em consoantes e vogaes’.  He says the consonants 892
have no voice unless joined with a vowel: ‘consoante […] não tem voz, ao menos tão perfeita 
como a vogal’.  In the mixture of words that describe reality there is an inherent potency 893
and also contrasting lack. These hierarchies of analogy represent the world and its diversity 
according to a social normativity developed in the interaction of cultures. Language itself is 
riddled with the hierarchies that govern its use whilst also seeming to justify the social ex-
istence of hierarchy in their capacity to represent reality. One of its functions in Oliveira’s 
philosophy is in its role as a marker of human difference, be it based on gender, class, or 
some other essential or inessential quality that can be classified and represented by linguist-
ic and grammatical analogies.  894
 Purity of language is directly linked to the concepts of space and time through a dis-
course of lineage. Oliveira argues that over time the purity of languages is corrupted by 
borrowed words: ‘em vez de apurarem sua lingua, corrompem-na com emprestilhos’.  Fol895 -
lowing the ideology of Pereira, Barros, and the royal chroniclers, Oliveira desired to create 
a cosynchronous record of the state of perfection of the Portuguese tongue in order to glori-
fy the king through the fixity of words for all posterity: ‘e são diz Quintiliano, as letras para 
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entregar aos que vierem as cousas passadas’.  He considered the date of publication the 896
time to set Portugal apart from its geographical and historical neighbours. Once again, Oli-
veira used language as an exclusive facility. It had not been developed before because 
former regents were occupied with their enemies.  But in the Joanine era of repose and 897
tranquility, ‘a quem Deos quis dar aquela bem-aventurança de viver e senhorear sem sangue 
[…], apliquemos nosso trabalho à nossa lingua e gente e ficará com maior eternidade a 
memória delle’.  By teaching a common language he suggests not only will the memory of 898
Portuguese deeds be eternalised but that the peoples of Africa, Guiné, Brasil and India, who 
currently, ‘não amarem muito os portugueses que antr’elles nacem só polla diferença da 
lingua’, will love them more due to shared communication: ‘os de lá nacidos querem bem aos 
seus portugueses e chamam-lhes seus porque falam assi com elles’.  With a common tongue 899
they will take ownership of the Portuguese and accept those renoís, lançados, and casados 
that walk among them.  900
 Language in this way can mediate essential differences and incorporate those from 
other climes in the same manner that Nunes utilised mathematical latitudes to compare the 
length of twilights, Góis used latitudes and regional properties to explain human 
physiognomic and physiological differences, or Pereira compared the ‘quality’ of disparate 
peoples or lands through the latitude framework. There seems to be no effort from Oliveira 
to consider the learning of those languages in the regions where Portuguese actors have 
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cast themselves. In this way it also creates distance between linguistic communities and 
within linguistic communities. Teaching a single conception of the correct form is important 
to Oliveira. His experience with his own accent a case in point. As such, for Oliveira, the 
best teacher is interaction with ‘good’ speakers: ‘isto a esperiencia e propriedade das nossas 
vozes no-lo ensinam’.  This learning is not based on imaginative faculties which are still 901
used by learned men when they don’t know something: ‘quando os homens doutos o não po-
dem alcançar não curam de imaginações’.  Reason controls propriety and therefore can be 902
taught. Quintilian thought that, ‘we shall attain our aim by reading and listening to the best 
writers and orators, since we shall thus learn not merely the words by which things are to 
be called, but when each particular word is most appropriate’.  Oliveira agrees. Rather 903
than using false words, ‘patranhas, as quaes sempre são sobejas e muitas vezes falsas, e pouco 
recebidas entre homens sabedores’, they should base their speech on ‘muito lendo e trabal-
hando aqueriram se prezam e não de imaginações aldeãs sem juizo’.  904
 There are four strands within the discourse of lineage in this text. The first to appear 
is on nobility, the second, religion, the third race/region, and the forth, culture/language. 
The fourth does not necessarily stand alone as a category but rather reflects, analogously, 
the doctrine of the former three. In each the pedagogical aspect teaches observers how to 
‘read’ the realities associated with the categories. Oliveira bases his authorial endeavour on 
a call from the nobility. As part of the discourse of lineage, it is imperative that he comply 
with the demands of his superiors, ‘me amouestou não fosse buscar mais longe os favores de 
meus principios, pois a muita nobreza e antiga de seu sangue me chamava’, and that despite 
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his low birth, the nobility of the language and the deeds that it will store and transmit to 
the world will allow him to live content:  
sou hum homem baixo e estende-se a pouco meu animo, mas também a lingua de tão nobre 
gente e terra como é Portugal viverá contente e folgará de se estender pollo mundo se levar 
nestes primeiros encontros por seu escudo o nome de tão bõs exercícios como são os de sua mer-
cê.  905
There is a natural hierarchy associated with noble lineage that is reflected in the divine hi-
erarchy of kings. The doctrine of his patron, the Captain General Antonio Almada, Oliveira 
states, is to teach the people of the nobility of the Portuguese lands and peoples.  The 906
comparative line that runs through the universal science of genealogical order, requires that 
Oliveira self-fashion himself as D.Antão’s social inferior and as such must comply. However, 
he is also aggrandised and given epistemic authority through the prestige of his patron.  907
The immediate chapters that follow, are an attempt to construct an essentialist vision of 
Portuguese autochthons through the exegesis of the nobility and lineage of the Lusitanian 
region. Teaching this purity is important in the construction of Portuguese superiority both 
for those included in the classification and those excluded by default. 
 As discussed above, Oliveira is interested in the purity of the language and the sepa-
ration of its parts but also the separation of it from other tongues. He finds analogy to this 
principle in the construction of syllables. Oliveira suggests that vowels are perfect and 
strong and so cannot be mixed with letters of ‘diversas natureza’.  Semi-vowels by contrast 908
are diminished of their strength.  This principle of strength comes from an ideological pu909 -
 Ibid, p. 2.905
 Ibid, p. 3. 906
 See also Gomez on the importance of academic lineages in North African Islamic schools and learning, p. 907
291.
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rity and that purity is reinforced by the strength it ensures. In its codification the grammar-
ian regiments the practice to disseminate to the linguistic community and guard against al-
teration that could corrupt the audible or visual order of the tongue. Without the knowl-
edge of this normative self-fashioning of language being disseminated, through teaching, 
the language is open to slippage and corruption from any of the enemies of its fixity that 
Oliveira discusses throughout his work: time, region, but most influentially, custom. As we 
have seen above custom governs the melody of the tongue. However, it also is inclined to 
corrupt the tongue through the bad habits of its users or cultural interaction. Words act as 
keepers of the particularity of custom. The use of words and their graphical representatives 
are particular to specific regions. Corruption can take place when orthography does not 
match pronunciation and when writing and speech do not match. This corruption is exac-
erbated in the event that the customary usage of a linguistic community is mixed with that 
of another. 
 It is clear that Oliveira was keen to avoid this mixture and the grammar portrays his 
efforts to stymy this historical process. Throughout his corpus, the frequent exegesis of the 
origin of words is founded on grammatical conventions. The structural principles that their 
construction betrays, can tell the grammarian from what lineage or region they were devel-
oped: ‘Também em se mudar hũas em outras têm as letras comunicação e guardam a rezão de 
seu parentesco ou vizinhença’.  If it does not conform to the harmony and melody of Por910 -
tuguese custom, it is likely to be foreign. In his chapter on dições alheas, he discusses the 
difficulty in knowing the birth of these words. He suggests that they are untraceable on ac-
count of not knowing the land or the person who may have coined the term:  
Não só a terra, mas a pessoa particular havemos de saber; e então lhe perguntemos porque lhe 
assim chamou. E pode ser que a pessoa que achou a cousas não lhe pôs logo o nome; ou por-
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ventura não j’este nome mas outro, e despois lhe poseram este. E porventura antre’esse gente a 
que o nós fôremos preguntar será tão novo que nos preguntarão outro tanto como nós a elles; 
assim que é trabalhoso e pouco certo querer saber os nascimentos particulares das dições.  911
There is a distinct advantage to knowing the lineage and origin of words in terms of under-
standing. If it cannot be found orally, and it cannot be found through literary exegesis, it 
remains uncertain. This is crucial in the interpretation of words. ‘[É] bem e necessária que 
saibamos os nascimentos em gênero como se são nossas as dições, se são alheias, se são novas, 
velhas ou usadas, e se são compostas ou apartadas’.  Because of the influence of foreign 912
words, the etymology of the word arcabuz remains uncertain. It is called an arcabuz be-
cause it has a barrel that is larger than a rifle. It is formed in two parts, arca and buz. Arca 
refers to the barrel and buz ‘é sinal de aumento ou grandeza da cousa como esta sillaba ão 
[…], e como az […], ainda assim também é duvidosa a etimologia particular’.   This partic913 -
ular etymology proves problematic for Oliveira. Reflecting the ideology of social heredity 
and cohesion, he worries about the prospect of borrowed words taking over, ruining the 
tongue of the land, upsetting the unity, and history, so that it does not conform to the nat-
ural music appropriate to the time and place. This brings the quantified harmonies of Vit-
ruvius into the realm of the body politic.   914
 Xavier points to one such example in Gaspar Correia, who reports that ‘when Vasco 
da Gama asked an Indian man about his caste in 1502, he answered “Naire Bramane”. She 
goes on to argue that ‘[t]his was a kind of social impossibly, since Brahmans and Naires 
 Ibid, p. 42.911
 Ibid.912
 Ibid, p. 43.913
 See Margaret Cavendish for the link between music, number, order and the organic metaphor of the body 914
politic in relation to commonwealth and empire in Observations upon Experimental Philosophy (1668), chs, 
161, 163, 182, 200.
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were different social groups’.  By presenting the two most socially powerful groups of 915
Malabar in one person through a fictional caste, he exploited Portuguese ignorance of the 
social locale. His intention was to use the two grammatical values that represent the 
highest echelons of society through the linguistic capacity as a social map. Bringing togeth-
er two linguistic entities that represent distinct social groups creates an uncertainty that 
would be unpalatable to Oliveira. Such a social analogy can be viewed in the fear of cultur-
al mixture brought on by initial policies of miscegenation, though latterly prohibited in the 
Estado da Índia just prior to the publication of Oliveira’s Grammar.  Peoples from different 916
latitudes and cultures should be no more the subject of mixture than the words they use to 
communicate. The grammar, as an abstract construal of reality, is a powerful device that is 
universal enough to provide multiple supporting analogies from diverse viewpoints and its 
codification provides the semblance of fixity required in the creation of a science of order.  
 In the following passage Oliveria links the unified lineage of the Portuguese past 
with a critique of its present. The only answer for him was to purge linguistic construals of 
reality of the influence of foreign tongues. The grammar teaches people how to speak but 
also distinguishes those who can from those who can’t, providing a social sense of ‘the es-
tablished and outsiders’: 
E de tal feição se alevantam contra a nossa lingua e a fazem pobre e toda emprestada, que lhe 
não deixam nada proprio, como se não houvera homens na nossa terra antigos e nobres 
sabedores. Mas porventura os ossos de seus pais e avós destes que isto dizem não jazem em Por-
tugal; ou se jazem nesta terra, não jazem em propria sepultura. Portando deixemo-los ficar 
com sua magoa, acusando-os porém mui afincadamente, porque desfazem muito na gloria do 
ceptro e coroa do nosso reino estes assi, como também cortam a perpetuidade dele os que de 
novo trazem nova lingua à terra, porque a lingua e a unidade della é mui certo apelido do 
reino, do senhor e da irmandade dos vassalos.  917
 Xavier, “Languages of Difference”, p. 100.915
 Xavier, ‘Reducing difference’, p. 247.916
 Oliveira, Gramática, p. 44. Asencio argues that the perfection in the tongue also acts as a symbol of impe917 -
rial cohesion, p. 409. See also Cardim, Polycentric Monarchies for his outline of the value system used to hie-
rarchise vassal states, p. 48.
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 Oliveira goes further even to reject the speaking of a foreign language in any other 
land than the one from which it is derived: ‘eu juraria que quem folga d’ouvir lingua es-
trangeira na sua terra não he amigo da sua gente nem conforme à musica natural della’.  918
The particularity of linguistic custom though can also be used as an exclusionary or derisive 
device. That Oliveira uses the Castilian adoption of Portuguese syntax when they wish to 
ridicule highlights this: ‘o qual imitam os castelhanos, quando nos querem arremedar, dizendo 
manda o rei de Portugal,  e não dizem manda el-rei de Portugal, que a elles era mais proprio 
dizer’.  Knowledge of the grammatical structures, the linguistic customs, provides a power 919
to manipulate the projected identity of the other but also in return the identity of the self. 
As we have seen, Oliveira is attempting to fashion a codification of a language that is 
already well-separated, unmixed, and pure, spoken by the geo-temporal community to 
which it belongs: ‘E contudo isto abasta para ser a minha melhor musica que a destes, porque 
o nosso rei e senhor, pois tem terra e mando, tenha também nome proprio e destinto por si; e a 
sua gente tenha fala ou linguagem não mal misturada mas bem apartada’.  The internal 920
structures of language are as separated as the latitudes that separate the universality of 
geographic space into regional conceptualisations. Languages are constitutive parts of the 
specific customs of those regions. To Oliveira people are also physiologically specific to 
those regions. In wider Portuguese humanism people are physiognomically specific to their 
region too. Each of these spatially quantifiable fields of knowledge relate to the construc-
 Ibid, pp. 44-45. Once again Quintilian sets a precedent for this thought in his discussion of barbarism: ‘One 918
kind is due to race, such as the insertion of a Spanish or African term’, Institutio, Vol. 1, p. 83. 
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tion of essentialist conceptions of hierarchical social relations amongst and between 
peoples. 
 This geographical linguistic separation reflects all of the other distinctions within the 
text. For example, if letters are mixed, they are diminished by the weaker form. The force of 
some consonants, such as the letter h or the til is diminished and so cannot be perfect: ‘til e 
h não metemos em conto de letras perfeitas, porque de feito a força dellas é mui diminuida’.  921
The liquid letters are bland (smooth, soft) and therefore also diminished of strength in the 
pronunciation: ‘Alghũas letras se fazem liquidas. Quer dizer liquido, aqui, brando ou diminu-
ido de sua força’.  By contrast, vowels give a certain and distinct voice: ‘A quantidade das 922
silabas da nossa lingua é mui fácil de conhecer, porque as vogaes em si dão certa voz destinta, 
as grandes das pequenas e as pequenas das grandes’.  This is because they are perfect, and 923
friends of the open mouth but they are corruptible. Consonants develop or diminish: ‘as 
consoantes que se seguem adiante, as quaes também ajudam acrecentar ou demenuir nas 
vozes’.  Yet, Oliveira makes most of the corrupting faculty, ‘e em memorea tem logo outra 924
vogal em outra silaba, a qual lhe tira parte da voz porque “dous sapateiros vezinhos abatem a 
venda hum ò outro”, e os estados baixos junto com os poderosos parecem muito menos’.  This 925
stripping of voice due to the mingling of the powerful with the base estate reflects the con-
strual of hierarchies within Oliveira’s social discourse. This is a discourse that must be 
learned and teaching the social codes through the grammar as a fixed mimesis of reality 
underpinned the contemporary imperial doctrine. 
 Ibid, p. 14.921
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 As we have seen, Oliveira frequently projects an idea of perfection within his de-
scription of the Portuguese tongue.  He protests, ‘eu não presumo ensinar aos que mais 926
sabem, mas notarei o seu bo costume para que outros muitos aprendam e saibam quanto 
prima é a natureza dos nossos homens’.  Alongside this notion of objective notation, Oli927 -
veira here reveals a pedagogic principle. In order to maintain the purity, perfection, and 
lineage of a tongue that is all too susceptible to change, he must use the anotação as an ex-
ample for all; to teach. Again, as we have seen the order of language is in the custom that 
Oliveira describes, and which must be taught (imposed). We know how to read due to the 
relation of words to each other and in terms of their pronunciation: ‘O proprio de cada tetra 
entendemos a particular pronunciação de cada hũa; e o comum chamamos aquella parte da 
pronunciação e força em que se hũa parece com a outra. E isto nós manda Quintiliano bem ver, 
porque nisto consiste o saber ler e mais que saber ler’.  928
 Without this law of pronunciation of letters, there would be no certain precepts nor 
art of the tongue. The codified grammar removes the tongue from the possible corruption 
of its materiality and reifies it in a cosynchronous document. The evolutionary conditions 
under which it develops were to be nullified by the reification of its current perfection in 
the fixity of the graphical representation - text. In this way the grammar’s construal of real-
ity becomes fixed until the next grammar. As long as it is used, taught, and adhered to, the 
grammar removes the historical contingency that Oliveira refers to throughout the text and 
makes it universal to the region across time. David Woodward marks the cosynchronous 
effort within the cartography of this era that looked to create distinctions between historical 
and modern maps. ‘Modern' maps used terms such as ‘modern’, ‘universal’, ‘new’, and 
 Ibid, p. 2.926
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‘everything known up until now’ in their self-fashioning titles.  As soon as a new territory 929
was encountered the maps that didn't show it became historical. Without this notion of fix-
ity its authority and meaning would be subject to perpetual change: ‘cada dia acharemos 
nella mudança não somente no som da melodia, mas também nos sinificados das vozes’.  In 930
order to avoid this, Oliveira says, ‘não imitemos os despois de tantas confusões que assi lhe 
quero chamar de letras, como se acostumam, mas sigamos hũa certa regra de escrever, e a mais 
facil’.  It wasn’t so much the words that required fixing, it was the structures that condi931 -
tioned their construction that needed to remain consistent. With this certainty, novelty 
could be incorporated and fashioned according to the customary construal of reality. It is in 
the same manner that peoples are compared and contrasted according to universally equi-
valent sets of social values. The use of latitude and longitude coordinates allowed new 
space to be incorporated with the existing space as all parts of the represented and ima-
gined space were relational to each other. Any chart with a reference to latitudinal space, 
referred at once to that which was depicted within its frame and to that which was not. In 
this way the structures of grammar allow the speaker to rationalise the words within the 
frame of a sentence or phrase in relation to the construction of all others - known and un-
known. The structures, if consistent are easy to apply. 
 Oliveira continues with the promotion of this idea in the final heading on individual 
letters. He says, ‘o costume val muito, sem o qual a escritura porventura ficaria duvidosa’.  932
This custom he says, is integral to there being no law to speak in a certain way. For, when a 
tongue is well regimented, men pick it up freely: ‘esta arte de grammatica […] é resguardo e 
 Woodward, ‘Continuity and Change’, p. 17.929
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anotação dense costume e use, tomada despise que os homens souberam falar e não lei posta 
que os tire da boa liberdade quando é bem regida e ordenada por seu saber’.  Yet, despite his 933
remonstrations that the arte of grammar is not divine, he cannot resist but add a tran-
scendental imperative to this epistemological project, ‘é mais devino quem milhor 
entende’.  And though this is not original thought from Oliveira, to this end, grammar is 934
an important tool in the search for knowledge as, ‘é verdade que a arte nos pode ensinar a 
alar milhor, ainda que não de novo: ensina aos que não saibam e aos que saibam ajuda’.  935
 Based on an imperial superiority, Oliveira suggests that now is the time for the Por-
tuguese to spread their word: ‘agora que é tempo e somos senhores, porque milhor é que en-
sinemos a Guiné ca que sejamos ensinados de Roma, ainda que ella agora tevera toda sua valia 
e preço’.  Following the model of the Romans who spread their language so their subjects 936
could understand their brilliance, the Portuguese should do likewise in order to valorise 
themselves and their deeds. Because they are better. Their language distinguishes them 
from other peoples and times. The cosynchronous and pedagogical nature of this endeav-
our attempts to silence alternative grammatical construals of reality, the effects of nine-
teenth century manifestations of this ideology we can still see today.  Portuguese is 937
presented as an indicator of superiority. Other polities are by distinction inferior. Imitation 
of arte is the means with which people can self-fashion in their efforts to climb the indexes 
of ‘civilisation’. The Portuguese state institutionalised the nautical arts, in part, to raise the 
mariners’ level of education. Their incorporation to a degree of the liberal arts was an at-
 Ibid, p. 59.933
 Ibid.934
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tempt to condition them in an act of obligatory self-fashioning. As nautical practitioners the 
state wanted them to conform to an ideal in the quest for a cartographic mimesis that 
would facilitate the completion and expansion of imperial political goals. To demonstrate 
this, Oliveira embarks on a potted history of the institution and teaching of grammar. From 
‘Mercurio primeiro em Egipto’  who, ‘ensinou a ler e falar’ to the heritage of grammarians in 
Greece, Crates Melotes and the orators of Rome.  He laments that this shaping of the 938
tongue, from the introduction of letters to the development of the art of grammar, ‘Isto 
nunca fez a nossa terra’.  This incremental development and purification is what Oliveira 939
advocates for in Portuguese.  
 However such novelty, iconoclasm even, requires endorsement and protection. As 
described above, Oliveira demands that critics of his work have experienced it, have read it 
first. Then only must they amend his errors by writing on the same material in better 
works. Until that time his grammar will remain, guarding the tongue, awaiting a ‘better’, 
more informed one to take its place.  940
E senão, tudo o que mais fezerem é murmurar, que não cabe antre homens sabedores; pois 
quant’à dos inorantes não faço conta. E bem sei que não deixam de reprender senão o que não 
entendem. E mais: porque alghum tanto me fiz nestes principios breve, reprenderão mui asinha 
o que dixe, e não saberão, louvando, manifestar o que calei.  941
   
His grammar remains the cosynchronous account of grammatical knowledge of the Por-
tuguese tongue until some new development takes place and is accounted for. We see a 
similar process in the cartographic depiction of the globe. The new methods advocated for 
 Oliveira, Gramática, pp. 9; 10.938
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by Nunes required some Leviathan to try to impose the new principles. In similar vein, in 
requesting his king’s patronage - as his social superior - to protect his work from people 
who know nothing of its content yet who would seek to discredit it all the same, João de 
Castro picks up on the Platonic adage: 
vossa alteza não queira ouuir juizos contra esta obra de pessoas que sem nenhum respeito rep-
rehendem o que não entendem, e condenão o que em verdade não sabem […], ou me de liçença 
para lha dedicar, por que então quem avera no mundo tão ousado que, sabendo ser Vossa al-
teza o defenssor, não fique espantado’.  942
In seeking their social superiors’ patronage, both humanists appeal to a universal science of 
order based on the body politic. Endorsement from the king as the head of the political 
body has the social capital to authorise knowledge. Within the same universal science of 
social order, chivalric codes, and humanist understandings of the social hierarchy are tied 
up in the issues of law and rhetoric. For example, Nunes argues that the social status of a 
person can offer certain proofs according to a situation being tried: ‘Quae quidem personae 
ingentem argumentorum vim nobis suppeditant, ex genere, educatione, ex studiis et rebus 
gestis et aliis locis generis demonstrativi, et haec ab historiis petenda, ubi copiose 
tractantur’.  Learning these subjective yet normative understandings of the social hier943 -
archy and its meanings is an important part of knowledge in this era. Oliveira’s mimetic 
analogies within his grammar are established as laws underpinned by a discourse of ob-
servable natural law. Epistemological sciences of order are at once conditioned by under-
standings of social order and provide a legitimating authority within their ideological struc-
tures. It is a reciprocal relationship that is mutually reinforcing. As we saw in Nunes’ law 
 Castro, Lisboa a Goa, p. 123.942
 Nunes, Lectures, p. 6. Trans. Martyn [‘these persons indeed supply us with a massive force of proofs, 943
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lectures, definition is important in reaching a judgment.  The name is important in under944 -
standing what something is and how to judge it. The science of order within grammar and 
nomenclature are exposable through etymology and the genealogy of words. This explains 
why it is so important in reaching a ‘definition’ and why Oliveira spends some time in each 
of his works explaining etymologies. 
 Once again we can find a classical precedent in this idea of truth beneath the clarity 
of language. Quintilian says, ‘It is sufficient to call attention to the fact that everything 
which art has brought to perfection originated in nature’, and ‘To conclude, nature is the 
raw material for education: the one forms, the other is formed. Without material art can do 
nothing, material without art does possess a certain value, while the perfection of art is bet-
ter than the best material’.  Oliveira, in turn, suggests that nature teaches and is the only 945
thing worth listening to: ‘não olhamos a nenhum respeito senão ao que nos ensina a 
natureza’.  That Oliveira considers grammar the art to teach people to speak well has 946
been discussed above but at the end of his chapter on derivatives he also adds that the art is 
not new. This is the Parthian shot in the direction of Latin speakers who should have perfec-
ted the language by now, and grammarians who, ‘ensinam mal’.  In Oliveira’s conception 947
letters are like instruments, if they themselves are doubtful, the result will remain uncer-
tain. The cosynchronous nature of the grammar reflects the cosynchronous in the instru-
ment which, once made and standardised, silences all past and present alternatives. It is a 
justification for the moment of the Portuguese tongue in the promotion and creation of 
 Ibid. [‘definition differs from conjecture, because in the former the deed itself is evidence for a charge 944
being brought against one, in the latter the deed comes to judgment. And conjecture indeed has an inquiry 
concerning the essence of the matter, but definition, concerning the name. In conjecture also a deed is uncer-
tain, in definition it is certain’], p. 459.
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knowledge in the face of colonial novelty. In this way then, Oliveira’s grammar silences al-
ternative construals of reality by reifying and promoting pedagogically his own annotation. 
 This notion leads me to refer back to Pedro Nunes’ understanding of the role of lan-
guage in creating knowledge: ‘sciencia nam he outra cousa senão hum conhecimẽto habitu-
ado no entendimento’.  Knowledge exists, it is demonstrated and as such cannot have an 948
individual language that is proper to it: ‘demostração he aquelle discurso que nos faz saber. E 
poys a voz não serve de mais que de explicarmos nossos conceptos per ella: manifestamente se 
segue que a sciencia não tem lingoagem’.  As such, if there is confusion on the discussion of 949
reality, the fault is in the communicator. The different forms of language used to describe 
reality are analogies; at once representationally integral to and yet ontologically detached 
from that which they describe. Clarity within these languages is promoted as the route to 
understanding of the common experience of reality. The clarity of this communication is so 
important that João de Castro explains the style he uses in demonstrating the instrumental 
knowledge of the Portuguese mariner, not for the hands of the king, rather, as an example, 
or instruction manual to the rustic mariners: 
porque jamaes se faz festa doutra cousa que de nomes de ventos e de fortunas e mudanças do 
mar, de alterações do ar, de aparencias do ceo, de caminhos e Rodeos que faz a nao, de aves 
marinhas e pouco nobres, e isto ainda com ordem asaz comprida e embaraçada; e pois os que 
escrevêrão da imagem do mundo e história de cosmographia, tratando de gentes, terras, mares, 
montes, Rios, promontorios e cidades, espantados de se verem entrar em materia tão ardua e 
difficultosa.  950
Consequently it is vitality important to teach the proper mode of observation in the tripar-
tite process of knowledge creation. In conditioning this primary stage, the process becomes 
a feedback loop, a pre-Cartesian circle, within which the creation of even sensory knowl-
 Nunes, ‘Tratado’, p. 5.948
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edge is conditioned by the constructed regiments that preceded it.  These regiments, in 951
the early modern Portuguese imperial expansion were conditioned by the political, reli-
gious, and commercial priorities of the era. As such, the empirical method to which Por-
tuguese thinkers should be given credit as pioneers, must be questioned in terms of its ob-
jectivity as a foundational practice. Taking this further, we must consider that if this science 
is infused with colonial ideologies, much of contemporary perception of reality must still be 
conditioned by the remnants of that coloniality within knowledge. 
 See René Descartes, Discours de la méthode (1637), particularly the Fifth Meditation [accessed online 5th 951
May 2020 at: https://www.gutenberg.org/files/13846/13846-h/13846-h.htm].
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Conclusions 
 Within the creation of knowledge surrounding Manuel I’s conquests, there is a desire 
to organise the exuberance and copiousness according to a sober yet powerful ideal. Bie-
dermann’s outline of the order of matters in the Questionnaire of Manuel I, issued to Diogo 
Lopes de Sequeira, gathering data on China, portrays similar concerns as the order of mat-
ters in Pereira and Castro. Biedermann links these concerns with the later texts of Tomé 
Pires and Duarte Barbosa. But this precedent can be seen in Pereira before the Manueline 
questionnaire was issued in 1508. The desire to order is a tenet of the Portuguese imperial 
literature from as early as two decades prior to the turn of the sixteenth century with the 
astronomic survey of the North West African coast. 
 Biedermann and more recently Joan-Pau Rubiés assert that there is, in the descrip-
tions of other peoples - aside from the cursory religious concern - an embryonic model of ‘a 
Renaissance ethnology based on naturalistic and historical assumptions, within the frame-
work of a secularised, rather than a metaphysical, idea of order’.  What Biedermann does 952
that Rubiés does not, is link this perception with the development of the global conception 
in navigation. Rubiés’ order is based on established markers of civility such as the ‘size, 
walls, fertility, and in particular “site” and “air”’ of a city or place, ‘the classical, Hippocratic 
concepts by which the best climates for human habitation were defined’.  The gathering 953
of data according to such subjective priorities juxtaposed against the seemingly objective 
fixity of the collection of locational data offers the former a sense of ‘scientific’ authority. 
Pereira stands as a progenitor of this secular science of order that would come to be institu-
tionally regimented under the auspices of the Cosmógrafo-Môr. The importance of central-
 Joan-Pau Rubiés, Travel and Ethnology in the Renaissance: South India Through European Eyes, 952
1250-1625 (Cambridge University Press, 2000), p. 222; and more recently ‘Comparing Cultures’, p. 172.
 Rubiés, Travel and Ethnology, p. 147.953
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ised state involvement in the construction of knowledge on ‘the other’ is often overlooked 
for the early modern period. This lacuna has been identified as contributory to the eight-
eenth century prioritisation in histories and theories of race. 
 Herman Bernnett’s recent work suggests that in the interest of recognising ‘dis-
courses on sovereignty and sovereign power that played a considerable role in making 
Africans into slaves’ we should ‘direct our attention to the specific registers whereby Chris-
tians processed expansion and the resulting human encounters’.  Ignoring the ‘mutually 954
constitutive nature of power and statecraft in the early Africa-European encounter […] ex-
cludes Africa as a formative site in sovereignty’s early modern history’.  Bennett argues, 955
‘As a constituent element of a cataclysmic era, early African-European diplomacy en-
gendered novel social forms throughout the Atlantic littoral. To ignore these diplomatic en-
actments, as we have, results in static, ahistorical, and overdetermined understandings of 
European power’.   956
 In an attempt to understand how the silencing of historical narratives came about, 
this thesis has demonstrated that in the confrontation with a nuanced reality of power dy-
namics, in an imperial environment in which the Portuguese were not a defacto hegemony, 
the literature of the expansionist era rationalised this experience with recourse to a power-
ful tool - the universally equivalent grid that was based on a universal science of order. The 
rigid and uniform structures of the latitude framework became the prism through which 
reality was tested in the fields of grammar and a proto-ethnography that would become a 
defined science of peoples in the eighteenth century.  This was a science of order with the 957
 Bennett, African Kings, p. 76.954
 Ibid, p. 36.955
 Ibid, pp. 36-37.956
 For this development beginning in Germany around the 1770s see Rubiés, 'Comparing Cultures’, p. 123.957
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capacity to incorporate resemblance and difference in its attempt to make sense of a social 
reality even more diverse than that of the Portuguese state, yet based on its existing models 
of incorporation and exclusion. However, it was absolutely not a hegemonic development, 
particularly in terms of the spread of language in Africa and Asia which were more piece-
meal and dependent on the necessities of trade and diplomacy.  The constant battle with 958
pilots and the non-uniform manner in which grammar was rolled out to imperial subjects 
suggests much more about the shared nature of epistemic norms and the intentions of a 
state fixated on centralisation and the standardisation of knowledge practices. 
 The costumes and customs of African and Asian polities were presented in relation 
to their resource wealth, and the viability of commercial interactions. The discourse of util-
ity that created nuance within the general categorisations of Africa and Asia created a ‘link 
between commercial potential and ethnographic description’, which defines a ‘trajectory 
from sovereigns and sovereignty to trade and then into the historical record’.  Sovereigns 959
and nobles are depicted so frequently in the traveller accounts because ‘in the quest for 
trade, the Portuguese invariably sought out the lords of the land’.  Such social hierarchies 960
had been represented in the grammatical construal of reality for centuries using the system 
of titles and pronouns inherited from classical discourses.  The flexibility of these codes to 961
be applied to numerous encounters with reality has been demonstrated through the efforts 
of Fernão de Oliveira to reify his linguistic social analogy through the rhetoric of regimento 
in the quantitative knowledge disseminated by the nation’s cartographic and nautical arts 
at that time. 
 Toby Green and José Nafafe, ‘Lusotopian or Lusophone Atlantics’, p. 27.958
 Ibid, p. 130.959
 Ibid, p. 131.960
 Bennett, pp. 31-42.961
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 Similarly, as has been shown through the Portuguese accounts of Asia, the encounter 
with humans there affected the received wisdom on ethnography. It has been shown in this 
thesis that the manner in which the Portuguese confronted this novelty was based on re-
course to an intellectual instrument that at once homogenised the encounter with the hu-
man - we are all human, imperial, commercial, religious, etc. - and then diversified within 
that overarching structure based on proximity to human, imperial, commercial, religious 
ideals, again through recourse to an imaginative grid or hierarchy.  This confrontation 962
with difference tapped into the existing ideology of confrontation within the Judeo-Christi-
an history of mutually constitutive identities. As such, from a Portuguese perspective, Chris-
tian purity was constructed in relation to Jewish impurity, and lineage could be quantified 
according to the degree of generational mixture of religious bloodlines. The genealogical 
discourse within the grammar of Fernão de Oliveira suggests an ideological connection 
between the discourses of purity of blood and the structures and purity of language. This 
purity was necessary in conforming to Portuguese grammatical melody. Purity and melody, 
in Oliveira’s view, were central to clarity of understanding. This conceptualisation of the 
negotiation of meaning and truth is suggestive of the negotiation of meaning and truth 
within inquisitorial analysis of converted peoples. The melding of such genealogical ideas, 
through secular conceptual models can also be seen in the explanation of skin tone through 
an appeal to Vitruvian understandings of peoples in Damião de Góis but also in Oliveira. 
 Oliveira linked his genealogical parsing of linguistic structures with the emerging 
quantification in cartographic and navigational techniques for the representation of ‘natur-
al’ spaces. As such, a quantitative approach to the construction of perceptions of the world 
was legitimated through the natural analogies of the structure of language - cartographic 
 Xavier and Županov, Catholic Orientalism, p. 23; Biedermnn, ‘Imperial Reflections’; ‘Nos primórdios da 962
antropolgia moderna’.
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and grammatical. During the transition between Manueline and Joanine eras, the particu-
larity of customary constructions of portolans, with their methods based on dead reckoning 
and compass bearings, made way for an increasingly standardised practice demonstrated 
within the structure and content of roteiros and latitude charts. The mimetic capacity of the 
chart was created from the autopic authority - rhetorical or real - of the description within 
the text. This description was conditioned by certain ancient models and the implicit re-
quirement for it to be associated to a latitude reference underpinned by Euclidean geo-
metry and method. This standardisation aimed to mediate the errors created by poor use of 
instruments, poorly calibrated instruments, or idiosyncratic logbook practice. The standard-
isation made roteiros, charts and the associated instruments, cosynchronous - reified in 
time. They became the model that attempted to silence all other understandings of geo-
graphical space in the Portuguese empire. This was not necessarily an explicitly colonial 
endeavour. It was motivated by a search for true representation of the lived reality. It was, 
however, intrinsically bound by the political and commercial priorities of the imperial state 
- a state that utilised this knowledge in its expansion into new trading territories as it de-
veloped an even greater body of knowledge on human phenomena that tied in with its own 
religious concerns. 
 These concerns were communicated predominantly through text. The textual order 
within the roteiros portrays much of this standardising practice within the descriptions of 
natural history and ethnography. However, in order to communicate this knowledge, it was 
thought that the medium of that communication required standardisation too. The custom-
ary use of language that Oliveira thought was so prone to slippage and customary error - 
much in the same way as the particularity of portolan accounts and charts - that its practice 
could be varied and as Oliveira satirically put it, communication, even among the learned, 
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was not entirely certain. With the natural concern of language to be clear, Oliveira codifies 
the Portuguese tongue so that the practice of it would become standardised, cosynchronous 
in its current state of perfection. With the calibration of grammar, this linguistic instrument 
made communication itself more certain. As such, communication about the phenomena of 
the imperial encounter was more easily understood. This effort was based on the natural-
ised observable laws gleaned from the advances made in the mimetic representation of the 
world in the nautical arts. 
 This thesis has pointed to such a presence within the field of grammar through the 
work of Oliveira who wrote on several branches of the nautical arts but began with his co-
dified understanding of Portuguese grammar in 1536. Oliveira himself made this analogy 
explicit by arguing that the lineage involved in the declension of cases, was directly related 
to the declination of celestial bodies, which, ‘decline by degrees’. This declension represents 
an instrumental understanding of the experiential observation of natural phenomena as if it 
is a physical law rather than a constructed procedure. Equating the lineage, or declension, 
of words, with the lineage, or declension of kinship lines through thought on genealogy 
though not explicitly linked to purity of blood in Oliveira’s grammatical rhetoric, has been, 
demonstrated to be at least influential in the more quantified declension of instrumental 
knowledge. The instrumental embodiment of principles made those tools, cosynchronous. It 
removed them from the processes of history and reified their episteme - the goal Oliveira 
explicitly set out to achieve. 
 The sense of omniscience created by this knowledge, led early modern Portuguese 
cosmographers, sailors, and grammarians to question the established knowledge of the an-
cients. Their new knowledge, led them to ‘Descobriram nouas ylhas / nouas terras / nouos 
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mares / nouos pouos: e o q mays he: nouo ceo: e nouas estrellas’.  Yet, the dominance of this 963
new form of construction of lived reality became the ‘universal’ model for the interpretation 
of encounters with the world. For a bourgeoning empire experiencing an ever greater lin-
guistic community and communities, the custom of its tongue is to be guarded against 
change - as far as possible - and the cosynchronous grammar is part of an effort to reify it. 
Despite this mutability, in each time and place, custom and nature has abundant power to 
define identity, ‘Tem tanto poder o costume e também a natureza que, em que no pês nos faz 
conhecer esta diversidade de vozes’.   964
 This customary use of language was a source of representational certainty to Oli-
veira, who argues ‘o costume val muito, sem o qual a escritura porventura ficaria duvidosa’.  965
Understanding the customs of the peoples of the Carreia da Índia was designed to help con-
solidate power relations in the same manner that Christians and Jews observed each other 
in dual processes of self-fashioning and projection amidst the chaos of the late medieval 
conversions. Understanding other languages was not much a concern for the state in the 
early stages. Xavier and Županov argue that when Portuguese actors confronted by the di-
versity of the religious pluriverse of India, they realised it ‘had to be compiled, mapped, and 
compared with those already known in the classical sources, and when they did not match 
the known they had to be explained by way of morphological comparisons, analogies, and 
historical and philological arguments’.  Even when there were no existing categories that 966
applied, ‘providential or demonic intervention was summoned to fill in the blanks’.   967
 Nunes, ‘em defensam’, p. 120.963
 Ibid, p. 12.964
 Ibid, p. 24.965
 Xavier and Županov, p. 115.966
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 Even in Portugal new categories of Christian were being created for the conversions 
and forced conversions of the 15th and 16th centuries. Moriscos - former Muslims; Christãos 
Novos - former Jews; and Conversos. Added to the perception of fixity from this intra-Eu-
ropean social categorisation was the vast systemisation of new categories of ‘new’ 
humans.  However, in the face of the bourgeoning nomenclature of this epistemic anthro968 -
pology, Mullatos, Pardos, and Casados, display their ability to move within such constructed, 
relational legal categories.  Seijas and Xavier have called for further investigation into the 969
realities of Iberian coloniality in questioning paradigms that elide the quotidian experience 
of people far removed from the imperial state centres of Spain and Portugal.  The em970 -
phasis of this thesis focused as it is on a nautical literature designed to consolidate control 
of the Carreia da Índia in terms of its universalising and standardising mission, must be 
considered in relation to the creation of ethnographic knowledge around the mid-century 
too. Though the imposition of such structures was uneven and largely unsuccessful in sub-
jugating many areas, the state, at least, had recourse to statutes that discriminated in order 
to appease particular echelons of the social hierarchy. 
 The power of the universal science of order within the Portuguese nautical arts was 
its flexibility in defining homogenous and heterogeneous space according to the needs of 
mariners on the surface of the sea scape, or cartographers with the mind’s eye view of the 
bird or satellite. In the manner that power was exerted by institutions who created the 
overarching structure and hierarchy, power was also exerted by actors who found it pos-
 See Francisco Bethencourt;s view that constructions of race are always relational in his Racisms: From the 968
Crusades to the Twentieth Century (Princeton University Press: New Jersey, 2013). Giuseppe Marcocci, ‘Black-
ness and Heathenism’.
 Vinson, Before Mestizaje; Adrian Masters, ‘Petition & Response: Spanish America & Council of the Indies in 969
16th Century’ in Edward Collins (ed.), in Kingdom, Empire and Plus Ultra: conversations on the history of Por-
tugal and Spain, 1415-1898 [accessed online at: http://historyhub.ie/kingdom-empire-and-plus-ultra] 19th 
August 2019.
 Seijas and Xavier, ‘Asians in the Iberian World’970
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sible to shake off one position - by adorning the cultural coordinates of an alternative - ac-
cording to the classifications provided by the legal machinery of the state. The actor man-
oeuvred within the structure of fixed castas or religious classifications in the manner that 
the mariner manoeuvred between fixed latitude coordinates. As Nirenberg states regarding 
the flexibility of the exclusionary logics of lineage, ‘Since the classification of a practice or 
‘idea’ as Jewish or Christian was determined largely by relating it to the lineage of the per-
son who held it, almost any practice or position could be presented as Jewish if the accused 
could be shown to have descended from Jews’.  ‘The classification of practices and ideas 971
and the logic of genealogy’ Nirenberg argues, ‘depended upon each other’.  972
 What this thesis has tried to show are the classical roots of an intellectual approach 
to the natural world that was colonial in its very structure. That is not to say that the struc-
tures exposed within the thesis are inherently colonial. Rather, the episteme in which they 
were developed conditioned the construction of knowledge in such a way as to infuse early 
modern Portuguese knowledge with the priorities of burgeoning and established colonial 
orders bent on the standardisation of perception when confronted with an abundance of 
space and phenomena. What this thesis has also shown is that the coloniality of this con-
struction of knowledge is not endemic to a particular era. It has been shown to be present 
within the knowledge structures of the two key cultural movements of the early modern 
Portuguese imperial project, the Manueline and the Joanine. It is important to address the 
generality of this issue as it relates to contemporary structures of knowledge and the rhetor-
ical instruments of empiricism that underpin the largely arbitrary and regionally specific 
 Nirenberg, ‘Jews and Christians’, p. 36.971
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quantification of a world order. This is a world order that established the structural hierar-
chies of knowledge and political power that came to be the foundations of modern empires. 
 It has been the contention of this thesis that the early modern Portuguese appeal to a 
universal science of order that has been uncovered in the fields of nautical and grammatical 
knowledge provides ample foundation for further study into ‘scientific’ conceptions of early 
modern race. For example, though touched on in each part, thinkers dealing with proto-
ethnographic knowledge were also seeking universals in attempts to create concrete cat-
egorisations in the face of flux and relativity. It will be enlightening to compare these per-
ceptions of human life with the proliferation of non-human categorisations that were de-
veloping in this expansion project but more widely within imperialism at large. Abstraction 
and dehumanisation has been shown to be prevalent within not only Classical and Eu-
ropean imperial thought but also in African and Middle-Eastern empires too. 
 If we consider the genealogical structure of linguistic categorisations and their com-
parison with the more rigid integers of nautical knowledge, we may tentatively, at this 
point, refer to Carolus Linneaus’s classificatory system based on an ideology of patriarchal 
heredity.  Ethnography is a complex topic and one that by necessity must incorporate 973
conceptualisations of race. Following this logic, it appears that approaches to the non-hu-
man world, evidenced in the creation of nautical knowledge and the human world through 
cursory references within grammatical conceptualisations, are discursively linked.  It 974
would seem that the rigid disciplinary boundaries established in the enlightenment, a peri-
 See Stewart, L., Global Pillage: Science, Commerce, and Empire, Chapter 35, Cambridge History of Science: 973
Eighteenth Century Science, Cambridge University Press, 2008, pp. 830-831, for the spread of this model.
 Miguel de Asúa and Roger French note the Spanish use of a Portuguese roteiro as a model for the mari974 -
time account made by Fernández de Enciso, the Suma de Geografía (1518) projecting the future Imperial con-
quests of Charles I and that the nomenclature of the geography was intrinsically linked with the local fauna 
accounted for in the Suma, pp. 17; 24. They approach the concept of documenting wildlife in a sequential 
fashion and not, as this study will do, in terms of the universalising science of order.
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od widely conceived as the era in which the scientific and biological conception of race was 
solidified and became de riguer has led to a lacuna in understanding of the wider epistemic 
foundations of such knowledge and understanding. Not only this, but the progenitor of dis-
cursive analysis, Michel Foucault, never applied his approach to a colonial context. This 
takes away nothing from the archaeology of knowledge which has proven to be a powerful 
analytical tool in countless works far superior to the present thesis. 
 The ethnographic dimension to the literature of the early modern Portuguese expan-
sion has been well interrogated. António Alberto Banha de Andrade, Joan Pau-Rubies, 
Zoltán Biedermann, and Herman Bennett have mined these travel narratives in their recon-
structions of the histories of Portugal, Renaissance perceptions of ‘Others’, the attempt to 
apply universal categories to ‘Others’ and the sovereignty maintained by would-be ‘Others’ 
in the formation of those identities.  What many Portuguese observers attempted was the 975
distancing of themselves from their observations in the search of objectivity. Zoltán Bieder-
mann has pointed to a rare passage of irony in João de Barros’s Décadas de Ásia in which he 
lampoons the single minded focus of mariners, knights, geographers, merchants, and the 
curious. He says that the ironic portrayal of these disciplinarians offers Barros, ‘distan-
ciamento bem mais propício à selecção e à manipulação, ou seja, ao exercício de uma ver-
dadeira autoridade sobre o texto que se propunha construir’.   976
 It is this distance that allowed Barros the authority to present Asian civilisations, par-
ticularly China, as a model for civilisation in Lisbon. This portrait of ‘civilisation’ was based 
upon his use of the classical principles handed down by Homer that were based on semel-
 António Alberto Banha de Andrade, Mundo Novos do Mundo: Panorama da difusão, pela Europa, de notícias 975
dos Descobrimentos Geográficos Portugueses (Lisboa, 1972); Rubies, Travel and Ethnology; Biedermann, ‘Nos 
primórdios da antropologia moderna’; Herman Bennett, Colonial Blackness: A History of Afro-Mexico (India-
na University Press: Indianapolis, 2009).
 Biedermann, ‘Nos primórdios da antropologia moderna’, p. 35.976
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hança.  Narrative, for Barros, must be based on a mimetic resemblance of the historical 977
reality. Grammar, provided the means to represent this reality through its internal semb-
lances, differences, and analogical hierarchies. Cartography did the same for geographical 
reality through its own appeal to a universal science of order. The propinquity of the forms 
of knowledge production within these fields, is indicative of a wider early modern Por-
tuguese search for true representation of reality. That each of these fields attempts to situ-
ate that ‘truth’ within an existing order of knowledge warrants further investigation of the 
fields of knowledge associated with the colonial expansion. 
 In terms of a wider conceptualisation of ethnographic knowledge, Biedermann sug-
gests that Barros recognises the difficulty of systematising the abundance of ethnographic 
data on Indostan. However, he manages to reduce the understanding of the socio-political 
construction of these diverse regions to a familiar conceptualisation of class. Biedermann 
argues that Barros’s recourse in this confrontation is to a discourse of nobility that can be 
read throughout Duarte Barbosa’s Livro and in numerous medieval accounts.  He sug978 -
gests: 
 Na Ásia, porém, o carácter globalizante do texto permitiu dar corpo e realçar uma continuidade 
 mundial da ‘nobreza’ de certa categoria de homens cuja coragem e firmeza contrastava com a  
 ‘baixeza’ dos soldados comuns que não tinham vergonha de fugir em pleno combate (no caso  
 dos ‘gentios’) ou de tirar a causa portuguesa (no caso da soldadesca lusa).  979
Biedermann presents this assimilation of ethnographic information through lens of the fa-
miliar as a frequent trope of Barros’s Décadas. He states: ‘Inúmeras vezes nas Décadas, a ver-
dadeira fronteira cultural corre, não entre diversas nações, mas sim entre diversas condições 
 Ibid.977
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sociais - tal como elas se concebiam no Portugal quinhentista’.  Biedermann suggests the 980
exoticism of Barros’ account is counterbalanced by the familiarity of the social and cultural 
that was viewed as universal.   981
 We have seen this in Pereira and Castro’s accounts of the natural phenomena they 
encountered. We have also seen this in their accounts of people. It will be the suggestion of 
further study developing from this thesis that the science of order found to be so successful 
in meeting the concerns of the nautical arts and that has been shown to be integral to 
grammatical knowledge, came to be integral to the science of order that can be found with-
in the practice of early modern Portuguese natural history and ethnography. As a result, it 
suggests avenues for the development of modern ‘scientific’ conceptualisations of race that 
combine cultural and biological factors in the attempt to classify, categorise, and hierarchise 
a universal understanding of people. The universal models applied to understanding of the 
natural world so powerfully, were also powerfully versatile in the manner in which they 
could incorporate novelty. This was a chief concern in the encounter with the human and 
non-human environments of the imperial expansion. Understanding this diversity through 
systematic investigation and documentation was a clear directive of the early modern Por-
tuguese state from as early as the astronomical survey of 1485. 
 In their appeal to these powerful sciences of order, that which is not included, is si-
lenced. The success of the cartographic and linguistic models for conceptualising the lived 
reality in a pragmatic and utilitarian way, perhaps led to the even greater adoption and 
simplification of schematic knowledge about the world. The increasing cosynchrony of 




point until the knowledge was challenged. Perhaps this is why the ‘representation of power 
pertaining to the entanglement of early modern Atlantic history and the African diaspora 
lacks historicity, scope, and nuance’.  And why perceptions of terms such as ‘“casta” be982 -
came so powerful’ within these nuanced and mutually constitutive systems of identity.  983
Moving forward 
 Herman Bennett has investigated the early conceptualisation of cultural interactions 
between peoples. He challenges the dominant historiographical narrative of coloniser and 
colonised in these early encounters reading a rhetoric of sovereignty through the socio-
political performances of the actors within the early modern European sources on Africa.  984
The presence of these African sovereigns challenges homogeneous classification of African 
inferiority. Bennett points to the religious dimension of the early encounter and like Mar-
cocci, the universalising aspects of Christian millenarianism.  Notwithstanding the clear 985
kinship divisions within African peoples and polities, any perceptions of Africans as a ho-
mogeneous group, are also nuanced by their presence within a relational social hierarchy. 
Some Africans are Kings. Some Africans are not. Notwithstanding the presence of several 
matrilineal communities on the continent, this monarchical social hierarchy generally re-
flects that of European society. Its homogenous classification is Christian. Within that Chris-
tianity is a spatial classifier. Within that territorial classifier there is a class structure. The 
spread of Christianity within Africa and Asia along the route of the Carreira da Índia, 
 Bennett, p. 154.982
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caused classificatory issues for the Portuguese. The homogeneous classifier of Christão 
levels the hierarchy. Creating differential heterogeneity within that meant applying older, 
more established mechanisms of difference to the imperial context.  986
 Future research could connect the scientific cartography with the discourse of lin-
eage as it uncovers the connections between the biological aspects of proto-racism. This 
embryonic conceptualisation of  race would become coupled with the cultural aspects that 
determined human difference in the same manner as we have seen in the stases of Hermo-
genes and in the way that Oliveira linked proportion with character. Geraldine Heng points 
to an arrogance in the study of race, and the privileging of scientific racism. Herman Ben-
nett points to a similar attitude from historians of the Atlantic in the prioritisation of the 
‘slave trade’ over the rich and varied, specifically African, histories of sovereignty within the 
Atlantic historical record.  The scientific quantification of space in terms of a demarcated 987
theoretical line established a binary division of global space into Portuguese and Spanish 
worlds. The gross generalisations of the African exploration project split the peoples of its 
encounter into gentios and mouros. In the same semiological manner that the world was 
part of a universal system its variety, in terms of space, could be differentiated within that 
whole. Ideas of universal christianity had to be adapted in order to justify hierarchies of 
peoples under the auspices of a Christianising mission. This is a model with parallels in the 
scientific and grammatical thought of the day. Though there is an overarching system in 
both, this system stands to homogenise and differentiate. This differentiation can then be 
utilised politically. Ultimately the hollowness of early modern categories of race, facilitated 
 Xavier, ‘Reducing difference’, p. 247.986
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the control of perceptions of various peoples. These perceptions were then used in politico-
judicial contexts to justify past, present and future relationships with these populations. 
 Very little research has pointed to the relationship between the creation of natural 
historiographic and ethnographic knowledge and the knowledge required to undertake the 
imperial expansion that created the confrontation with such phenomena.  The findings of 988
this thesis suggest that the creation of universal paradigms with which to encounter the 
natural world were applied to the construction of knowledge on race and natural history 
that can be seen in genealogical constructions surrounding human and non-human alike, 
read through the behavioural, physiognomic, and reproductive capacities associated with 
raza, casta, and linaje.  Though the knowledge systems were universal, that universality 989
enabled an internal relational discretion, a hierarchy of analogies with which to separate 
the homogeneity of a classification that recognised the semblance or applicability of entities 
to that system, or, as Biedermann puts it, ‘os espaços geográficos, os espaços sociais e os fenó-
menos culturais eram fundamentalmente semelhantes em todo o lado e por consequência com-
paráveis à escalate global. E […] o espaço global que assim se desenhava passava e per essen-
cialmente contínuo, homogéneo na sua textura e qualidade’.  The application of this homo990 -
geneity to humanity was made through a universal conception of Christian millenarianism. 
However, within this, comparison was required in order to understand one’s place within 
 Lisa Voigt and Elio Brancaforte, The Traveling Illustrations of Sixteenth- Century Travel Narratives PMLA 988
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the global community. The categories of religious humanity within the early modern Por-
tuguese episteme were, Cristãos, Judeus, Mouros, or Gentios.  It is clear to Biedermann 991
that Barros did not invent these hierarchies in his office. They were evident in the literature 
created by those who had set out to explore and conquer. Barros’s innovation was to bring 
centre and periphery into relation, ‘uns com os outros por via textual’.  The documentation 992
of these hierarchies, the codification of their knowledge is that which we have seen in this 
thesis through the nautical and grammatical constructions of early modern Portuguese 
practitioners at the forefront of the imperial venture. The systematisation of knowledge in 
the metropole by men like Valentim Fernandes, Nunes, and Barros is indicative of the tri-
partite process of knowledge creation.  
 In a recent article on the statutes of purity of blood, Rachel Burk argues: 
While throughout the sixteenth century New and Old Christians alike sought a peaceful in-
corporation of former religious minorities into the majority, pureza de sangre-sangue grew up 
to counteract the movement towards sanctioned assimilation. The humanistic vision of a 
big-tent Christian nation gave way to a more complex reality of official intolerance–at times 
acute–and extra-official lenience.   993
It is in this process that we can view the shift from organic resemblances to analogical hier-
archies. The common unit of measurement to which resemblances are reduced in order to 
be compared in this discourse is genealogical purity. As has been shown in both parts to 
this work, nautical knowledge was predicated on the creation of analogical hierarchies. The 
resemblances of world phenomena were reduced to constructions based on number and 
measurement according to the mathematical principles appropriate to their task. Grammar-
 Biedermann, p. 40; and Giuseppe Marcocci, for the Portuguese use of gentio as a category applicable to 991
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ians, in turn, reduced language itself to a discourse of purity and its use to a discourse of 
propriety established classical notions of oratorial effect. The universal science of order 
found within these two fields can also be uncovered in the discourses on early modern race 
and natural history. 
 The pervasiveness of these statutes can be seen in the institutions involved in their 
implementation: ‘Religious brotherhoods, churches, cathedrals, individual trade unions, 
schools, universities, and city governments established their own policies on blood purity, 
demanding “pure bloodedness” of their members in fits and starts’.  Though the develop994 -
ment of this discourse seems piecemeal and open to the usual critique of juridical ineffect-
iveness, Burk argues that, ‘blood purity extended beyond its initial life as a legal mechanism 
and grew into a full-fledged culture-wide obsession by the turn of the seventeenth 
century’.  She argues that to link these early conceptualisations of religion and genealogy 995
with post-Enlightenment forms of race, ‘is the reduction of variables, hardening of categor-
ies, and prioritizing of physicality’.  Each of these factors can be viewed in the work of 996
Oliveira, Nunes, Barros, Castro, and Pereira in their attention to accounting for the phe-
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